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The theory of nuclear electron capture is reviewed in the light 
of current understanding of' weak interactions. Experimental methods 
and results regarding capture probabilities, capture ratios, and 
EC/8 ratios are summarized- Radiative electron capture is dis­
cussed, including p6th theory and- experiment. Atomic wave-function 
overlap and electron exchange effects are covered, as are atomic
 
traisitions that, accompany nuclear electron capture. Tables are 
provided,to assist the reader in determining quantities of inteiest
 
for specific -cases. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
 
1.1 History
 
In B decay, a nucleus can capture an electron (or a positron) 
instead of emitting one. This possibility, inherent in the Fermi 
(1934i theory of 0 emission, was first suggested by'Yukawa and 
Sakata (1935,.1936, 1937). The-density bf atomic bound electrons at 
the nucleus makes orbital electron capture significant, particularly
 
for s electrons in heavy atoms. Detection of the emitted neutrino is
 
a major experimental undertaking that has not yet met with success
 
(Davis, et al., 1968;-see also Physics Today 25, August 1972, p. 17;
 
Bahcall, 1972).' Even the nuclear recoil from neutrino emission is
 
very difficult to detect (Crane, 1948), unless extraordinary ingenuity
 
is brought to bear (Goldhaber et -al., 1958). X rays and Auger 
electrons emitted in the deexcitation of the ionized daughter provide
 
more readily detectable, albeit-indirect, signals of the capture
 
process.
 
.Alvarez (1937) first gained experimental evidence for the existence
 
of nuclear electron capture by detecting Ti K x rays emitted in the
 
decay of 4 8V. A Geiger counter was employed; positrons were bent
 
away by a magnetic field, and the x-ray energy was established approxi­
mately from an Al absorption curve. Gamma-ray internal conversion 
could not be excluded as a possible origin of the Ti K x rays. A 
completely'conclusive demonstration was brought about the following 
year, when Alvarez (1938a, b) used differential absorption to identify 
Zn K x rays from the decay of 67Ga. Related cloud-chamber experiments
 
were performed by Oldenburg (1938) and by Williams and Pickup (1938),
 
after an unsuccessful attempt by Jacobsen (1937). The capture of L
 
electrons wag first observed by Kirkwood et al. (1948) and Pontecorvo
 
et al. (1949), Who mixed radioactive 37Ar with the gas in a proportional
 
counter and found a peak due to Cl L x rays in the spectrum. Dougan
 
(1961) first measured M-electron capture in 71Ge.
 
Following the work of Fermi (1934) and Yukawa and Sakata (1935, 
1936, 1937), the theory of allowed electron capture was developed by 
Bethe and Bacher (1936) and Moller (1937a, b). Generalizations in­
cluding forbidden transitions were carried out by Marshak (1942), 
Bouchez et al. (1950; Bouchez,- 1952), Brysk and Rose (1958), E-vtbsrc (1965)
:-obinsonT1965), Zwcifel (1954, 1957, 135), 
KonOpinski (1966),, and Behrens and J~necke (1969), among others. The
 
subject has been reviewed by Robinson and Fink (1955, 1960), Bouchez
 
(1963a, 1968a).
 
and Depommier (1960), and Ber6nyi A tntroductions' to the theory 
&re contained in the books by Schopper (1966) and Wu and Yloszkowski 
(1966). 
1.2. Energetics
 
We denote by Wo0+1 the energy (mass) difference between parent and 
daughter neutral atoms: 
W = AWul - AIZEE, (x-1) 
in units such that ihme =cl. Here, AWnucl is the energy difference 
between the parent nucleus (A,Z) and the daughter nucleus (AZ-l) . 
The quantity A IEEXI is the total change in electron bindingenergy
xeeg 
between parent and daughter atoms, which arises because all electron
 
energy levels move up in the potential well as the nuclear charge
 
decreases by one unit (the electron cloud "expands"). The binding­
energy charge AIZE is not negligible; it amounts to "20 key for'
 
Z=85, for example.
 
Let E '-be the binding energy-of the captured electron in the
 
daughter atom. We neglect the energy of atoic recoil from 
neutrino emission; its largest value, in 7Be decay, is only 57 eV. 
Because of imperfect atomic wave-function overlap; the daughter atom's 
electronic ex.itation energy-will exceed IEX'J by an amount that we 
denote by ER The average of this rearrangement energy ER, taken. 

over many atoms, is small (of he jorder of a few eV), but in those 
individual transitions in which osubstantial shakeup or shakeoff (in­
ternal ionization) occurs, ER can be quite significant (Sec. '5). The 
neutrino energy is
 
- =Wo + - IExI ER (1-2)-
or 
q= Aw 1 - AISEXl + 1 - JE j - E -(-3) 
The atomic excitation energy. IEx'I + ER is releasedafter the capture
 
event in a cascade of Auger and radi'ative ,transitions, except for
 
energy carried into the continuum in shakeoff. The energy threshold
 
for electron capture from orbital x is
 
-AW -1 + Af E'j + fI'+It E. (1-4) 
Positron emission is energetically possible, and competes with
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orbital electron, capture (Secs. 3.4,. 3.5) if W01, or 
nbcZl + AISE + E (1-5) 
1.3. Atomic Effects-
Nuclear electron dapture by its very nature stands at the inter­
face between nuclear and atomic physics. only in the crudest of 
approximations can the atomic electron cloud be treated as-merely the 
donor.of the electron that is captured. Nevertheless, the importance 
of treating B decayin general, .andklectron capture -n .particular, as 
transformations bf the whole atom 'was -not-quantitatiVely taken -into 
account until fBenoist-Gueutal. 11950, -1953a, -t) wroteher-thesib- The 
idea of including- atomic variables in the description of initial and 
final states was pursued,by Odiot and Daudel (1956) and formulated
 
elegantly by Bahcall (1962a,1963a,,b). 
The fact that the entire atom is transformed in electron-capture 
decay is reflected in the-energetics (Sec. 1.2) and in the effect of
 
imperfect atomic wave-function overlap on the transition rate (Sec. 
.-2.5). -Furthermore, atomic transitions such as shakeup and shakeoff ­
(internal ionization) can take place as an integral part of the radio­
active decay (Sec. 5), quite distinct from the Auger and x-ray cascade 
through which the daughter atom is stibsequently deexcitdd. Atomic
 
effects in nuclear decay -have recently been reviewed by Emery (1972), 
Crasemann (1973), Freedman -(1974), and Walen and Briangon (1975). 
1.4. Radiative Electron Capture
 
The existence of a low-intensity continuous photon spectrum
 
+ 
accompanying - decay was first observed by Aston (1927) and Bramson 
(1930). . The basic theory of radiative 8 decay was developed in­
dependently by Knipp and Uhlenbeck (1936), who were seeking an 
explanation for the observed photon continuum, and by Bloch (1936), 
who was unaware of the experimental work and was motivated by .purely 
theoretical considerations based of Fermi's theory of 0 decay and 
Dirac's theory of the positron. Mller (1937a, b) and Morrison and 
Schiff (1940) pointed out that'internal bremsstrahlung (IB) should be 
-emitted 
 -in the course of nuclear electron capture as well as in-$ 
decay, and independently worked out the theory. Mller (1937 a, b) in 
particular, was interested 'n differentiating between the Fermi and 
Konopiski-Uhlenbeck cbuplings. Internal bremsstrahlung from electron 
capture was first detected by Bradt et al. (1946). A number-of reports
 
followed, describing the'observation-of IB at high energies; all of
 
-
-these "datawere consistent with the Moirison-Schiff theory. - A study 
of the 55Fe IB spectrum'by Madansky and Rasetti (1954), however, 
showed an unexpected steep rise of the IS intensity at low photon 
energies. These data were only explained after Glauber and Martin
 
(1956; Martin and Glauber,- 1958) developed'an elaborate and much more
 
accurate theory of .B in electron capture, in which Coulomb and 
screening effects aie taken into account and capture from L and M 
shells is included. Although originally restricted to allowed transi­
tions, this theory was later generalized to electron-capture transitions
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of arbitrary degree of forbiddenness by Zon and Rapoport (1968? Zon,
 
1971).
 
1.5. Significance
 
Research on electron-capture probabilities and ratios is being 
pursued as a facet of basic science and because of the importance of 
applications. Electron capture plays a part in the decay schemes of
 
some.500 radionuclides, r60 of which are commercially available.
 
Nuclear :decay by electron capture is not only relevant to nuclear 
science but also to geochemistry, cbsmology and astrophysics (Trimble 
and Reines, 1973), nuclear medicine (Dillman, 1968, 1970), and
 
technology. The measurement of X/O+ ratios is one of the more sensitive 
an 
.waysof determiningupper limit on the Fierz interference term 
(Schopper,-196B). Ratios of allowed electron capture from various 
shells are independent of.nuclear factors and reflect pu-ely atomic 
_properties; these ratios are sensitive to bound-electron wave func­
tions,at the nuclear surface and to electron exchange ana imperfect
 
atomic wave-function overlap (Bahcall, 19629#1963a, b). 
1.6. Scope of Review
 
In Sec. 2 of this article,.we discuss the theory of allowed and
 
forbidden nuclear electron-capture. Formulae and tables are provided
 
that enable the reader to calculate transition rates and ratios of
 
interest. Special attention ispaid, in Sec. 2.5, to electron­
exchange and atomic wave-function overlap effects on the transition 
probability. Experimental methods for the measurement of electron­
13
 
+capture probabilities and ratios -and of EC/$ ratios are described and 
compared in Sec. 3. Published data are listed, critically evaluated,
 
and compared.with theory. In Sec. 4, the theory of radiative electron
 
capture and experimental work on Internal bremsstrahlung are thoroughly
 
reviewed and tables for the calculation of 1B spectra are provided. 
Section 5 is devoted to a discussion of atomic transitions that
 
accompany nuclear electron capture. 
We have made an effort at completeness in covering the subject.
 
Some information has been included that is now of merely historical
 
interest, but we have attempted to be-aequately critical in the final
 
evaluation and comparison of results. Meson capture, though
 
interesting and closely related to our subject, has not been included.
 
We, hope-that this article may prove useful for both theoretical 
and experimental researchers in need of a complete survey of what is
 
known about nuclear electron capture, and that it will be of help to 
nuclear physiciste and chemists and to workers in radionuclide
 
metrology,- nuclear medicine, and.in related areas. 
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2. ELECTRON-CAPTURE THEORY
 
2.1. 	The P Decay and Electron-Capture Hamiltonian
 
and Transition Rates
 
It is usually assumed that all the weak interaction pro­
cesses can be described by a universal fundamental Hamiltonian
 
density (current-current interaction)(Marshak et
 
al., 1969; Schopper, 1966; Blin-Stoyle, 1973). A general dis­
cussion of such phenomenological interaction currents in nu­
clear systems is given by Lock et al. (1974)- For
 
the special case 	of nuclear P decay, this Hamiltonian density
 
1
 
has the form

Hx)= -G21/2 J 	(x)L+(x) + h.cj (2-1)P P L i ­
where J L and L denote the hadron and the lepton current,
 
respectively. The P-decay coupling constant G is related to
 
the universal weak coupling constant G by
 
G = G cose, 	 (2-2)
 
where 0 is the Cabbibo angle.
 
Although Eq. (2-1) well describes such processes as P and
 
jidecay, it represents an incomplete theory because it is not
 
renormalizable. Thus, higher-order corrections cannot be cal­
culated. In the last few years, however, renormalizable models
 
(first proposed by 	WeinbergAand Salam, IMS ) have been developed. 
nWpTNAL PAGE 	IS 
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These models are based on gauge theories unifying the weak and electro­
magnetic interactions (Abers and Lee, 1973; Lee, 1973; Bernstein, 1974;
 
Weinberg, 1974; Beg and Sirlin, 1974). These gauge theories imply that
 
the weak interaction operates through a neutral- current in addition to
 
the previously known charged current. Phenomena induced by neutral currents
 
occur mostly in high-energy physics, but they can be found in atomic physics
 
as well (Bouchiat and Bouchiat, 1974). Nevertheless, for the purposes of
 
the present paper, the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2-1) is sufficient and we shall
 
deal only with this form of the weak-interaction theory.
 
In nuclear B decay, we must consider the three processes
 
(ZA) (Z+lA) + e + v ( decay)
e 
(ZA) (Z-1,A) + e+ + v ( + decay) 
(ZA)+ e - (Z-I,A) + v (electron capture). 
Here, (ZA)signifies an atomic nucleus of mass number A and atomic 
+ 
nunber Z, e denotes an electron and e , a positron, v e is the neutrino, 
and V , the antineutrino. 
e 
In order to discuss the general features of these weak-interaction 
processes and their interrelations, we first consider the decay of a 
single neutron or proton, assuming that the individual nucleons in the
 
nucleus are independent of one another and behave like free particles.
 
In the case of nuclear a decay, we need only the electron part
 
of the lepton current, which can be expressed as
 
L (x) = p (x)y (.+Y5) e(W, (2-3) 
3
2 

where * and 4e are the field operators and y the Dirac matrices.
e 
16 
The nucleons, unlike the leptons, interact strongly as well.
 
This leads to complications and consequently it is not possi­
ble to express the hadron current so simply in terms of field 
operators (Marshak et al., 1969; Blin-Stoyle, 1973). 
Ifi however, we approximately treat the nucleons as point parti­
cles, neglecting the influence of the strong interaction, then
 
the hadron current is 
J Cx) = iPVy(l+XY5)l% 	 (2-4) 
where X = -CA/Cv = 1.251*0.009 (Kropf and Paul, 1974). The 
Hamiltonian density then has the form 
H P2-x) = GP H/2 {Pw )y (l+Y5)(x~e n(x)Px)y(l+Y5)P (x) + h.c. } 
(2-5) 
The corresponding transition matrix elements for the three basic 
processes in nuclear P 	decay are 
n-p+ e + e 	 M 0 % x .(x (2-a) 
M+ = d (2-6b)p -n + e + 
p+ e n+ V 	 = <nv IeH(x)d4x Pe-> (2-6) 
With H (x) according to Eq. (2-5), the transition matrix elements
 
become
 
Mr= G 2-1/2(204 %+q.-+q-q.)EU C9y y ) u I'lly (1ly )v
Ven p 1 5 n1 eIL 5 v 
(24a)
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= 
M'+A G 2-I/2(270 4S6(q -qe. eq-q )[75 y (l+Xy )uJE[ - yY (l+y )v 
'n21/2(27r) . n 11 5 p V. ' 5 e 
(2-7b)
 
MC "GP2-1/2 (246(qn+q%-q -qe)[7nI (l+XY5)Up][WJ'(l+Ys)Ue]
 
(2-70)
 
The q's are -the four-momenta of the particles indicated by-the
 
subscripts,.and S(q) isthe Dirac delta function.'
 
Equations (-2-7) have been derived for the decay of a single,
 
point-like'nucleon. To consider the decay of a nucleon in a
 
complex nucleus, we transform the wave function used in EqS. (2-7)
 
from momentum space to configuration space.- For this purpose,
 
the 3-dimensional momentum-dependent part of the delta function
 
is replaced by
 
6(pY= (2n) -IJiP°rd3r (2-8)
 
(Blin-Stoyle, 1973). We introduce the nlane-wave snIni.innA of
 
the Dirac.equatiol for the particles,
 
.- a(pafrl = uae I (2-9a)
 
and for the antiparticles,
 
""-9• " " ip~r
 
Cbb'a'r -y (p ,rt vbe (2-9b)
a 

Here, a.ad b denote particles and antiparticies, respectively,
 
and C is the charge conjugation operator. We find
 
MI_ ' 2G12276(E p+E E7,-En)f-fp(p r)y,(U+Xy5 ) 
•e vnje p m 5 
'
 X×n(nr )(er)pVr( );,
t)(P (2-10a)

e e ­
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= G2122t(E +E +E E ) (p ,r)Y.(l+y) 
n e n 
Xpp r)-feCIe, r)Y11(l+Ts) Oe.(-P.4.r) d7r (2-10b) 
2-P1/21(E +EE-E...;)ilx 
MEp; n v ip~ P'r-1 '5 
Inside the nucleus, we replace the nucleon plane waves by bound
 
spinor wave functions, and represent electrons or positrons by
 
wave functions which are solutions of the Dirac equation for an
 
extended charged nucleus surrounded by atomic electrons.4 Fur­
thermore, it is convenient to split off the delta function and 
the factor 2it by writing M= 2r(E-Ef)!fIH+ i>. 
The hadron parts of Eqs. (2-10a-c) can now be expanded into 
multipoles (Schopper, 1966; Konopinski, 1966; Bonchez and De­
pommier, 1960; Weidenmiller, 1961): 
= K M l-M 
KLsM 
Here, i and f denote initial and final states, and
 
T"O JYM(2-12a) 
and
 
,LK+I.L M 
TKL = (-l)L K L a (2-12b) 
are the multipole operators.5
 
19 
The expansion coefficients d ,8 (r) can be derived from the 
relation 
M (- ")TM (213
a...r) =j f-+5 )TKLs.id.nucl ( 3) 
Inserting Eqs. -(2-11)' and (2-13) in Eqs. (2-10a-c), we find for the 
matrix elements
 
i p2fIr (1)K+M 3Y= /2z +;(±X nd2nuclID KLsM - YI/-J 5P-T J 
x E+:Z)cI+T)T1_M (-Q.e 2r ; (2-14a) 
+ P .G/Z(,(+XT dp clJn 5 )Tis 
xfJ+ ( l)(+T5 )T M +(-Z)dQi tr r 2dr; (2-14b,) 
" sM KL.) 
Here, 4 denotes th6. momentum for neutrino or antineutrino, and 
e±(TZ) is the electron or positron wave function in the Coulomb 
field of a nucleus of atomic number Z. -
We expand the electron (positron) and neutrino (antineutrino) 
continuum wave functions in partial spherical waves *:1.(Konopinski,
 
1966; Sch'dlke, 1964; Weidenmiller, i961): 
e(z) = ha .e(Z), (2-15a)
ee~e Kele Ke 
20
 
(q) b L ~) (2-15b,)e K IL VIIV 
( e)+'I e

*e+(-Z)I___ ,(l -IL
-2e(Z ~
e+(Z) = _T2 e-(Z) = L(a iec e ee(Q-Z), (2-15c) 
Ke~e
 
* V~4, =iC)+V b* 1 V(-q). (2-15d) 
Ve a itIV VV KV
 
The spherical waves K here have the form
 
IKK
(sign 1f Zr)X L' 
)= g(,~ 
'(2-16)
 
where we have
 
it . 
K- .LJ'rg' (24 
the xm (m=-+l) are two-component Pauli spinors, the C(1jp-mm) 
are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and the YZ are spherical har­
monics. The index K is 
K 1 (2-18)
(Z.+ j +.l), .1
 
and gK(Z,r) and f'(Z,r) are the large and small radial wave
 
functions, respectively.
 
The antiparticle (positron) wave function is (Rose, 1961)
 
gK (2-19)
(-z: r)Xc rxJ 

(- sig n - z r )X: J
)ff( I
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The neutrino radial wave functions can be written explicitly:
 
L <rX I (2-20) 
. j -(qr)x J 
where t-t=sign K, and j(qr) is the spherical Bessel function. 
For the. antineutrino we have 
"IJ(qr)X7-1 
OK i~qr) xl' (2-21)
•LJqr)× J-

The expansion coefficients a: and b in Eqs. (2-15) are deter­
mined by the condition that the continuum wave functions 0e(Z)
 
and $V (q) become asymptotically equal to a plane wave plus in-­
e
 
coming (br outgoing) spherical waves (Schllke, 1964,; Weiden­
mUller, 1961): 
S ) =(PIS B)4p-C(--j ; -S 
ee e e2.e e a e 
• ",1eS -i[A e+(n/ 2) (£e+1)1e
Ie -a'­
xY e (r)e e(2-22) 
1

- , i-'- " , v-s-, 
b N (qs)=4C(z 2,1j4LsvsV)Y4 V"() (2-23)
 
Here,.A is the Coulomb phase-(BUhring, 1965.1967). 
It is usefal, furthermore,-to .introduce reduced hadron and 
iepton matrix-elements by applying the Wiger-Eckart theorem. 
From Eqs. (2-14a-c) and (2-15a-c) we find 
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(<iil..H
i>=
2-1/2 Zj_El i) f-Mf+j lL"KLsM K ee
 
K 
v1 v 
K+M+ 
Kx(-I) f K1+ 
- j I 
_~xaej ebKvV.JK m 
#n 
" a b *XY)T ajIlQ 
<K zIe(Z)=U (-q dr 

< if Hpl PZ' Mf+v-Iv= ICII /2.(-l)Jf 
m~~~ f- IM +j4Le 
x (-i)K+ M+ j e +Te M.1_jje 
x a bq L L 
. Ci(l+1y)TKLp
 
.11 1nKeP KVI 

,<< ( II<+y5)TKLII OKe(-Z)>r2dr;I v 
K+Mt 3 'j j K j 
<fINli>- -Gpr-1-;, 57,-lJdf-~",
 
xS O. KLsM VC11(1+y 5)TctIJ ,p> 
+
x (-i)i : 
v x 
" q II +Kh)TKLc.Ix(Z)W>r
K 2dr; 

(2-24a)
 
(2-24b)
 
(2-24C)
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Here, x (=K, LI, L2, L3 , MI,...) denotes the different shells
 
and subshells of the atomic cloud from which the electron can be
 
captured. The states of the initial neutron or proton are speci­
fied by IJiM.>, and those of the final nucleon, by IJfMf). 
The similarity of Eqs. (2-24a), (2-24b), and (2-24c) suggests 
that we need to derive the final formulae of the observables 
for only one type of decay cr, 3+, or EC) and can hence obtain 
results for-the other decay modes. For this purpose, we trans­
form-Eqs. (2-24b,c) into a form that is similar to that of Eq..
 
(2-24a), by interchanging initial and final states in the reduced
 
J1 
lepton matrix elements. Taking into account the relation (Weiden­
mller, 1961) 
K-sj­
(f lIl+5)TKL 11i>* = (-l) 3- f<iI1 IC+yTaL f> (2-25) 
and the fact that here the reduced matrix elements are defined as"
 
real quantities, we obtain
 
f+je- e
Z 

KLsM Kee
 
(fIH+ i>° l" TY (-1) Jf 
K-s+M+j ? I[Jf K J1 K J
 
£4 f Mi~x 
-We _M _C 
r d r ;
X Ke( b) I+ 11 l ] )K -2
 
K4 e(-Z) 11Cl+y5)T~s11j K(q)>r2dr; (2-26a) 
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< fjll li> -/22 Z Z _J f +Th && 
KLsM--K 
(-)Ks+M+j +Iv+ Jf K 
IV 
Ji :x JIK 
X 
Xb * (-'-) 3 Ijn (1+XY)T fJyjs 
S< ,C(Z) (I+Y 5)TKLs Jf@ 1 (q)>r 2dr. (2-26b) 
x (22b 
The transition probability per unit time can now be found from
 
standard quantum-mechanical formulae. By applying first-order
 
time-dependent perturbation theory (the "Golden Rule"), the de­
cay constant K and the half life t are given by 
%O± = (Zn2)(t,±)-l/2 = 27(2Ji+l)-iZ 
MiM f Se SV
 
< f + d V (2n)-6  x f{ J H i> 2p2q2dp dge (2-27) 
for P -decay, and by 
XX-(±na)(tx)-l =2n(2J.i+I)- ' i
 
i, Mf 1LxS
 
for electron capture from the atomic x-shell. By inserting the .
 
matrix element given by Eq. (2-24a) in Eq. (2-27) and making use of 
the orthogonality relations for Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and
 
3j-symbols, we find 
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,~j{'j(2K+l1/24n)Ol/2x =GG 2C2it) 5 (2J 1 ) j!2
-- . K K% Laj 
x (40 (Z) I(±y_5TKL5 1IIC (q)>r dr q2dp. (-9 
S e V . 
we have
Similarly, by combining Eqs. (2-26a) and (2-27), 

XB J K Kej .
- % 22 2i&&-32,J K Ls r Z ,jgl-1/2~ (-) 1/2 
x K0nIf(l+XLy) TnI p>
 
'<(470)l<'24 - +T" I-,, )>r ,22dp. -(2-30)
Z) 1 
The electron-capture decay-constant is found by inserting
 
Eq. (2-26b) in Fq..(2-28):
 
x= 2( )- 2Ji+f'1(l/2)ZZ Z - )( 2k+L)-l­
x ~K K L 
x(470/2<q II(l+T1I '11p> 
x()~4l/2? (Z)41(PTY5)TK ,1. (>radrQ2x (2-31) 
The neutrino momentum q is given byx 

Sw , (2-32)
 
where W is the total transition-energy between initial and.final 
states (the difference btween the atomic msses, minus m0 a see Sec 
and-WI denotes the energy of the bound electron (in the daughterX
 
atom). This is Wf=i-IE4I, where E1 is the binding energy of
 
the electron. Because the electron and neutrino wave functions
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i,&re- we11rknown ,Eqs- -('2 416)(2-21)], -we cabn -evalet'e- the r'educed 
j1eptqtP-ritri-x -keimentsecIplicitiy (Schfllke, 1964; Weiadiiffliei, 
-39J, rthe, -h ee tki~nds q*fteduced 3letoxi ibatrix elements 
Z pfa ibg'An-$qs.-:t?,2-29), (,2,30O), afld (-41), %we "have 
v* NVVIe 
~+-v -e KVl + (signl !KIZ3i -- Ct 
e V -e-e 
+ '(2-53) 
VI 
'ft wee~dtoh i'etios M6 eeemri, 
(rt4.f<a-e 'yT­
e V 
gK z~4 Th 1--ik C )
V 
e r-/?k e- v 9pXi .~ Vi I i I'~4 
thjp itolf v 
fo 1~jo~tohfetrin-o maitrix 6iemehti. Tib 4uanitiity Gts(9'hj) 
podiced b W *d~bhu 'h'(1961), epjrd6ii e spn-angulat 
part Of tho~fe fiiz~bd ipton- Miatrix eliknint : 
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G_(nf n.) = {(2s+l)(2K+l)2Zf(n)+1]2(n) +1] (2jf+l) (2ji+l)jl/2 
gtiYo( +L - cle f c t ni)+(n 
i- f
 
K s L 
Here, we cove(n)=n if n>O and ()=le- if n<, where n 
=:stands "for +K and -r; C is a Glebsch-Gordan coefficient, and
 
the braces denote a Wigner 9j-symbolo
 
We ;now consider the relation between 0- and'P decay, It
 
'is easily shown-that the 'followingrelations hold:
 
e*-
g-(Z)FI G,. (icc)+ erii - -c5 
C * UV -a v s 
(sign-f f.K 'z)[t GL S(-rc ,i.) + jTiGM-sC-i-.,c)i. (2-37) 
e . V v 
Thus, we,see from Eq. (2-35) that the product-df-the two reduced
 
matrix elements in Eqe (2-30) -canibe replaced as"follows:
 
Kit (n ?, )T-' (iX()Ty&8 if 
=-1j TaKsjj><JJ Cl T5)TKls Il)K11 XT-5T ~J[> (fI r 5(1mY)ThLBii>­
(2-38) 
Consequently,, we can derive the formulae for P+ decay ,from those 
for P- decay by making. the following substitutions: 
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P decay p4 deday' 
± 4 
-z 
G + -G (2-39) 
Here; G represfents the terms which are" due to parity non-donserv­
ation ('engo, eleottdn polarization or P y circular polarizatin6­
cdrrelation). The relation between P+ -decay and. electron cap­
ture is,'established by, the snbsti-tutions Cf. 2qs. 2-30), (2-3l), 
(2-;337, .(2-35)] 
P+ dcay electron capture 
('-Z)' f (z) 
_e e 
g Ce,)- (240), 
-'MaBde 4 .(Z)' ai'd f, 'Z) are the 'large an4 aj la-i dQponents-,of ­
e e 
th6 b6hnd- ;tat electron radiali wave fxn(5Vi64&', rr,§pe-y 
Aiternitivelyi w& can start from P deday [cf. Eqs' (2'29) and 
(2 '3k) vgs. Eqs; (231Y -ad( 4333):' 
PI a6d. electron c&!tur&­
itJ(qr) JA(,qr)
t 

+ j(4r) 
V_ v 
v , 
t - lj,~TntjI fI!X.- - i 4a 
bol&t,1nffilL6dtetn bound"eletron 
wave flihctibl wave functibn 
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For the decay probabilities as given in Eqs (2-29) and (2-31), this
 
prescription can be replaced by one mentioned by Behrens and
 
J~necke (1969):
 
- decay- + electron capture 
q + -q 
<(-fI!(+XT5TnsJJl i).+ (-I) Kf Jj(l+Xy 5)T~t 11fi>. (2-klb) 
In thirs description of the eledtron-capture and P-decay 
processes, three important points have not been considered: 
1.- The hadron current in the form of Eq. (2-4) is an approx­
imation which is only valid for bare nucleons. The exact form 
of this current is discussed under the heading Induced Intera­
"±Qn§in Sec. 2.2.3. 
2. -The Hamiltonian and transition matrix elements used 
here refer tb a single-particle process. -The description must 
We generalized for the case ofmany nucleons in the initial and 
final states. This point is discussed in Sec. 2.2.3­
5. - Acomplete Adescription.of the initial and final states 
must include the electrons of the atomic cloud. -Since the nu­
clear charge -and the number of electrons are different in the 
initial and final states, the atomic-electron wave functions of 
these two states ar6 not orthogonal, and the overlap between 
them is not perfect. This leads to some modifications of the 
transition rate (exchange and overlap corrections) and to higher­
30
 
order processes (e.g., autoionization). These-points are dis­
.cussed in Seds. -2.5and 5. 
2.2. ElectronrCapture 'TransitionRates
 
2.?.l.' General Relations for the Transition Probabilities
 
In discussing transition matrix elements and transition 
rates for .the three weak nuclear decay modes, We have -pointed 
out hojw these deay types are related. From here on, we consider 
electron capture pnly. We simplify Eq. (2-31), discuss the elec­
tron and neutrino radial wave function An the,lepton.part, 
and generalize the hadron part through methods of elementary­
particle physics. 
We fir§t note that Eq (2-33) is -invariantunder the snh­
titution K -- K and set k We also introduce the ab­
breiatioh C(Bhing, 1963a, -1,63b; Behrens and.Bu ng, 1971) 
- -ZL- V- " 
_.jk',k)(1k.( ) (4n ).kZ- A2f2J.+1)(,,+I)j-I/2 

z Us 
:'qxF S"rrx jky.-"J, r, Q41 
X,~ K 8 Q~~Q qK.*-Csigh ic)4 rz) 
xt~~s !sjlrp -x- £gam .(Be~m and{Pb a
Jneppe, 1969) of the bound-state electron radial wRvo -N-ction 
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(ERWF), discussed in Sec. 2.2.2. For Kx=-i we have px=g 1l(O)
 
equal to the value of the wave function g_(r) at r=O.
 
For the total capture probability from all atomic shells
 
we then have
 
?e = (un2)(t)l = G 2(23) xCf (2-43) 
x 
(Behrens and Jlinecke, 1969; Bouchez and Depommier, 1960; Brysk 
and Rose, 1958). The sum in Eq. (2-43) extends ovei all atomic 
subshells from which an electron can be captured. For closed 
shells, n equals 1. For partially filled shells, nx is equal 
to the relative occupation number of electrons in the shell. 
The-quantity Cx corresponds to the shape factor of 0 decay. 
Taking into account only the lowest-order terms in the summa­
tion over K and k, C has the form 
2x =X VJ 
[xL(k k(2))+(K/k )mL(k k(2)J2 + 
+[MLm k)+( /k (k(2)

• 2
 
+ SAJ,0[M (1,l)+(K /k )m0(,l). (2-44) 
The classification of allowed and forbidden electron­
capture transitions is similar to that in P decay (Schopper, 
1966; Konpinski, 1966; Behrens and Jlnecke, 1969): 
32 
AJ=O, 1 i f=+l allowed
 
AJtO,I Ui
itf_--1 first non-unique forbidden
 
AJ=n>l th
7i1f=(.lw n non-unique forbidden
 
AJ=n>l 7Eif-(-l)n (n-i)th -1 unique forbidden
 
(2-45) 
Here, (Ji, i) and (Jf,;f) denote spins and parities of the 
initial and final nuclear states, and we have AJ=IJ.-JfI. Hence, 
we can write in Eq. (2-44) 
L = AJ for AJ > 0 
L = 1 for AJ = 0 
k( l ) = L-k +1V x 
k(2) = L-k +2. (2-46)V 
The quantities i and k are related by Eq. (2-18) to the total
" -x 
angular momentum j and the orbital angular momentum Z of the
 
bound electron. Similarly, K and k determine j and X of
 
the continuum wave function of the emitted neutrino.
 
The values of K for bound electrons are as follows:
 
K (is) K = -1 M1 (3s) K = -1
 x 

L1 (2s) Kx = -1 M2 (3P1/2) 
 KX = +1 
L2 (2pl/ 2 ) Kx = +1 M3 3 Kx = -2 
L3 (2p52) K = -2 4 (3d3/2) K = +2 
M5 (3d5/2) K ­
(2-47)
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The function f in Eq. (2-43), which corresponds to the inte­
grated Fermi function of P decay, has the form 
fx= Cn/2)q. 2 px 2 . (Z-48) 
The factor B takes account of the effects of electron exchange
 
and overlap; it is discussed in Sec. 2.5.
 
.2.2.2. Bound-State Electron Radial Wave Functions
 
The electron radial wave functions frjr) and g,(r) are a
 
solution of the Dirac radial differential equation or of the 
equivalent integral equation (Rose, 1961; Behrens and Bflhring,
 
1971). It is convenient to consider instead the functions
 
Hk(r), \(r), Dkr), and dk(r) introduced by Bithring (1 9 6 3a): 
r kx(px) [(2kx-) (r).+hk (2­fk (r) = x ,]-1[1 (r)] 4 9a) 
Xx X 
gk (r) = Px(pxr) x E(2k-xl):-(r/R)[Dk (r)+dk (r)] (2-49b)X X x 
k -l 
g k(r) = -x(pr) x E(2k x ,) - ( (r) (2-49d)D[kl(r)Ahk 
Here, R is the nuclear radius, or equivalent radius of a uni­
formly charged nucleus.
 
The first of two aspects of the electron radial wave func­
tions that require more detailed consideration is the behavior
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of these functions inside the nucleus: the dependence of the
 
electron and neutrino radial wave functions on-the distance r
 
from the center of the nucleus must be subsumed into the nuclear
 
matrix elements [cf. Eq. (2-42)]. The r-dependence of the elec­
tron radial wave functions inside the nucleus depends essentially
 
on the form of the nuclear charge distribution.
 
Secondly, the Coulomb amplitudes Px must be considered;
 
they can only be calculated numerically by solving the Dirac
 
equation for an extended nucleus and for a self-consistent atom­
ic potential. The value of PX is essentially determined by the
 
shape of the charge distribution of the surrounding atomic elec­
trons. 
In many of the earlier papers on P dezay and electron cap­
t"re, the_.expansion of the functions H(r), D -r), .hk(r), and 
dk(r) in powers of r is carried out (Behrens and Blhring, 1970): 
Hk(r) =rH (k)(r/R)1; (2-50)
 
the different powers of r are then incorporated into the defini­
tion of the nuclear matrix elements (Behrens and Jlnecke, 1969;
 
Bilhring, 1963a,b). The nuclear charge distribution has been ap­
proximated throughout by a uniformly charged sphere of radius R,
 
equal to the .nuclear radius. Because this charge distribution is
 
discontinuous at R, the power-series expansion of the electron
 
radial wave functions is only valid inside the nucleus. Usable
 
P-decay and electron-capture formulae have been derived by trun­
cating this series and extrapolating the resulting polynomials
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outside the nuclear radius (Behrens and Jfnecke, 1969; Bthring,
 
1963a)- However, this approach is unsatisfactory: contrary to
 
general belief, a significant contribution (or even the main con­
tribution) to the nuclear matrix elements originates from the
 
region r>R, particularly if the initial and final nucleons are
 
in different shells (Behrens and BEhring, 1971; de Raedt, 1968). 
It might be expected that this difficulty could be avoided
 
by using a more realistic, smooth nuclear charge distribution,
 
such as a modified Gaussian or a Fermi distribution. However,
 
for such distributions the P-decay and electron-capture formulae 
do not converge at all (Behrens andBtiring, 1970, 1971), because 
the nuclear matrix elements are introduced by integrating a power
 
series term by term, a dubious procedure if the upper limit of
 
the integral is infinity. Only if the potential V(r) vanishes 
identically, as for the neutrino, is this procedure justified.
 
Thus, the neutrino radial wave functions (spherical Bessel func­
tions) can be expanded in powers of r. The electron radial wave 
functions, on the other hand, can be expanded in powers of the 
mass and energy parameters of the electron and the nuclear charge.
 
The coefficients in this expansion still are functions of r and
 
depend on the shape of the charge distribution. We find (Behrens
 
and Bihring, 1971)
 
v
" I T( , l f2 , r,H (r) = . ( k -) 

x 11=0 O p=O (1 111 ( xr) NO
 
X I(kFhL, 2v, p;r) (melR) 2W..2v( W xR) 2v- (a.z) p, (2-51a) 
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r) -- (2k --)11 
..). p)l (21 ! (2 2k-x1.. 
X I(k, 2, 2-l, p; r) (meR) 2 1-2V+1(14 R) 2 -l-P (CaZ)P (2-51b) 
x e' X 
S( k -1)2!L 
k I= + 2 ' 2 ,+ ) - (O (21t x(,)-2x j=O v=O p2k x
 
'X I(k ,21+1,2v+,p;r)(m R)2 1-2v(WxR) 2v+iP(a7Z)P (2-51c)
x e IC 
~p 2v 
(2k -.. fif 2 ?
 
Xr)-1=C4 OPO i+2k+ix
!!C2fl ! '1)v)( pj
 
X I~k ,2j±til,2V,pjr)(i R)11-2v(W R) 2 p(aZ). (2-.51d) 
x 9 e X 
The-symbol me has been retained in these equations1 "even though 
we"use natural units-i=C=m1e1, because me will be used as an 
expansion parameter. The expansion coefficients I(k ,m,n,par) 
depend on the form of the nuclear charge distribution nd on 
the-parameters-kxi m, n, and pi The brden m'is -the sum of the
 
exponents of (meR), (W)i-a1d aZ; the number.n is the sum of the
 
exponents of (WR) and.(aZ). The functions I with p=O are trivial:
 
Z(kxi,n,O;r)_.1. (2-52) 
The functions I with p>0, up to order m=3, are listed in Appen­
dix A2.2 (Behrens andBhring, 1971). For aZ=O, Eqs. (2-51) re­
-duce to the usual expansion in powers of r (Bihring, 1963a). 
-Upto'and including terms of drder u=0. the functions 
ik (r), hk (r), Dk (r), and dk (r) are:
 
'x X "-x x
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(r) = 1 +o (2-53a) 
x 
hk (r)= 0 + ... (2-53b) 
x 
W R aZ 
+Dk Cr) = +1 j I(k i1,,1;r) + ... (2-53c) 
x x x 
mR 
dk (r) = 2 + ... (2-53d) 
x x 
As usual, a is the fine-structure constant, and Z is the atomic 
number of the parent nucleus. 
The important function I(k ,l,l,l;r), which gives the large 
Coulomb terms in non-unique forbidden transitions, takes the fol­
lowing forms for the three most widely used charge distributions
 
(Behrens and Bfhring, 1970, 1971):
 
(i) For a uniform charge distribution
 
-3az/R, o r:R 
p(r) = (2-54) 
f_ 0, R<rS­
we have (Behrens and BUring, 1971) 
a +1R{2 k (:kx+3)
= 
I(k ,1,l,1;r) 

x 
 2 x 1 
_a a 3) 2k , R~r. (2-55) 
(ii) In a shell-model or modified Gaussian distribution
 
(Behrens and Bffhring, 1970) 
r2
 
P(r) = NI+A() 2 Jea , (2-56a) 
where
 
-a
N (2-6b 
(2+3A) a3 iR, (2-5b) 
the equjivalent uniform radius R is related to the parameters a 
and A-as 
-R = aE5(2+5A)/2(2+3A)1/2; (2-57) 
for this distribution, we have 
2kIC+1 2k A (2k -1)!!IC.IC ,2,1,1;r) - - X -4rf(y,)-l9 - X
 
x 2kxr 2+3A k 2k
 
2 
 y
 
Y)c 1 erf(y)-2 i (2-58 ) 
where erf(y) is the error functibn, 
erf(y) = 2ru1/2 f;t dt, y = 
and 
P = E5(2+5A)/2(a+3A)J]/2 
(iii) 'For a Fermi distribution (Behrens and Bihring, 1970)
 
p(r) = -3aZc-3NEl+e(r-c)/b]-i, (2-59)
 
with
 
1
N = LL+12(b/o)2-6w 3(b,c;O)- ,
 
the equivalent uniform radius j is 
5, on2eA2+7n4cb4_7600 55b )1/2 
R=1 _ (2-60) 
,3(b ;0)
L 3c+:o2c32?It8o4 3ow 
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The function I(k 1,1,1;r) takes the form 
- 2(2k +1)R[(b~c;r)--& w,(b,c;O)1 
2(2k +1)(2k+)( 
2k -1 
(2k--rn)C( k -l-m) ! r )w4+m ( ' ~ 2I 
where the functions wn are defined as 
Wn(b,c;r) 
(b)nE(_l) m 
Cm=1 -
-(e 
r-c 
b ) rc 
(h)n am(n)(-) -2m+(.!) n-l (_l)m 
o m= 
(Schucan, 1965). Here, am(a) stands for 
(n) (2m
m ! (7_k)!-2) ' 
r--c(abm r >c 
(2-62) 
'where the B2m are Bernoulli numbers: 
'B 0=', 2 = , Bk =-- 0B6 
= 
1 
72 ' 
At r=-c, wn is given by 
Wn(bc;c) _-(b)nZ(-l)mm-n = (-k)n ( 2 1-l) (1 ), (2-63) 
where 4(n) is the Rieman zeta function. 
4o
 
The functions I(k,,l,1,l) Eqs (2-55), (2-58), an (2-61)]
 
have been derived neglecting the small influence of the atomic
 
electron cloud on the r-dependence of the electron radial wave
 
functiont inside the nucleus. These functions are illustrated
 
in Fig. 21.
 
We consider next the Coulomb amplitudes P of the bound
 
atomic electrons. These quantities can be calculated by inte­
grating the Dirac equation in the potential of the nuclear and
 
atomic charge distributions.6 The value of B is essentially
x 
determined by the potential outside the nucleus, i.e., by the
 
electronic screening of the nuclear electrostatic field. The
 
finite nuclear size and the shape of the nuclear charge dis­
tribution have less influence on Ox. The potential produced by
 
the nuclear charge and the atomic electron cloud can be derived 
-approximately from statistical models (Gombas, 106, 1%7), by 
solving the Thomas-Fermi or the Thomas-Fer,Ai-Dirac equations-

A more exact form of the potential can be derived thro,,gh self­
consistent Hartree-Fock methods (Hartree, 1957; Slater, 1960;
 
Mavers, Burke and Grant, 1967; Grant, 1970; Lindgren andHo dn, B 4) 
Both methods of finding the extranuclear potential can
 
only be carried out numerically and have been pursued by many
 
investigators. The Thomas-Fermi and Thomas-Fermi-Dirac equa­
tions have been solved for potentials and eigenvalues, for exam­
ple, by Gombas (1956), Thomas (1954), Latter (1955)7 Shalitin (1965,
 
1967), and Yonei (1966, 1967). The self-consistent field methods
 
offer the best possibility for obtaining good atomic electron wave
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functions, but require extensive numerical calculations (Hartree,
 
1957; Slater, 1960; Mayers, 1972; Burke and Grant, 1967; Grant,
 
Lindgren and Rosn. 1974).
 
1970; A In a simplification first introduced by Slater (1960,
 
Vol. 2), the exact exchange potential is approximated by the
 
exchange potential of an electron gas with local electron den­
sity p(r),_i.e.,
 
Vx(r) = a 32(r) 1/3 (2-64) 
This Slater exchange potential tends to zero as the radius be­
comes large, while the exact potential tends to c/r. To correct 
this discrepancy, Latter (1955) has suggested replacing the 
Slater term in the region of large radius by a/r. Statistical 
exchange potentials have been discussed extensively by Gombas 
(1967)-
Herman and Skillman (1963) have tabulated nonrelativistic
 
Hartree-Fock-Slater potentials and wave functions for elements
 
with Z=2 to 103, including the Latter tail correction. Exten­
sive nonrelativistic calculations with the exact Hartree-Fock 
form of the exchange potential have been performedby Froese-Fischer 
(1972b) and Mann (1967, 1968). Approximate analytic nonrelativistic 
Hartree-Fock wave functions have been derived by Watson and Free­
man (1961a,b), Malli (1966), and Roetti and Clementi (1974).
 
Because relativistic effects in-atomic structure are re­
markably important, even for light elements, a number of rela­
tivistic self-consistent-field calculations (mostly Hartree-Fock-

Slater) have been carried out (Liberman &t al., 1965; 
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Nestor et al., 1966; Tucker etal., 1969). Most comprehensive
 
is the work of Lu et al. (1971), who have published tables of
 
- 1 , -3 2 4
 r , r , and r

energies and of expectation values of r, r
 
for each orbital, of the total energy, and of the potential func­
tion. They have included the effect of finite nuclear size, us­
ing a Fermi charge distribution.
 
The possibility of making better approximations than Slater's
 
Kohn and Sham (1965),
 
for the exchange potential has been discussed byARose'n and Lind­
gren (1968). and Lindgren and Schwarz (1971).
 
The most sophisticated method of calculating atomic wave
 
functions ifvolves the use of relativistic Hartree-Fock codes;
 
here the exchange term is included without approximation (see
 
e.g. Mann and Waber, 1973; Desclaux, 1973).
 
Unfortunately, in most published atomic-structure calcula­
tions no explicit values are given for the Coulomb amplitudes or
 
electron wave functions at the nuclear radius. For applications
 
to electron capture, special calculations have therefore been car­
ried out; these are listed in Table 2.1. For comparison among the
 
various calculations, the most important electron radial wave­
function ratios are listed in Tables 2.2-2.8, For a electrons,
 
the nonrelativistic ratios for a point nucleus are included in
 
the comparison. For Pl/2 electrons, on the other hand, it is
 
meaningless to compare nonrelativistic wave functions in the
 
field of a point nucleus (proportional to ar at small r) with
 
relativistic electron wave functions in the field of a finite
 
nucleus [proportional to b(l+cr2+...)J We also do not compare
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absolute values of electron wave functions, nor do we list other
 
ratios than those contained in Tables 2.2-2.8, because the mag­
nitudes of the nuclear radius R chosen by different authors are
 
not the same, and moreover, some authors report g (R) and f (R),

K I 
xwhile others instead report the amplitudes P.o
 
We can draw the following conclusions from Tables 2.2-2.8:
 
(1) For the s-electron ratios (Tables 2-2-2-5), there is
 
excellent agreement between the nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock
 
calculations of Froese-Fischer (1972b)and Winter (1968)
 
and the relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations of Mann and
 
Waber (1973). An exception is the go /g l ratio. However, here
 
relativistic effects might play some role because of the high
 
atomic numbers (Z70).
 
(2) Relativistic effects become notable in g~i/g for Z>5,
 
2 2 2 2 2 2
 
in g/g for Z>30, and in N /gM and gfor1 1 Z>6o 
For
 
Ml 1 
2 2i h 

21/gK , relativistic and nonrelatLvistic ratios differ by '50%
 
for very heavy nuclei. For all other ratios, relativistic effects
 
are small (<2% for the 2 andgN1/g2 , <8% for the g2 /gN1).
 
(3) The electron radial wave-function ratios from Hartree-

Fock calculations lie systematically below those from Hartree­
Fock-Slater and Thomas-Fermi-Dirac calculations, especially for
 
low atomic numbers.
 
(4) For-the K, L, and M ratios, the Hartree-Fock-Slater
 
calculations agree with the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac calculations to
 
within 2.5% for Z>40.
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(5) The gL /g2 ratios-o Brysk.and Rose (1958 ) deviate sys­
tematically from all other calculations in thp range 20<Z<80
 
(Table 2.2)°- Therefore, these values should be discarded.
 
Of the various methods discussed above, the slf-consistent
 
relativistic Dirac-Hartree-Fock calculations of-atomic structure
 
are 	based on the soundest theoretical grounds (Mayers,, 1972; Burke
 
and 	Grant, 196?). It might -consequently be expected that the wave
 
functions of Mann and Weber (1973) would be most accurate, and
 
should preferably be used for analyzing electron-capture exreri-

ments.7 . Table 2.9 contains a compilation of electron radial
 
wave-function amplitudes according to Mann-and Waber. (197-),
 
k -1 
'For practical-reason, we have listed the products 0xp instead
 
of the-amplitudes P'- It is always this prodct which appears in
 
~
 
'tff6 	fdIr~I o .ayconsta~tf6r the (2'9DJ.
 
Because the electron-capture rate is essentially proportional
 
.to the electron- density at the nucleus, different chemical en­
v ronments or other macroscopic perturbations (prdssure, temper­
ature, etc.) can affect the decay constant. 'Such effects are 
-most noticeable-.in captute from" outer electron shells (Emery, 1972;
 
-Crasemann,1973).
 
2.2.3. 	Nuclear Form Factors and Nuclear Matrix Elements
 
Form factors and for factor coefficients. The electron­
capture transition matrix elements EEqo (2-4)3 were formulated in
 
Sec. 	2.1 -uder the &ssmptlon that-the vector and axial vector
 
interactions govern the process.- However, the hadron part of this
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transition matrix element is only an approximation. In the most
 
general case. we must make the substitution
 
KiWyIL( l+Xxs)u?$+fIVw A TLIi? (2-65) 
in E3q. (2-7c), where f and i represent the final and initial
 
nuclear states, respectively. The vector and axial vector had­
ron weak current are denoted by V and A - According to Stech
 
IL I1 
and Schfilke (1964) and Schllke (1964), we decompose this V-A 
nuclear current into form factors depending on the square of 
the momentum transfer (Armstrong and Kim, 1972; Bottino and 
Holstein, 1974). 
Ciochetti, 1973; Donnelly and Walecka, 1972, 1973; A We use a 
covariant decomposition, which is strictly valid in the Breit 
system. A transformation in the frame in which the initial nu­
cleus is at rest is easily performed because the decay energies 
are low compared with the nuclear rest masses. The correction 
due to this transformation is of the order Jk /M, where I is 
the momentum of the nucleus and M is its mass. In this approxi­
mation, the hadron matrix element depends only on the momentum 
transfer q=f-k It can be expanded as 
-fI (-1)J e -1) (41/2V-AIIIi'>xkT 

KLsM
 
x (2J.+l) l/ 2 fT-s R) L s(q 2) (2-66) 
-Mf M Mil 
Here, TKL s is the irreducible tensor defined by Eqs- (2-12);
 
Ji J.f and Mi Mf denote the spins and magnetic quantum numbers
,
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of the initial and final nuclear states, respectively, and R is
 
the nuclear radius.
 
This treatment of the nuclear current, similar to methods
 
used inelementary-particle physics, has the advantage of being
 
completely independent of any assumption about the detailed form
 
of the P-decay operators. All information about the nuclear cur­
rent and all effects due to the strong interaction (induced terms,
 
exchange currents, relativistic nucleon motion inside the nucleus,
 
etc.) are contained in the form factorsFKLs(q2); they determine
 
the outcome of P-decay and electron capture experiments and are
 
the only quantities, as far as nuclear structure is concerned,
 
that can be extracted from experimental data.
 
We neglect, for the moment, the initial electromagnetic
 
interaction between electron and nucleus, i.e. the fact that
 
there is a bound electron in the initial state- Then the form
 
factors FKUs(q2) can be expanded in powers of q2 Lin analogy
 
with the expansion of spherical Beesei functions (Stech and
 
Schlke, 1964)]:
 
F&KLs-22L32 27
FKLs(q 2 ) = i F~s+° ( -67) 
The form-factor coefficients are then
 
F (q2(2-8)
s= (-1)N(2N+2L+I)1!(2N) d q 2/s I qR2N(2L+ )IlN FKdQ2 0' 
These form-factor coefficients contain all the information about
 
the initial and final nuclear states and the V-A operator. Since
 
q equals W° if the initial nucleus is at rest, we have qR<0.1,
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whence the form factors are slowly varying functions of q . There­
fore, only the first one or two terms will be significant.
 
In reality, however, we must take into account the fact that
 
there is a bound-state electron wave function in the initial state.
 
Hence, the momentum transfer qN to the nucleus is qNPe-x if the
 
center of mass of the initial nucleus and electron is at rest.
 
The Fourier transform8 of the lepton part of Eq. (2-10c) is
 
L(qN) = e.NUyi+yP _dr)d r (2-69) 
or 
L(ZqN) = yI (i y5 ) -e_(qN+) (2-70) 
(Schopper, 1966; Stech and SchUlke, 1964). Hence, Eq. (2-7c) be­
comes
 
(1+y- ) e_('q++' )dqo (?71)y I<flV2--i'> 
-Thehadron matrix element corresponds to a transition from the 
initial state i? to the final state f, whereas the Fourier trans­
form *e_(q+qx) induces an electromagnetic transition from i to 
i. The integral over q corresponds to an integration over all
 
momenta of the intermediate initial states, because we have
 
q1--k!-qx. The Coulomb interaction in the initial state there­
fore entails that terms of the form
 
(q 2)q2dq
I(q')Fn (272)dql
{I0qN) 

0 
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appear in electron-capture formulae (Sch~flke. 1964), where I(qt)
N_
 
has four different possible forms [Eq. (2-42)]:
 
f (r). jL(qxr) jL(qlr) r2dr
 
(q'R)L g(r) iLCqxr) i(q r) r2dr
 
V qN) = _27T ) )
ffK(r) jL(qxr jL(qNr rpdr
 
f Cr) j-(qxr) iCqtr) r2dr.2
 
By expanding the spherical Bessel functions in powers of r and
 
the electron radial wave functions gK(r) and fK(r) as discussed
 
in Sec. 2.2.-2 [Eqs. (2-49) and (2A51)J, wie obtain new form-fac­
tor coefficients (Behrens and Blibring, 1971)
 
K(k,m,n,p) J(q)FKLs(q2)q2 dq, (2-74)
 
0 
where 
2q)L I L+2N 
J(q) = (R) Ts2L).!I(k,mn,p;r)jL(qr)r2dr. (2-75) 
7E(2Li-1J!1 R 
0 
Terms in which these new form factors occur always contain powers
 
of aZ. Terms that ate ihdependent df aZ contain the simpler form­
factor coefficients FkLe [Eqs. (2-67) and (2-68)].
 
Relation -between form-factor boefficients-and nuclear matrix 
elements. The form factors or form-factor coefficients can only 
be expressed in terms of'nuclear matrix elements, in general, if 
some approximations are made. First, it is assumed that the 
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nucleons inside the nucleus interact with leptons in the same way
 
as free nucleons do (impulse-approximation treatment). Meson ex­
change (Blin-Stoyle, 1973; Lock et al., 1974) and
 
other many-body effects are hence neglected
 
The P-decay Hamiltonian must be used with various many-body
 
nuclear wave functions that can only be calculated in the frame­
work of specific nuclear models- Thus, the uncertainties of
 
nuclear-structure theory are carried over into the nuclear matrix
 
elements or form-factor coefficients.
 
Finally, the axial-vector constant X for nucleons embedded
 
in a complex nucleus is renormalized in a different way from
 
that for free nucleons, because the mesonic currents behave dif­
ferently for free and bound nucleons, and new mesonic currents
 
appear that are absent for free nucleons. Thus, X is in principle
 
not a constant over the whole range of nuclei. For light nuclei,
 
a deviation of X from the free-nucleon value by 17% has been found
 
Szybisz, 1975; 
(Wilkinson, 1973a, 1973b, 1974aAEricson et al,, 
1973 ; Ohta and Wakamatsu, 1974), 
Under these assumptions, we develop the relation between 
form-factor coefficients and nuclear matrix elements for a pure 
V-A nucleon current of the form given in Eq. (2-4). Induced terms 
will be discussed later. We have (Stech and Schlke, 1964; Behrens 
and BUthring, 1971)9 
VrLSNck mnp) = (-l) ( 
AFNLs N(km, n,) = (-I1)K-1A Ls(k, m,np), 
(2-76) 
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V N
where the nuclear matrix elements are denoted by VyLs (kxm,n,p)
 
and % sN(kx,mn,p). The meaning of the indices has been ex­
plained in connection with the form-factor coefficients.
 
The nuclear matrix elements are [Eq. (2-42)]
 
Jr.?f Jf K J4 VNA N
V .k ,N (k , m , n , pO)+?A .Ls N(kx m , n , P4 
_1-Mf M i 
- £4m/(2J.+l)]l/2+f. .J(1,2,...A;JfMff) 
xr{-(r) I(k,m,n, p;r)(l+XY)TM tjf 
R x 5 Us J 
× Vi(l,2,...A;Ji3-M I TMT 1dT2 ... di A -  (2-77) 
Here, f and 4Pi are the nuclear many-particle wave functions of
 
;the final and initial state respectively, which depend on all tire 
coordinates of the A nucleons. The sum over j runs over the A 
nucleons, and all the operators are single-particle operators 
operating on the jth nucleon only. The t+ is the isospin opera­
tor changing a proton into a neutron. The term with I gives the 
V matrix element while the term with Xy5 leads to the A matrix 
M 
element. The multipole operators TKLs have been defined in Eqso
 
(2-45).
 
The nuclear matrix elements of Eq. (2-77) must be calculated
 
on the basis of appropriate nuclear models. This is a complicated
 
problem which requires special considerations for each particular
 
0 transition. One-body operators M must be used in Eq. (2-77),
 
which can be expanded (Bohr and Mottelson, 1969) as
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o-a
 o ~ZCa~ok,(2-78) 
'wherea 'is the annihilation operator for a proton -inthe single­
particle state 0 and c is the creation operator for.a neutron in 
the single-particle state a-- Here, a and P represent a complete 
set ofsingle-particle quantum numbers- We ,can, therefore, write 
t70~W (k j.nP) 2K+3'2( 13?.%XV (2-79)(~o. II 10KI 
* a,B -"" " 
with i#V;Aald 
* • L+2NA M i'N
 
"L+-2N1(k, ninprT~
= tK ". - "­
0o"= ( . I(k-,m,npr)y 5T .Ls (2-80) 
The expansion coefficients C are 
where­
am. 
 a 
It- follows that,. however complicated the nuclear states may be, 
the. xact nuclear matrix elements between many-body states can 
be expanded in-a linear-combination of single-particle matrix 
elemehts 4(Donnelly ,and Waiecka, 1972, 1973). For example, methods 
of calculating the coefficients G in the framework of the shell 
model are discussed-by de Shalit'and Talmi (1963)- Formulae for. 
.uclear matrix elements within the isospin formalism are also given by 
de Shalit and .Talmi (1963). 
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Once the set of'-numerical coefficients C has been determined, 
the nuclear matrix elements can be computed if we are able to de­
duce reliable values for the single-particle matrix elements. In
 
Eqs. (2-84), we therefore list the single-particle expressions for
 
all the nuclear matrix elements in terms of radial-integral and 
angular-momentum quantum numbers (Brysk, 1952; Talmi, 1953; Rose
 
and Osborn, 1954; Berthier and Lipnik, 1966; Lipnik and Sunier,
 
1966; Delabaye and Lipnik, 1966; Strubbe and Callebaut, 1970). 
The compact form of Eqs. (2-84) is that given by Behrens and Bihr­
ing (1971)- The orbits of the nucleons are assumed to have defin­
ite angular momentum, as in the j j-coupling shell model. In the 
same notation as used for-the electron wave functions [Eqs. (2-16) 
and (2-17)], the nuclear wave functions can be written
 
f(sign ) f K(r)x K( 
9r (r)x1 (2-82) 
The orbit of a nucleon is identified by the number K, defined as
 
for leptons:
 
,c>O if k = j+(1/2) 
j+(l/2) (2-83)I I K<O if k = j-(l/2) 
The large component of the nuclear radial wave functions is de­
noted by g and the small component, by fK. The single-particle 
- values of the nuclear matrix elements then are 
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VTK0(k m,n,p) = f(2 1+1)-1/2{GQ(KfKi) 
X gf(r,Kf)() I(k ,m,n,p;r)g.(r',i.)r 2dr 
0 
+ sign (Kf) sign (Ki) GKKO(-Kf,-Ki) 
xf f(r,f)(Z)K+2NI(k 
0 
,m,n,p;r)f.(r,K.)rdr}, (2-84a) 
C gf(r, f)(Z) 
0 
. + Sign (f) 
I(k m,n,P;r)gi(r,Ki,)r 2 d 
Sign (Ki ) GKLI(­ 0f,-K, ) 
x 
p 
f 
0 
-
r,- fK( 
+2N2 
N)I(km,n,p;r)f.(rKi.)r 2dr}, (2-84b) 
i K+2N 
9fg(r., Kf) (R) I(kx m,n, p;r)fi(ri 
0 
+ ign (Kf KO:f ) 
i)r 
2 
dr 
X ff(r, Kf)(Z:)I+NI(k 
RO 
m,-n, p; r)g.i(r, K.)r2 , (2-84c) 
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VLl(f, mn,6) =1"(2J±1)
 
X jgf(rf)(R) I(-k ,m,n,p;r)f.(r,i.r2dr 
0 
+ -sign (Kf) GKLIc-Kf,Kic) 
~L+2N2
 
x ff(r,Kf)Cj) I(,k ,,m;n,p;r)g.(r,K.)r2drj. (2-84d) 
0 
The indices i and f refer to the initial and final states of the
 
nucleon undergoing decay. The radial quantum numbers of the or­
bits are not explicitly indicated. The quantity GKLs(nf,ni) is
 
defined through Eq. (2-36).
 
If relativistic nuclear wave functions are used (Miller and
 
.Arutov et al., 1974), 
Green,-1972; Miller, 1972; Krutov and Savashkin, 1973;. -the nuclear, 
radial wave functions must be normalized to satisfy the-condition
 
2(.r, )-rdr + f2 (r,&)r 2 dr = 1. (2-85) 
00 
In most cases, ielativistic nuclear wave functions are not known,
 
whence actual- calculations must be performed in'the context of
 
nonrelativistic nuclear models. It is then necessary to find the
 
- - - 10 ­
small components f(,rjK) of the nuclear radial wave functions. 
It is possible to express f(r,) niterms of g(r,K) by using the 
fDirac equation in the nonrelatividtic limit, if .the spin angular­
and the radial parts of the wave functions are considered separate­
ly (Behrens and Bfthring, 1971). In the nonrelativistic limit one
 
then finds
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g ( r 
,K) ( 2- 86 )f( , K -2 h Td_ r , 
2Mdr rj 
where M is the nucleon mass, and g(r,K) is the solution of the 
single-particle Schrdinger equation. In this case, the radial 
wave functions g(r,i) must be normalized according to 
g 2(r,c)r 2dr = 1. (2-87) 
0 
The matrix elements of Eqs. (2-84a) and (2-84b) are usually 
called nonrelativistic because their radial parts depend only 
on the radial functions g(r, K), The terms containing both 
ff(r, If) and fi(r, Ki) constitute small relativistic corrections 
that can usually be omitted.- On the other hand, the matrix ele­
ments of Eqs. (2-84c) and (2-84d), which contain f(r,K), are
 
called relativistic matrix elements.
 
The radial momentum operator P is 
=Pr 1r _ r (2-88)dr 
hence we have
 
f(r, ) -pr+ 4(r,K). (289) 
For a bound nucleon state in a spherical potential, on the other
 
hand, the relation
 
+- ( .l( )g(r, K) = Ekig(r, K) (2-90) 
r 
holds, where Ekin is the kinetic energy of the nucleon The ratio
 
of relativistic to nonrelativistic single-particle matrix elements
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can, therefore, be estimated as
 
t/2 (2-91)z CB.'4R(Ein/2M) CV o.1. 
It has been shown that some approximations must be made in
 
going from relativistic nuclear wave functions to the nonrelativ­
istic limit. Some of the relativistic form-factor coefficients,
 
however, can be related to-nonrelativistic coefficients on the 
hasis of CVC theory (Stech and SchUlke, 1964; Fujita, 1962; Eich­
- Schopper, 1966; 
ler, 1963; Damgaard and Wintheri 1965;ABlin-Stoyle and Nair, 
1966; Blin-Stoyle, 1973). The most important 
such relations are (Behrens and Bthring, 1971) 
_V (k ~m,n,p) (W 0 (f) I(km,n,;x)dxT00 0 Jo}= +2°5){ 
r 2N-­
- () _' I(kmini O;x)dxU(r)T0 0 J (2-92) 
0 
and 
-(2K+1I+2N) EK/(2K+1)]J/2 VFll2j41(K+!)/(2K+1) :/2 
KK+ll 
05PKOV(W +2N [ . + "V1 
- ~ V(_+.)~oa4{C) U~r)TKoJ (2-93) 
Additional relations are given by Behrens and Bthring (1971).
 
Because the old Cartesian notation for nuclear matrix ele­
ments is used in many papers, the connection between form-factor
 
coefficients and nuclear matrix elements is listed in Cartesian
 
notation in Table 2.10.
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Induced interactions. As indicated in Sec. 2.1, the hadron
 
current is influenced by the presence of the strong interactions.
 
It can be shown (Delorme and Rho, 1971), that hence the simple
 
nuclear current of Eq. (2-4) must be replaced by the most general
 
current
 
J =1 (p) 5 [g.01 i+F.(i7pT+M)01n i=V,S,M,[ I IL II 
A,P,T 
+ G.0(iyp+)+H(iyp'+M)O(i-yP*+M (p), (2-94)
 
where we have
 
M
OV S = A P
 
I, Y11 itYi -x IL 1 15
 
and
 
Because the binding energy B of the nucleons inside the nucleus
 
is always small compared with their mass M, the off-mass-shell
 
effects are expected to be negligible (of order B/M). In the
 
standard impulse-approximation treatment, the nucleons are there­
fore taken on their mass shell, i.e., (iyp+M)u(p)=O is assumed.
 
Then the terms associated with the coupling constants F., G.,
 
and Hi vanish. On replacing % by the corresponding differential
 
operator (Behrens and Bflhring, 1971; 1974) we obtain
 
.= [y+ifc + ie )+f 4 . + ieak) 
+ XyY5+ifTa Y5( + ieA )+fPT5 (. + ieAj VN (2-95) 
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-'or-the-case -oT-o- -decay. in -3+ -ecay and electron capture, the 
Hermitian -conjugate current is 
_ji+ p - :ieA d -TeA'--A y 
- ifale 5 f - ieAQ . ('2-96)a V. 
'-By comparing Eqs. (-2-95) and (2-96), the formal substitutions can 
be -determined that must be made for the induced coupling con­
stants- in .going fro P- -toP+ decay, from P+ decay -to electron 
-capture, or-Trom -0-decay to electron-capture (Behrens and Btthring, 
1974).I 
-Between P-and P+ decay, the following correspondences bold
 
[in addition to those indicated in Eq. (2-39)1!
 
P- decay P+ decay
 
IM -+ f 
fS _fS 
-T/A -fTl/ (2-97) 
_i~e+IL eAI 
r + decay -and -el-ectron -capture, the hadron -current (nd 
therefore also the hadron Tart of the transition matrix element) 
-has the same form -hus, beyond -the hsubstitutions indicated in 
-Eq. - a-), is may necessary to. replace W by 1d +W to go from 
0 e n
 
- Ldeny -to &etrzon-cpue
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Starting from P-decay, on the other hand, the following
 
substitutions apply [in addition to those indicated in Eqs. (2-41)
 
and (2-4 2 )J: 
P- decay electron capture
 
f S* 
.4
 
/A -fA C2-98) 
ieA -ieA
 
IL .1I 
The quantities fM' fS fT and fp are the coupling constants for 
the weak magnetic, induced scalar, induced tensor, and induced 
pseudoscalar interactions, respectively (Marsbak et 
al., 1969; Schopper, 1966; Blin-Stoyle, 1973; Blin-Stoyle and 
Nair, 1966; Kim, 1974). 
The conserved-vector-current theory predicts the values
 
(Blin-Stoyle and Nair, 1966)
 
fM = (Ip-n)/2MN 0.0010, 
=f's 0 (2-99) 
for fM and fs; here, Ip and in are the anomalous magnetic moments
 
of the proton and neutron, and M is the nucleon mass.
 
The quantity A =(A,io) in Eq- (2-98) is the potential of the 
external electromagnetic field, which in this case is the static
 
electric field of the nuclear charge, for which we have A=O,
 
6o
 
-e¢=V(r)-UCr)°.The terms containing A must be included to
 
assure gauge invariance of the Hamiltonian.
 
a 
By applying the Dirac equation, the operator xin Eq .
 
(2-96) can be replaced by the transition energy 1,=4 0 . 
Like the simple current of Eq. (2-4), the general current
 
given by Eq. (2-96) consists of two parts, one of which Lorentz­
transformslike a four-vector, the other like an axial vector. We
 
make use of this property. In the nuclear matrix elements with­
out induced interactions [Eq. (2-77)], the spherical tensor oper­
ators TKLs and y5 TKLs occur: 
ITM l• rM 
l'TLLO= 1 L 
M ..
 
1-TIM = + L-K+l TLr14M a.l YKLf 
S = L-K+l Im (2-100) 
The nuclear operators 1, ky, a and Ac behave under rotation like 
scalars,, pseudoscalars, vectors, and axial vectors, respectively. 
Introduction of the general current of Eq. (2-96) makes it neces­
sary to replace these operators by more complicated operators
 
which have the same transformation properties (Behrens and Bthring,
 
1971):
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-* = ff U(r) 
-3~ a fTp: xv ~Ta[WTf- Eo 1(r] ifPYV. -11 
These substitutions, in Eq. (2-76) via Eq. (2-77), lead to the
 
form-factor coefficients that correspond to the general nuclear 
current. The expressions for the observables in terms of form­
factor coefficients remain unchanged (Sec. 2.2.3; Stech and 
Schflke, 1964; BUhring and Schlke, 1965). Only the definition 
of the form-factor coefficients in terms of nuclear matrix ele­
ments and coupling constants is changed.
 
The form-factor coefficients in terms of nuclear matrix
 
elements appropriate for electron capture are as follows:
 
VFN V NFK 0 (k m,n,p) = WkKO(k. m,n,p) 
+ fW7[K/(2K+)]1/2(f (r/R)K+ 2 N-I[(2K+I+2N)I(r)+rIt (r)JpTk.-) 
+ E(K+l)/(2K+l)1/2 (f(r/R)K+2NKl[2NI(r)+rItr) TTTjKK+l1)I 
+ fSR-( (r/R)K+2NI(r)EwR-aZU(r)]PTKjO). (2-102a)
 
A (k m,n,p) = XAmN (k, m,n,p)
 
IMO ) KKO
 
- fTR-12[K/( 2 K+l)1/2G(fr/R)K+2N'*[( 2 K+l+2N)i(r) +ri(r)]PY5TKKll) 
+ E(K+I)/(2K+I)]1/2U(r/R)K+2N-l[2NI(r)+rIt (r)] Py5TKK+ll)} 
-1 frlj(r/R)K+2NI( r)EWtP-azu(r)JPyrSTKN (2-102b)
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VZ V N
 
Mal m,A ) %Kj k I in,n, p)
 
K4.1-Y/(2K+lY]1/2( 
.['(2K+14:2,N)T(:r)+rIf(r)lpy 5T K--11)' 
1,Kl(' .K+I)iV2(. 3/RjK+2N-IE 2NI*(r) - rlt,(r-)J. Y5TM+11) ­
I(3: YEWO .2-102c) 
-(k fu'n' ) m,-n, p)KK1 o 
f R-jD(K+1)A2K+1)1-'12G( r/R) K+2N-11(2K+1+2N)I(r)+rI.' (r)]PT KK-11) 
tK-/(2K+J)]1/2 (f( r/R)K+2N-'lE2NI(r)+rI'(r)]PTK-K+.11) 
(r/]R) K+2NI(r)[WTR-mZU(r)]Py T (2-102d)0 5 KKI
 
(k -mnp) ,,n,.P)KK-11 
+ -C(K+1),/( K+1)1 L/2 (r/R) K+2N-212NI(r)+rII(r)-]Py T5 KK-J 
+ 
(f(r/R)K+2N ll(r)EWtR--aZUCr)1PT KK-11)1 
FSR-1CK/(2K+I)JlZ U( r/R)K+2N-2[ 2NI(r)+ri'(r)1.PTKKO).' (2-102e) 
(k m,np_) X N zAYN (k mnp)KK-1L 
fVR- E(K+I)/(2K+l.
)jl/2 r/R)K+2N-2[2NI(r)+rlt(r)]PTKK1)
 
+ -r/R)1+21-1I(? )[WIR--MZU(rYl T0 Y57-11 
!'3 R- 1K/(2K+I)]1/2 (r/13) K+2,N-2 12NI(r)+rT'(r)1Py5T, K,)) (2-102f) 
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VK+I(k mnp) NK+ll(k, mnp)
 
+ f1 j-[K/(2K+l)]1/2(Jr/R)K+2N(2K+3+2N)i(r)+rI'(r)] YsTKKI)
 
+(J~/RK+2NI~r-)EW, R-amZU(r)]PT
'40 K+llj1 
- fsR[(Kl)/(2K+l)]1/2(f(r/R)K+2N[( 2K+3+2N)I())+r (r)p]TKKo), 
(2-102g) 
KK+! (k, m,n,p) = A UK+ 1I(kb m,n,p) 
fTR-l[[K/(2K+I) 1/2 (1(r/R)K+2E[(2K+3+2N)I(r)+rI C(r)PTKK1) 
+ (f(r/R)K++2NI(r)EWiR-aZG(r))P] T5TK+I} 
fpR (I 2K+i3+2N)T(r)+rI,'~p5 K)~L( 
For brevity, we have written I(r) instead of (2-102h)
 
i(kxgmpn,;r) we have I'(r)-dI/dro
 
In addition to the single-particle matrix elements of Eqs. (2-84),
 
the following are required:
 
x( jgf(. Kf)(r/R)2N(r)gi(rK i)r2dr 
.0
 
+-slgn (If) sign (ti). GKKOC-If,-Ki) 
X ff(rr f)(r/R)K2N0(r)fi(rKi )r2dr; (2-103a) 
0"
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=
_(fJ(r/R)L+2N(r)p TK ) 2/(2Ji+l')J1/2{-GKLl(.. K .) 
x fgf(r,K.) (r/R)L+2N(r)gi(r, i)r2dr 
0 
+ sign (Kf) sign (K i ) GK3I(Kf,-Ki ) 
x {ff(rKf)(r/R)L+2N(r)fi(r, i)r2dr (2-103b) 
0 
(J(r/R)K+2 1 (r)PyTKKo) = 2A/(2Ji+i)]11/2[-sign ( Gi-)GKKO(Kf -K ) 
X{gf(r,Kf)(r/R)K+ N(r)f(r,'K.)r2dr + sign (Kf) GKKO(-rf, i ) 
0 
f (r/R) L + 2 N  ( r ). T KL l ) = 2/(2Ji+l)1i/2f-sign (K i ) GKL I ( K f , - Ki3 ) 
.xJ'ff(r,Kf)(r/R)L+2N%(r)gi(r,.K)r2drj. (2-IO3c)
 
:.-x gf(r, f )(r/R) L+2N (r)fi(r, Ki)r2dr + sign (Kf GKLI(-Kf, Ki ) 
_@(, (r)f.+N (r~,Ic .)r d(-0d
0
f30 
Here, O(r) stands for I(k ,m,n,p;r) or rI'(k ,m,n,p;r) or a linear
X x 
- combination of these integrals. The question whether a finite 
coupling constant fT exists for the induced tensor interaction
 
has aroused great interest of late. Second-class currents (Wein­
berg, 1958) manifest themselves in principle only through the
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coupling constants f and fT, and f vanishes in accord with the con­
served vector current theory. Hence, the determination of f is con-

T 
nected with the very question of the existence of second-class currents 
in 0 decay and electron capture. 11 Although this problem has been dis­
cussed extensively in the literature (Wilkinson, 1970a#1971, 1972a, 
1971/72, 19741gAlburger and Wilkinson,, 1970; Kim, 1971; Holstein and
 
Treiman, 1971; Vatai, 1971, 1972 Wilkinson and Alburger, 1971;
 
Blomquist, 1971; Wolfenstein and Henley, 1971; Lipkin, 1970, 1971; Kim
 
and Fulton, 1971; Blin-Stoyle et al., 1971; Laverne and Dang,
 
1971; Alburger, 1972; Tzibble and Garvey, 1974; Towner, 1973; Greenland,
 
1975) an unanbiguous answer concerning the existence of second-class
 
currents has not yet been obtained. An excellent review of this matter 
has been written by Wilkinson (1971/72).
 
In view of the uncertainty about second-class currents, Kubodera 
et al. (1973) have recently pointed out that one cannot neglect the
 
nucleon binding effects, i.e., off-mass-shell phenomena and exchange
 
currents. Thus, at least as far as the axial-vector part is concerned,
 
one should start with the'most general current [Eq. (2-94)]. -But then
 
the large number of coupling constants complicates the problem to such
 
an extent that it can be dealt with only under some simplifying assump-­
-ions, i.e., minimal coupling. Furthermore, special models for the 
meson exchange current must be used. Following this line of attack,
 
KuJI odera et al. (1973) were able to calculate explicitly off-mass-shell 
*and meson-exchange effects for some special cases, and to demonstrate
 
their importance (Eman et al., 1973). 
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2.2.4- Explicit Expression for the Quantities MK(k kv) and
 
By expanding electron and neutrino radial wave functions as
 
outlined in Sec. 2.2.2 and introducing the form-factor coefficients
 
defined in Sec. 2.2-3, we can derive from Eq. (2-42) explicit ex­
pansions of the quantities NK(kxk) and mK(kk). If we take
 
into account only dominant terms (of lowest order in the expansion 
of electron and neutrino radial wave functions), we arrive at the 
following simple forms for NK(kx,k) and mK(k k,) (Behrens and 
J~necke, 1969; Behrens and BUhring, 1971): 
For allowed transitions,
 
1o(1,1)MO' ) =V= 0FO00 
, 
l(j1,l) = -AFO (2-104) 
for first-forbidden transitions,
 
M = AF 0 0 +(O/3)aZ 0 1(llll)_(l/3)WoR AIO 
mo(l,1) = (1/3)R AFOol,
 
1VI 1 +(l/3)aZ(l/3)I/2 VF0(1,1,1,1)
 
F0VFo(1/3 )aZ(2/3)1/2
(1/3)WR(1/3) 112 
xAF0(,,II I/)W+qx)R( 213)112 A F0  0 1 /2 A
 
xFlj) 1 ( R3) 11,
1 3)lFll)- 21W ) F1
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K(1,2) = _(1/3)qj(j2/3)1/2 VFO -(/)1/2 AF.], 
M4(2,l) = -(1/3)p R[(2/3)1 / 2 VrOo(/3)1/2 IorI 1 3 
M2(1,2) = -(1/3)q R AFO211 
M2(2,1)= -(1/3)pxR AF0 (2-105)2 ~211'
 
For higher forbidden transitions, we have 
k
=L-1 k(1) I 
M(kk() R) x (qxR))V {,E_(2L+)/L]1/2 II 
+ (2k +1)-1/2z VF0 (kx 1 1 1)+(2k +1)-1 (2k(I)+)-xR] 
m.'kx'k 
xx 
X 
- F 
tVF o-[(.J-x-
X (04R) 
)/L]1/2 
(2k+1)-B 
A"O}k xV (2-1,,b) 
4(k ,k(2))K,KjBE~B ~ ( )/2~ ~)(2) 
X lVFkLo+k-k2) ) CL+)-lE(L+I) /L]1/2 AFO}m kk() _~R qR (2k+1)L1R 
i)]1/'2 
(2-106c) 
M 1 (k ,k(2)) - _ ( k -1 
x 
k()-a 
0 
) " 
. V" (x F(L+I)LI" (2ICdIx 
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Here we have introduced the abbreviations
 
Kt = (l/2)1/2E(2L)!/(2L+l) I[]l/2E(2kxl)Ic2l)-l)!]-/2; (2-107a) 
KL = [(2L)u!/(2L+l)IIJ1/2[(2kx-1)I(2k(2-) 1 -l/2. (2-icY7b)
 
x V 
The two quantities KL and KL are related by 
KL-l (2L+I)/L]1/2KL. (2-108) 
The energy of the bound electron in the parent atom is defined 
as x=1-IEx, where E is the binding energy in the parent atom. 
The electron momentum P. is given by 
p = (-14 2)1/2 (2-109) 
The form-factor coefficients are VxKN AOt' V_ (k m,n, and 
Ks KLs' IC~s xmnp 
AFKLs(kx,m,n,P); they are related to the nuclear matrix elements 
as indicated previously. The symbols V and A refer to vector and
 
axial vector; K specifies the rank, L the multipolarity, and s the
 
spin of the spherical tensor operators that are involved. The ra­
dial dependence of this operator is rL + 2N or rL+2NI(k ,m,n,P;r).
 
These form-factor coefficients occur in accordance with the expan­
sion of the electron radial wave functions discussed in See. 2.2.2.
 
In Eqs. (2-47) through (2-49) we have only presented the dom­
inant terms of the multipole expansion and the expansion of the
 
electron radial wave functions for linear combinations of form­
factor coefficients. Complete expressions are listed in Appendix
 
A2.1 (Behrens and Bflhring, 1971). Unless there are strong cancella­
tions between different terms connected with the form-factor coef­
ficients, the higher-order terms can be neglected.
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2-3. Formulae for Allowed and Forbidden
 
Transitions
 
2.3.1. Allowed Transitions 
In allowed transitions, electrons can only be captured from 
orbits with Kx=±l, i.e., from the K, L1, L2, M1, 12,... shells 
[cf. Eqs. (2-44)-(2-47)]. This result is based on the approxi­
mate neglect of contributions from higher-order (so-called second­
forbidden) terms (see Appendix A2.2). Capture from orbits with 
K=±2, for example, would be governed by matrix-element combina­
tions M1(2,l), M2(2,l), etc., which are smaller than M0(l,1) and 
N(1,1) by at least a factor p RS°.02. Consequently, we have 
C ('K-±2) t 4x,-4C (r_±) 
[Eq. (2-44)], and capture from orbits with K=±2 can be expected
 
to be difficult to observe. However, capture from such states in
 
principle offers a possibility of determining the higher-forbidden
 
contributions separately from the leading terms-

For the quantity Cx we find
 
2C VFO0o) 2+AAfO) (2-110) 
[Eqs. (2-44) and (2-104)]. Inserting this result in Eq. (2-43)
 
leads to
 
k ( ) 2 2KK Kg2/4nt2)+(V FO) 2+( AF 0 
nL qlLI L Ln2qL2PL22+... . (2-111)
212 22 
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for the decay constant. Hence it is easy to derive the ratios
 
of the capture probabilities from different subshells. The L1/K
 
ratio, for example, is
 
4
XL1/XK (nL qLIp BL )/(nKrq KBr). (2-112) 
2-3-2. Fi-st-Forbidden Non-Unique Transitions
 
Considering, as before, only the dominant terms in non­
unique, first-forbidden transitions, we find that electrons with
 
the quantum numbers KX=±l, ±2 are captured. For K, L1, L 21 I
 
M2 ,.o. capture, we have 
2
[y )Tmc,)(m~1,l1)] 2+[N (1,1);m(l'l) + 2(1,2)+M2 (l1,2) (2-113) 
[Eqs. (2-44)-(2-46)]. The upper sign holds for K, L1, M1 ,... cap­
ture aaid the lower, for L2, M2,... capture. The quantities 
L(k,kV) in Eq. (2-113) are defined through Eqs. (2-105). If 
there is no cancellation between the different terms in Eqs. 
(2-105), we can simplify Eq. (2-113). Because we have WX=l-IEK1, 
with EKjs0.2 and R=0.0031A1/3<0.02, we can usually neglect 
terms multiplied by R and W R. Then we find (Vatai, 1973)x 
FO~0l
c= [PFO+(l/3)aZ AFO j(1 ,1 l)-(l/3)W 
A41d1 
+ [V F I (az/)(lf3)V1{j1llO AFO( l 1 
+ (WOR/3)(/ 3){2Flo +fAO 12 
2/9R 2 2il. + 2{ 1 
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This result shows that, even in the case of first-forbidden non­
unique transitions, the quantity C to a very good approximation

x 
does not depend on the particular subshell from which the electron
 
is captured. As for allowed electron capture, the ratios of the
 
capture probabilities from different subshells are therefore in­
dependent of the form-factor coefficients. Thus, these ratios
 
ihave the same form -as. given in Eq. (2-81). 
In' many cases, especially for the heavier nuclei, we have 
aZ >W0 R. Then Eq. (2-114)can be simplified further: 
f[AO ( / 3(-C 11,112. 2 
' A.L .2i -U_115
 
t6rcaptuiefrom K= (L3 N3 M4. ) states,.we have2 , M 
C ={X 2,I) }2 +{M 2(2,1) }2 (2-116) 
or explicitly {cf. E4s. (2-105)1, 
. p1323)l VO 1 /3 Y0+( -2 2].) 
111117
x .110 

2
Comparison of Eq. (2-117) with Eq. (2-114) suggests that K=_+

capture is,negligibly small as- against capture from K=l orbits.
 
,2-3.3- FirstLForbidde Unique Transitions
 
Considering dominant :terms in Eqs. (2-105y for unique first­
forbidden transitions, we find that subshells with K-l, ±2 can
 
contribute (Behrens and 5Jlnecke, 1969)- For capture from Ix-=±l
 
K , L, 1% N1 , M2,-...) states, we have 
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C= FO .R ) 2, 
2/9) , (2-118)
21= 2 M3,M(

and for capture from Kx=±2 (L31 M, M4 ...) orbits, we find
 
x =x(AFO211) 2(R 2/9) Px(-192 (2-119) 
It follows from Eqs. (2-43) and (2-118) that the L/K capture
 
ratio is
 
4 2 42 
XLI/%K = 1 'qLl (2-120)LBLi)/(n)KqKtK) 
Expressions for the L2/K, MI/K, L2/t, and M1/L1 capture ratios
 
are entirely analogous- For the L3/L1 ratio, on the other hand.
 
we have 
71 A 2 2  1 4 2 (2-121)
 
L3/L1 = (nL 3PL3qL3PL3B3)/(nLlqLIP B2-1 
Other k =2 to k =1 capture ratios are analogous to Eq. (2-121).
X x 
2.3.4. (L-1)-Forbidden Unique Transitions
 
Taking only dominant terms in Eq. (2-106d) into account, we 
have for Lzk 
x 
2(k -1) 2(L-k 
(2L-2)11 lAO %2(L-1) Px qx 
x (2L-1)1 CL-11(2kxl)2(L-kx)+11 (2-123) 
For K, L1, L2' M , M2 ... capture, for example, we obtain 
x 2 l) !y2( )2(-1). (2-124) 
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2-3-5. Some General Remarks on Higher-Forbidden
 
Non-Unique Transitions
 
Special formulae for the higher-forbidden non-unique cap­
ture rates can easily be derived from Eqs. (2-166) in analogy 
with the-first-forbidden non-unique transition rate [EEs. (2-113) 
to (2-115)]. The following general statements can be made re­
garding such -higher-forbidden-capture'transitions: 
(i) As for AJ=l first-forbidden non-unique transitions,
 
these capture rates -depend only on six different form-factor co­
LL-ii' xLO LLI'
FLQk''')
efficients, viz., V(O) VFO) VFCO)k -l) "(O) 
AF l-kx,111), A() Expressions for these rates areLLxL+I,L,I"
 
therefore no more complicated than those for first-forbidden
 
transitions.
 
(ii) -If'we neglect terms multiplied by R and W-R, as in
 
x
 
Eq (2-114), the capture ratios from shells with the samek
 
value do not'depend on-the nuclear form-factor coefficients.
 
Form-factor 6befficients can therefore be determined by inves­
tigating capture ratios only if ratios'of capture from states
 
with different k are measured (e.j. L3A , 13/K(Vatai, 1973).

x -­ 3 
(iii) Non-unique Lth-forbidden capture rates are always­
proportional to a factor 
1, -4(qR2L-,q)2kx 
[Eqs. (2-106)]. Consequently, such capture probabilities de­
crease very rapidly with increasing degree of forbiddenness.
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2.4. Electron-Capture to Positron-Decay Ratios
 
2.4.1. General Exnressions
 
For allowed as well as forbidden transitions, the following
 
general result for EC/P+ ratios holds [Eqs. (2-2), (2-7), (2-10)1:
 
XEC/XP+ = (n xCrxf)/(fp+?=3D) (2-125) 
Here, fP+ is the integrated Fermi function (Behrens and J9necke,
 
1969):
 
PO
 
f+= I p2(Wo-W)2F(Z',W)dp, (2-126)
 
0
 
where p is the positron momentum (in units of m0 c), the maximum
 
•~~ O(21l/2
 
momentum is p0%=(W 021l/, W is the positron energy (in units of 
m0c2), Z T is the atomic number of the daughter nucleus, F(Z,W) is 
the Fermi function, and U(W is the spectrum shape factor, averaged
 
over the P+ spectrum. The form of the shape factor for different
 
types of P+ decay has been discussed, for example,by Schopper
 
(1966), Behrens and JRnecke (1969), and Behrens and Bihring (1971).
 
To calculate the integrated Fermi function f we need the
 
continuum-electron radial wave functions gl(r) and f+1 (r). Con­
ventionally, these functions (and hence the Fermi function) are
 
evaluated at the nuclear radius (r=1R). However, recent discussions
 
indicate that a less ambiguous result is achieved if the Fermi
 
function is evaluated at the center of the nucleus (r=-O) (Schopper,
 
1966; Behrens and BUhring, 1968, 1972; Blin-Stoyle, 1969). This
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latter definition of the Fermi function is appropriate for the
 
electron-capture formalism in the present paper (Sec. 2.2.2).
 
A number of detailed calculations and tabulations of the Fermi
 
function-F(Z,W) and of the integrated Fermi function f(Z,W O)
 
exist- -However, in many instances finite nuclear size and
 
screening bj-orbi-tal electrons ha not been taken fully into
 
account.- Th4 Fermi function,for a-point nucleus without screen­
ing is listed in the National Bureau of Standards tables (1952)
 
and in a-paper by Rose and Perry (1953).- -Dzhelepovand Zyryanova
 
(1956) have calculated the Fermi function and the integrated
 
Fermi function (at r=-R), by adding corrections for screening and
 
finite size to the functi6ns for a point nucleuso Several
 
.authors (Matese and Johnson, 1966; Duiand, 1964; Brown,:1964),
 
*however, have-noted that the screening corrections of Reitz
 
(1950) used by Dzhelepov.and Zyryanova are incorrect for higher
 
electron momenta.
 
Fermi functions evaluated numerically (at r=R) from an exact 
solution of the Dirac equation for a nucleus with finite size,
 
but without screening, have been tabulated by Bhalla and Rose
 
(1960, 1961, 1962, 1964). It was later shown, however, that 
these tabled are not entirely correct for positrbns of higher
 
momenta (Bthring, 1967; Huffacker and Laird, 1967; Behrens and
 
-. Asal and Ogata, 1974). 
BUhring, 1968; Blin-Stoyle, 1973, P. 38 ;hFor a.-few elements, 
1Bihring (1965) has, carried out an exact numerical integration 
of-the-Dirac equatlon,.-&king into consideration finite nuclear 
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size and screening. By employing a method similar to that of
 
Bfhring, extensive tables of the Fermi function (at r=O) and
 
graphs of the integrated Fermi function have been published by
 
Behrens and Jlnecke (1969); this calculation takes exact ac­
count of both finite nuclear size and electron screening. Nu­
merical integration of the Dirac equation, including finite size
 
and screening, has also been carried out by Suslov (1966, 1967,
 
1968a). Theoretical KIP+ ratios have also been listed by Sus­
lov (1970b).The extensive tabulations of the Fermi function
 
(at r=R) and of the integrated Fermi function by Dzhelepov,
 
Zyryanova, and Suslov (1972) are based on these calculations.
 
Suslov, however, included in the electrostatic potential caused
 
by the atomic electrons a Slater exchange term.1 2 While the ex­
change term is applicable to the bound orbital electrons, it is
 
not appropriate for the continuum states; this is self-evident
 
for positrons and has also been shown for emitted P-particles
 
(Matese and Johnson, 1966; Behrens and J~necke, 1969, p. 25).
 
It may be for this reason that Suslov's calculations do not
 
+
agree at low P energies with his Thomas-Fermi-Dirac calcula­
tions and with results of other
 
authors (Behrens and J~necke, 1969; Bhalla and Rose, 1960, 1961,
 
1962, 1964).
 
An extensive tabulation of log f (at r=-R) and of capture-to­
positron ratios, with an accuracy of two to three digitshas been
 
compiled by Gove and Martin (1971). These values were obtained
 
pu1GF,
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by correcting point-nucleus continuum radial wave functions for
 
finite nuclear size and screening.
 
In all calculations discussed so far, the finite size of
 
the nucleus was represented by the simplest model, viz., a uni­
formly charged sphere of radius R, equal to the nuclear radius.
 
A more 'ealistic charge distribution has been employed by Behrens
 
andBUhring(1970), whohave shown that the influence of the
 
shape of the charge distribution on the Fermi function can be
 (see also Asai and Ogata, 1974). 
neglected in most cases A An analytical parametrization of the 
Fermi function and of the integrated Fermi function (for a point­
like nucleus), of the screening corrections, the finite nuclear­
size effects, and of the dependence -of allowed P decay on the 
nuclear radius has been derited by Wilkinson (1970b, 1970C, 1970d; 
197Oe, 1972b19730*Wilkinson and Macefield, 1974). 
2.4.2. .Allowed Transitions 
For allowed transitions, for which we have c(w)=c,=( F000
 
(AFO l ) 2- the EC/P+ ratio has-a very simple form: 
IK/XP+ -- ,fK/P4 (2-127)
 
.This ratio consequently does not depend on the form-factor coef­
ficients, .just like.the capture ratios. However, for the EC/P+
 
rati o there are two effepts that can lead -to small deviations 
-from the result predicted by Eq. (2-127): 
(i) 'If higher-order terms (Appendix A2.1).contribute sig­
nificantly, the differences between C and C(W) dust-be taken
 
x
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into account [Sec. 2.1; Eq. (2-40)]. For allowed transitions, the cor­
rection factor of Eq. (2-127) can be given explicitly. Neglecting terms
 
(N)1 
in PN (l,m,n,p) and form-factor coefficients of rank two, we find
 121
 
(AppendixA2.1; Behrens and Buhring, 1971)13
 
XKIO+ = (fK/f0+) [i+(A1+y 2A2 ) /(l+y 2 ) ,(2-128) 
where 
Al1 = (2/3) 3/2{(2 WY+W)- [l+(pl )/]' R(VFll/l1() (0). M 
aW 1 1101 101
 
2(3) [/l+(iY)/W]R(A )i ()-(2/3)K1 1 0 0 1
X[ /9)(1AF(l) A (0) +CA (1)(,2,2, ()
101 101) 101( 101
 
2 - 2+2' - (0)(Aj),A 
- (1/27)WoR2[0(w +W)-2 [1+ (2ll)iW] (F101 F01) (2-129) 
-- -- v (0) v (0) 
A2 = -(2/3) [l+(Wy 1y)/W]R(vOil/ F000)-(2/3)(WK+W)RaZ
 
v (i) v (0) v (1)
 
x [( 00(1,2,2,1)/ F )-( F (1, 1,1,1, F0,0)]
00000 -00000
 
-
V (1) V (0)+ (2/9)w R 2 {2 (-Ai [1+(- (2-130)
+ (/ r ( Pl)/W( F / F000), 
andyy 000/F1010) . the energy W and the Coulomb function Pian ( Here, 
are averaged over the 0+ spectrum (Behrens and Jnecke, 1969); i stands
 
2 1/2 
for [i-(aZ) ] 
Equations (2-128) to (2-130) also apply to other allowed EC/ + 
L/+' + + 
ratios (L1 L2/ ,.MI/0, ...). In most mixed allowed transitions, 
the form-factor coefficient V(0) is isospin-forbidden,
F 00
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and hence-very small- Thus, we.generally have y< l(Blin-Stoyle,
 
1973; Bertsch and Mekjian, 1972). Hence A1 is the important cor­
S()A(0)

rection term. The form-factor 'coefficientratio VFll / F rel­1 

ativistic- over nonrelativistic, depends sensitively on the nuclear
 
structure and is difficult to calculate. This ratio is of th6 or-

A Wi A (0) A (1) A(0) 

der .l. The ratios Fiol(lll,1)/ FIOI , FO01(I, 2,2 1)/ FI0)
,
 
and (i) an however be estimated more easily. -They generally
0 

-lie in the range 0.5-2.0. Taking into account only the latter
 
'form-factor coefficient.ratios leads to the estimate A,-O.3 for
 
zSo. 
(ii) A second cause for deviations of the EO/P+ ratio from
 
the prediction of Eq. (2-127) lies in electromagnetic radiative
 
corrections-to the electron-capture and P+decay .rates, 'forex­
-ample for the emission of internal bremsstrahlung. Radiative
 
corrections for allowed 0 transitions, especially for the super­
- allowed O+ O+ transitions, have been discussed extensively (Mar­
shaket &I., Sirlin, 1967; K9llen, i967; Dcus-1969; 

and Norton, 1970; Beg et al, - - 1972; Jaus ana Rasche,­
1970; .Jaus, 1972; Sirlin', 19j4; Roos, 1974i Suzuki and Yokoo,-1975) 
Foi allowed P transitions, the effect of'radiative correc­
- tions can be described, first, by a renormalization of the vector 
*and axial-vector coupling constants, 
cV C(l+ M& (2-131)
 
CA C (I ±j-aD '(2-132)" 
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(Blin-Stoyle, 1973), and second, by a known modification of the
 
P spectrum. This second point affects the integrated Fermi func­
tion:
 
f+ fP+{1+6R(WZ)}. (2-133) 
In Eqs. (2-131) and (2-132), C and D are the so-called model­
dependent radiative corrections; they depend on details of the
 
weak and strong interaction theories (Sirlin, 1967; Klllen, 1967;
 
Dicus and Norton, 1970; Beg et al., 1972; Sirlin, 1974;
 
Roos, 1974; Wilkinson, 197557 These
 
Amodel-dependent radiative corrections cannot as yet be calculated
 
without ambiguity, but they cancel in EC/P4 ratios The model­
independent radiative correction factor £l+ -&(WZ)] is well­
known to order a (Sirlin, 1967; K9llen, 1967; ]icus and Norton,
 
1970). This correction factor can be found, for example, in the
 
work of Wilkinson and Macefield (1970), where semianalytical for­
3
 
mulae and nomograms are given. The terms of order Za
2 and Z a
 
have also been calculated (Jaus and Rasche, 1970; Jaus, 1972).
 
For electron capture this model-independent part of the radiative
 
correction differs, however# from that discussed for 0+ decay.
 
Unfortunately, -no explicit calculation has been carried out as yet.
 
Some contrary statements notwithstanding'(Vatai, 1971, 1972b;
 
Eman et al., 1973), Behrens and Bihring ( 1974) 
have pointed out that the existence of second-class currents,
 
i.e., of a finite value of fT, does not significantly affect
 
EC/P+ ratios. This fact follows in principle from the equality
14
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of the hadron'parts,-or of the form-factor coefficients; for elec­
tron capture and 04 decay (Sec. 2o2.3).
 
2.4.3. Non-Unque Forbidden Transitions
 
The EC/P+ ratios for nonaunique forbidden transitions are 
proportional.to an additional factor C /C °3. The quantity C is 
x x
 
'given by. Eqs. (2-44), (2-105), and (2-106). The corresponding
 
formulae for the shape-factor C(W) can, for example, be found in 
the papers by Behrens and J~necke (1969) and in Behrens and Bfhring
 
(1971)- These formulae show, that the EC/P+ ratios for non-unique 
forbidden transitions generally depend on the'relative values of
 
the nuclear form-factdr coefficients, i-e., on the details of the
 
nuclear structure.
 
There is one'exception from this rule, however, in the case
 
of non-unique first-forbidden transitions. When the C!approxma­
tion [Eq.- ( 2 - 1 1 5 )J -isapplicable, the EC/P+ ratios from kx=l 
states ate independent of the nuclear matrix elements, and have
 
the same values as for-allowed transitions. The applicability
 
of the -approximation can be tested experimentally by investi­
- gating the shape factor of the P+ spectrum. 
2;4.4. Unipue'Forbidden Transitions
 
For the (L-1)s t unique forbidden transitions, explicit ei­
pressions for the ratios Cx/C77Wcan be given. The formulae for
 
C can-be taken from Eq. (2-123), and for C(W), for example, from 
the work of'Behrens and Jliecke (1969). We find 
CrrY t (2k 1)1E2(Ik)+11 [PX2(k- 2(L-k)j 
% 2Cf )q f (2n-l) I£2(L-n)+1! -1 (2-134) 
Here, X is a special Coulomb function defined, for example, byn 
Behrens and Jlnecke (1969). As before, barred symbols denote 
quantities averaged over the P+ spectrum. 
For K, LI, L2 , Y2,... capture, Eq. (2-134) takes the 
simpler form 
= 2( L- 1)Cx/ [(z -1 -q
 
C /C(W) =
 
{4fXn 2(n)
L 2(Ll) [(2n-1) 1E2(L-n) 
 1 1} (2-135)
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2.5. Atomic Matrix Elements: Exchange and Overlap Corrections
 
2.5.1. Introduction
 
According to the usual theory of allowed orbital electron capture 
.(Sec. 2.3), the probability that a K electron is captured by the nucleus 
is 
2AK . G2 q I4,K(0 ) 12 , (2-136) 
where G is the s-decay coupling constant, q is the energy of the neu­
trino that is emitted, is the appropriate combination of nuclear 
matrix elements, and IPK(0)12 is the square of the parent atom's is elec­
tron wave function at the nucleus. In Eq. (2-136), no atomic matrix
 
elements are included.
 
Benoist-Gueutal (1950, 1953b)first suggested that atomic electrons
 
.must be included in a complete description of the nuclear electron­
*bapture process. She estimated the effect of imperfect atomic overlap
 
7 
on the total electron capture rate of Be by calculating the electron­
capture probability for various final atomic states. Due to the lack 
df accurately known wave functions for excited Li atoms, Benoist-

Gueutal only concluded that the decrease in the total decay rate was
 
less than 30%. Odiot and Daudel (1956) made a quantitative calculation
 
of the 37Ax L-to-K capture ratio, using wave functions for the entire 
atom. Odiot and Daudel's prediction of 0.10 for the 37Ar L-to-K capture 
ratio has subsequently been verified by experiment.
 
The discrepancy between the traditional theory of electron capture 
(Brysk and Rose, 1958) and experiments on L-to-K electron-capture ratios 
indicated that a critical examination of the theory was needed. Bahcall 
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(1962a,1963a,b, 1965a)made a comprehensive study of the role of atomic 
electrons in the nuclear electron-capture process, emphasizing the 
importance of the indistinguishability of electrons and of the change 
in nuclear charge by one 	unit from initial to final atomic states,
 
aspects which were neglected in the usual theory. In Bahcall's work, 
ground-state wave functions were used for the initial and final atoms.
 
The importance of the presence of an inner-shell hole in the daughter
 
atom was pointed out by Vatai (1968b).
 
In this section, we consider the effect of atomic overlap and
 
exchange corrections on the total electron-capture rate and on various
 
subshell capture ratios. We also discuss the calculation of atomic
 
matrix elements. This subject has recently been reviewed by Genz (1973 a)
 
and Vatai (197 3c). The calculations of electron density at the nuclear
 
surface are discussed in Sec. 2.2.
 
2.5.2. 	Effect of Atomic Overlap and Exchange on Total
 
Capture Rates
 
Bahcall (1963a,b) used second quantization to formulate the nuclear
 
electron-capture process. For allowed transitions, the probability per
 
unit time that a nucleus will capture any of its atomic electrons ad
 
leave the daughter atom in the final state IA'> is
 
A(A') = G2(2Tr) q2 (AI)M (A') (l+y5)M(A'), (2-137) 
where 
M(A') - <A'@e(0) IG> (2-138) 
and 
q(A') = W0+l+[E(G)-E(A')-l]. (2-139) 
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Here, W0 is the difference:between initial and final nuclear masses;
 
E(G) and E(A') are the total energies of the initial and final atomic
 
electrons, including their rest masses.
 
If one uses a single-particle representation of IG>,, the total 
electron-capture rate can be written
 
X0- (2-140) 
where
 
A0 G2 (27r) -1Eb 2 (b') h(0) 12 (2-141)
 
is the usual total electron capture rate. We have 
')
-X'-G2=-ls; zbl~b (0)12[-c(ls-)+c(b
 
+ E',,Aqt-A')<Gfa'IA'><A' Iblc>J , (2-142) 
and
 
AX q(ls')G2 Cu -1( (O)Aq(A') 
Gf ib 2 ' b1 b2 "(2-143) 
<G fIA'>.cA' l~ab ]G>, 
and
 
q(.ls') E Wo+E(G)-E(G')-s (ls'), (2-144)
 
and 
- q(A') E(G')-E(A')+(I1S'), (2-145) 
where-E(ls') is the K binding energy in"the final atom. 
The second and third terms' in Eq. :(2-140) are the contributions, due 
to imperfect atomic overlap and-exchange capture, respectively. By 
applying closure to sum the electron-capture probability over all pos­
.sIblI' final atomic states, Bahpall found 
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A' a 1 2 )(-2-146)
2"
 I0 ql(I'") az
and
 
AX 44 R2s(O) 1Fi +Z <b12s -L--Ibls>1. (2-147) 
= 
AI q(ls') R (0) L~/ 2s 1 b' 12 4 
The contributions of overlap and exchange are of the opposite sign-.
 
Thy partially cancel each other in the total capture rate. The net
 
effecton the total capture probabiliIty does not exceed a few percent
 
if q(ls') is greater than, or of the order of, 50 keV. 
2.5.3. Overlap and Exchange Corrections on Capture Ratios 
The electron-capture rate, including the atomic matrix element in 
the theory, can be-written 
A =. iB., i = K,L,M,N,..., (2-148)
 
where :x., is the trahsition rate from the usual theory and' B. is the 
exchange-correction factor introduced by Bahcall to take account of the 
exchange .andoverlap contribution.
 
For allowed transitions, the L/K capture ratio can then be written
 
A,,0 3LLf.,, 

XLK(&\ (2-149) 
V - -L J 
For unique forbidden transitions, the L/K ratio becomes 
XLx\, : BtAn)I L 
f 
i2)0 B,.1 
- 'A AL B ,(L2 A B 
L L,
 
.. g2 B- I2 
B
 
:3 (AJ-l) (2J-l) L3(2 2 , (2"150)
" 
g L( - 1RO 2 LIIN1, 
-- "g BL[ 
0 
where 
0 2 2 
2 2T - (2-151) 
:The 4's are neutrino energies and the g's, charge*-densities at the
 
nuclear sur~face,
 
iIn Eqs. -(2-I149)and (2 150), the difference in binding energy among' 
the L.subshells has been,neglected.
 
A'simi-lar expression applies for M/L capture ratios:
 /0
 
M -
_1,
XL17... - '211 Bj.l\ -L. IT 
ost theoretical and experimental work has been done-bn K,, L and M
 
cpture for allowed transitions. Little research has b&en performed on 
N.'capture. -We proceed to review various theoretical calculations dealing 
with.[the overlap.and exchange corrections. 
Bahcall's approach. - order to overcome the-difficulty_ of caicu-
Thting aind stmuning an infinite number of separate contributions from the 
final-atomic states, Bahoall (1962i,1963a,b, 1965a)ased the following 
approximations: (1) The innermost electrons are almost inert. (2) The 
outer-.electron states(outside the 3s shell) form a.practically complete 
set. (3)'The enetgy available for a given nuclear transition is nearly 
independent of the particular states o6cupied by the outer electrons in 
:the final atom. 
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Bahcall separated the atomic state vectors into two independent
 
parts,
 
latomic> = linner> x louter>. (2-154)
 
He then invoked closure to perform the sum over the infinite number of
 
final atomic states, obtaining
 
X. = X?0,(2-155)1 1l1 
where X0 is the usual electron-capture rate, and we have
i 
2 
B.= i() (2-156) 
The capture amplitudes are 
f(3s') = <ls' ls><2s' 12s>3s (0)-<ls' I3s><2s' j2s4> (0)
s
 
(2-157)
 
- <2s' 3s><ls' Ils>j's(0 ; 
f(2s') = <is Jls><3s' f3s>'2s (0)-<is'I2s><3s' 13s>*is (0) 
(2-158) 
- <3s' J2s><ls' Ils> 3s (0);
 
f(ls') = <2s' 2s><3s'j3s>is (0)-<2s'Ils><3s' 3s>P2s (0) 
(2-159)
 
- <3s'ls><2'j2s>P3s (0). 
The primed orbitals pertain to the daughter atom. 
The L -to-K and 14-to-L 1 capture ratios can be written 
( ij L 1 xLl/K (2-160) 
and
 
XM1 
 (M I
 BM1 = 

2M1)/LI
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where.the exchange correction factors are
 
L/K '~l f(2s) s(O) 2
 
x = = 1 _ (2-162) 
1 =M/ 1 2 (2-163) 
To compare these calculated capture ratios with measurements, correction 
must be made for capture from p1 / 2 states. 
To calculate the atomic matrix elements <ns' Ins>, Bahcall used 
nonrelativistic 'Har-tree-Fobk ground state wave functions for parent and
 
daughter 4 toms. (Watson, 1960; Watson and Freeman, 1961b). 
The follbwing comments can be made on Bahcall's theory: 
(1) .- The. AssumptiQn that'-the neutrino energy is independent of final 
states'of the atomi and the use of the closure approximation without 
corredtion for occupied states, tend to'lead toward nndrszmninn of 
the overlap dorrdction. 
(p) The overlap correction is small for K and L capture, but is
 
much larger for 1 capture. Therefore, Bahcall's approach will over-,
 
. MIL 
estimate the M-to-L1 capture ratio correctibn factor X 
(3) Multiple .exchange processes and the exchange between inner 
and outer'electrons are neglected. 
t4). The ef fect of thetinner-shell ivacancy in the daughter atom is, 
neglected. 
1973b) 
Vatai's ansatz.." Vatai (1968bJ970a calculated-the-capture transi­
tlon'to'the most 'prminent state jA> of the final atom. In state IA>, 
9o
 
except for the captured electron, all the other electrons retain their
 
quantum numbers. Vatai obtained the exchange and overlap correction 
coefficients as 2 
B. = i(0)j (2-164) 
and 
f= ls(O)<2s' 12s><2p' 12p><3s' 13s>... 
- 2s (O)<2s' Ils><2p' 12p><3s' 3s> ... 
- 3s(O)<3s' ls><2s' 12s><2p' 2p>... 
(2-165)
 
Similar expressions for fL and fM are obtained by exchange of ls with 
2s and ls with 3s, respectively, in the fK expression. If overlap cor­
rections for p and d electrons are neglected, one obtains the same f.a
 
expressions as those of Bahcall [Eqs. (2-157) to (2-159)]. 
In Vatai's calculation, the effect of the inner hole in the
 
daughter atom on the exchange integral is estimated by perturbation 
theory. 
Vatai used the analytic Hartree-Fock wave functions of Watson and 
Freeman (1961b)for the initial state and as unperturbed wave functions
 
for the final-state calculation. He estimated the overlap correction
 
for the inner.p and d electrons including the multiplicity by calculating
 
the overlap integral with the wave functions of Watson and Freeman for 
both parent and daughter atoms. The overlap integrals of outer electrons
 
are set equal to 1 in Vatai's calculation.
 
With regard to Vatai's approach, we note the following points:
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(1) Some contributions due to processes involving shakeup or
 
shakeoff are neglected.
 
(2) The use of perturbation theory to calculate the exchange
 
integrals introduces a discrepancy of 10-40% in the value of these
 
integrals compared with rroese's IF calculations (Faessler et al.,
 
1970).
 
(3) The overlap corrections are only rough estimates­
(4). Vatai, like Bahcall, neglects multiple exchange processes.
 
Faessler's calculation. Faessler et al. (1970) recalculated the
 
Bahcall exchange corrections, taking into account the inner-shell vacancy
 
that after electron capture exists in the daughter atom. Faessler et al.
 
used the Herman-Skillman (1963) Hartree-Fock-Slater and Froese-Fischer
 
(1965, 1969) Hartree-Fock programs to calculate hole-state wave func­
tions and exchange and overlap integrals. Although some of the exchange 
integrals calculated with the two programs differ by as much as 50%, 
the exchange correction factors agree to within 3%. This indicates 
that the exchange correction, being a ratio, is insensitive to the model 
wave functions, due to cancellation of errors. Faessler et al. con­
cluded that the influence of rearrangement effects on the L/K and M/L 
capture ratios is far too small to account for the discrepancy between 
theory and experiment, although it does affect the theoretical capture 
ratios in the right direction. 
Relativistic calculations. Suslov (1970a)followed Bahcall's
 
approach and used relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater wave functions to
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calculate the exchange and overlap corrections for 14:ZS98. The wave, 
functions wer@ obtained by numerical integration of Dirac's.equation, 
using a nonrelativistic potential (Herman and Skillman, 1963) for 
i4Z7-3, and an analogous relativistic potential (Libeisman et al., 
1965) for Z?74. Finite nuclear size was included through the
 
uniformly-cparged-sphere model. For 155Z:37, the new relativistic
 
valesoff ,B , ,L/Ka NI/LK X and X 1 1 are quite close to Bahcall's 
(-1963a, b) results; the differences do not exceed 5%. For Z 38, the
 
exchange correction decreases as Z increases, and for large Z it is
 
nearly constant. The relativistic eiclian6Z-orrect6dcapture 
ratios do not narrow the gap between theory and experiment. 
Martin and Blichert-Toft (1970) performed another relativistic 
calculation of electron-capture ratios for 6SZ:98 using the same
 
approach as Vatai's. The tequired-wave functions and electron
 
-radial densities-were calculated with a relativistic Hartree-Slater 
program with finite-nuclear -size.- The K and LI electron radial 
density at the nuclear surface, calculated by Martin and Blichert-
Tort (1970), agrees with 6ther-calculations (Zyryanova ad Suslov,
 
1968; Behrens and Janecke,, 1969; winter; 1968; Suslov, 197Ca)ithin
 
-1%,--andthe exchange-overlap factors agree very.weil with the pre­
sent results based on Vatai's approach.
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2.5.4. 'Evaluation of Atomic Matrix Elements
 
Atomic matrix elements <ms' jns are'not only required for the
 
calculation of exchange-and overiap corrections, but also .for deter-­
"minfng autoionization rates -in 0-decay and electron-capture transitions, 
afidfor shake-up calculations (Sec. 5). The degree of orthogonality of 
the wave functions is the important point in the evaluation of the over­
1ap,integrals_ <ms'-Ins>. Overlap integrals that involve ground-state
 
wae-functions from parent to- daughtdr atoms are not Very sensitive to
 
the choice of-the atomic potential-, because the inner shells are closed
 
shells. Overlap -integralscalculated with the analytic Hartree-Fock 
-wave functions of Wat~on and Freeman, with Herman-Skillman Hartree­
Fock-Slater wave functions, or with Froese-Fischer Hartree-Fock wave 
functions,,-all agree to better than 5% (Faessler et.al., 1970). However, ­
for, calculations: of-inner-shell vacancy .states (e.g., Is and 2s hole 
states), the atmic model is important, as the hole-state wave functions ­
,aresensitie'to the potential.' In the Herman-and-Skillnan (1963) code, 
singie electronic configurations having open shells are treated on the
 
same basis as configurations having only closed -shells. Consequently,
 
#e wave function of an electron in an open shell is n6t necessarily 
orthogonal- to a single-electron wave function that describes an electron 
'of the same symmetry species and in the same configuration, but from a 
".closed shell;. For example, the ls electron wave function for an atom 
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with a K vacancy may not be orthogonal to the 2s wave function of the
 
atom, if it has a full l subshell. The overlap integrals between open­
shell -and closed-shell single-electon'wave functions, involving the
 
gtound state of the parent atom and a deep hole state of the daughter, 
.can therefore contain a sizable error if it is computed with Herman-

Skillman wave functions (Faessler et al.', 1970). 
In Froese-Fischer's (1965, 1969) and Bagus' (1964, 1965) approaches, 
the-orthogonality between self-consistent field orbital wave functions 
with the same -symmetryi is taken into account by introducing off-diagonal 
Lagrangiah multipliers into'the Hartree-Fock equations. For closed 
shells,, a unitary -transformation can be found between the occupied 
orbitals, such that the Lagrangian multipliers are in diagonal form. 
- The &dditional requirement that the off-diagonal Lagrangian multipliers 
be zero serves as a unique definition,of the self-consistent field 
*	orbitais. For open-shell systems, it-is not possible to reduce the 
Lagrangian multipliers th'at couple open and closed shells of the same 
syrtmetry-to kero (Roothaan, 1960; Roothaan and Bagus, 1963). 
The Ne-like and Ar-4ike ns hole states have been calculated by
 
-B&gus (1964, 1965)U The off-diagonal Lagrangian multipliers between
 
open and closed shells • • '0 I are large for Is-hole states and become
; • nstms
 
smaller for 3s hole stafes. The effect of including the'off-diagonal
 
Lagrangian multipliers for A-like ions is that the is orbitals of the
 
ls-hble states have a node; an extended'tail appears in the is wave
 
fundeibns (Baqus, '1964). For large -r, PIs (r) becomes
 
Pi (r2sls (r)' 3s,ls (r) (2-166) 
. - C s 2s " Sl 3s 
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The features introduced by the off-diagonal Lagrangian multipliers
 
in the Froese-Fischer Hartree-Fock hole-state wave functions explain
 
the differences between overlap integrals obtained by using Herman-

Skillman and Froese-Fischer wave functions in the work of Faessler
 
et al. (1970).
 
To resolve the discrepancy between the overlap matrix elements 
<n!lnl> 	of Fassler et al. and of Vatai, we have recalculated these
 
matrix- eiements for Ar K-, L-, and M-capture with Bagus' accurate 
"analytic.Hartree-Focl Ax, ground-state and Cl- ns hole-state wave fund­
tions (Bagus,- 1964). Our results -.from Bagus' wave functions agree with t. 
overlap-matrix elements calculated by Faessler et al. (1970) with the 
Hartree-Fock program of Froese-Fischer to better than 1%, 
2.5.5, 	 Comparison Among Theoretical Exchange 
Corrections to Captdire Ratios 
In Sec. 2.5.4, we have described evidence that the Hartree-Fock 
program of Froese-Fischer is best suited for the evaluation of the 
excha'nge and overlap integrals. We have therefore recalculated the 
exchangd correctio: fact6rs using the Froese-Fischer program (Froese­
1 97 2Fischer, a )-and have included the effect of the ns hole present in 
'the daughter latom.. --,Two sets- of values were computed, one based on 
Bahcall's approach, the other following Vatai's ansatz that includes
 
the overlap correction for both inner and outer electrons (Table 2.11); 
The results computed by various-workers according to Bahcall's approach
 
(Faessfer et al., 1970; Suslov, 1970aBahcall, 1963a,b, 196%,and our 
(Table 	2.12).

present'calculations) agree very well (within 5%)f The results of 
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Martif and lichert-Toft (1970) coincide with our present calcula­
-ti6is based on Vatai's &proach. In Figs. 2-2 and 2-3, the exchange 
-- 1/ 
- M1/L1dorfdtion f&ctors i and X are shown, as recalculated by us 
with the Froese-Fisdher J1972a)code. For comparison, the results 
±6f the two,relativistic calculations (Suslov, 1970a Martin and
 
Blidhdkt-Tft, 1970) are also included. In general, the results from
 
Vat&i's a~pr6&eh are smaller than those following Baheall's theory. 
2.5&6; Correlation Effects in Electron-Capture Ratios
 
All theoretical work reviewed'in Sec. 2.5.3 contains the'
 
independent-particle- approximation. Effects due to electron correla­
long are negl'ected.
 
Goverse-and Blok (1974c)have observed that the experimental L/K 
capeur katios- seem to oscillate about the theoretical curve, and sug­
4sted that correlation effects between the orbital electrons might 
cause this discrepancy,.- This assertion remains to be proven. 
2.5.7 'Conclusion 
The exchange and overlap correction factors are not very sensitive 
"6-the choice 'of the atomic potential, due to compensation between the 
etedtro den5§i 'at the nucleus and the atomic matrix element <ns Ims'>. 
h portance bf 'includin an' appropriate inner-shell hole in the 
'datqhte± atom *afterelectiron capture, ,stressed-by Vatai (1968b, 3:970a) 
i's -ndt bbrne out by the Aork of Faessler et al. (1970) nor by our ,pre­
xent balcuiiations, if Bahcill"s 'approach is followed: On the other 
hand',< he, ptesence of.the inner hole has .asignificant effect on these 
cbrrction fabtors'IT they are rcalculated wi:th Vatai's formulae-. 
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The effect of exchange on electron-capture ratios has been treated
 
in a similar way in the two existing theories, those of Baheall (1963a,b, 
19654 and Vatai (1970), while the overlap corrections are treated dif­
ferently. Because the overlap corrections are important for low-Z 
elements, the difference in exchange and overlap correction factors
 
between Bahcall's and Vatait's approaches shows up clearly in light 
atoms. 
Our recalculated correction factors permit a direct comparison of 
results based on Bahcall's and Vatai's approaches. Vatai's formulation 
causes an underestimation of L/K capture ratios at low-Z, but leads to 
M/fL capture ratios in fair agreement with experiment. On the other 
hand, Baheall's approach yields better agreement to L/K ratios with
 
experiment, but overestimates the M/L capture ratios. 
To solve this problem, a.new calculation is needed in which overlap
 
corrections are treated more carefully. Electron correlation must be
 
included, at least by means of configuration interactions. More
 
accurate experimental capture ratios in the low-Z region are needed to 
provide a better test of theory.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL'METHODS IAND REaULTS 
'The experimental determination of nuclear election-capture ratios 
from Various atomic shells and of K-capture to positron-emission (K/st 
ratios had been the subject" of considerable effort because of the 
importance of these quantities in various contexts. Aspects of orbital
 
electron capture have been reviewed by Robinson and Fifnk (1955, 1960), 
Bouchez and Depmnier (1960, 1965), Depommier (1968)., Fink (1965 1966, 
1965a, 
1968i 1969), Berenyi (16 3 aAl1968a), Genz (1971b, 1973a), and Fitz-. 
,patrick -(1973): In recent years, several new measuremehts of L/K, 
M/L and k/s ratios have been performed and much effort has been devotea 
t rdducing experimental uncertainties, so that comparis6ns can be made 
with different theoretical calculations of atomic wave finctions and of
 
"eidti6i-exdhange iind' impbrfect atomic wave-fdaictibn overlap effect'. 
In this section we classify the methods employed to determine 
capture.ratios and compare their potential reiiability. From the vast 
body of, ekperimental data reported in the litera&ture, we select & 
limited 1it of-capture and.K/Ot ratios that can be considered highiy 
-kdliable and use these values for comparison with theory. 
Relative trahsi-tioh probabilities are commonly used in experimentai 
wok;, these are related as follows to the transition probabilities per 
unit tine as defined in Eqs. (2-27)6 (2-28) and (2-43)-: 
PC A
-
tot, aS =Z t att tot' (3-1) 
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where 
+
PEC + P8PS - 1, (3-2)
 
and 
lK I A-
L 

PK AL' PL ' PM = ' (3-3) 
C C C 
where 
PK + PL +P + .= . (3-4) 
corresponding relations hold for capture from subshells.
 
The probability of orbital electron capture from the X shell or 
from any of the L or M subshells depends upon the nature and energy of 
the transitioh. The capture process cannot be detected directly because
 
of the extremely low interaction probability of 'the emitted neutrino. 
The capture rate can therefore only be determined from the intensity of 
subsequently emitted radiation, such as x rays or Auger electrons given
 
off during reorganization of the electronic cloud after capture and
 
y rays or conversion electrons from the daughter nucleus. In principle, 
the'recoil of the final nucleus can also be measured, but the recoil
 
kinetic energy is always very small., The largest recoil (57 eV) occurs 
in the transition 7Be 7Li. 
Methods for measuring capture probabilities vary according to the 
*decay scheme of the radionuclide, the energy and relative, intensity of: 
the emitted radiation, available detectors,. and requirements for
 
necessary corrections. The methods can be classified according to the 
information they provide. 
One'group of methods yields ratios of capture probabilities from 
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different shells,
 
L PM M (3-5)XK' PL Li 
- I L TL 
Fromtthese ratios, a consistent set of capture probabilities can be 
deduced'with the -aid'of Eq. (3-4): 
Z\PL!+ 

Equations (3-6) can also be used with reliable theoretical capture 
ratios. 
tP
 
-Some methods pertain to
.4!p situations in which the L nd H r-ray orp 
Auger-electron peaks cannot be resolved. Such Tmethods lead to the 
determination of 4 , the relative K­capture ratio PLM/PK from which 
capture probability can be obtained directly: 
a 
. -. (3-7)
PK PK 
- n several other methods, PKWK is determined, where K is the 
K-shell ,fluorescence yield: With the appropriate value fore K 
(Bambynek et 'Al., 1972), the relative K-capture probability can be­
calculated.
 
If the trnsition energy exceeds twice the electron rest energy 
(2mc) -then positron emission is possible as an alternative nuclear 
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decay process. In such cases, it is of interest to measure ratios of
 
K-capture to positron-emission probability or of the total electron­
capture to positron-emission rate,
 
K _K EC (P + X' P + Xo+*
 
Table 3.1 contains a compilation of methods reported in the
 
literature; these are discussed in Secs. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4. The usual
 
corrections for background, dead time, detector efficiency, etc., are
 
taken for granted.
 
3.1. Determination of Capture Ratios
 
Capture ratios have been determined both with external and internal
 
sources. In general, it is difficult to measure capture ratios with
 
external sources, because large corrections are required for source
 
self-absorption, air scattering, window absorption, and fluorescence
 
yields. During the last few years, capture ratios have therefore more
 
frequently been measured by internal-source techniques in which these
 
difficulties are avoided, provided the radioactive atoms can be dispersed
 
throughout the sensitive volume of the counter. Internal-source methods
 
fall into two major classes: at low atomic numbers, gaseous compounds
 
are mixed with the counting gas of a proportional counter, while at
 
high Z crystal scintillators are preferred that have the radioactive
 
atoms built into the lattice, thus minimizing distortions due to escape 
of x rays from the sensitive counter volume. 
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.1.1. Spectrometry with Internal Gas Sources 
A radioactive gas or the vapor of a radioactive metal-organic
 
compound is added to the counting gas of a proportional counter. The 
prompt cascade of x rays-and Auger electrons, which follows the capture 
event, is integrated by.the.detector to produce a single K peak at .the 
K-electron binding- energy ,of the daughter atom. Similarly, L, M,. 
peaks are produced by events- from higher shells. It is usually assumed
 
that'all L and M'x rays and Auger electrons are completely absorbed 
inside the,counter. -However, as Vatai (1968d, 1970b), has pointed out,
 
.the escape- of '-x rays is not always -negligible a priori, 'and becomes 
especially important if the L, x-ray,-energy lies just below-the K-shell, 
- binding -energy of the counter gas. The L peak contains a contribution 
fromK-capture events- Which arises from, K x rays that escape from the 
sensitive.volume. of' the, counter­
Typiqal-K, L, and M' peaks fr.om an internal 71Ge. source are shown 
in Fig. 3,1.- -From the rreasured-intensities-I K IL IM of these peaks,, 
the. r$iio - captur 2 probabi-lities, can be deduced: 
P I " 
= -[I-a (k P- +k P ),],-w.k P (3-9), 
* P I, -1.K t .K '< i a ic:-
K KKI K kP-h I P'1CKaka P - KIPKO 
LP 
-
a LK K[ (3-10) 
a PLIS KK 
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Here, wK and t L are the K- and L-shell fluorescence yields of the 
daughter atom; and k , ka,, and Z. the fractions of Ka, KS', and La 
x rays in the K and L series. The K and L x-ray escape probabilities 
from the detector sensitive volume are denoted by PKa P and PLa" 
There are two limiting cases. The first of these is Method 1 of 
Table 3.1, in which escape of x rays from the counter volume is avoided. 
Then Eqs. (3-9) and (3-10) have the simple form 
PL IL PM IM (3-11) 
IC IK IL IL 
Absence of x-ray escape can be realized approximately when the
 
counter is operated at high pressure. Gas fillings of argon-propane and
 
argon-methane mixtures at up to 22 atm have been used. Since the
 
development of the wall-less multiwire proportional counter (Drever
 
et al., 1957a, 1957b), this type of detector has been employed success­
fully by various groups. The principal advantage of such a multiwire 
counter is that escape can be made very small. A central counter is
 
surrounded by a ring of additional counters (Fig. 3-2). An inner 
circle of wires serves as the cathode for the central counter. Alternate
 
wires in an outer circle serve as anodes and cathodes of a set of ring 
counters. The sensitive volume of the detector is then separated into 
two parts. The main central counter and the ring counters are operated 
in anticoincidence.
 
A block diagram of electronics for the operation of a multiwire 
proportional counter is shown in Fig. 3-3. Negative high voltage is 
often applied to the outer case of the counter and to the field tubes. 
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This approach is superior to grounding the cathode and using positive
 
high voltage on the center wire, with a large potential difference across
 
the coupling capacitor between center wire and the first preamplifier
 
stage) leading to problems of leakage and spurious discharge.
 
For the determination of L/K ratios at 2<20 and M/L ratios at Z<40
 
it is necessary to detect Auger electrons and soft x rays below 500 eV,
 
,down to a few eV. Most recent advances in low-energy proportional­
counter technique are related to the electronic system (Dougan et al.,
 
1962a; Renier et al., 1968; Genz et al., 1971a). Proportional-counter
 
spectrometry of radiation below %500 eV is affected by certain problems
 
that are less important or negligible at higher energies: (1)After­
pulses from primary ionizing events can occur (Dougan et al., 1962a;
 
Renier et al°, 1968; Genz et al., 1971a; Campion, 1968, 1973); (2)
 
degradation tails from peaks of higher energy can appear (Renier et al., 
1968; Genz et al., 1971a; Heuer, 1966; Vaninbroukx and Spernol, 1965; 
Spernol, 1967); (3) small pulses can be mutually induced between ring 
and center counters in multiwire detectors (Genz et al., 1971a; Drever
 
et a., 1957); (4) the anticoincidence gate may cause front- and back­
edge clipping of large pulses, producing smaller pulses (Dougan et al.,
 
1962a; Renier et al., 1968; Genz et al., 1971a); (5) large deadtime
 
may arise when radiation of higher energy is present in high intensity
 
(Dougan et al., 1962a; Renier et al., 1968; Genz et al., 1971a). The
 
electronic system shown in Fig. 3-3 is designed to overcome these
 
problems, except for long deadtime and degradation tails.
 
The shape of the spectrum produced by events between a few and 500 eV
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depends on the initial number of ion pairs. The energy required to 
produce an ion pair in an argon-propane mixture is '27 eV.- Peaks pro­
duced by several ion pairs can be satisfactorily fitted with a Poisson 
distribution (Campbell and Ledingham, 1966), while the spectrum due 
to single-electron events cannot be represented accurately by an
 
exponential or quasi-exponential function, as it varies with gas
 
multiplication (Gold and Bennet, 1966; Genz, 1968, 1973b).
 
Corrections for several effects must be applied. (1) Escape
 
probabilities P and P of Ka and K$ x rays from the sensitive 
volume of the counter must be accounted for. These escape probabilities 
can be separated into the additive probabilities P1 that a K X ray
 
escapes from the central counter through the ends, P2' that a X x ray 
escapes from the central counter and hits a cathode wire, and P3 ' that 
an x ray escapes from the central counter and passes through a ring 
counter without being detected. All these corrections can be kept
 
below 1%. A careful study of the escape probability in multiwire 
counters has been made by Vatai (1970b). (2)An important correction
 
must be made for degraded L and K events in the energy region below the 
peaks. The total contribution from such events can be determined by
 
extrapolation parallel to the energy axis to low energy, as has been
 
demonstrated down to 80 eV (Genz et al., 1971a). The degradation
 
correction can amount to several percent but has not been taken into
 
account in many investigations. This leads to appreciable differences 
in results (Heuer, 1966; Totzek and Hoffmann, 1967; Genz et al., 1971a;
 
Pengra et al., 1972). (3)Condensation of radioactive metal-organic
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vapor on the counter wall can lead to an increase in background. (4) 
Values of the fluorescence yield 0K and of the KC/K' x-ray intensity 
ratios can usually be taken from literature. The largest source of
 
error in this method arises from the uncertainty in the I L/I K or IM/I L 
intensity ratio. In the determination of M/L capture ratios, errors in
 
PL/PK largely cancel [see Eq. (3-10) ]. Uncertainties in k and k have 
been greatly reduced since the new calculations of Scofield (1974)
 
became available, which agree very well with experiment (Scofield, 1975).
 
If transitions take place to several levels in the daughter 
nucleus, then only mean capture ratios are meagured. Several of the 
most reliable mean ratios have been measured by internal gas-source 
spectrometry. In the use of nuclides that decay by electron capture to 
a "level that is deexcited by a y transition, coincidences can be mea­
sured between K and L events detected in a multiwire counter and y rays 
detected,with NaI (TI) scintillators surrounding the proportional
 
counter. The capture ratio for transitions to the excited state can 
be deduced from the measured intensities IL_ and IK y of L and K 
events gated by the y rays. Equation (3-9) applies, with IL and IK 
replaced by IL_ and I K- y . An analogous procedure can be employed in 
M/L-ratio measurements. In addition to the corrections already
 
mentioned," accidental 'and sum coincidences must be taken into account. 
In the second limiting case of internal gas spectrometry (Method 2 
of Table 3.1), all K x rays are allowed to escape from the sensitive
 
volume of the counter. Then we have PKa=1 and P,,= 1, Eq. (3-9) yields
 
PL IL
 
- L - (3-12), 
K K
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and Eq. (3-10) becomes 
PM IM PK K (3-13) 
V -E1 +. -- Kw],I.I 
Here, L x-ray escape is considered negligible. Experimentally, total
 
K x-ray escape has been approximated with single-wire proportional
 
counters filled with a low-Z gas at low pressure (Pontecorvo et al.,
 
1949; Langevin, 1954tl955, 1956; Langevin and Radvanyi, 19548 1955; 
Radvanyi, 1955a; Scobie, 1957aKiser and Johnston, 1959). Corrections 
are needed to account for (1) non-escape of K x rays, (2) escape of L 
x rays, (3)wall and end effects, (4) . the fluorescence 
yield wK' and (5) the fraction ka of Ka-x rays in the
 
total x-ray group. Additional uncertainties may arise from separation
 
of the K and L peaks and from their degradation tails.
 
With single-wire proportional counters containing a gaseous radio­
active source mixed with the counter gas, reliable measurements are no
 
longer limited to events with energies above 200 eV. Recent advances
 
in single-wire proportional-counter techniques (No. 3 in Table 3.1)
 
_'have extended the sensitivity of precision measurements to make possible
 
the detection of single- and few-electron events down to essentially
 
zero -energy, even in the presence of intense more energetic radiation
 
(Fink, 1968; Genz, 1968, 1973a). These improvements were attained with
 
more sophisticated low-noise electronics and through an understanding of
 
the degradation spectrum (Genz et al., 1971a) and of after-pulses
 
(Genz et al., 1968). Single- and few-electron peaks have been resolved
 
on the basis of their spectral shape (Renier et al., 1968) or by fitting
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a Poisson distribution (Genz et al., 1971a, 1972; Pengra et al., 1972).
 
The techniques of single-electron spectrometry have been applied by 
Renier et al. (1968) in a precision measurement of the M/L capture 
~37
ratio of -Ar. In this case, the peak due to capture of L-shell 
electrons has a mean energy of 280 eV, and the M spectrum is a single­
electron peak because the energy released in a capture event (x5 eV) is 
lower than that required to produce an ion pair (v26.5 eV in argon­
propane). The spectrum due to single electrons was determined experi­
mentally by introducing ultraviolet photons into the counter to produce 
photoelectrons of only a few eV. This experimentally determined single­
electron spectrum was fitted in the M region (Fig. 3-4) of the 
composite M and L spectrum (Fig. 3-5) and extrapolated to zero energy.
 
The small afterpulses which may follow a primary event in the counter
 
.gas were kept from entering the analyzer by introducing an electronic 
paralysis time of up to 3.8 ms following each primary pulse. A block
 
diagram of the electronic circuit is shown in Fig. 3-6. 
The principal errors in this method arise from fitting the single­
electron spectrum to the M-peak shape and from establishing the zero­
energy calibration of the analyzer. The spectrum must be corrected for 
background and degradation tails. The ratio P1.PL is a very sensitive
 
function of k., but it is rather insensitive to wK [Eq. (3-13)].
 
Internal gas' spectrometry for the precision determination of 
electron-capture ratios is limited to sources with atomic numbers below
 
-50, because with heavier atoms too many x rays escape from the 
sensitive counter volume, even at high counting-gas pressures. Although
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this escape probability can be calculated in principle, the accuracy 
of the measurements is severely affected.
 
In earlier days,- some L/K capture ratios were determined by
 
measuring trajectories produced in a cloud chamber by K.and L events
 
from a radioactive gas (Radvanyi, 1952a, 1955a). This approach is 
included in Table 3.1 for historical reasons as Method 4.
 
3.1.2. Spectrometry with Internal Solid Sources
 
The internal gas spectrometry technique fails at high Z because
 
too many K x rays escape. To circumvent the problem, the proportional 
counter can be replaced by scintillation crystals if the radioactive 
atoms can be built into the crystal lattice (der Mateosian; 1953). 
From the measured intensities of K, L, and M events the capture ratios 
can then be deduced. The advantage of the method (No. 5 in Table 3.1') 
is that self-absorption of the emitted radiation can be neglected.
 
It is required,however, that the scintillation behavior not be dis­
turbed by addition of the source material. Clustering must be avoided.
 
The source crystal can be placed directly on the photocathode of
 
the multiplier tube.. Groups at Heidelberg have used Nal (Ti) and 
CsI (Na) crystals doped with appropriate isotopes for the determination
 
of electron-capture ratios by the internal-source technique. Leutz 
202 204 
_et el. (1966) grew NaI(Tl) crystals containing Tl and Tl as a 
constituent of the crystal lattice, and Schulz (1967a) doped the 
scintillator with 83Rb and 1850s. Furthermore, 131Cs has been built 
into the lattice of Csl(Na) scintillation crystals. To use doped
 
crystals for spectrometr it is necessary that the radioactive nuclei 
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be uniformly distributed in the scintillator. To avoid absorption' 
effects caused by possible surface concentration and precipitation of
 
activity at grain boundaries,, Ravn and B$geholt (1971) used Cs Pt (CN4. 
H20 doped with -Ptf or the determination of the. M/L capture ratio in 
the decay of 193Pt. This scintillator material-has several advantages'.
 
1 9 3 pt isPlatin tm beihg 6ne of the main constituents of the crystal, 
forttclemical-reasons ensured a completely uniform distribution. The 
crystal exhibits light yields and relaxation times comparable to those
 
of NaI(Tl). 
Two principal sources of error must be overcome in this method. 
The radioactive source must form a true solution; if the radioactivity 
lodges non-uniformly at dislocations or grain boundaries, absorption
 
effects occur. Schult (1967b) has investigated the problem and has 
developed a chemical and a physical- criterion to decide which radio­
active: isotopes form true mixed crystals with NaI (TI). She finds that, 
Rbj Cs, -Ba, Os, !Tl, and Pb do form such mixed crystals, whereas P, Ca, 
Mn,. ZnuAs, Y, Sn; Ce, ahd Bi do not. Joshi et al. -(1963) have studied 
the effects of non-uniformity of mixing and the phenomena .of over­
- activation and poi~soning 'The second main source of error arises from 
'1Kx-ray escape from regions near the surface, which results ,in the 
,recordingof K-capture events as L- or M-capture events.
 
To correct for x-ray -escape, basically -two methods have 'been used. 
A wel-Lttype-NaI(Tl) hollow crystal can be employed to surround the 
-NaIiT-) crystal that contains the internal readioactive source (Fig. 
3-7). Escaping K k rays from electron capture and iodine K x rays
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associated with, the detection -process are absorbed in the' outer crystal 
andare recorded. as simultaneous events, so that no x-ray escape cor­
rectibns are required. The method has been used by Joshi and Lewis
 
(1960) , Joshi '(1961) , Smith and Lewis (1966), Goedbloed (1970a),and' by 
Goedbloed-et al. (1968, 1970b) who have discussed it in detail.
 
"An -alternative approach to correct for x"ray escape involves mea­
-surement of the ratios of the areas A, B.'and C'of the K, L, and M
 
peaks fr several source crystals of different sizes -(Figs. 3-8 and
 
3-9). 'Leutz et al. (1966) have shown that correction .for escape can
 
be most accurately performed by plotting the ratios A/(A+B) and C/B"
 
against the surface-o-volume ratio of the doped crystal and extrapolating
 
linearly to a surface-to-volume ratio of zero. Thus, values of
 
Pi/(P +P')-
 d:PM/PL are found that correspond to a measurement with
 
,an-infinitely large crystal.
 
S dorrection 'must be applied for (1) sum effects, (2) self­
absorption, if'clustering occurs, -(3) ;ossible influence of internal
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conversion or - background (as in the case of 0Tl).K x-ray escape
 
is',accounted for-if one of the above-described techniques is used.
 
The method of internal solid source spectrometry can be made very
 
accurate.
 
A reduction in the-noise level was attained'by Ravn and Bgeholt
 
(1971) byomelns'of a coincidence system in which two low-noise photo­
193' ­
mul'tiplier tubes were coupled'to a Pt-doped crystal. Crystal and
 
photomultiplier assembly were cooled to -350C-to reduce dark -current
 
(Fig. 3-10).
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in the case of nuclides that undergo electron capture to an 
excited state, internal solid-source spectrometry with coincident y rays 
is possible. The intensities of L and K events are measured in the 
source crystal in coincidence with ensuing y rays (Fig. 3-11).
 
Accidental coincidences must be taken into account. In favorable
 
cases this method can be made quite accurate. 
3.1.3. Spectrometry of K and L x Rays with External Sources 
This method (No. 6 in Table 3.1) is based on the determination of 
the intensities ILX of L x rays and IKX of K x rays from singles spectra
 
as measured with proportional counters or Nal (TI) detectors. The 
sources, placed outside the sensitive volume of the detector, are
 
usually'prepared by drop deposition, but metal grains (Johns et al.,
 
1957), sources prepared by painting (Fujiwara et al., 1964), and
 
vacuum-evaporated sources (Venugopala Rao and Crasemann, 1965) have
 
been used.. The L/K ratio is deduced from the relation
 
PL ILX 'K 'Ly

PK I. wL O)LL n.L, (3-14) 
where w. is the K-shell fluorescence yield, wLL is the partial L-shell 
fluorescence yield following L capture, oLK is the partial L 
fluorescence yield following K x-ray emission, and nK, is the number of 
L-shell vacancies, produced on the average when a K-shell vacancy is 
filled.
 
Corrections must be made to account for (1) self-absorption, (2) 
absorption between source and detector, (3) solid angle, if different 
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detectors are used for the measurement of L and K x rays, (4)effi-­
- ciency of the detectors,' (5) interfering effects due to y rays and 
internal-conversion electrons. There is some uncertainty in n1KL and
 
* in'the fluorescence yields wK'" wLK' and. ,L, which can usually be found 
*'-in the literature (Bambynek et al., 1972)-. 'An additional uncertainty 
-can arise from degraded L x rays at the low-energy side of the L peak. 
Capture ratios can be determined by this method in the case of 
nuclides -that decay from ground state to ground state or to an excited 
metastable state. For nuclei that decay by a prominent transition, 
among- others, -to the ground state of the daughter, mean L/K ratios can 
be obtained. Though often used, the ,method is, not very accurate, because 
PL/P is a small difference between tw "large quantities, and-the
 
partial -L-shell fluorescence yields greatly affects the result.
 
- Vnugopala Rao, and Crasemann (1965), and Venugopala Rao et al. 
(1966a) have measured the L and K x-ray intensities relative to the K 
1109 
­x-ray intensity of a Cd reference source and thus deduced P /P of 
L K
 
l24. Kramer et al. (1956). have determined P LP K of 202T 
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by-comparing the intensity ratio ILX/'KX with thatofa -2 reference
 
source. - In addition to-the need for corrections indicated earlier, ­
the quantities'XnK, W' w- and the internal conversion coefficients 
must be known. -With an appopriatelyaK of the reference source 

chosen reference nuclide these corrections can partly cancel.
 
For nuclides decayingto an excited state that is followed by
 
y-ray emission, coincidences can be determined between K x-rays and
 
y rays and between L x rays and y rays. From the measured coincidence 
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counting rates IKX-y and ILX_Y and from the singles rate I Y, the L/K­
capture ratio can be found:
 
The L x rays have usually been measured with proportional counters, and
 
the K x rays and y rays, with NaI(TI) detectors. This method is an
 
extension of that based on Eq. (3-14). It requires the same principal
 
corrections and suffers from the same uncertainties; accidental and sum 
coincidences must also be taken into account.
 
A special technique was employed by McCann and Smith (1968) in
 
their work'on 133Ba. These authors used a NaI(Tl) detector to measure 
the L and K x-ray spectra gated by the sum coincidence peak of the 
356-key and 81-keV y rays, which were absorbed in another Nat(TI) 
detector.
 
Measurement of (L-event)-(K-x-ray) Coincidences. This method (No. 7
 
in Table 3.1) has been employed by Christmas (1964) to determine the 
L/I-capture ratio of 204TI. Coincidences between L x rays and K x rays 
were measured by means of two.Nal (TI) detectors, and PL/PK was deduced. 
In a ,similar approach, Konstantinov and Perepelkin (1961) used a 4V 
proportional counter filled with a Xe-CH4 mixture. Coincidences between 
L events (L x rays and<L Auger electrons) in the top part and K x rays 
in the bottom part of the counter were detected. A sufficiently thick 
backing material permitted only K x rays to penetrate to the bottom
 
counter. 
The method requires corrections for (1) self-absorption of L x rays
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and Auger electrons, (2) absorption of K x rays in the backing foil,
 
(3) escape of K x rays from the detectors, (4) detector efficiencies,
 
including solid angle, (5) accidental and sum coincidences, and (6)
 
influence of possible y rays. Values of n., and K-shell and L-shell4
 
fluorescence yields can usually be found in the literature (Bambynek
 
et al., 1972); they contribute to the overall uncertainty. The method
 
yields mean PL/PK values if the nuclide decays by more than one
 
electron-capture branch.
 
3.2. 	 Determination of the Relative
 
K-Capture Probability PK
 
In addition to the determination of capture ratios, there are
 
various other methods from which the relative capture probability PK
 
can be deduced. Some of these constitute a direct measurement of PK'
 
In various others the product PKK is determined. All measurements
 
described in this section employ external sources, placed outside the
 
sensitive volume of the detector.
 
3.2.1. Measurement of K x Rays or Auger Electrons and 
y Rays.or Conversion Electrons 
Spectrometry of K x rays and y rays. The principle of this method
 
(No. 8 in Table 3.1) is to measure the intensities IX of the emitted 
K x rays and I of the y rays and hence to deduce the K-capture 
probability: 
IKX/I = uKWK[l+PK (+a)/UK]. 	 (3-16) 
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Here, cK is the K-shell fluorescence yield, while a and a are the K-K 
shell and total conversion coefficients. Sources have been prepared L,
 
simple drop deposition. Proportional counters as well as NaI(TI) and
 
Ge(Li) detectors have been used.
 
Principal corrections are required for (1) self-absorption of the
 
K x rays, (2) absorption between source and sensitive volume of the 
detectors, (3) efficiencies of the detectors for K x rays and y rays, 
and (4) solid angles. Values for the fluorescence yield wK and the
 
conversion coefficients are required. If internal conversion can be
 
.
neglected, Eq. (3-16) becomes simply I KX/I = PKwK
Bayer-et .al. (1972) used this method to measure the K x-ray
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intensities in the Nd Pr - Ce decay chain and to deduce 
Wapstra et al. (1954, 1957) and Friedlander.and Orr
K of 140Nd. 
(1951b) employed two nuclides that decay to ,the same excited level in 
the daughter nucleus, on6 by electron capture and the other by $ 
emission. The intensity ratio of the K x rays and y rays from the two 
nuclides was determined and hence the K-capture probability: 
(I /Iy)EC(I X/I) l l+PK(l+a)/t (3-17) 
Corrections are required mainly for (1) sum effects, and (2) con­
tributions of radiation from higher levels. K-shell and total conversion
 
coefficients are usually taken from the literature.
 
Spectrometry of K x rays or Auger electrons and K conversion
 
electrons. The principle of this method (No. 9) is to measure the
 
intensity IKX of K x rays and IeK of K conversion electrons (Avignon
 
i17 
et al., 1955). The K-capture probability is found from the equation
 
IKX/IeK = wK[l+PK(l+a)/aK]. (3-18)
 
Moussa and Juillard (1956) have measured the intensities IKA of K
 
Auger electrons and I of K conversion electrons and used a relation
eK 
similar to Eq. (3-18) with IKX and K replaced by IKA and (-w K), 
respectively. Magnetic 8 spectrometers were used to detect the 
electrons and a NaI(Tl) scintillation counter for the x rays. 
Corrections must be made for (1) self-absorption of the K x rays 
or Auger electrons, (2) absorption between source and detector; (3) 
efficiencies of the detectors including solid angles; and (4) radiation 
from higher levels, if present. Fluorescence yields and internal con­
version coefficients are usually taken from the literature. 
Determination of K x-ray emission rate and disintegration rate.
 
This method (No. 10) requires determination of the K x-ray emission
 
rate IX, preferably with a large proportional counter filled to a suf­
ficient pressure to absorb all K x rays. In addition, the disintegra­
tion rate I0 must be determined, preferably by means of a coincidence
 
technique as used in absolute standardization of radioactive sources.
 
The value PK K is found from the relationship
 
PYK = IKx/I o, (3-19) 
where wK is the K-shell fluorescence yield.
 
The method is described in detail by Taylor and Merritt (1965). To
 
check the K x-ray emission rate, a second fairly independent approach
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qan be used Bambynk, 1967a) utilizing a medium-solid-angle rrngqe­
ment with a proportional counter or a thin NaI(Tl) crystal as detector
 
(Bambynek et al., 1966; Bambynek, 1967b). The detection system for
 
determining the disintegration rate has been described by Campion
 
(1959). It consists of a 47 flow-type pillbox proportional counter
 
placed between two NaI(TI) detectors. A calibrated y spectrometer
 
also 
(Vaninbroukx and Grosse, 1966) hasAbeen used to determine the dis­
integration rate.
 
'Radioactivesources have been prepared forexperiments of this
 
type by drop deposition, electrodepositin, and evaporation in vacuum.
 
Sources have been-mounted on thin metallized,plastic foils for the
 
determination of the disintegration rates, then they were sandwiched
 
between absorber foils to stop all Auger electrons, so that K x-ray.
 
emission rates could be measured in a high-pressure proportional counter.
 
The principal corrections that must be applied in the Kx-ray
 
measurements are for (1) self-absorption, (2) foil absorption, (3)
 
x-ray counter efficiency (normally near unity), and (4) the effect of
 
y rays and 8+particles, if present. The corrections in the determina­
tion of the disintegration rate by .the coincidence method are small and
 
well-understood, and involve only parameters that can be determined
 
experimentally as an integral part of the measurement. The fluorescence
 
yield o)K is usually taken from the literature (Bambynek et al., 1972).
 
This metho&-has been applied in laboratories specializing in the
 
standardization of radionuclides, and has yielded several of the most
 
reliable PK K values.
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3.2.2. Coincidence Measurements
 
With nuclides that decay by electron capture to an excited level in
 
the daughter nucleus, coincidences can be measured between x rays or
 
Auger electrons (from the capture process) and y rays or conversion
 
electrons (from the deexcitation of the daugherostate). Such measure­
ments can serve to determine capture probabilities or their ratios.
 
Measurement of K x-ray and y-ray coincidences. In this method
 
(No. 11), coincidences are measured between Kx rays in one detector 
and y rays in another detector.' One finds 
PKwK = IKX-Y/IY, (3-20)
 
where I is.the. (K x-ray)-(y-ray) coincidence counting rate, I is

KX-y Y 
the singles y rate, and w. is the K-shell fluorescence yield of the 
daughter atom. Sources for such experiments have mostly been prepared 
by drop evaporation; however, plated (Grotheer et al., 1969), electro­
plated (Thomas et al., 1963), gaseous external sources (Bresesti et al., 
1964; Winter et al.,1965b)and metal powders (Perrin, 1960; Millar 
et al., 1959) have also been used. 
Different combinations of detectors have been employed; in most 
cases proportional counters served for the K x rays and NaI(TI) 
detectors for the y rays or for both radiations. Solid state detectors 
have also been used recently: NaI(TIl)-Ge(Li) (Raeside et al., 1969; 
Myslek et al., 1971); Ge(Li)-Ge(Li)(Schmidt-Ott and Fink, 1972), and 
Si(Li)-Ge(Li) (Genz et al., 1973c). 
Corrections must be applied principally for the following effects: 
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Ti seir-ab-s--iipti~infd abs ant6haf-K-rays -between -source-and-.-- ­
sensitive volume of the detector, (2) efficiency of the K x-ray 
detector, including solid angle, (3) detection of y rays or conversion
 
electrons in the x-ray detector, (4) contributions from positrons, if 
present, and (5) sum and accidental coincidences. Values of the 
fluorescence yield OK can usually be taken from the literature. In 
order to avoid uncertainties due to the insufficiently known fluorescence 
yields, De Wit and Wapstra (1965) in their measurements on 195Au and 
197Hg compared the intensity ratios IKXy/IY with that of a 202Hg
 
reference source. With an appropriately chosen reference nuclide, the 
fluorescence yields practically cancel. On the other hand, knowledge
 
of PK'of the reference nuclide is required.
 
With nuclides decaying to an excited level that is followed by a
 
y-y cascade to the ground state, triple coincidences have been measured,
 
The K-capture probability can then be found from the relation
 
I 
PKW KX-yl-y (3-21)
Iyl-y2
 
where IKX-Yl-Y2 is the rate of the (K x-ray)-(Yl)-(y 2 ) triple coinci­
dences, and IYl-y2 is the (YI)-(Y2) coincidence rate. In addition to
 
the corrections mentioned previously, directional correlations must be
 
taken into account. 
The coincidence method permits determination of the K-capture 
probability for transitions to an excited level in the daughter nucleus.
 
By appropriate choice of y-ray window settings one can select a par­
ticular electron-capture transition among several in the same decay. 
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This technique (No. 12) has been employed to determine the ratio of K­
capture probabilities to different levels (denoted here by 1 and 2): 
(3-22)
2 ( I / ('I)y2 
The result does not depend upon the fluorescence yield and the effi­
ciency of the K x-ray detector. In most cases, NaI(Tl) detectors have
 
been used for the K x rays and y rays (Lewin et al., 1965), but
 
NaI(Tl)-Ge(Li) (Schmidt-Ott et al., 1968; Schmidt-Ott, 1970; Cook and
 
Johns, 1969; Lourens et al., 1970) and Si(Li)-Ge(Li) combinations
 
"(Lourens, et al., 1970) have also been employed. 
The method has been
 
used mostly to determine the energies of electron capture transitions.
 
Measurement of (K x-ray and Auger-electron)-(y-ray) coincidences.
 
If coincidences between K x rays or Auger electrons and y rays are
 
measured (Method 13), the K-capture probability PKcan be directly
 
deduced:
 
=PK IK-yI (3-23) 
Y 
Very thin (e.g., vacuum-evaporated) sources of large area are required
 
to keep self-absorption down. Kramer et al. (1962a) employed this
 
method with a double proportional counter operated at sufficiently high
 
pressure to detect all K x rays and Auger electrons. The source was
 
placed so as to attain a "4w solid angle. Gamma rays were detected
 
with a NaI(TI) scintillation counter. Vatai and Hohmuth (1968) employed
 
a 4w CSI(TI) detector system to register K events and a CsI(TI) 
detector for the y rays.
 
~rk I)tMJIs 
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Corrections are required for (1) self-absorption of K x rays and
 
Auger electrons, (2) absorption of x rays and electrons in the backing
 
foil of the source, (3) incomplete realization of the 4r solid angle,
 
(4) accidental coincidences, (5) detection of y rays in the K-event
 
detector, and (6) influence of positrons, if present.
 
Measurement of (K x-ray)-(y-ray) sum coincidences. In this method
 
(No. 14), which was first used by Gupta and Iha (1956), the pulse­
height spectrum of K x rays and y rays is measured in one single
 
detector. The spectrum (Fig. 3-12) contains a K x-ray peak, a y-ray
 
peak, and a sum peak arising from (K x-ray)-(y-ray) coincidences in the
 
detector. From the measured areas A and AY of these peaks, the 
capture probability can be deduced:
 
K I AA - (3-24)
KK 
-y Ay+Axy 
In most cases, a NaI(Tl) detector has been employed for measurements of
 
this type. Das Mahapatra and Mukherjee (1974) used a Ge(Li) detector, 
and Campbell and McNelles (1972) employed a sandwich detector con­
sisting of two CsI(Tl) crystals with the source in between. 
Corrections must be made for (1) self-absorption and absorption of 
K xrays between source and sensitive volume of the detector, (2) effi­
ciency of the K x-ray counter, including solid angle, (3) accidental 
coincidences, and (4) separation of overlapping parts of the y-ray and 
sum peaks. 
Gupta (1958) has used this method with triple sum coincidences. 
He observed the pulse-height spectrum in a single NaI(TI) detector and
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and y1-- sum coincidence
determined the areas A 1 2 and A1 2 of KX-y1 Y2 y2 
peaks. The K-capture probability is 
AX 2 
= TKX+yl+-y2 (3-25) 
Iyl+y2 AI 2 +AXI 2 
Instead of employing a single detector, it is possible to measure
 
coincidences between K x rays in one NaI(Tl) detector and sum coinci­
and y2 in a second NaI(TI) detector. The K x rays are
dences of y 

then gated by the y1+Y2 sum coincidences. The ratio of the corresponding
 
intensities is equal to pKwK. In a few cases, in Kwhich capture 
iz forbi1,en Ove to ener:etics, the i-c .pture fraction cgn 
bE c::ea directytI veer et, 3 ?o i. 
Pen, a 1976 ) . 
Measurement of (K x-ray)-(y-ray) and (K x-ray)-(K x-ray) or
 
(K x-ray)-(K conversion electron) coincidences. This method (No. 15)
 
can be applied to nuclides that decay to an excited level in the daughter
 
nucleus that is deexcited by a converted y transition. The approach was
 
developed by Pruett and Wilkinson (1954); it is based on measuring 
coincidences between K x rays from the electron-capture process and y 
rays from the daughter nucleus, and additionally, coincidences between 
K x rays from the electron capture process and K x rays from internal 
conversion. The K-capture probability can be deduced from the relation
 
2(1KX_ /I )/(I K/I ) = l+PK (+a)/a K ,  (3-26) 
where I KX_ and IICXKX are the coincidence counting rates, and IT and 
the corresponding singles rates. Drop-deposited sources and
 
NaI (Tl) detectors were used in these experiments. Results are
 
independent of the fluorescence yields, but the K-shell and total con­
I 
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coincijencesmustb -applied._ 
Hansen (1975) has determined PK of 139Ce by-measuring coincidences 
between K x rays and y rays and K x rays and-K conversion electrons. 
'The photons were measured by Si(Li) ard NaI ( ) detect Qrs,,-and the 
electrons, by means of a magnetic S spectrometer. PK can-be deduced 
from the relation 
KX-eKI KX-y (3-27)I+P K = ( K 
- K , IK 
-) 
In addition to the usual corrections, sum and accidental coincidences' 
must be considered. Fluorescence yield and conversion coefficients
 
need not be known. The method is only applicable to nuclides with a
 
simple decay scheme lacking a y cascade in the daughter. 
Measurements of coincidences between K x rays or Auger electrons
 
and conversion electrons. Coincidence measurements of this type (Method
 
16) for thedetermination of PK were first made by Brosi et al. (1959),
 
who observed the K x-ray spectrum gated by K- and L-conversion electrons
 
(Fig. 3-13) and determined coincidence and singles intensities. The
 
K-capture probability can be deduced from the relation
 
1+P LI___ 
K KX-eK ,(IKX-eL, (3-28) 
where IeK and 'I are the (K x-ray)-(K-conversion electron) and
YX-eK KX-eL 
(K x-ray)-(L-conversion electron) intensities respectively, and IeK and 
IeL are the corresponding singles rates. The K x rays have been mea­
sured with NaI(Tl) detectors, and the conversion'electrons, with 
magnetic S spectrometers. Knowledge of the K-shell fluorescence yield 
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and the x-ray and electron detector efficiencies is not required.
 
Corrections must be made to account for (1) accidental coincidences,
 
(2) sum effects due to K x rays from electron capture and internal con­
version, (3)possible effects of other converted y transitions in 
cascade, and (4) possible effects of electron capture to higher levels. 
Instead of utilizing coincidences-between x rays and conversion 
electrons, it is possible to determine PK from coincidences between K 
Auger electrons and K or L conversion electrons. From the measured 
intensities, PK is found: 
____ 
7K 	 = eKJ t eL= tRA-eK I),(e) 	 (b-29) 
Here, IKA-e K and IKA-e L are the coincidence rates between K Auger 
electrons and K and L conversion electrons, respectively. -This method 
(No. 17) has been used by Marelius et al. (1967), who employed two
 
magnetic spectrometers. The necessary corrections are essenti&lly the*
 
same 	 as those in Method 16. 
A slight variation of this approach has been used by Sparrman et al. 
(1966),-who measured the K Auger-electron spectrum in coincidence with 
K .adL conversion -electrons by means of two longLlens spectrometers. 
The value for P was found from 
I+PK IKA-eK& (3-30) 
K__= 1 -eL,(
The K and L conversion coefficients must be known. In addition to the 
corrections mentioned above, efficiencies for detecting K and L con­
version electrons and the absorption of these electrons between source 
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and detector must be taken into account.
 
Plch et-al. (1971) measured the K x-ray spectrum in a Ge(Li)
 
detector gated by K conversion electrons which were detected in a pro­
portional counter. -By this method (No. 18), they deteimined PK from
 
C 
the ratio of the (K x-ray)-(K-conversion electron) coincidence rate
 
"IKx-eK and the K converston-elactron singles intensity IeK:
 
+PK)WK( KX-eK/IeK. (3-SI) 
Corrections are needed for (1) accidental and sum coincidences, (2) 
self-absorption and absorption of K x rays between source and detector, 
and (3) efficiency of the K x-ray detector. 
With nuclides decaying to a metastable level of the daughter, 
Durosinmi'Etti et al. (-1966) have measured K x rays by means of a 
Nal(Tl)-detector in coincidence with K conversion electrons detected 
with a surface barrier detector. The K-capture probability was deduced 
from the-equation 
SIKXIeK 1 aK 
IyIKXe KKl+ 1+a" 
Here, I., eK, and Iy are the measured intensities of K x rays, K con­
version electrons, and y rays, respectively; IKX-eK is the (K x-ray)-(K­
conversion electron) coincidence rate, aK is the K conversion co­
efficient, and a, the total conversion coefficient. These conversion 
coefficients must be known. Corrections are needed for (1) X and y 
detector efficiencies, including solid angle; (2) absorption between
 
source and detectors, and (3) overlap of spectrum peaks.
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Measurement of triple coincidences between K x rays, y rays, and
 
internal-conversion electrons. this metbod (No. 19) was used by Thun
 
et al. (1966), who determined the triple coincidence rate" KXyeL ,
 
measuring K x rays with a NaI(Ti) crystal, y rays with a Ge(Li)
 
,detectbr, and L conversion electrons with a magnetic spectrometer; the
 
coincidence rate I between y rays and L conversion electrons wasy-eL 
simultaneously determined. Then we have
 
p = KX-y-eL (3-33) 
IKK K Iy-eL 
A different approach was taken by Tornkvist and Strom (1968) in 
their measurements on 133Ba decay. These workers determined PK
 
-directly from triple coincidences between K x rays, y rays, and K or L
 
conversion electrons detected with a lens spectrometer. The K-capture
 
probability was deduced from 
I+pK (ICKX-y-eK-- /-IKX--eL" (3-34) 
Sources were prepared by evaporation in vacuum. Corrections must
 
account for (1) accidental and sum coincidences, (2) directional cor­
relations (which can -be minimized by proper choice of the angle between 
* detectors), and (3) escape of iodine K x rays from the NaI(Ti) detector. 
3.3. Experimental Capture Probabilities PK, P and P ; 
Comparison with Theory
 
3.3.1. Experimental Results
 
All experimentally determined, published values of PL/PK, PM/PL,
 
PLM../PK, P wK, and P are listed in Table 3.2. In the many cases in 
KTM. Sn 
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which authors quote PK while they actually have measured PKK, we list
 
the latter product, recalculated from the authors' PK and wK" In some
 
cases, authors do not specify the value of K which they used; these
 
are indicated by "+." Some zentries in Table 3.2 have been revised from
 
the original publication. For example, the P M../PK ratio for 109Cd 
(Moler and Fink, 1965) was revised by the authors, who communicated 
this to Durosinmi-Etti (1966). Vatai (1968b,1970b) has noted that the 
PM/PL value of Moler and Fink (1965) was not corrected for escape 
of Ag L x rays. Applying a corresponding correction and making use of 
newly reported values for k -and k,, (Salem et al., 1974) and OK 
(Bambynek et al., 1972) and a theoretical PL/PK ratio yields PM/P = 
0.205±0.020. Similar corrections have been made to the 113Sn PM/PL ratio of 
Manduchi et al. (1964b). 
From among the entries in Table 3.2, we have selected those results
 
that can with.certainty be judged as reliable, because they were
 
derived from measurements-with pure, carefully prepared sources, all
 
necessary corrections being determined and clearly described. (The
 
importance of pure sources has been emphasized, for example, by Raman
 
et al. (1973), who suggest that discrepancies in measured PL/PK ratios
 
of S3snmay be due to variable amounts of 250d 9sn present in the
 
l15d S3sn.)We have omitted results published without indication of
 
error limits, or with errors in excess of 15%. The information
 
provided in most publications is unfortunately less than complete. It
 
is therefore probable that we have omitted some "good" results from
 
the list of selected values. The selected P /PK measurements are
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listed in Table 3.3, the PM/PL ratios in Table 3.4, and selected values 
of PLM. /P , P K K, and PK in Table 3.5. The K-shell fluorescence yields 
used to deduce the capture ratios PK in Table 3.5 were calculated-from 
the equation 
3 (3-35)
(YWK 11/4 = A+BZ+CZ .
 
The constants A, B, C were determined by fitting this expression to 
the selected "most reliable" experimental fluorescence yields listed 
by 3ambynek at al. (1972), with exception of those deduced from P K 
.- easurements- The- fluorescence yields -calculated in this -manner are 
practically the same as those recommended by Banbynek et al. (1972); 
slight changes in the last digit are within the stated error limits. 
We use the -transition energies QEC evaluated by-Wapstra and Gove 
(1971), except in cases where these were deduced from measurements of 
electron capturerxatios . In -those,cases, we-have .used QEC determined 
from measurements of internal-bremsstrahlung spectra or (p,n) reaction 
thresholds. For a few transitions, no independent QEC -energies were 
available; these are indicated by an asterisk in Tables 3.3-and 3.5. 
3.3.2. Theoretical Predictions 
The last three columns of Tables 3.3 and 3.5 contain theoretical 
L/K and-M/L ratios. 'Thesewere calculated (see Sec. 2) from the
 
relations 
_ gL, 2 [1 fL 
P/PK L 2) 
an d, 2C Il_
-K L 
2 
1 
L (3-36) 
an'd 
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2 1+fM/M)2 
_M/P--- CgQ 1 - 1 2 4/ (3-37) 
4M1 , Li1 1+1 2 1g 
for alidwed transitions; and
 
• ~- g /f,2 p.g.,2] 
K _XLg (3-38) 
(4 l/q-)4 \$KI g g
 
for unique first-forbidden transitions. The electron radial wave­
function amplitudes gK" gL2, gM, fM2, as well as pL 3gL3 were 
taken from the relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations of Mann and Waber 
(1973)-as listed in Table 2.9. The exchange And overlap correction
n/K MI/L. 
factors X = BL1/Bk and X = BM /B were recalculated in the 
present work according to the ansatz of Bahcall (1963a,c , 1965a).and 
that of Vatai (1968b,1976a)as described in Sec. 2.5. For Z>32, the 
correctibn factors of Suslov (1970) are used in continuation of the
 
Bahcall factors, and those of Martin and Blichert-Toft (1970) in 
extension of the recalculated Vatai factors. Assumptions and approxi­
mations underlying the calculation of these correction factors are
 
discussed in Sec. 2.5. Equations (3-36)-(3-38) contain the simplifica­
tions
 
(q L2/q l)2 = (qL3/q L )2= (qM /qM 12 l (3-39) 
2 3 1 2 1 
and
 
XL 2/ L  XL 3/ L I XM 2 = = = . (3-40)
 
These approximations affect the capture ratios by less than 0.04% for
 
Z=20 and less than 0.3% for Z=75.
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The theoretical K-capture probabilities PK listed in the last
 
column of Table 3.5 were calculated from theoretical capture ratios
 
PL/PK, P M/PL, P N/PM for Z>37 and also P /PN for Z>67, according to
 
Eq. (3-6). Exchange and overlap corrections XL/ K and XM / L were applied
 
as discussed above, using our recalculated factors for Z:32 and those
 
of Suslov or Martin and Blichert-Toft for heavier atoms. For the outer
 
shells no exchange correction was made, none being available.
 
The theoretical capture ratios and probabilities listed in Tables
 
3.3-3.5 for first-forbidden non-unique transitions are calculated for
 
allowed transitions. This approximation is justified because for such
 
transitions the ratios of capture probabilities from the ns1/2 and nPl/2
 
subshells are independent of the form-factor coefficients (Sec. 2.3.2).
 
3.3.3. 	Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical
 
Electron Capture Ratios
 
For comparison with theory, the selected experimental L/K and M/L
 
ratios for allowed and non-unique first-forbidden transitions (Tables
 
3.3 and 3.4) 	were divided by the energy-dependent factors
 
(L2 EE-L 2 
2 2C 
______(3-41) 
and
 
(q EEC-EI 	 (3-42) 
respectively, where the capture transition energy is
 
EEC QEC-Ey 
 (3-43)
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and E.
, 
EL1 and EM1 are electron binding energies taken from
 
Bearden and Burr (1967). In the case of measurements pertaining to
 
transitions to several levels, we divided the measured mean L/K capture
 
ratios by the factor
 
qL 

qK 
( 
' 
') .z a if.(3-44)- av q v
 
The index v labels the final-state levels; the a are branching ratios
4 , -<",- " .v + - .-- . 
subject to Sa =1. A corresponding procedure was used for mean M/L ratios.
 
v 
The branching ratios were taken from the Nuclear Data Sheets edited 
by the Nuclear Data Group, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
The reduced experimental capture ratios (P /P) / (q /q ) 2 and 
S2 ~L L1K21 K 

(PM/PL)/(qM /q L) are compared with theoretical ratios (Tables 3.3 and
 
3.4) in Figs. 3-12 and 3-13. For clarity, we have combined results for
 
each atomic number and plotted weighted mean values and their uncertainties.
 
P /P Trcapture ratios. Figure 3-12 shows that agreement between 
experimentally determined'L/K capture ratios and exchange-corrected 
theoretical predictions is fairly good for all atomic numbers, both for 
allowed and for non-unique first-forbidden transitions. The difference 
between theoretical ratios, due to different exchange and overlap cor­
rections, is largest for light atoms (Sec. 2.5). 
In cases in which the electron-capture transition energy is not 
much larger than the K-shell binding energy, the (qL /q K)2 ratio is very 
sensitive to QEC" Errors in QEC can then lead to erroneous conclusions 
in the comparison with theory. Such is the case for 206Bi, and 
probably also for 109Cd, 133Ba, 159Dy, 195Au, and 202TI. More accurate 
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measurements on Kr and Dy should be performed. For 1261 a mean 
L/K ratio has been measured, due to 60% non-unique and 40% unique first­
forbidden transitions. The experimental result agrees well with predic­
tions for either type of transition. The few available measurements per­
taining to pure unique first-forbidden transition also agree well with
 
theory. Table 3.3 includes the 4 measured L/K ratios for non-unique second­
forbidden transitions, but these are not compared with theoretical ratios. 
Vatai (19734.1974) has suggested that the ratio of non-relativistic 
to relativistic nuclear matrix elements could be estimated from L3/K 
ratios, and attempted to do this by evaluating the L3/K fraction of the 
measured L/K ratios of 93Mo (Hohmuth et al., 1964) and 97To (Katooff, 
1958), and the LM.../K ratio of 138La (Turchinetz and Pringle, 1956). 
The fact that the (L1+L2)/K ratio is independent of nuclear matrix
 
elements made the separation possible. The experimental ratios
 
unfortunately are not very accurate; improved measurements on these cases 
and on additional second and higher forbidden non-unique transitions
 
would be useful. Vatai (1973a1974) has further pointed out that in the
 
presence of K capture determinations of M/K ratios would be more useful
 
than of M/L ratios, because the former are more sensitive to nuclear
 
matrix elements. Chew et al. (1974a) have followed Vatai's suggestion 
and calculated the ratio of nuclear matrix elements 
R V0F220 -f3/2.AE- 221)/0 F221 in the decay of 59/KddueNiK deduced 
from the total measured L/K ratio. Daniel (1969) has noticed that 
for allowed transitions the reduced capture ratios
 
(L/PK)/(qL/qK) 2 are in surprisingly good agreement with
 
the ratios of the Ml internal conversion coefficients aL/aK.
 
P capture ratios. From Fig. 3-13 it is seen that experimental 
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calculations for ail Z. Precision measurements of additional M/L
 
ratios of light atoms would be most useful to test exchange and overlap
 
corrections.
 
A new more precise measurement on 65Zn is needed. Further experi­
mental evidence is also required in the medium-Z region; the M/L
 
capture ratios in the decay of 81Kr, 109Cd and 127Xe should be determined.
 
P /P,1 capture r 0tos. The only measurement of an 
'.ptur- rttno performed to date is Th-t ofPengra ( )Y: 
-'Pb. With e gaseous source of LPb tetrarethy1l Fengre de­
berind" = 0.524+0.010 and F. /P =.C,286+0.0 4 , Comps­_ .trmined P! 
rison with theory is impeded by lack of reliable information
 
on the transition energy. An indirect determination of the
 
(x+.)A; ratio of 02T1 has been made from measurements of
 
(I,+N+...)/L and II!L ratios (Leutz et al., 1966), but the accu­
racy of this result is Insufficient for meaningful comparison
 
with theory.
 
Capture probability P,,. Selected K-capture probabilities for
 
allowed and first-forbidden transitions are compared in Table 3.5 with
 
theoretical predictions for allowed transitions. Two selected measure­
40 
ments on K are compared with theoretical capture probabilities for 
unique first-forbidden transitions. The K-capture probability, unless the 
reduced capture ratio, depends on the transition energy as well as on 
the atomic number. In Fig. 3-14 we have plotted the ratio of experimental
 
to theoretical PK vs. Z. The recalculated exchange and overlap cor­
rections according to Bahcall (1963a,O, 1965a)(Sec. 2.5) were used in
 
the theoretical calculations. For several nuclides (e.g. 1333a, 145Pn,
 
151Gd, 195Au), the energy QEC is not known with sufficient accuracy.
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New, more accurate measurements for PK are desirable for some nuclides, 
e.g. for 73As, 75Se, 83Pb, 84Rb, 166Yb, and 195Au. The spin of the 
307-keY level of 15!Eu is not exactly known, it is quoted as (3/2)+ or 
(7/2)+ . The transition from the (7/2)- 151Gd ground state to this 
level can therefore be non-unique or unique first-forbidden. Compari­
= 
son of the measured PK 0.811+0.021 with the theoretical PX = 0.740 for
 
= 0.428 for a unique transition supports the (7/2)+
a non-unique and PK 

assignment.
 
Experimental and theoretical K-capture ratios are seen from Fig.
 
3-14 to agree within Z5%; there is no systematic, difference between
 
allowed and first-forbidden non-unique transitions.
 
3.3.4. Conclusions and Recommendations
 
From Tables 3.3-3.5 and from Figs. 3-12, 3-13, and 3-14 we find
 
that experimental and theoretical electron-capture data agree rather
 
well, viz., on the average to 3% in the case of L/K ratios, 1'9% for
 
M/L ratios, and 5% for PK values. The experimental accuracy is
 
insufficient to distinguish between the theoretical correction factors
 
for exchange and overlap effects. These effects are expected to be
 
largest in the decay of 7Be (Odiot and Daudel, 1956; Bahcall, 1963).
 
periments to measure the PL/P ratio of Be have been unsuccessful due
 
to experimental limitations (Renier et al., 1968).
 
New, more accurate measurements of capture ratios and PK should
 
he performed. More accurate results for second- and higher-order for­
bidden transitions would be useful to deduce nuclear matrix elements.
 
Furthermore, more accurate Q,, energies are very much needed.
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+ +3.4 	 Determination of K/S and EC/ Ratios 
+In Secs. 3.4 and 3.5 ve list all available experimental K/S and 
EC/$ + ratios and describe the experimental techniques involved in these 
measurements. We compare experimental ratios for allowed, unique first­
forbidden and non-unique first-forbidden transitions with the appropriate
 
theoretical values.
 
Source preparation is an important aspect of these measurements.
 
Allowed 5+ emitters are generally short-lived, many of them having half­
lives of the order of seconds, minutes or hours (Fig. 3-15). In order
 
to study 5+ emitters with comparative ease a continuous supply of the
 
source is therefore often necessary. Positron emitting nuclei are
 
normally deficient in neutrons, hence one cannot prepare them by slow­
neutron bombardment of stable isotopes in reactors. Instead, the stable 
isotopes are usually converted to radioactive isotopes by such reactions
 
as (y,n), using machines like synchrotrons or electron linear
 
accelerators, or by (n,2n) reactions with fast neutrons from such
 
devices as Cockroft-Walton generators or high-current electrostatic
 
accelerators. Cyclotron irradiation with protons, deuterons or alpha
 
particles to produce proton-rich (neutron-deficient) nuclei is another
 
useful method of preparing positron emitters.
 
The radioactive source must be transported to the detector in a time
 
that is short compared with the half-life. This problem has been solved,
 
for example, by fast pneumatic transfer systems in which solid sources
 
can be conveyed from the irradiation site to the detector in a fraction
 
of a second. Continuous gas flow systems (Fig. 3-16) have .also been
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used extensively (Ledingham et al., 1965); if narrow-bore tubing is used 
in conjunction with a gas pressure of several atmospheres, the radio­
active source (in gaseous form) can be conveyed to the detector in,a 
very short time. Where the sources cannot be obtained in. suitable solid 
or gaseous forms, the problem can often be solved byusing liquids under
 
pressure with the radioactive source dissolved in the medium or in 
suspension.
 
and EC/$+
 
The main types of measurement used to determine K/B
+ 

ratios are summarized in Table 3.1. These various techniques and the 
sources of error involved in them are described in .Se&s. fl44.13. 
3.4.1. Measurements of K/ + Ratios with Internal Sources
 
Internal-source proportional counter. In this method (No. 20)., the 
radioactive source in gaseous form is mixed with the normal proportional­
counter gas. If the half-life of the source is sufficiently long, the 
gases may be static, but for short-lived nuclei continuous production
 
of ,the source and gas flow through the counter is employed. The
 
electron-capture events are detected as discrete peaks superimposed on 
the-positron continuum. A major part of the error in these measurements 
comes from the procedure -adopted in separating the K-capture peak from 
the continuum . 
Measurements of K/B+ ratios by this technique have generally been
 
made under conditions where K x-ray escape from the counter is very 
small. For high-Z nuclei, the proportional counter must therefore be
 
operated at high pressure. For low Z nuclei, counters can be operated
 
at normal pressure, but for such nuclei the K/8+ ratio is usually
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extremely small, whence it is often difficult to resolve,the K peaK
 
from the positron spectrum.
 
We assume that the radioactive source can be produced with
 
negligible competing activities, a situation which is'usually attain­
able in practice. The positrons and K-capture events are detected with
 
practically 100% efficiency. Then we have
 
K KI(3-45)

P8 + 18+ 
P +
 
where IK and I,+ are the measured intensities of the K peak and the 8
 
spectrum, respectively. Corrections have to be applied to I,+ to
 
account for the number of positrons which, unlike the K x rays and
 
Auger electrons, may enter the sensitive volume from the ends of the
 
proportional counter. This correction was calculated t',be 4.6% in
 
• 18F
 
the'case of 1 (Drever et al., 1956). 
Solid internal sources may also be employed (e.g..Avignon, 1956) but
 
corrections for the absorption of the'x rays, Auger'electrons and posi­
trons in the source itself must then be taken into account.
 
In cases where the decay leads to an excited state of the daughter
 
nucleus it is sometimes possible to measure coincidences between the
 
spectrum in the proportional counter and the de-excitation y ray, thus
 
reducing the background. This technique was applied by Kramer'et al.
 
(1962b) to the decay of 58Co.
 
Internal-source proportional counter with anticoincidence. This 
technique (No. 21) is similar to Method 20 and is particularly suitable
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generally very much less intense than the positrons. In order to
 
resolve weak K-capture peaks from the positron continuum, an anti­
coincidence counter is employed. one such counter with a plastic
 
scinti-ilator as anticoincidence detector is shown in Fig. 3-17. Both
 
the positron and electron-capture events are detected in the central
 
proportional counter; only the positrons can reach the surrounding 
counter. Thus, if signals from the central counter are taken in anti­
coincidence with those from the surrounding plastic scintillator, a well­
resolved K peak is obtained. Figure 3-18 shows a typical K peak from 
30P, measured with the counter shown in Fig. 3-17. 
From the total spectrum in the central counter and the K peak in 
the anticoincidence spectrum, "1K and I,+ are obtained and Eq. (3-45)
 
applies as in Method 20.
 
Unless high-pressure-counters are employed, this method becomes
 
complicated for nuclei with ZZl8 because corrections for x-ray escape
 
must be-made. -The method then becomes intrinsically less accurate,
 
and hence, has so far been employed only in the low-Z region.
 
Internal-source scintillation counter. In this technique (Method
 
22), the radioactive source is distributed in a scintillating crystal
 
(usually Nar) by introducing it into the melt from which the crystal is
 
grown. The capture and positron events are detected in the scintillator,
 
with the K x rays and K Auger electrons producing a well-defined peak
 
+so that the K/$ ratio can be determined. The interpolation of the 
continuum under the peak is a major source of error. Examples of this 
+technique are the measurements of the K/$ ratios for 22Na with an error 
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of 9% (McCann and Smith, 1969) and for '0 Co with an error of 2% (Joshi 
and Lewis, 1961). Inboth of these isotopes the decay leads: to an 
excited state -of the daughter nucleus which then de-excites by y-ray 
emission., To reduce background, the positron and electron-capture
 
events were measured in coincidence with the de-excit'ation gamma rays,
 
detected in a second scintillation counter.
 
Corrections must- be applied- for the escape of positrons from the 
source crystal before they have deposited sufficient energy to be 
detected. If coincidences are taken with a de-excitation gamma ray,
 
allowance should furthermore be made for the loss of positron counts 
due to the summing of the gamma ray with a 511-key positron-annihilation 
22 
photon. A K peak from Na (McCann and Smith, 1969) is shown in Fig. , 
3-19. - The difficulty of obtaining peaks at these very low energies with 
a scintillation counter is considerable. Specially selected low-noise 
photomultiplier tubes must be used in conjunction with an electronic 
system that is capable of eliminating afterpulses from long-lived 
phosphorescence associated with large energy deposition by positrons in
 
the radioactive scintillator.
 
Because the positrons and the K-capture events are detected with
 
approximately 100% efficiency, Eq. (3-45) again applies, allowing for
 
the corrections described above.
 
+3.4.2. Measurements of K/ Ratios with External Sources 
Spectroscopy of positrons and K Auger electrons. In this type of 
measurement (No. 23), the areas under the Auger lines and the positron 
spectrum are measured. Since the Auger electrons and the positrons are 
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oppositely charged, a magnetic spectrometer with a Geiger, proportional, 
or -scintillation counter is often used to analyze the radiations. The 
8+
 
difficulty of -subtracting a 0 spectrum from a K peak is thus avoided. 
In order to determine a K/S + ratio from such measurements, the value 
of the K-shell fluorescence -yield 'Kmust be known. There were often 
"atrlyt1arge trrors an the :values- of wK -employed in the early -experi­
ments. However, fambynek et al1. (1972) -have selected reliable measure­
ments of tK and carried out a -emi-empirical fit to these values. 
-Thus, for :many -ases, uncertainty i WK -need oinlonger serionsly limit 
the accuracy of this method. 
4he amelation 
!T IYP+ (IXK) ' (3-46) 
applies, -where IKA is the total intensity of the X Auerflines. Cor­
+rections for absorption of low-energy Auger electrons and S in the 
source are -ery important -and contribute -ignificantly to the .errors 
involved in this technique.
 
Spectroscopy of K x rays and positrons. In this method (No. 24), a
 
solid -source is placed -outside -of :semiconductor -or scintillation 
counters. The K x -rays and positron continuum are detected either in the 
same or separate counters, the Auger electrons generally being absorbed 
before reaching the detectors. A major uncertainty again arises from
 
S+the subtracting of the spectrum from the K x-ray peak. As with 
Method 23, this technique requires knowledge of the fluorescence yield.
 
Assuming that there are no competing activities, and correcting for 
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absorption, the equation applicable to this method is 
p -1
-K X(3-47)
 
Pg+ I1g+ 
Account must be taken of any differences in solid angle for the ,detec­
tion of K x rays and positions. Self-absorption of x rays in the source
 
is an important factor in this technique and makes the use of thin 
sources desirable.
 
Figure 3-20 shows how clearly the K x rays may be separated from the
 
91
continuum in the decay of Mo (Fitzpatrick et al., 1975). This spectrum 
was obtained from a 5-mg/cm2 thick, aciivated molybdenum foil placed 
2 ,2 cm from a Si(Li) detector (area 30 mm thickness 5 mm). The Ka and 
KO x rays of Nb are well resolved and the fluorescent K x rays of Mo 
caused by positron exitation of the foil can also be seen. Although 
the intensity of the K-capture -branch in the decay of 91Mo is small 
(%5%), the error in estimating the areas of the K x-ray peaks can 
easily be kept as low as 1%. There is, however, a difficulty in 
ensuring that the solid angles for the x rays and the positrons are, 
the same, even when a single detector is employed. This difficulty can 
be reduced bY using a detector with a large surface area. The K x-ray 
spectrum of 91Mo measured with a 5.1-cm x 0.63-cm NaI(Tl) detector is 
shown in Fig..3-21. The fine structure in the spectrum of Fig. 3-20 is 
unfortunately lost due to the intrinsically inferior resolution of 
NaX (Tl). Corrections are required for absorption of the K x rays and 
positrons and for the scattering of positrons out of the detector before 
they have deposited sufficient energy to be detected.
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An interesting development of this technique is shown in Fig. 3-22 
(Campbell et al., 1975). Here, the radioactive sample is placed between 
two CaF 2 (Eu) scintillators in a 47r arrangement. This arrangement over­
comes the problem caused by positrons being scattered out of the
 
detector before depositing sufficient energy to be detected, or being
 
scattered into the detector from surrounding material.
 
+Many of the early K/B measurements in this category (Method 24) 
employed absorption techniques, typically with a Geiger counter and
 
different absorbers to determine the relative intensities of the K x rays
 
and the positrons. The accuracy of these measurements is very poor. 
+Spectroscopy of K x rays -nd annihilation photons., This technique 
(No. 25) is similar to the previous method, but instead of detecting 
the + continuum, the positrons are stopped in an absorber and the 
511-keV annihilation photons are detected. The source must be sur­
rounded by sufficient material to ensure that all positrons are stopped 
at a well-defined position, as close to the source as possible. The 
K x rays and the annihilation photons may be counted simultaneously, 
with corrections applied to both intensities to allow for the presence 
of the 0+ absorber. Alternatively, when the half-life of the source is
 
sufficiently long, spectra taken with and without the absorber may be 
used to determine 1511 and IKX respectively. 
The K/B+ ratio is deduced from the relation
 
pK 21~ 
K KX(3-48) 
P + mTKI 5 1 1
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-Acorrection.mustube_applied to.-15I- for -the--loss-of-.51-1-keV- -y--rays--due­
to the summing of two such y rays; the size of this correction depends, 
on details of geometry and the type of detector. The effect on I511 of ­
8+ 
annihilation in flight (e.g. Xantele and Valkonen, 1973) must also
 
be considered, although in many cases this has been assumed' to be 
negligibly small. 
+3.4.3. Measurements of EC/$ Ratios 
EC/O + ratios are determined by measuring the number of positrons 
emitted by the parent leading-to an excited state of the daughter
 
nucleus, and the number of y rays or conversion electrons from that
 
level in a given time interval. Since the total number of y rays plus
 
conversion electrons is equal to the total number of positrons and
 
electron capture events--corrected with reference to the decay scheme
 
+
'where necessary--the ratio EC/ of total electron capture to 0 + emission 
can be determined. Errors in these measurements can be kept very small, 
especially if the decay scheme is well-known. For example, the EC/ 
+
 
ratios for 22Na and 58Co have been determined to %0.3% and '0.7%,
 
respectively. Errors in the decay scheme can, however, be large, and
 
have led to large systematic errors in many of these measurements.
 
+
Spectroscopy of y rays or conversion electrons and - annihilation
 
photons. One of the simplest forms of EC/O+ measurements consists of a
 
comparison of the relative photopeak intensities of the de-excitation y 
rays and the $+ annihilation photons in, for example, a scintillation 
or semiconductor detector (Method 26). As for Method 25, the source 
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must -be surrounded by sufficient -material to annihilate, the positrons 
near the source to ensure that the solid -angleis the same for both the
 
nuclear and the annihilation photons. Corrections are required for
 
absorption in the source and detector window, for decays to other levels
 
in the daughter nucleus, for summing, and for annihilation of positrons 
in flight. In cases where the energy of the de-excitation y rays is 
high it may be necessary to correct for a contribution to the annihilation
 
photons due to.internal and external pair production (e.g., Rupnik,
 
1972).
 
The total capture to S+ emission ratio is given by
 
PEC 2 y (1+a) 
 (3-49)
 
1511
PO+ 

-where -I and 1511 are the photopeak areas of -the de-excitation y ray 
and S+ annihilation photons, respectively, -and a is the internal-con­
version coefficient.
 
A variation of this technique which has otten-been employed,
 
particularly in the early measurements, is the comparison of the photo­
peak areas of the 511-keV and de-excitation y rays for the source being
 
investigated with similar areas for a source with a known EC/$ + ratio.
 
Thus, if the subscripts a and b refer to the source with known and
 
unknown EC/$+ ratio, respectively, we have
 
/jy 511 y6 [FEC + 1 +b-.(50
~~I P a+] N i J~ .(-0 
This method is suitable when the de-excitation y rays for the two
 
sources are of similar energy, since the ratio of efficiencies Sya/Syb
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-is -then--approx-imatel-y-uni-ty-r--Hence---the -EC-/-$ -rat-iao -is- -then--independent­
of detector efficiency' The. accuracy of this method is obviously 
linited'by the.error in the EC/$+ ratio of'the standard source. Often
 
22Na was used for this comparison but the range of reported EC/+
 
values for this isotope is large (Table 3.6). Some authors did not even
 
state which comparison value they employed.
 
A less common variation of this technique consists of measuring the
 
intensities of the $+ annihilation photons and the conversion electrons,
 
rather than the de-excitation y rays. This method is only feasible in
 
special cases where the internal conversion coefficient is high.
 
Several measurements have been carried out employing a similar 
technique in which the positron activity was determined from the area
 
under the 8+ spectrum rather than from the intensity of the annihilation
 
photons. As above, comparison with an isotope with a weli-known EC/ 
+
 
ratio was often employed. The results reported from this technique,
 
however, have very large errors (>20%).
 
+J 
Measurement of R+-y-ray coincidences. The principle of'this method
 
(No. 27) is to determine the number of y rays, I , and of positron-y-ray

Y 
coincidences, I +_Y. Various combinations of detectors may be employed. 
Typically, scintillation or semiconductor detectors have been used for
 
the y rays while the positrons were detected in proportional or
 
scintillation counters. A 4w proportional counter or an internal-source
 
scintillation counter (Leutz and Wenninger, 1967) have also been
 
employed to detect the positrons.
 
The EC/ + ratio is given by
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1. 13-51) 
P8+ I8+­ y 
Comparison of I and ley. with measurements for a source of known EC/e 
ratio has often been employed. 
Sum-coincidence technique. In this more sophisticated coincidence
 
technique (No. 28), the quantities measured are the positron intensity 
I,+, the y-ray intensities IyN and ITS, and the positron-y-ray coincidence
 
intensities I +_yN and I +S, where yN refers to the normal de-excitation.
 
- 8+ 
y ray and yS is the sum of a 8 annihilation photon and yN' It can be 
shown (williams, 1964) that the relation
 
18+1 = 10 (3-52) 
I8tN 
holds, where 10 represents the total number of disintegrations.
 
Furthermore, we have
 
I0+IY~s 
IL SS= 10 p$+
, (3-53)
 
whence
 
PEC -yS N (3-54)
 
P + I +I
 
+
 
ratio for 22Na (Williams, 1964), the
In a measurement of the EC/8+ 

activity was determined with a 4w proportional counter. For the detection
 
of yS, two large NaI(TI) crystals were used to obtain a high efficiency 
for the summation events. For 'N, one smaller NaI(Ti) crystal was used 
to minimize the efficiency to summation events. The simplifying
 
assumptions involved in Eq. (3-54) and the corrections which must be
 
applied are discussed in detail by Williams (1964).
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Measurement of triple coincidences. The EC/8+ ratio can be obtained
 
+
by taking the y-ray spectrum in triple coincidence with two B annihila­
tion photons (Method-No. 29). The two counters for annihilation photons
 
are placed opposite each other with analyzer channels set to record the
 
511-keV photopeaks only. Due to the nature of the annihilation process,
 
the efficiency for the detection of coincidences of two 511-keV y rays
 
at 1800 is sufficiently increased over other coincidences that even
 
very weak positron emission can be detected. A typical electronic
 
arrangement for this type of measurement is shown in Fig. 3-23. The
 
-y-ray singles intensity I and of the triple coincidence intensity Ic
 
are measured. If similar measurements are made for a source a whose
 
+EC/B + ratio is known, then the unknown EC/8 ratio source b is 
=PC [I - I EC 1 -j- . (3-55))b\/aLk8 a + a) 
Corrections are required for such effects as summing, 8+ annihilation
 
in flight, differences in the detection of annihilation radiation for the
 
two sources due to possible differences in solid angle and in summing of
 
the y rays and the annihilation radiation, and the possibility of
 
coincidences due to Compton events from high-energy y rays being
 
registered in the analyzer window of the annihilation detectors.
 
Measurement of (y-ray)-(8 -annihilation-photon) coincidences. The
 
various coincidence techniques are very similar in principle and this
 
method (No. 30) is essentially a variation of Method 27. The quantities
 
measured are the number of nuclear y rays I and the number of coincidences 
of nuclear and 8+ annihilation photons Il5l y. The usual corrections
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for absorption, summing, and $ annihilation in flight are required. 
The EC/O + ratio is given by 
pEC 21Y 1. (3-56) 
PS+ 1511-y
 
Miscellaneous. The experiments in this group (No.' 31) do not fall 
readily into any of the other categories. Many of the experiments were 
carried out: by employing various combinations of methods 20-30. No loss 
of accuracy need be implied. This category also includes methods which
 
have been employed in only very few, exceptional cases and because of 
their limited application do not warrant description as a separate 
technique. Also included in the miscellaneous category are a few
 
experimental results whose methods are in doubt due to incomplete details 
provided in the published papers.
 
One different approach to EC/$+ measurements is the technique
 
employed by Allen et al. (1955) for the determination of the EC/8 + ratio 
for 22Na. This involves a comparison of the number of positrons emitted 
from the source with the number of daughter atoms produced (Alvarez,
 
19373_ The positron activity was determined using a 47 Geiger counter 
-and the -rate -of -evolution of the daughter (1Ne) -was determined by gas 
analysis.
 
Another interesting technique has been applied by Gleason (1959) to 
65Zn which decays by electron capture and $+ emission to the ground
 
state and by electron capture to the first excited state of 65Cu. Using
 
a measured value for the efficiency of detection of the de-excitation
 
y ray, the total electron capture decay rate and the electron capture 
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branching ratio were -determined from measurements of the K x-ray 
counting rate, the y-ray singles rate and (K-x-ray)-(y-ray) coincidence 
counting rate. The assumption was made that the ratio of K-electron 
capture to total electron capture was the same for both branches. The 
8+ emission rate was determined by counting coincidences of annihilation 
photons in two detectors at 1800 and thus the EC/8+ ratio for the
 
ground state transition was found. The important feature of this 
technique is that although K x rays were used to indicate the occurrence
 
of electron capture, the deduced value of the EC/$+ ratio is independent
 
of the fluorescence yield.
 
3.5. Experimental Results and Comparison with
 
Theory for K/O + and EC/8+ Ratios 
3.5.1. Results 
All published experimental K/8+ and EC/8+ ratios are listed in 
Table 3.6. Table 3.7 contains selected experimental K/& 
+ and EC/0+ 
ratios for allowed transitions. Only ratios for transitions to a single 
final state in the daughter nucleus are included. Unfortunately, 
information provided on some measurements was not complete and these 
results 'had to be rejected. Where the wK values were stated, results 
were recalculated using the latest reliable fluorescence yields, 
derived with the aid of Eq. (3-35).
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The remaining K/S+ and EC/8+
 
ratios were found to lie in two distinct groups, one with errors ranging
 
up to 12.5% and the other, consisting mainly of the earlier measurements,
 
with considerably larger errors. Since the two groups are well
 
separated only the results from the former are considered further.
 
Tables 3.8 and 3.9 contain selected results for first-forbidden
 
unique and first-forbidden non-unique transitions. Results with errors
 
greater than 25% or without quoted errors were excluded.
 
3-5.2. Theoretical Predictions
 
+
Allowed transitions. The theoretical K/ ratios for allowed
 
transitions in Table 3.7 have been calculated according to the relation
 
P_ u 2 (Wo+ )2B 
K _K o K K (3-57) 
P $+ 2 1fpop 2 (W-W)2F( ,W),dp 
[See Eqs. (2-111), (2-125), and (2-126)]. Small corrections [Eq. 
(2-128)] were neglected. The values of SK were taken from Mann and 
Waber (1973) (Sec. 2.2.2) and the intensity of the 0+ spectrum was 
computed with the tables of rermi functions of Behrens and Janecke 
(1969). The energies Nq were taken -rom the atomic mass tables ofo
 
+
Wapstra and Gove (1971) Errors in the theoretital K/S ratios in 
Table 3.7 reflect only -he uncertainty in W0 o cained from Wapstra and 
Gove. The value of B K used in these calculations is discussed in
 
Sec. 3.5.3.
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The theoretical EC/O + ratio for allowed transitions is 
PEC PK Eqx 2 Ox2Bx 
P +
P1+ P0+ PK qK2K2BK
 
where x stands for K, t1 , L2, M1 , or 142 and PKPs+ is the theoretical 
K/O+ ratio for an allowed transition [Eq. (3-58)].
 
Unique forbidden transitions. In general, the K/$ ratio for for­
bidden transitions is
 
PK ToK2 2W+K)CB
 
P nO (WW)C
 
P0t 2POp2 (WW) 2 (Z,,w)C(W) dp '
 
where CK and C (W) are shape factors and the bar represents averaging 
over the spectrum [Eq. (2-134)]. The shape factors contain matrix 
elements and are functions of W and Wo0 . For unique forbidden transi­
tions it is possible to separate the matrix-element and the energy
 
dependence of CK and C(W) to give explicit expressions for the ratio 
CK/C(W) (Sec. 2.4.4). 
The first-forbidden unique transitions Eq. (2-135) is simplified 
to 
2 
=K ,'2- (3-60) 
where q is the neutrino momentum, p is the positron momentum, and the
 
+
bar represents averaging over the S spectrum. The theoretical first­
forbidden unique K/O ratios shown in Table 3.8 have been calculated 
using these expressions, with values of 2 from the tables of Behrens 
and Jnecke (1969). For comparison of theory and experiments, one can 
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use the approximations WK 1 and q + X2p kh(W2 -1), whence 
CK d2 (W+l) W -i (3-61) 
C(W) W -1 
Equation (3-61) has an accuracy of a few percent. 
Non-unique forbidden transitions. For non-unique forbidden transi­
+
tions, K/8 ratios cannot, in general, be calculated explicitly (Sec. 
2.4.3). For the special case of non-unique first "forbidden transitions, 
however, which exhibit a a spectrum with an allowed shape, the K/(8+ 
ratio is expected to be the same as for allowed transitions. Informa­
tion about the shapes of .some 8 spectra is given by Paul (1966) and 
Daniel (1968). For many of the non-unique first-forbidden decays. 
listed in Table 3.9, however, details of the spectrum shape are not 
available. Nevertheless -toprovide a general conparison, -allowed 
+theoretical K/8 and EC/B + ratios are indicated for all cases.. 
3.5.3. Comparison of Experiment and Theory 
Allowed transitions. Theoretical and selected experimental-values
 
for K/ + and EC/8 ratios are listed in Table 3.7. Exchange ,andover­
lap corrections have been neglect'd- in the theoretical ratios; they 
+affect the total capture probability and emission rate only 
slightly (Bahcall, I 63a). The EC j robabilit- for Be, e.g., is 
37 ­
affected by <0.1%, nd that of Ar, by <0.-% through exchange.and 
overlap;' the 65Zn 8+ decay rate is affected by '0.l%,, and that of l40, 
+
by <0.1%. The theoretical K/ ratios in .Table 3.7 include a correction
 
factor according to Bahcall (Table 2.11), from Z>32, the factors of
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Suslov (1970) were used. At present, EC/B+-ratio measurements (Table
 
3.7) are not nearly accurate enough to help decide between the two
 
sets of exchange and overlap correction factors listed in Table 2.11.
 
Figure 3-24 shows the ratio of experimental to theoretical values
 
for all the results in Table 3.7. The interesting and very accurate
 
point for 22Na is plotted in the inset. For most of the decays, the
 
11 15

experiment/theory ratio is less than unity; exceptions are C, 0, 
19Ne, 89Zr, 89 r, and lllSn. The disagreement between experiment and 
theory apparently increases with Z. 
In the theory of allowed transitions, only s-wave leptons are 
considered and the EC/O+ and K/$+ ratios are independent of nuclear 
matrix elements. In the general case, leptons do not leave the 
nucleus only radially, and small contributions from p and d waves 
must be considered. This gives rise to higher-order matrix elements 
that do not cancel in the ratios (Sec. 2.4.2). A correction factor 
has been determined [Eq. (2-128)] that slightly reduces the theoreti­
cal ratios, by as much as 3% at Z=80. 
The possible existence of second-class currents does not sig­
nificantly affect electron-capture to positron-emission ratios 
(Behrens and Bihring, 1974). 
First-forbidden unique transitions. For these transitions the
 
experimental K/8+ ratios are compared in Table 3.8 with first-forbidden
 
unique theoretical ratios. There is agreement within the errors between
 
experiment and theory, but the experimental accuracy is fairly poor. 
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K/l + First-forbidden non-unique transitions. The experimental 
and BC/B + ratios for these transitions are compared in '"able 3.9 with 
the corresponding theoretical-ratios for allowed transi ions. The 
comparison is made for interest only; a complete theot .-ti treatment 
requires knowledge of the nuclear matrix elements which _foi hese 
transitions do not cancel.
 
3.5.4. Conclusions and Recommendations 
It can be seen from Fig. 3-24 that theoretical allowed K/B+ and
 
EC/B + ratios are systematically larger than experimental ratios; the 
discrepancy apparently increases with Z. Higher-order effects, such 
as second-class currents, corrections of the
 
type described by Eq. (2-128), and radiative corrections are insuf­
ficient to resolve the difficulty. The question of radiative correc­
tions is still unsettled; it has been shown (Sec. 2.4.2) that these
 
corrections partially cancel out. There remains a model-independent
 
part of the radiative corrections, however, which differs in the case 
of electron capture from that in positron emission. This model­
independent correction includes the well-known emission of real photons 
+ (internal bremsstrahlung). Calculations for a emission have been 
carried out to order a, e.g. by Tilkinson and Mcefield (1970); an 
increase in the probability of " emission is found which thus reduces 
the theoretical capi re-to-positron ratios. 'he correction factor in­
creases as W0 decre.ses and as Z increases ,znd amounts to 1.5% for 
58Co (Williams, 1970) if it is assumed that the correction is multi­
plicative and not additive. Radiative corrections for electron capture
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have not yet been.calculated.
 
It would be of interest'to establish with greater-accuracy the Z
 
dependence of the'trend shown in Fig. 3-24, if indeed,such a simple
 
functional dependence on Z exists. -Remeasurements, preferably using
 
different techniques, for any of the decays in Table 3.7 would be use­
ful. -The decays of 65Zn, llrsnand any high-Z isotope are possibly
 
the most interesting for study. The question of whether there is real­
agreement between theory and experiment in the case of first-forbidden
 
unique transitions is still open; measurements on 84Rb, 122Sb and
 
126I should be repeated with greater accuracy.
 
The theory of atomic exchange and imperfect wave-function overlap
 
effects needs to be refined and calculations must be extended to low Z.
 
Critical experiments on capture/S+ ratios which would differentiate be­
tween theoretical approaches have yet to he carried out. The problem 
of establishing the overlap and exchange correction for the K shell 
cannot be resolved by measuring K/S+ ratios alone. The most sensitive 
isotope for study is 7Be which decays solely by electron capture; a 
measurement of PK for this isotope is very desirable (Sec. 3.3.4). 
Some new and interesting EC/$+ ratios have recently been reported
 
by Firestone et al. (1974, 1975a). Anomalously high ratios are found
 
for hindered allowed transitions in 145Gd and 143Sm; these are attributee
 
to the interference of higher-order nuclear matrix elements. It would
 
be of great value to verify this experimental finding.
 
Theoretically K/ + ratios for allowed transitions are plotted in
 
Figs. 3-25 and 3-26 as functions of Z and of the S+end-point kinetic
 
energy. These ratios were calculated according to Eq. (3-58) with
 
BK = 1; the graphs may be used where an accuracy of 4i0% is sufficient. 
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4. RADIATIVE ELECTRON CAPTURE 
4.1. Theory
 
Radiative electron capture consists of proces6 Itch lead
 
to the -production of a continuous spectrum of electroi. g tc 
radiation during electron capture (EC) decays. Such proce 's 
involve the emission of one or more photons during a single EC 
event. The energy released in the decay is shared statisticaly 
among these photons and the neutrino, thus accounting for the 
continuous nature of the resulting spectra. The most.probable 
radiative-electron capture events are those in which a single 
photon accompanies the neutrino- The radiation emitted even in 
this mode -isquite weak, the total probability -or the emission 
of a single photon being of the order of 10" per EC-event. Ra­
diative.elentrornapture processes in'which more than one photon 
is emitted occur with far "smaller-probabilities-1 5 Their con­
tributions to the radiation spectra are completely insignificant 
and will not be considered further.
 
From the point of view"of perturbation theory, radiative' 
electron capture is a second-order 'rocess involvingboh beta 
and electromagnetic radiative transitions. The two"transitions 
connect the initial and final states of the, system through a set
 
of virtual intermediate"states. -In gene 1, there are two funda­
mentally different types of iniermediat states through which the
 
process can proceed. They are represented pictorially by the
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Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 4-1. The first type [Fig, 4-1(a)] 
involves only excited electronic states, and the radiation is
 
produced by the sudden acceleration of charge and magnetic moment
 
associated with the orbital electron's capture. This radiation
 
is commonly referred to as internal bremsstrahlung (IB). The
 
second type [Figso4-1(b) and (c)] involves excited nuclear states
 
and the radiation arises from a nuclear transition which may
 
either precede or follow the virtual EC decay. These two decay
 
modes are variously denoted as electronic beta-gamma and nuclear
 
beta-gamma transitions or, more simply, direct and detour transi­
tions. In allowed decays, detour transitions are expected to
 
occur at a "106 times smaller rate than direct transitions. In 
forbidden decays, this difference can be less pronounced (Long­
mire, 1949; Horowitz, 1952).
 
Extensive calculations on detour transitions were carried 
out by Rose et al,. (1962) and Lassilp %19f3 ) for the 
especially interesting situation in which the initial and inter­
mediate nuclear states, connected by a virtual EC transition,.are 
almost degenerate- It was shown that the spectrum of the radiation 
arising from detour transitions is sharply peaked near the end 
point under these circumstances, in contrast to the usual IB spec­
trum. It was hoped that this deviation of the photon spectrum 
from its IB form might be observable, revealing the presence of 
detour transitions, even though their contribution was still ex­
pected to be quite small. An experiment designed to test these
 
ideas was reported shortly thereafter by Schmorak (1963), who
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studied 59Ni, a nucleus possessing a decay scheme with the re­
quired characteristics, and found that the observed spectrum did 
indeed show a very small distortion from the predicted IB form
 
near the end point. Attributing this distortion to the presence
 
of detour transitions, Scbmorak C-1963) concluded that such transi­
tions account for no more than "0.6% of the total radiative K­
capture transition rate.-

While the-contribution of detour transitions is of great in­
terest for the study of nuclear structure, such transitions usual­
ly do not significantly affect the shape or intensity of radiative
 
electron-capturespectra.b .For this reason-, and because available
 
.theoretical results on detour transitions are very limited, such 
-transitions will be disregarded here and- all calculations will be 
confined to -the -determination of the direct-transition amiplitude 
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4-1(a). Clearly, a highly accurate 
theory of the direct-transition process will be necessary to per­
mit the. identification-bf any detour-transition contributions in ob 
served -spectra. 
4.1.1. Matrix Elements and Transition Rates 
Radiative electron capture is -expected to occur with signifi­
cant probability only for the innermost electrons of the atom. 
Since -theavailable energy,is usually greater than the K-shell
 
binding energy, the K electrohs, which spend the most time in 
the neighborhood of the nucleus, are -expected to provide the 
dominant contribution to the IB spectra (except at very-low phioton 
x6o 
,energies Where .2p-state capture provides 'the -dominant contrnbu­
tion). 1n all "bftthe 'very lightest, atoms, 'the potential in 
'which .the innermost electrons 'move is primarily the 'Coulomb po­
-tential of the 'nudleus. For 'this reason, all electron-electron 
interactions and -the 'screening and correlation effe'cts for -hich 
-theyare responiibl-e 'are neglected 'in current theories, and it is 
assumed' that, each orbital electron is 'initiilly moving -under the ­
influence 'ofonly 'the nuclear -Coulomb field. 
Accordingly, the unperturbed electron-field ,qperator'e,(x)

e
 
is chosen to satisfy a 'lirac equation containing the nuclear Cou­
lomb field,
 
'(_YI +l+Y4Zc/r)Te(.X) :0. (4-1)
 
i' jensity,js
nthis representation,- the interaction--Hamiltonian 

H(x) : )+H(x (4-2)

,
 
where H represents the interaction oX -the electron field with
 
the Maxwell field and HC repredents -the EC interaction, assumed
 
to be of the standard VXA form. The matrix element associated 
with diagram (a) of Fig. 4-1 is derivable 'by standard quantum­
field theoretic methods. As Glauber and Martin (1956) have shown, 
it can be written 
S=ieC (2t/k)1 Nrt (2:N)r fdrG (r.,r) 
* -ik-r 
'X e, -- Zr), (4-3) 
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with the matrix element of the nuclear EQ current density defined
 
by 
N( <NJV9(rNO)Aiy (rNO)l 44 
In these equations,- C is the weak-interaction vector coupling
 
V
 
constant, and we have X=JICA/CV _ALy (I+Xy 5 ), and r--1=(+y5)-. 
The 'n and p are the nucleon field operators, and 'l and € are
 
the Dirac spinor wave functions for a neutrino of momentum P
 
_V'
 
and an initial electron in state a, respectively. The one-photon 
state, characterized.by momentum k and polarization , has been
 
normalized to a unit volume. The intermediate-state-sum which
 
appears in Eq. (-4-3) has been identified as the eigenfunction ex­
"pansion for the Dirac-Coulomb Green's function,
 
GE(rN'r) -- 4-5) 
with F=E -k, where'E- is the relativistic energy of the orbital
 
a a
 
-electron
-undergoing 
-capture.
 
Tw6 comments on the-stucture nf -thematrix -element -are an 
order. First, it should be noted that the role played by posi­
trons in-the radiative capture process is included-implicitly 
tit-the structure of M . -One type of path through which the radi­
ative capture process can proceedis the emission'of a virtual­
positron by'the,nucleus followed by its single-quantum annihila­
tion with an orbital electron. Such paths are accounted for by
 
the presence of the various negative-energy eigenstates in the
 
expansion of the Green's function. Thus, the structure of the
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Greenis function'is such'that-c6mplte ac6ount is ta'k6n of the' 
role'of positrbnsib the-radiative capture process. -
Since the-th6i .'developed so far assumes,tub pte'n6eof 
ny numniex'of oibital eIectrons rfving independently in the Cou; 
lomb 'field of the ticle'es, the Paii'eclusion principle foibids 
virtual raAdativb ti nftions t6dintermeiate states whicliare­
alJ 6ady occupiedo Prsatitably such odcupied intermediate state&­
should then-be ebcdluded from the eigenfunction expansion. How­
ever, -as-was first pointed out -quite generally by Feynman '(1949) 
and emphasized by Glauber and Martin (1956) in reference to radia 
tive electron capture, the presence of an obstructing electron ­
makes-another path possible for the'radiative capture process, 
which is-not otherwise available. This path consists of virtual
 
-

ECB.of th&eobit 'dting'-e:&tt6n-fallow.edby.a 'rdiativd traxsiti6u, 
Feynman has sh6wn-thAt, -for a nonint6racting system, the total 
amplibuide-for such a new pAth-exactly compnsate for thAt- of the 
f6rliddeh intermediate statesj thus- o e ma -perform the celcula­
tioas'if all th& other states were unb6cupied. 
Feynman's result 1seatily generalized to include thepresence 
of-a static external field i such as the field -of the nulEit and 
consequently it ha- been assumed valid in'all theoretical studies, 
on radiative electron'capture. However, as-pointed out by PerSson" 
and Koormn (1972), radiationxbefore capture takes place~in'the CO'ui­
lom - field of element*Z, whiie radiation following captur& takes­
place in the field of element Z-l; Consequently; those terms in 
th6 eigenfunction'expansior for the Green's function which­
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correspond to occupied atomic states should really be represented 
by Coulomb eigenfunctions for element Z-1 rather than -element Z.
 
Undoubtedly, for Z>>l the correctionsresulting from such a modi­
fication of the eigenfunction expansion are entirely,negligible. 
However, for very low-Z elements, especially at the lower photon 
energies (k Za) wher&'the poles- corresponding to the bound states 
contribute strongly to the transition amplitude, such a modifi­
cation of the-Green's function may prove to be-of importance.
 
The Greents function introduced in Eq. (4-3) ani defined by 
the eigenfunotion expansion [Eq. (4- 5 )] is seen to satisfy the 
inhomogeneons -differentiaT<equation 
(r $r)'4 ), (4-6) 
where H is-the Dirac-Ooulomb Hamiltonian. As Glauber and Mal­
tin (19%) have shown, the evaluation of M is facilitated by the 
-
introduction of the second-order Dirac-Coulomb Green's -function 
gEQNIr) defined by 
- GE(rN,r) gE(z.r)EY;V 4 (4-7)F (EZm/r)+I l 
and satisfying the inhomrogeneous second-order equation
 
g(rNr)EV2 +(E+Za/r)'2 -1-iZa a(Vl/r)] -6(rN-r) (4-8) 
With the introduction of Eq (4-7), the matrix element of Eq.-(4-3) 
lends itself to considerable simplification and can be written 
ieC (k2nc/k)/2rdr(- - IN)r dr(-k.
XC- e V+ex ES- k ). (4-9) 
r6 ­
1I the-,Secs.. Z4,-.2-4 . , the- eva-iatn -of M' and-re1at'd& 
quantities. ism dscribhedf,and$ final' results-are- presented: for 
allowed and- first -f6rbidden.transitions. We- note: that the: dif ,, 
•f~rentL&Y-transition rate.is.det rmined by the, usual: formula, of-: 
.time d~pnd~nt -turbatibn.ttery (Fermi3 s: "Golden Rule.- Nb 2"T 
and,-i.Gien -by-­
dw-s. '(i - +k-qdR-).' dk,. 	 (4-O), 
wheretqQ- 0 G-B has, been introduced to represent the-total avail-­
able-energy, shared:,between'the photon and'the neutrino. 
4. 1.2- IB Spectra: from-Allowed. Transitions 
For allowed' transiti6ns, the-lepton. functions, of'rN are
 
usually replaced:by- their ,va-ues"at .rN=O. However, one must
 
exercise. some-- caution- in doing this since the, Coulomb'GreenIi­
function g'('Nr)is ilknQwn. to: be-weakl sitgu ar-att;zO. To
 
get: aroundthis: difficulty it is-necessary, to take'account of­
-	 the , fact' that.the EC: interactiontacthaliy takes plac,3--over a­
finit nuclear-volume,, by averagIhg- the Greenl s-function, over­
this: volume.)T This- averaged Green-.finction. will? be denotbd by 
(gE& 1 pr-? h°. Thus, for',allowed, transitions "the' matrii, element 
of E4,.- (4-9) 'is -simplifie&to, 
dI 	 ­=MieC (n/k-)1/J N-t(0)r §'m-<(r, r')>,-e. 
'a- vR-W-, 
where- thd -nuclear -EGC transit-ibn: current'has, been, introduced, 
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defined by J{=JdrNi 2 CrN). A nonrelativistic approximation forLN ILN.
 
the nuclear motion leads to J{i(o>, (l)), where <2> and (a).
 
are the familiar matrix elements associated with Fermi and Gamow-

Teller transitions.
 
Coulomb-Free Theory
 
The earliest theory of JB spectra in allowed transitions was 
developed independently by Mller (1937a)and by 1-forrison and 
Schiff (1 940).[ This theory ispresently of interest because of 
its simplicity and because it yields IB spectra that are accurate
 
at high -photonenergies. The more sophisticated theory developed
 
later -byGlauber and Martin (1956) may be viewed as providing,
 
correction factors for the basic-results.
 
-Morirson and- Schi-f f (1940) -simplified the -problem ty -neg, 
1-ecting.-the -momentum (ind binding energy) of the initial -electron 
and by neglecting the tifluence of the Coulomb field on the in­
-tbermediate electron-states. The first of these -assumptlons :is 
only valid when the recoil momentum of the electron after'pho­
ton emission greatly- exceeds its initial momentum (of average value 
Za), The second approximation consists of assuming a Born-approx­
imation treatment of the intermediate states. For its validity, , 
this approximation requires that Za/v<<l, where v is the velocity
 
of the electron after photon.emission. It is evident that both
 
approximations restrict the results to photons in the high-energy
 
region where k is much larger than Za.
 
Ignoring the Coulomb field in the intermediate states amounts
 
to using the free-particle relativistic Green's function found by
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.solving.Eq, (t'-8)' with Z-,. Te, ihi'tial momentum.of, the electron 
is, neg2ected!by apptoximatkng, its' wave. function. by'-a 'constant,: 
equaI to 'the value, of' the: wave- function, at- the origin,, Under 
these'f ajpjrox-irmat;i'oxfs, the calculation of the matrix" element1 of' Eq5 
-(C4-1) it, greaty - simpified--and.leads to- the. result,
Irs v;I .-ir )c ns' 
It is importaht to- note that as a- consequence- of neglecting
 
te.m6rentum.of- the -initial electron,- radiative electron capture
 
-
from an initial eliectron state -of nonvanishing angular, momentum 
is forbidn Both the electric-and magnetic contributions to 
the' MBradiation vanish 'under' these: circumstances; this: is Am­
mediafely evident from- the, structure of the, matrix element of Eq. 
When Eq. k[4-12-) is sul'stituted into Eq.- (4-IO.) and' the ap­
propriat-e momentum .and spin summations- are' ompletbd, the IB spec-­
tra sdsociated.wi'th ns -state capture-wae found, to ible­
dw= . 2 N-(-4-15­
.v 2-N, j 2 k -k)dt. 
The ratio-of tire- raditivet capture- rate to that f6r-ordinary 
K capture-is 
- a f;4'o)lJ2 kog.-k) 2 
nWss____ 2_ -as - dk. (14-14"
wK = | lsc MJ)' q ls 
-erce[ the> total radiative -capture rate.per, K-capture- event- is 
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w ns qnsd ni2Os(0]2,qn 
12 O2VlWK 74x 
WKdk k i- ~o ( 1 (4-15).0-
More generally, if only photons with k;k are detected, the'inte­
0 ­
'grated radiative capture rate per K-capture event is given by
 
qns 
w k 
- w ns~(kto W1f-ns 6wII dk - Wnsw N4(lk " /qns)3_3(lkons .• 
WK dkK6 nK 
"0 (4-16)" 
For radiative K capture.in particular, these formulas are sim­
plified. Whe JB-spectrumthen is 
2dWl_ aq (1 ) 2 dE, (4-7) 
where we have -e=k/qf-.. The 'total radiative -K-capture.-rate- is% 
-w -2 
772-7 (-4-18) 
Equations (4-17) and (4-18) we.re .first derived by lv$ler ('1937-a) 
and- by Morrison and Schiff "(1940)-09 The'-more general results for 
arbitrary s-state capture [Eqs. (4-14) and (4-15)] were-first 
reported by Glauber and Martin (19-56). 
Theory of Glaube± and 4artin 
The results of the Coulomb-free theory of 14ller (193b) and 
Moirison and Schiff _(1940) are expected to held only for large k 
and -small Z'; otherwise it is essential to include Coulomb effects
 
in the evaluation of the matrix element M "Such calculations, in 
1:68 
which-account is .taken of' bbth relativistic and Coulomb- eTffects, 
have'been, reported by 'Gi&uber ,and 14rtinlin two well-known papers. 
in'their .first paper ohtthe subjebt, Glauber and Aart-in 
'(1956') ,developed-the general formalism fbr allowed-'transtions 
'CSec. '4.la'),and evaluated I to'a relative adcuracydof order 
Za -for both-s--an'd pmstate capture, Certain relat-ivistic correc­
tions that-are important for s-state capture at 16w energies tere
 
also -calculated- In their second paper, lartin-and Glauber (1998) 
developed more-elaborate methods which make detailed calculations
 
posgible in which relativistic and Coulomb effects are included
 
to all orders in 'Z . These resdIts lead 'to certain integrals
 
which cannot be evaluated -exactly in closed formvor -tabulated 
easily- To obtain numerical results, Mrtin "and Glauber developed 
Za exansions.dor-thase ihtegrals and -carried out their evaluation 
.to a relative accuracy of order (Za) 2 This lmi.tatio'n -on their 
otherwise exact-results for radiative K capture aias.been removed 
recently however, by Intemann (1971) j 4ho,. has shown hcv -to -evalu­
ate the integrals exactly using'partly numerical mdthods'. We 
briefly 'outline -this theory and summari~e its final resultse 
Nonrelativistic alcul .4.Os. For moderately light nuclei 
it is expected that the initial e-lectronic -states can be described 
adequately by nonrelativistic Coulomb wave functions, especially
 
for capture from.the higher shells. In view of the greater -com­
plexity -attendant to the use-of Dira'cCfulomb wave functiofs, it 
is natural. that nonreativistic calculations be considered -first-
In general, these are ,expected to yield results with a rel&tive
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accuracy of order Za.- In order to preserve this level of accuracy
 
at all photon energies, however, it is necessary to employ some­
what more accurate wave functions, in order to correct for cer­
tain relativistic effects which have a pronounced influence on
 
the low-energy portions of the s-state spectra (Glauber-and Mar­
tin, 1956).
 
A particular advantage of introducing the second-order
 
Green's function is that, consistent with the use of nonrelativis­
tic wave functions, -an-approximate Green's function gt(rr) can
 
be employed, which has a particularly simple structure This
 
Green's function, obtained by neglecting the (Za/r)2 and Z. a-(Vl/r)
 
terms in Eq. (4-8) and solving the resulting equation, has been 
-studied in considerable °det&il by Glauber and Martin (-1956). In 
pa'rticular, g'(Or) has been shown to -ossess the integral re­
presentation ­
- ,r = (a")-2 Irs (-4-a9) 
0 
where =(I-E ) / 2 and f=ZaE/±.
 
(i) s-state radiative capture.- For radiative capture from 
-an za -state, the contribution -to M from the e --V term vanishes 
-a 
from symmetry considerations; when terms of order Za are neglected,
 
the remaining contribution can bi evaluated using only very general
 
properties of the Green's function-l Final results for the transi­
tion rates are identical with those of the Coulomb-free theory
 
[Eq (4-14) et seq.]L The calculations of Glauber and Martin
 
(1956) reveal, however, that the range of validity of the Coulomb-.
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free theory is much greater than could have been anticipated on 
the basis of the calculations of Nlller (1937a)or Morrison and 
Schiff (1940). Indeed, it was established by Glauber and Martin 
(1.956). that the Coulomb-free theory yields results for the 1B 
spectra assciated"with sstate capture which are formally cor­
rect to order Za for all photo= energies. It is a-so.true how­
ever,, that for the loweenergy portion of s-state spectra, the 
factor of Za is partially compensated by an increased probability 
of radiation. Consequently, in order to obtain results for which 
the actual error is not greater than order Zn, it is necessary to 
carry the calculations to the next order in Zn and omit only 
those terms which are actually of order Za or less- Glauber and
 
Martin (1956) accomplished this by means of a Foldy-Wouthysen
 
transformation applied to the-Dirac-Coulomb wave functions and
 
Green's function. The result, valid for 7<2 and-k57a, is 
M ieo (/2ky -V(0)r EZ - eCki-ia e B 3 (a). (4-20) 
ns -v 1 r.. . ns na 
The function Bns(k) is defined by
 
ns7ns(k) ( r~r ns(r), (4-21)
BI( )14- 2(1odrE gE 0,r)r 
where gl (or)is the p-wave contribution to the partial-wave
 
expansion of the approximate Green's function gI(r, r), g(rNr) 
h EE t,rr r+..... The transition rate is calculated-N, )+g
 
as before, with the result
 
dw (dwss a %s 2 k(q sO2 
Rdk, (4-22) 
S W'K/CF 21 IIlscp 3C) i ql ns 
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The correction factor R (k), which describes the modification
 
of the Coulomb-free result brought about by inclusion of the
 
most important relativistic and Coulomb effects, is defined by
 
ns(k) = (1/2)(l+Bns2) (4-23)
 
The evaluation of the functions Bns(k) has been described in
 
great detail by Glauber and Martin (1956) Here we quote only
 
the final results,
 
B1 s(k) = 1- 7 ) j+ T1 [2K(2)-l (4-24)1 
with X1=(l-11)/(l+l), and 
-B (k) 1-= 2- 14 .- ,T 2
 
(1n 2
 
, (1 2 y 2() i +27 12 71 (4-2.5) ­
with 2=(2-12)/(2+T2). The :unction K(%) is 
K(X) -- X+) (4-26) 
0 
Yor the purpose of-evaluation, K(O) can be -represented conven­
iently by the rapidly converging series expansion
 
K(XL) =ln(l±X)-T)1Z (-X)3(-7 
In arriving at these final results, advantage has been taken of
 
the fact that E may be set equal to one in the correction term,
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sp-that 9--Za/h. -Consequenty, 'the -two parameters Zandek, upon 
wqhich the ,functions "'B depend, -enter only in the ingle : bmbin­
tionlf which, in the -present qpproximation is given by
-1/2/ 
"1yl ,kA 1 'lor2 rls-state capture nd by 'ls 
,for :2s-state capture. Here, Bl is ,the",Is-state bind-ing energy. 
This, simpllfiqation, greatly facilitates tabulation-f- ihai re­
ills. 
IWith the -aid,of -Eq. (4-27X, ,wehave evaluated kq. X4-24) and 
Eq. '(L-*25) ,numerically '(Tables 4.1,and 4:2). Although for ener­
gies .not greatly-exceeding the binding energy, Bls(k) increases
 
quite rapidly from its value of .ero at k=-O, the fuftctiofi ap- ­
proaches-its asymptotic value of unity quite slowly- The correc
 
tion factor -p(ic' therefore remains substantially less than 
,unity, teyen- at energies very ,much-largerthan the -,;bnding energy, 
Like R ls( -): R2s'(1k) lalso slowly approaches unity for large k.­
Unlike-BIs(k)., -however., B2 sCk) does -not go to zerd- -as -approahes 
zero,; rather,,, as.,may be :shown" analytioaly,, ,2 (0')=-3Z 
The functions B n(k) for n?:2,can he evaluated similarl-y. 
,ns 
-However, the contributions to radiative electron capture from 
ns states with na3 can usually be neglected entirely, compared" 
with contributions from ls and 2s states. For etample, according 
to the- above results- the 3s-state intensity is only 4% of.the 
ls-state intensity; when screening-effects are takenr into -account, 
its contribution is, reduced even more. 
(ii) D-state,radiativee,-Faure; from the calculations of
 
Morrison and Schiff(1940) it can be,concluded that the'p-state
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capture contribution to the IB spectrum is negligibly small for
 
k>>Z As the calculations of Glauber and M.artin (19%) bear
 
out, however, the p-state intensity becomes 4uite appreciable for
 
kSZa and indeed exceeds the s-state spectrum over a large part of 
this range. Discussion of p-state radiative capture can there­
fore-be restricted to photon energies k<Z. In this energy re­
gion, the transition matrix element can be reduced to
 
Mn = -2ieC (2/k)'/2jN-v(O)r drg(O,r)e-V (r) (4-28) 
npv I i B - M 
when terms of order-Za are neglected. -It is clear that the IB
 
radiation-associated-with-p-state capture is distributed iso­
tropically.
 
-, Since the three np-state wave functions transform .like the 
components of a vector under rotations, one of them can conven­
iently be chosen to -be the -component in the direction of e. The 
remaining -two -component -states -then do not contribute to the 
-matrix -element,-7and a single calculation takes into account the 
contributions from all three magnetic substates- On -thisbasis,
 
-the -matrix element -can be written 
M -=-22ieCv(Z/k)1/2jPIWV(O)' XnpQnp, (4-29) 
.where xnpis the spin part of the--p-state wave function, and the 
integral %p(-k) is 
np(k)-up = (2t/za) /2drgt(,r)e Dsmv(r). (4-30) 
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The transition rate-is -cAlculated as before, with -the result 
r1 fik(o -k)
2 
wK 
- dk. (4-31)
-:2 %'n 2 
q s
 
Evaluation of the inte-rals -n(k) is si-ilar to tnat o' 
(k) and has also been described in detai 1 -iiazer and '-ar­
tin (ic5% V a2" results are 
P 
. "2p- 2- 2 '2 2 
2
 
and
 
o h e . . N 2a2 
) swrh 3(k +­±- (4/3)i§C2(l-l 2/3 ).(x.A (h3355)Q4 2. 
fle,=(1/9- -1/2 all, othear cuantities havlnx, beenyedde­
-i-s (-. a 
fined vreviously. Eva._uation of Fqs. (452,and ( yields 
the results show n Table L. 3 . 
(iii) 2esults. To illustrate the results of the theory of 
Glauber and >-rtinI956), the nredicted spectra associated with
 
!s-, 2s-, 2p-, and 3-state radiative-capture in Fe have oeen 
plotted in j.- 4-2. As stated, terms of order Z-_were neglected, 
error of 'introd icing an 20% for e. t is evident from ni. 
4-2 that the s-state soectra do not differ ereatlv in form from 
the simple k(qs-k) 2 shape predicted by the -Coalomb-free theory. 
Figure 4-2 also shows the existence- of very intense p-state spec­
tra at low nhoton-energies. Indeed, n-state contributions to
 
n ~ 
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the IB spectrum become more dominant with increasing charge and
 
decreasing available energy.
 
For states of still higher orbital angular momentum, the
 
radiative capture probability is expected to be much smaller than
 
for capture from's or p states, because the probability of find­
ing the electron in the neighborhood of the nucleus is smaller
 
and the radiation emitted is of a higher multipole order than the
 
predominantly NI and El radiation associated with s- and p-state
 
radiative capture, respectively. -Indeed, within the framework
 
defihed by the approximations used in treating p-state capture,
 
the.transition amplitude for radiative capture from a state of
 
orbital angular momentum >l vanishes.
 
Relativistic calculations. The preceding calculations were
 
intended to provide results with-a relative accuracy of--order Z.
 
To achieve even this-level-of accuracy requiresthat-some consider­
ation be given to relativistioeffedts when treating radiative cap­
- ture frot s states. The importance of relativistic effects in 
s-state capture, even for-moderately light nuclei, is primarily.
 
due to the fact that such transitions involve a spin flip, a pro­
cess which results in large photon energies, and hence, in a
 
relativistic recoil by the electron. Furthermore, a nonrelativis­
tic calculation does not take account of paths that involvevir­
tual positron emission-and neglects electron capture through inter
 
mediate p stites, a path made possible by spin-orbit cotipling.
 
The results described above are usually adequate to determine
 
the IB spectra of moderately light nuclei for photon energies that
 
are small cbmpaed with the aetbn fbet, energy Per he&vy nuclei 
or large photon eheitjie' these rbgult§ &-t6 wholly ih~adqu&t6; 
?A rtin ahd G1&utbr (1058) thnrefde d elioped a 6617b ..teheral 
the6r', takifg fuil Ac6ufft of elatlTvgfic and'Cbul6mteffdct 
The ndief&tIU-tid tetulta indicate that relativistid &na Co= 
lomb effects to'ali 6reY in Za are most important in 9daiatiie
 
cdptur6 from is st&tesj- hehd Ma tifi ad Giaubdr (1-9-58) dpplied 
their full theory to-this specific 6aldulation.
 
it should be nlt£d-that YuMwa (19%) has Alsb att~ifited a 
fully relativistic calculation of the- K-capture IB spedctrdm.
 
Yukawa found it necesdaty, howdver, to introduce an npproxifa 
tion -in constructing a Usable form for the relativistic Coulomb
 
tGtee s functio;it it is not entirely clear how reliable this ap 
proximation id. Thd tesults 6f Yukawa 196) are At least as com' 
plicated as thode of fartin and Glauber (1958) and haVe the seri­
-ous drawbabk of being inapplidbie to heAVy nudldi; For these 
reasons, vie do iot discuss YUk&W&b's d&1duiatioi§ fuxttdr. 
(i)- ls-state fadiative cantudre. -The btarting Point for th 
fully telativistid clcula&tion ot Maftin &d Glauber (1958) is 
the gFfteal ekxpessibd (41l1) for the all6wedtranisition inatri 
element, To evaluate this matrix element exactly within the one
 
electron doulomb &prtimation a@r~priate fors fo'ls and
 
gE(Nr) must first be Introduced; Fdr t the-usfal grund 
state: solution of tff&Ditc equatidf for an eledtron'ifioving in
 
the- Coulomb field of a hucder charge Ze is chdsens For the exact 
secohd-ode' Greeirif.f ncotih gE(N,):_,, Martin.&nd Giauber (1958) 
CTDTA 
p1oop PUApG 
0 
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constructed an eigenfunction expansion from the solutions of Eq.
 
(4-8). The smallness of the nuclear radius (2irNl 5-3) allows 
some simplification. The region occupied by the nucleus may be
 
safely neglected in integrating over r, and those functions in
 
the Green's-function expansion which depend on!,k can be replaced
 
by the first term in their power-series expansion The errors
 
associated with the use of this simplified form of the exact
 
Green's function are expected to be no greater than v10- 3 . 
Using the above representations, Martin and Glauber (1958) 
calculated the transition matrix element for allowed radiative 
K capture without further approximations, 
i esF (/k)l /2Nl= 7Z v( AEre*xk+ikB cle 1 (4-34)x
 
The particular angular-momentum substate of the initial K electron 
is represented through the spin function xI1=Q1)i where X1are the 
usual two-component Pauli spinors, and the integrals §s(k) and 
B s(k) are defined by 
Ask) = (Xl+l)k- Idr ds 
r(2X1ll ij 00 
o o 
j2(kr)2a 2
 
a)22j j(kr)a2j (kr)I+ (%,+ kr(X1+1)2 +i)
1 ( 

-+i-i + +kl-l 2X1 -(2s+l)vr -ar 
x s 1ls(2i r) e e , (4-35a) 
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Bl(k) - dr J3 (2 x 1+l)11 1 
0 0 
4a 
 a2 4a 
3(l+l) 2 jkr a 
T +l -(2s-l)jr -ar 
(l+s) (21r)2%e e - (4-35b) 
In Eqs. (4-35), the previous definitions of 1 and 1 have been
 
retained, and we have a=Za, and Xl=(1-a2)/2=Els.
 
The energy spectrum of the IB, calculated as before, is
 
k
dwls I k(qls-k)2 

"K"w q 2 s dk. (4-6)
 
This expression is the same as Eq. (4-22) for ls capture, except
 
that ks(k) is defined by
 
I (Ak)s2+B2)
 
f(A,.
k) Bi 
 (4-37)
 
with Als(k) and Bls(k) given by Eqs. (4-35)- Unfortunately, the
 
integrals appearing in Eqs. (4-35) cannot be evaluated exactly
 
analytically in closed form and depend separately on Z and k,
 
rather than on the single combined parameter k/(Za) 2 as do the
 
integrals Bns and Qnp discussed earlier.
 
A number of limited and, in most cases, approximate analytic
 
results for A,. and Bls are reported by Martin and Glauber (1958).
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For example, Eqs. (4-35) can be simplified, transformed, and ex­
panded if one neglects terms of order W(Z) or smaller and the
 
remaining contribution to Bls(k)"from"the i2(kr) term. The re­
sults.are
 
AIs(k) =t[E2/(+a-ik)+(TIn/k)( 1 +ia) ], - (4-38a) 
B (k/-k 2 (a/k)2'k (4-38b)
is Isk(l~ Y-~(/)
 
where
 
,2[inj11+a+ik),,jT _ 1_ a+ik-lh n l 
= 2ik)+Zn-- 7IT +ik+L- 4-9 
Because of the underlying approximations, these expressions are 
expected.to hold'well only at low photon energies:and ;for ele­
ments'which are not too heavy. 
For k>l, it is feasible to, expand the Green's function and
 
the initial-state wave function'in powers of Za: Carried to
 
first order in Za, such expansions yield
 
'Is(k) = -Zaf{(l /k)+2(1- !)tan -l(k/IL) $ (4-40a)­
kk
 
B1 (k) = -Zaf11/k)(1+ 2;+2C1- 4')tanC~k/iLj (4-40b) 
For three particular photon energies, more accurate results can
 
easily be obtained because of special circumstances which simpli­
fy the calculation in each case. In the neighborhood of k=-Q, Ais
 
and Bls are given, exact to all orders in Za, by
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Als(k) =--l)-(1-k), (4-41a)'
 
81 (k) = 01iZa). (4-41b) 
The integrals can be evaluated conveniently to second order in 
Za for kA I (=0), 
Als(k) = l-Za+i(Za)2/4, (4-4 2a) 
B s(k) = l-2Za+(4-t/2)(Zn) , (4-42b) 
and for k=l+XI (I=O),
 
Alsk) = l-iZa/2+2(Za)2 (4-43a)
 
Bls(k) = 1-3nZa/4+9(Za) 2 /2- -- (4-43b) 
These approximate results are expected to be fairly reliable
 
for the lighter elements. In general, however, it is necessary
 
to resort to numerical procedures. The above results are still
 
of interest, though, since they provide a valuable check on the 
accuracy of numerical computations. 
A relatively simple procedure for obtaining exact numerical 
results for A. and Bls for arbitrary k and Z has been reported 
by Intemann (1971). The integration over'r in Eqs. (4-35) is per­
formed first, then the change of variable x=s/(l+s) is made in 
the remaining integrals. After algebraic reduction, one finds 
18 
Alo(k) = C dx x fA(x)' (4744a) 
0 
B1sk)= C x f,(x), (4-44b)
0 
r -m-I-• 
where C=-(2g) /DLl(2l-l)k 2L To define fA and'fB, it is
 
c6nvenient to introduce the definitions
 
= k 2 +(,+a)2, s = E+ex+6x 2 
s = 2N2-a 2-k 2 ), a + (1 x)/(1-), 
6= k2 +(p'-a) 2 , a tan-l(k/a), 
whence fA and fB can be written 
2sin(2X 10)]/s I(4-45a)
fA(x ) =2kXlCOS(2X1e)_4

I)kcos(2X1 if (x) :(Ockl aoc-2a 2+(l-kl 

(4-45b)
 
Now fA and fB are very slowly varying functions of x over the
 
entire range of integration, for all physical,values of k and Z
 
of interest. After an integration by parts to remove the weak
 
singularity in each of the integrands at x=0, the remaining inte­
grals which appear in Ajs and Bls thus can easily be evaluated
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in this manner f6o several nuclides of interest, are displayed
 
in Fig. 4 3 
It is cofisiderabiy e&,ier to evaluate AIs and Bls by means
 
of the low-k appr6kimation [E1s. (4-38) and (4-39)1 or the high-k 
approximation [EtqS (4-40)], rather than by employing the exact
 
results EEqs (4-44)]- Therefore it is of interest "to compare
 
the function R 1k) obtained in these three ways, in order to
 
assess the circumstances under which either of the approximate
 
results can be employed without significant error. We have evalu­
ated R1,(k) exactly and in the high- and low-k approximations for 
three very different values of Z. The results, shown in Fig. 4-4,
 
are indistinguishable for very small Z over almost the entire ener­
gy range. For intermediate Z, the low-k approximation fits the
 
exact curve quit& Well, even in the high-energy region where it
 
does better than the high-k approximation. For large Z, neither
 
approximation fits the exact result very wecl, and boti approxi­
mations are totally wrong in their description of the low-energy 
behavior of Rs(k)o 
To compare the various calculations and indicate the impor­
tance of relativistic and Coulomb effects, we have plotted in Fig.
 
4-5 the is-state radiative capture spectra predicted for the moder­
ately light nucleus 5 5 Fe. It is evident from Fig. 4-5 that the
 
shape of the ls spectrum is not substantially altered by the
 
inclusion of relativistic and Coulomb effects, but that the over­
all intensity experiences a very significant reduction. As is to
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exact calculation (MC) and that in -which t'erms of order .- are,
 
nbglected (GM) agree fairly well- 'Therewill be no- sucb agree­
ment for heavy nuclei or for photon energies kfl.
 
(ii) L- and M-shell radiative capture. Although Martin-and
 
Glauber (1958) limited their -fully relativistic calculations to
 
is-state capture, their relativistic theory provides'an equally
 
valid basis,for describing radiative-capture from an arbitrary
 
atomic shell. The general results of such a calculation'are ,
 
given by Zon (-1971). -The complexity of the expressions has pre- ­
cluded the derivation -ofanalytical results;.not even approximate
 
- -results have been dbrived in which only terms through first or­
der- in .Z2-are retained- Zon (1971) does however report the con­
struction ofa computer program-which permits numerical evaluation 
of the amplitude for radiative capture from the L and M shells, 
although few details are 'given and thatonly spectr-:reported in 
Zon's paper are those for 165Er'(Fig, 4-6). 
Two general features of the 165Er spectra are worth noting
 
since they undoubtedly will be exhibited by the radiative capture
 
spectra of other nuclei as well- A resonance in the 2s-state
 
capture spectrum appears which is associated with a -forbidden
 
2s-ls atomic transition, This resonance is quite sharp and there­
fore modifies the result of Glauber and Martin (1956) onlt in the 
binding-energy region. Elsewhere, the results of Zon (1971) and 
of Glauber and Martin (1956) are indistinguishable.- Also to be 
noted are the modifications of the p-state spectra brought about 
by the inclusion of all relativistic and Coulomb effects-, While 
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these modifications appear to be only slight for capture from
 
3p states, they are quite important for the 2p-state spectrum
 
(at least for heavy nuclei). In the case of 165Er, they cause a
 
reduction by a factor of 2 in the overall intensity of the 2p­
state spectrum. There is, however, no appreciable change in the
 
form of the p-state capture energy distributions.
 
Some years ago it was suggested by Koh et 
ajl (1962), and again by Koh (1965), that the 13 spectrum
 
possesses a cusp-shaped irregularity in the neighborhood of the
 
positron threshold. To confirm this idea, Zon and Rapoport (1968)
 
carried out extensive calculations. Their results, accurate to
 
order (Za) 2, show however that the form factor for radiative K
 
capture varies continuously in this region and thus, there is
 
no such anomaly in the predicted spectrum at this level of accu­
racy.
 
Influence of Uncaptured Atomic Electrons
 
In all of the foregoing calculations, only the electron which
 
undergoes radiative capture is considered, and the presence of
 
all other atomic electrons has been ignored. We now consider how,
 
and to what extent, the one-electron results are modified when
 
the presence of the remaining atomic electrons is taken into ac­
count.
 
Screening corrections. Screening by the remaining electrons 
affects the amplitude for radiative capture both by altering the 
initial configuration of the electron to be captured and by alter­
ing the probability amplitude for an electron to reach the nucleus 
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after the virtual emission of a photon. To analyze these effects 
most simply, Martin and Glauber (1958) employed anlndependent7
 
particle model in which the stationary states of the individual
 
electrons are determined as the self-consistent-field solutions
 
for the full many-body atomic Hamiltonian. In this approxima­
tion, no further account of the remaining electrons needs to.be 
taken when the radiative transition"probability for a single elec­
tron is calculated.
 
-By far the more important effect of screening is -the modifi­
cation-of the wave function-that describes the initial electronic
 
state- This modification is quite similar to that which occurs
 
in ordinary electron capture, except that the effective size of
 
the-region from-which capture can occur is somewhat larger In
 
ordinary electron capture -this region is determined by the nu­
clear radius, while in radiative electron capture it.is deter-,
 
mined by the range of the Green's function. For photon energies
 
of greatest practical interest, above the binding energy of the
 
initial electron and-below the threshold for positron production,
 
the range-of the Green's function is of the order of the elec­
tron's Compton wavelength. While it is much larger than the nu­
clear radius, this range is still very small on an atomic scale.
 
.Thus, it is argued by Martin and Glauber (1958) that a"simple and 
seemingly reasonable procedure for taking into account .screening 
effects on the initial state of an electron undergoing radiative
 
capture is to multiply the unscreened results for the radiative
 
capture probability amplitude by the ratio of the screened to
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unscreened initial-state wave functions, evaluated in the neighbor­
hood of the origin.
 
The second effect of screening, the alteration in the struc­
ture of the Green's function, is expected to be quite small; this
 
can be understood qualitatively from the following considerations 
(Martin and Glauber, 1958). Over the relatively small region de­
fined by the range of the Greent function, the electron field
 
is well approximated by the nuclear Coulomb field. Indeed, if
 
the electronic charge cloud associated with the remaining atomic
 
electrons did not penetrate this region at all, its external pres­
ence would simply result in a shift in the zero of energy and thus
 
-produce no physical effects. For all but the lowest-energy pho­
tons,'the range of the Greents function is so small that penetra­
tion of the electronic charge cloud into the region defined by 
this range is not expected to be appreciable, and therefore no 
significant modification in the Greents furttion is expected- It
 
should be emphasized, however, that this reasoning is hot valid
 
for photon energies near the binding energy, where the range of 
the Green's function becomes quite large and a more elaborate
 
treatment of screening is required.
 
To establish in quantitative terms the accuracy of the simple
 
approximation scheme of Martin and Glauber (1958), these authors
 
carried out more extensive calculations in which the screened
 
Coulomb potential was approximated by a Hulthen potential. The
 
results of these calculations indicate that the above conclusions
 
are quite well-founded. In particular, Martin and Glauber (1958)
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calculated the screening corrections for the 2p state of Fe to
 
lowest order in the Hulthen parameter. The results were compared
 
with unscreened results multiplied by the ratio of the screened
 
to unscreened probability densities at the origin. At a photon
 
energy equal to the K-shell binding energy in Fe, the difference
 
between these two results was found to be "20% (i.e., of order
 
Za), while at a photon energy three times as large the difference
 
is only ".2%- Thus it appears that, except at very lo photon
 
energies (in the immediate neighborhood of the K-shell binding
 
energy), screening effects can be taken into account satisfactorily
 
by simply multiplying the unscreened rate for radiative capture
 
from the state a by the screening factor
 
2S = asc(T)I 2/In(R)I (4-46) 
where % is the nuclear radius. 
From results of Brysk and Rose (1958) and available Hartree 
calculations, Martin and Glauber (1958) have constructed a graph 
of S as. Z for initial states of interest (see Fig. 4-7). It 
appears that the intensities of the IB spectra for radiative cap­
ture from the L shell are considerably reduced by screening ef­
fects and those for radiative capture from higher shells become
 
insignificant.
 
If the intensities of the various IB spectra are normalized
 
to a single K-capture event, or to a single EC event, then only
 
the ratios SaSls appear in the final formulas. To evaluate these
 
ratios for the most important case, the L shell, results of
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Sec. 2.2.2 can be used when a high degree of accuracy isdesired. The ratios
 
are
 
S2s GK Ll 2 (4-47a)
 
SS GL 1g9
 
and
 
S2p GK%f L2
 
(4-47b)

Ss FL2 9K
 
Here, GK, GL1, and FL2 are the large components of the unscreened Dirac wave
 
function for the Is,2s, and 2p states, respectively, evaluated at the nuclear
 
radius of a hydrogenic atom. The large 'components are denoted by gK' gL and
 
fL2, respectively, when the effects of screening are included.
 
Plots of GK, GLI, and FL2 for a point nucleus and corrections for
 
finite .nuclear size are-given by Brysk and Rose (1958) (finite-nuclear-size
 
corrections to the L-shell screening ratios are always <1%).% As discussed
 
in Sec. 2.2.2, the ratios (g/gK)2 and (fL2/gL ) have been calculated by
 
several -authors; the most reliable results being those displayvd inTable
 
2.99 These ratios were computed With a relativistic Hartree-Fock-self­
consistent potential with allowance-for finite nuclear size.
 
The procedure described above is but one possible way inwhich .screenini 
effects can, be treated. Alternatively, Zon (1971) has included screening 
effects by employing rel'ativistic initial-stata Coulomb wave functions with 
effective charges. These effecti-ve charges, as sugges-tedby work on-internal 
conversion, were taken to be Zeff =', with aK=O.3, q=9.5, and aM=5. ton (197­
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has carried out several numerical calculations but does not com­
pare his results with those obtained by the simpler procedure of
 
M'artin and Glauber .1958)-'
 
Iichanae and overlr corrections. All results described so 
far, including screening corrections, are based on independent­
particle approximationq and take no account of exchange and 
overlap effects which result from the many-particle nature of the 
atom (see also Sec. 2.5). Corrections for such effects have been 
applied to.the MartiAGlauber theory by Persson and Koonin (1972), 
using a procedure analogous to that applied by Balcall (1962) to 
L/K electron-capture ratios. The calculations of Persson and
 
Koonin (1972) deal specifically with-the electron-capturing nu­
cleus 7Be, but are easily generalized.
 
It is found that, for EC-dbcays of 7Be to the 477-keV state 
o? 7Li, the predominant effect of exchange and overlapcorrections 
is to increase the ratio of 2s-state radiative capture to ls-state 
radiative capture 2s/wl by a factor of 2.9. The ratio of the 
ls-state radiative capture .rate to the total (K+L) nonradiative
 
capture rate wls/(WK+WL) is decreased by 7%- However, the net 
effect on the ratio. (wls+w2s)/(WK+WL) is found to be negligibly 
small (<17). Changes in the shape:of the TB spectrum at energies 
above 50 keV are found to-'be negligible­
. Calculations of overlap andexchange effects in radiative EC 
of ,1Cr and 5Mn are reported by Koonin and Persson (1972), who 
find that ws/wls is increased by-15% over the artin-Glauber 
predictions.- This increase is cancelled, however, by 'asimilar 
Igo
 
increase in the corresponding ratio for nonradiative capture, so
 
that the correction'to the ratio (wls+W2s)/(wK+wL) is again found
 
to be insignificant (°O.5%).
 
4.1.3- IB Correlation Effects in Allowed Transitions
 
With the discovery of parity nonconservation in weak inter­
actions, interest in radiative-electron capture shifted to studies
 
of those correlation effects whose existence requires a parity­
violating Interaction. Calculations on such phenomena were re­
ported by Cutkosky (1957), Koh et al. (1957, 1962)-, 
Berestetskii C1958)., Martin and Glauoer (1958), Gandelt man (1959),
 
Bloom and Uretsky (1960), and TiYmasf'redtAS Kinskl (1960). 
Cutkosky (1957) first showed that a two-component neutrin 
theory predicts that IB radiation will be circularly polarized. 
Terms of order Zn were neglected in Cutkosky's calculations, but 
a determination of the polarization of the IB assiciated with K 
capture, valid to all orders in Zu, was reported shortly there­
after by Martin and Glauber (1958). Only the polarization of the 
ls-state contribution to the 1B spectrum is considered in these 
papers, yet it is evident from the results of Sec. 4.1.2. that 
at low photonenergies the contributions from L- and M-shell 
radiative capture must also be taken into account. For allowed 
transitions, this is easily accomplished using the theory of 
Glauber and Martin (.1958). More elaborate calculations, based 
on a generalization of the Martin-Glauber theory, are reported 
by Zon (1971), who lists numerical results for 3 7Ar. 
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The parity-nonconserving character of the weak interaction
 
is also responsible for the existence of an anisotropyin the
 
angular distribution of the IBradiation emitted from oriented
 
nuclei, as may be inferred from the work of Cutkosky(1957).
 
This makes IB angular-distribution studies of interest as a po­
tential source of information -onnuclear spin changes and the rela­
tive magnitudes of the EC nuclear matrix elem6nts. The angular
 
distribution of the IB emitted from oriented nuclei during K cap­
ture was first calculated by Timashev and Kaminskii (1960) and by
 
Koh eta. (1962), assuming a nonrelativistic 
description of the electronic motion andfneglecting all Coulomb
 
effects on the intermediate states of the electron. The-results
 
of these calculations are quite simple, but-they have proved in­
adequate to explain the experimental -data at low photon energies,
 
where both intermediate-state Coulomb effects and the contribu­
tions from L- and N-shell radiative capture become important.
 
More exact.and extensive'calculations, based on the work of
 
Glauber and Martin, have been reported by Intemann (1971) and by
 
Zen (1971). -
While the existence of the B correlation effects described
 
above depends on the parity-nonconserving property of the weak
 
.interaction, a variety of other correlation phenomena exist which
 
could arise even if-parity were conserved. (From the-point of
 
view of testing weak-interaction theory, these phenomena are of
 
little-interest, but they can provide information on nuclear
 
structure.) In particular, Kohtal. (1957, 1962) have studied­
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the correlations,between the direction of nuclear spin, the momen­
tun of the IB photon, and the momentum of a subsequent nuclear
 
y ray, and have reported detailed results on the correlation be­
tween the directions of the IB photon and the nuclear y ray-

These calculations were, however, carried out for allowed and
 
first-forbidden transitions and neglect Coulomb effects on the
 
intermediate electron states; thus they are limited to high pho­
ton energies.- More extensive calculations of this correlation 
function, based on a generalization of the work of Yartin and 
Glauber (1958), have been reported by Zon (1971). This latter
 
work includes a determination of the correlation between the di­
rections of the IB photon and a subsequently emitted atomic
 
x ray. 
IB Circular Polarization
 
The polarization P (k) of the IB accompanying electron cap­
ture from the state a is defined as the difference in the inten­
sities of the right- and left-circularly polarized radiation,
 
divided by their sum:
 
dw +l-dw -1 
dwcl,+dw -1 4-8 
a a 
For ls-state radiative capture,'the required expressions for the,
 
intensity of the polarized radiation are obtained from Eq. (4-34)
 
by squaring and summing over all final states of the unobserved
 
neutrino and over the spin states of the initial electron. The
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result for randomly oriented nuclei is
 
dwls(k)OCEAls(k)+sB s(k)]2, (s = ±1). 
The polarization of the 1B accompanying Is-state capture is found
 
to be
 
(AI+B )2-(Als-B~
s s
 
Pli(k) = (As +BIs)2(A s _ A B ./Rs . (4-49)
Is() (A s4Bis )2,(AIs-Bis)2 = is is is'
 
At low photon energies, the Is-state radiation is almost com­
pletely unpolarized since Blsk)-O as kO. At high energies, we
 
have A s=Blsl, neglecting terms of order Za, and due to cancella­
.
tion, Pls(k)=+l neglecting terms of order (ZV)2 More precisely,
 
the high-energy form of P s(k) is
 
PIs k) =l1(Zm2jii/k)+2(l !taJ'l(kW.)12 /2k 2 ,__ (4_-50) 
which follows from Eq. (4-49).
 
The polarization of the 2s-state radiation can be analyzed
 
similarly, starting with Eq. (4-20). The final result has the
 
same structure as Eq. (4-49).except that, in the approximation
 
which underlies Eq. (4-20), A2s(k)=l. Thus, we have
 
P2s(k) B2s/R2s' (4-51) 
While it is expected in the high-energy limit that P2(k)=l-(Za)2, 
the results which follow from Eq. (4-20) are not sufficiently ac­
curate to allow the determination of the coefficient of the (Za)R 
term. The low-energy limit of P (k) is easily obtained, however,
 
- 2s 
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by using the fact that B2s(O) -3/2 From this result it follows 
that P2s(0)=-12/15. 
To illustrate the above results, the functions Ali, Bl1 ,
 
B 2 and the resulting polarization functions have been evaluated
 
for two nuclei of interest, vi . 37Ar and 1 19 sb (Figs. 4-8 and
 
4-9).
 
-It is evident from Eqs. (4-29) and (4-30) that, when terms 
of order Za are neglected, p-state radiation shouldbe complete­
ly unpolarized. At low photon energies, where the p-state spec­
tra dominate,. one therefore expects an even greater reduction 
of the IB polarization than predicted by the function Pl1 (k). 
The overall polarization of the total IB radiation accompanying 
electron capture is 
2 
P(k) =La ns n (k)dw/Zsdwa (4-52) 
-a 
where the sum on a extends over is, 2s, 2p, and 3p states.
 
Angular Distribution of IB from Oriented Nuclei 
When the initial nuclei-are aligned, it is convenient to 
represent each by its polarization vector PMg<JimW4JJ-/Ji, 
where J.is the angular-momentum operator and J1,M are the angu­
lar-momentum eigenvalues which label the initial nuclear state. 
In this case, squaring Eq. (4-34) and summingoVer all final states 
of the neutrino, the spin states of the initial ele6tron, and the
 
final magnetic substates of-the nucleus leads to the following
 
result for ls-state radiative capture:
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dwlss(k) oC (Als+SB ) 2[l+sakP cos 6]. (4-53) 
Here, 6 is the angle between the vectors PM,and k. The factor 
a. vanishes for a pure Fermi transition, while for a-pure Gamow-
Teller transition we have 
-Ji/(Ji+l) if J,= J.+l1
 
ak = 1/(J.+) if f = J2­
1 if Jf = Ji-l, (4-54) 
where Jf is the angular-momentum quantum number of the final nu­
clear state. For transitions in which both allowed EC matrix ele­
ments are operative, ak is given by
 
ak ? IJI+2 + i (J+l)]l/2 (i+X2 1R12)-' (4-55) 
with 
R jflli>/<f i>.1lu  

If the circular polarization s of the IB is measured, then 
the angularldistribution function has the simple form 
W1(6,s" l+SakPM 05O,ils(Os)'= 1+amCos (L4-96) 
whence the shape of fhe angular distribution is seen to be inde­
pendent of the energy of the IB photon.
 
If the photon polarization is not measured, Eq. -(4-53) must
 
be summed over s=±l. This leadsto an angular-distribution func-,
 
tion of the form
 
Ws(e) =l+'ls(k)akPM cos 6. (-7) 
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The fanction a, (k) is defined by
 
a s(k) = AisBls/Rls (4-50) 
and is seen to be identical with the polarization function Pl (k) 
discussed earlier. Indeed, this one function is sufficient to
 
account for the-IB energy dependence of all ls-state capture
 
correlations considered here.
 
The angular distribution of the IB radiation accompanying
 
2s-state capture can be determined in a similar manner, starting
 
with Eq- (4-20)- It is found that the distribution function
 
S2s(,s) is identical with W.±s(6,s). The function q2 s(-(6. has 
the same general form as that for is-state capture, yL-,
 
2s(8) = l- a (k)a kp4 cos 0, (-.99­
but .2s(k) is defined as 
2sk) Bs , (4-60) 
describing the dependence of-the angular-distribution function 
on the energy of the IB photon. Again we have a (k)=P2s(k). 
With regard to n-state radiation, it has already been noted
 
that the structure of Eq..( 4-29) implies an isotropic distribu­
tion,, i.e., a (k)=O. This result is expected to be valid only
 
to a relative accuracy of order Za. Indeed, Zon (1971) reports
 
that exact tcomnuter -calculations for a P show a2p and a3P to be
 
small negative quantities.
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The overall angular-distribution function is given by
 
w(e) = Zs dw Wa(0)/Z] dw l+A(k)a P cos 0, (4-61)
LY, " ak M 
with the overall asymmetry function A(k) defined by
 
A(k) a dw - (4-62) 
In view of the equality of the asymmetry function and the polar­
ization function for both s and p states, it follows that the
 
overall asymmetry function A(k) is identical with the overall
 
polarization function P(k) [Eq. (4-52)].
 
Correlation of IB and Subseouent Nuclear Y Rays 
The simplest type of decay scheme for which the directional
 
correlation between an IB photon and a subsequent nuclear y ray
 
can be studied is one in which the radiative capture transition
 
leads to an excited nuclear state IN,> from which there is a
 
single y-ray mode for deexcitation, leading to the final nuclear
 
state Nf>. To determine the correlation between the directions
 
of emission of the 1B and y-ray photons, a knowledge of the radia­
tive capture matrix element must be combined with results from
 
tbe theory of nuclear angular correlations CFrauenfelder and
 
Steffen, 1966). The required calculation is straightforward
 
but employs much mathematical machinery from the theory of angu­
lar momentum (Edmonds, 1960) and will not be described here-

Such calculations were first reported by Gandeltman (1959) for
 
allowed transitions, and by Koh et Ll. (1962) for allowed and
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first-forbidden transitions, -Although-Coulomb- effects -on the 
intermediate electron states are neglected in these calculations,
 
Zon (1971) has reported results of much more extensive calcula­
tions based on a generalization of the Martin-Glauber theory to
 
radiative capture from arbitrary shells and for any order of
 
forbiddenness of the EC transition. Only for the case of al­
lowed radiative K capture, however, has Zonts theory been worked
 
out in complete detail, and we shall restrict our discussion to
 
this particular case.
 
For allowed K-capture transitions, the radiative capture 
matrix element of Zon (1971) reduces to that of Martin and Glau­
ber (1958). For this particular case, Zonls final results can 
be summarized as follows. For an IB quantum of circular polar­
ization s and a nuclear Y quantum of circular polarization t, 
the directional correlation function is of the foriz,
 
w e~,)c C -~ )2 t s 2I'~f+s)4Y 6,w7(e1s,t) oc (Als A1 (LLJfff)bkS(A +SBS) 2Cos (4-63)1 
where the quantum numbers Jf and Jff refer Lo the angular momen­
f f 
tun of the nuclear states IN,*> and INf) respectively, and 6 is 
the angle between the directions of the two photons, The factor
 
bk vanishes for a pure Fermi transition, while for a pure Gamow-

Teller transition it is
 
f 2 
 if Jf= J +1
[C .%+l)/Jf9 1/ 
2bJk I/EJf(Jf+l)JI / if Jf =j (4-64) 
I I(Jf+)]112 if J =J.-l.L± 1 
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For transitions in which both -EC matrix elements are operative, 
we have
 
21 12 
bk= { 	 7xX2 ) l/ + X(+Rzl-(l+X 2ip2)-1 (412) 
f f 
The coefficient A,, familiar from the theory of angular correla­
tions, is 	defined by
 
AE(LL'Jff = IF,1(fJfL'J J )+2F(L'LJffJf)
1
 
X(1+6 2 	 (4-66) 
-where the angular-momentum and parity quantum numbers L and 
LT7I -characterize the multipolarities of the y transition, and 
the ratio of the corresponding reduced matrix elements is 
6=<Jff ILtan 11Jf>[Jff 1Lw I Jf>. For pure multipole radiation, 
we have Lt=L and r:=,. The F coefficients are defined by 
J +J -il/	 ] -
F (LLtjJffJ f)  =(-l)jff+jf-1r(2L+l)(2L'+l)(2Jf+l)3 '1
 
L L'-I - 1L'i 

10 	 * (4-6?) 
where the standard designations ( ) and { } indicate 'igner 
3j and 6j symbols-
It is immediately apparent from the form of Eq. (4-63) that
 
the circular polarization of the 7-ray photon must be measured if
 
one is to observe any correlation between the directions of the
 
two photons. If the circular polarization of the IB photon is 
also measured, then the directional correlation function is
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(,s,t) = l+ A (LLJ%)bcos 0, (h-68)y P3 f f - -- ­
independent of the IB-photon energy. if the polarization of the
 
IB photon is not measured, .Fq- (4-63) must be summed over s=±1.
 
in this case, the directional correlation function is given by
 
(8,t) ALL J:J,)b,o. (k)cos 8,-)
 
and shows a dependence on the energy of the D3 photon charac­
terized by the asymmetry function ols(k) previously discussed. 
The above results are exact, but in the derivation oC the 
IB-y directional-correlation functions it is assumed that no 
forces act on the nucleus ,jhile it is in the intermediate state 
I N,>. Generally, this assumption is not well satisfied, be­
cause the hole in the atomic shell produces strong dagnetic and
 
inhomogeneous electric fields at the nucleus, leading to a per­
turbation of the directional correlations.
 
Correlations of BS and Succeednp Atomic X Rans
 
The determination of the directional correlation function 
for an 1B photon and a succeeding x-ray quantum requires a calcu­
lation which is essentially analogous to that of T-photon-y-ray 
directional correlations. Zen (1971) has carried out such a cal­
culation and reported final formulas for the case of radiative N 
,capture. For allowed transitions, these resulits can le summarized­
as follows.
 
For an 1B quantum.of circular polarization s,and an ,atomic
 
x-ray quantum of circular polarization t. the directional-
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correlation function is of the forr.
 
• - " n R ts 
7 03(6,s,t) cC (2J+l)(.Al+Ss , +(-) -4 (Als+STls cos a, (N 
w-fnere 6 is the angle between the directions of the two photons 
and J=1/2,3/2 is the angular moventum of the atomic electron which 
Pills the hole in the K shell. 
Further results are carallel - those for the nuclear y-rey 
case. For examole, it is evident iron Eo (b.7C) that, in order 
to observe a directional correlationi between the two hotons, 
the circular polarization of t1e x-ray photon must be measured­
if the circular rolarization of the IB photon is also measured, 
ve have 
(st) (I)'J+1/2 ts e,I 1--71 COSk 
and the directional correlation shovs no dependence on the ener;y
 
of the 1B photon. If the polarization of the B photon is not
 
measured, we have
 
J+ / 2
 kr-I
x (2J+l) 3 -lk)oosa, (4-72) 
and the correlation function again displays a dependence on the 
energy of the n photon characterized by the asymmetry function 
c4,(k) . 
4.1.. ]B Spectra and Correlation 3ffects in Forbidden Transitions 
Early attempts to formulate a theory of 1B for forbidden tran­
sitions were made by Cutkosky (1954), Turovtsev and Shapiro (1954), 
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tuk5awa Clfr), and Kol Pt al. (1057, 1 ?). Turovtsev srV Gha­
piro calculated the radiative 7-canture srectruz for first-for­
bidden transitions, assumin:: vector and tensor couplinrs, while 
Cutkos! - derived the matrix element for radiative U canture for 
arbitrarr cnuplinr, nelecting terms strict- of orrier Zr. or 
smaller and terris contributin only to third- or hirher-order 
transitions Cutkosky's principal result bras a theorem, ofben 
referred to as the "Cutkcsky rule, t which relates the spectra end 
angular correlations of the K-capture 13 to the spectra and an­
gular correlations of positrons. Basically, these calculations 
are extensions of the work of orrison and Schiff (1940) to for­
bidden transitions. Yukawa (1956) made an attempt to include 
relativistic and Coulomb effects in the calculation of allowed 
and first-forbidden K-capture IB spectra. The formulas he ob­
tained proved to be so complicated that this work has never led 
to useful results. Koh et al_ (1957, 1962) first reported corre­
lation studies for first-forbidden transitions; Coulomb effects 
were neglected in these calculations. 
The modern theory of radiative electron capture in forbidden 
transitions is due to Zon and Ranoport (1768), who developed a 
generalization of the theory of Mqartin and Glauber (1C8) to 
transitions of arbitrary order of forbiddenness. They also de­
rived general formulas for the IB enerz:y spectra. For " capture, 
detailed results were obtained. Zon (1971) developed this theory 
further for radiative capture from an arbitrary atomic shell, de­
rived general formulas for various correlation and polarization 
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effects, and obtaine6 detailed results for the case of ca­
ture 
The theory of Zon and RPwoo-port (1963)starts from Eqs. 
(4-9) and (4-10) for the radiative capture'matrix &.ement and 
transition rate. in order to evaluate the matrix element (l-f) 
exactly, including relativistic and Coulomb effects to all or­
ders in "o, Zon and Papoport first decompose and simplify it by 
introducin, the irreOucible tensor operators anDC the second-or­
der DLirac-Co;2lo'o Green's function of :'ertin and M1auber. This 
decomposition makes the angubar-iomenr.: dependence of tie tran­
sition amplitlelce explicit- Integratior o-er the ag ler coordinates 
is then completed through extensive zse of the methods of the t'-e­
or- of angu;lar omentum. 
In evaluating the transition amplitude, Zon and -apoport 
th.r~odc n . ­
intrduc
thekonpinsk..-PnIenbeck approximation'l 
Idr N'rt . X,-tfPdr r ; 
0 0 
whe2 2(L2_
/2
 
where L a ) , and the aproximation which is based on 
the assumption (0EG-1)Nk<;o., a condition that is always well­
satisfied when comneting positron emission is not energetically 
possible. Under only these approximations, Zon and Papoport 
obtain a general expression for the transition rate for radiative 
electron capture from an arbitrary shell. The form of the re­
sult reveals that for radiative electron capture in the approx­
imation, just as in P decay, nonunique forbidden spectra have 
[ORIGINAL PAGE 18 
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the same shape as the unique spectra of the next-lower order of
 
forbidderness. 
Only for " captt're do Zon and Papoport carry their calcula­
tions to completion- For capture fron higher shells, the theory 
is developed further by Zon (1971), but the resulting expressions 
prove to be too cooplicated to permit exact analytic evaluation 
or even the development of ex'3ressions that are correct to first 
order in Za. Indeedg, the only detailed results which have so far 
been reported are those contained in the table of Zon (1973) for 
the L- and 1-shell IB spectra associated with the first-forbidden 
unique transition in Ca;, these results were derived through
 
completely numerical procedures.
 
Zon and 2apoportts transition rate for radiative K capture
 
can be summarized as follows- Assuming the polarization of the
 
B radiation is not observed, the transition rate can be written
 
6w ~<k1 1 qj2k~qI5 -k)CF 5( . (4-7,7) 
The form factor Fls(k) is defined in terms of two corrections 
factors, is )0 :and (2) ), and the appropriate combination of 
nuclear matrix elements 
Fls(k : 2 D,-1)-2N-1) r 2N-1(2-1) 2 A 
L( 2 j "(2 - "! N , 
,

X R(N)(q -k 2j V-lk21-2 
s , (4-74) 
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Here, P, /2. 
Here, i~ is the nuclear radius, and \,U equals (N-at- The 
AjquantitiesSAFI, for all contributing values of A, N, and 
V
 
have been tabulated by Zon and 2apoport for up to third-for­
biden transitions (Table 4.4.)- The correction factors RIB 
Is 
IT ". 
are defined in terms o the more fundamental 4uatities A, ' and 
whicn are generalizations of the functions Al and 
Martin and Slauber (1Q8): 
2IP h,-11 i's 1 isI"isA WT-1)(1 isIl Z_ I ti ' C A,.-2+B itN 121- 4o, 11 I 
To specify the transition rate, formulas for A and B are re­
quired Zon and Rapoport (1968) have developed exact general
 
expressions for these functions, but these formulae contain a
 
large number of integrals involving Vhittaker functions, none of
 
which can be evaluated exactly analytically.
 
For moderately light nuclei, it may be sufficient to expand
 
the above-mentioned integrals in powers of Zn and thereby evalu­
ate A and B to first order in Zn. Such calculations are reported
 
by Zon and JRapoport (1968) with the result
 
= (11/k)+bnt (l/k)nAN,M(BNiss nzZEa (an-l(1k1  (4-76) 
The coefficients an and bn are listed in Table 4.5- At the present
 
time, Eq. (4-76) is the 'only formula available for the determina­
tion of A and B. Unfortunately, even for light elements these
 
formulas are not valid for low k. The nature of the expansion
 
underlying Eq. (4-76) is such that these results are expected to
 
break down for k<Za. For the special case k>O, however, A and B
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can be evaluated exactly to all order in 7Z. 'The.IJ-O.results,. 
i4e- -+R the last cojupn of Table 4.5, .are valuable for esti­
atinatm the lo-energy behavior pf " and B and to test numerical 
procedures for the exact evaluation of A -and B for arbitrary k. 
Ln examining the predicted IB spetra for K capture in
 
further detail, we' restrict our &liscussionto first-forbidden
 
Nonuniue First-Forbidden Transitions 
In the approximation, the !f-capture 1B spectrum of a 
nonunique -first-forbidden transition is predictedL to have the 
a116wed share. Indeed, when the above.results are evaluated 
for this case and normalized by the corresponding nonradiative-
Icaptjre _rate, e same obtained as for the%ctlyheresult is 
allowed case, 
-
dwI k(q la, C)dkwKis ,a 
k)2 
t s, d,(4-77) 
where . ):is easily identified as,the functihn Rs of 'artin and 
Glauber (1958),, defined by Eq. (4-37): and,displayed: in Fig., 4-3. 
Uninue First-Forbidden Transitions. 
In unique forbidden transition, only one.nuclear-matrix
 
element contributes and,the appro-mation becomes irrelevant.
 
For unique first-forbidden electron'capture, the radiative tran-­
sition rate normalized by the corresponding nonradiative K-capture
 
rate is
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- k ) ?(hs'll k qls 
Ow is a 
____ 
w n qlis2
2(',-. )-2 r 2.jR 1kX l-k/q, +C4( - 2] dk. 
The factor in the brackets replaces the functionR(1' whicl 
.appears in the allowed result,
 
Ule the factor 1) has been evaluated exactly numeri-
IsI
 
calls and in several analytic approximations, this has not been
 
done for R) . The only available basis for the evaluation of
 
(2) (2) can be calculated to first 
Is is Eq. (4-76), from which Rl
 
order in Zo., with results only valid for k>Z,- For k-*O, it
 
follows from Table 4.5 that R(2 /k Thus, it may be expected
o 
 is
 
that p(2) will contribute substantially to the determination of
 
the IB spectrum at all photon energies. Little is therefore
 
gained by evaluating ) to any greater accuracy than 2 To
 
illustrate the behavior of the correction factors, we have evalu­
ated the functions and R(2) to first order in Za., using Eqs.
ao s 1ns
 
(4-75) and (4-76), for two atomic numbers (Fig 4-1o).
 
It is of interest to consider the limit ZO, corresponding
 
•to the neglect of Coulomb effects on the intermediate electron
 
states and the momentum of the initial electron. In this limit,
 
N (1) (2)
ls =tls =1, and Eq. (4-78) is simplified toN' 

[(1-k/qls) 2 (4-79)wK )CF - _k k J+(k/qls)2]d 
qls
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This result can also be obtained by extending the calculations
 
of' : orrison and Schiff (1,40) to uniqoe first-forbidden transi­
tions. Equation (4-79) is interesting because of its simlicity 
but is not expected to be very accurate, although it does describe 
the general shape o' the 15 spectrum The expression is 1;seful 
for estimating the integrated intensit5 over any iven portion 
of the spectrum, providing an upper bound. 
In order to assess the importance of Coulomb effects in
 
unique first-forbidden transitions and to illustrate the dif­
ference between allowed and forbidden shapes, we have plotted
 
several different predictions for the K-carture IB spectrum of
 
41Ca in 51g. 4-11. 
The two M-orrison-and-Schiff curves, labeled MS-A and. TI2-F, 
illustrate the basic differences in spectral shape between al­
lowed and first-forbidden unique transitions. The behavior of 
the Zon-Rapoport (ZR) result at k>Zc suggests that, for unique 
-irst-forbidden transitions, the main effect resulting from the 
inclusion of Coulomb effects is an overall reduction in the in­
tensity of the IB spectrum, similar to that found in the allowed 
case. 
V1XPon~PAGRJ 
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4.2. Radiative Electron Capture--Experiments
 
Experimental studies of the radiative capture process are valuable
 
for providing information on electron-capture decay, analogous to 
the information on 0 decay derived from the study of 0 spectra. The 
energy spectrum and the intensity of internal-bremsstrahlung (IB) 
photons provide a measure of the total energy release and the change 
of spin and parity in the decay. Experiments on the circular polari­
zation and on various angular correlations provide basic information 
on weak interaction and nuclear structure. Furthermore, bremsstrahlung 
experiments may yield supplementary data for the characterization of 
nuclear decay schemes and for the determination of capture ratios
 
from various subshells.
 
Precise experimental investigations of radiative electron capture
 
do, however, require rather complicated techniques for experiment and
 
analysis, due to the very low intensity ("10-4 photons per capture
 
event) and the continuous nature of the IB spectra. The interpreta­
tion of experimental results is made difficult by the fact that electrons
 
captured from different atomic subshells contribute to the emitted
 
radiation.
 
Much effort has been devoted to IB experiments during the last
 
thirty years. Critical reviews were compiled by Zylicz (1968) and
 
Midgr (1972), and to a lesser extent by Bouchez and Depommier (1965),
 
Petterson '(1965), Schopper (1966), and Ber4nyi (1968). considerable
 
progress has been achieved since, especially in the development of
 
experimental techniques.
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The low probability of radiative capture makes its observation 
sensitive to interference from other electromagnetic radiation. 
Especially nuclear y rays, annihilation radiation and x rays emitted 
in the course of radioactive decay can considerably limit the energy 
range of an TB measurIement and distort the measured IB pulse-height
 
spectrum through pileu'p and summing effects. The measurement of 
coincidences between such primary radiation and the rare IB photons
 
i +
requires sophisticated techniques. In decays with competing or a­
branches or with highly converted y transitions, corrections may be 
required for other types of electromagnetic radiation, comparable in 
intensity with i3: (i) internal bremsstrahlung accompanying 8+ or 0­
decays, (ii) external bremsstrahlung emitted during absorption of 0 
particles or converi6n electrons in the source or surrounding
 
materials, and (iii) continuously distributed annihilation radiation
 
for positron annihilation in flight. In view of the large number of 
possible interfering'effects, it is not surprising that IB measurements
 
performed up to now have been restricted to electron-capture transitions
 
in simple decay schemes. In most of the many nuclei decaying by
 
electron capture, radiative capture has not yet been investigated.
 
It is also evident that IB experiments are very sensitive to
 
small amounts of y-ray emitting impurities in the sources. Experi­
mental results therefore are only reliable if.the source material is 
carefully checked and purified if necessary to remove spurious con­
taminates. Impurity checks of the required sensitivity were hardly 
possible before the advent of high-resolution Ge (Li) spectrometers, 
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whence older experimental results must be regarded with reservations.
 
On reviewing the experimental literature, it appears that most
 
measurements of 1B spectra have been performed only to derive electron­
capture transition energies from the IB end-point energies. This
 
procedure was initiated by the early theory of Morrison and Schiff
 
(1940) and Jauch's proposition to linearize IB spectra in a way that
 
resembles the construction of Xurie plots for 8 spectra (Jauch, 1951;
 
Bell at al., 1952)'. For this purpose, most IB spectra were measured
 
without normalization to the electron-capture rate. These shape mea­
surements qualitatively confirmed the spectral shapes.predicted by
 
theory for s- and p-type radiation; in the case of forbidden decays,
 
they yielded an estimate of the relative abundance of detour transi­
"tions. Measurements of spectral shapes alone, however, -are not ade­
quate for a detailed test of modern IB theory (Martin and Glauber,
 
1958; Intemann, 1971): as shown in Sec. 4.1, relativistic and Coulomb
 
effects, screening, exchange and overlap influence the absolute TB 
yield, while affecting spectral shapes only slightly. Absolute IB
 
measurements,are, however, scarce. Some early results exist, of poor
 
accuracy, pertaining to ground-state transitions; a few results on
 
decays that include y transitions were obtained recently. 
In Secs. 4.2.1-4.2.2, we have compiled the available experimental
 
material and classified the techniques employed'in the measurement of
 
normalized IB spectra associated with different decay schemes. We
 
do, however, frequently refer to incomplete studies and list all
 
experiments known to us, to provide a guide for accurate future
 
investigations.
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-4-2-;1 Ekperjnents on Total IB Spectra 
An IB spectrum that is not measured in coincidence with x rays,or
 
Auger electrons constitutes the total spectrum dwiB, which is a
 
superposition of partial spectra dw due to electron capture from
 
n9. 
different atomic states nZ. This spectrum is mainly determined by s 
radiation for energies above Za (in units of mc2 ) and by p radiation
 
-at lower energies; contributions from the innermost is and 2p.shells
 
dominate, 
Experimental techniques applicabld to the determination of total
 
spectra can be divided broadly into two categories: single-spectrum
 
methods and coincidence methods. In single-spectrum methods, IB
 
spectra are measured relative to other emitted radiation that can be
 
normalizod'-tov.the ordinary capture rate. Measurements in coincidence 
with y rays or conversion electrons permit separation of the IB 
spectra associated with individual electron-capture branches in a
 
given decay..
 
In Table 4.6, we list published experiments on total IB spectra
 
and indicate what methods and spectrometers were used and what quanti­
ties were deduced. A somewhat more detailed description of experi­
-mental methods follows.
 
Spectrometry of IB and of x rays and' Auger electrons. Total IB"
 
spectra can most advantageously be observed in pure-ground-state transi-"
 
tions,and in decays that feed only low-energy transitions-. Table 4.6
 
shows that numerous total IB measurements have been performed on such
 
simple decays, viz.-, on 37Ar,41Ca, 49V, 55Fe, 71Ge, 9sb, 125I, 131Cs,
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145Sm, 159Dy, 165Er, 181W and 193Pt. NaT(T9) and Ge(Li). spectrometers 
have been used. In cases in which the electron-capture transition
 
energy is high compared with the K x-ray or y-ray energy, a large 
fraction of the IB spectrum can be measured. Counting problems produced
 
by the much higher x-ray or y-ray rates can be avoided by placing
 
suitable absorbers between source and spectrometer. For example,
 
Fig. 4-12 shows IB pulse-height spectra of 131Cs recorded with a 
NaI(TZ) spectrometer, a variety of Cu absorbers having been interposed 
(Saraf, '1954a). The procedure fails for transition energies not far
 
above the K x-ray energy; in such cases, pileup from the'K x-ray pulses
 
strongly affects the IB spectrum. Methods for pileup reduction and 
correction are descrbed below. 
In most cases listed in Table 4.6, only IB spectral shapes were 
measured, and the accuracy is generally poor. Precise shape determina­
tions with different types of NaT(Tk) spectrometers have been per­
formed on 55Fe (Ber~nyi et al., 1965b), and on the forbidden spectra 
from 36C1 (Berdnyi et al., 1965a, b; Smirnov and Batkin, 1973) and
 
59
Ni (Schmorak, 1963).. Only recently were Ge(Li) spectrometers used,
 
resulting in accurate shape measurements on 41Ca (MysZek et al., .1973) 
and 59Ni (Ber6nyi at al.,'1976) and on the IB spectrum from higher
 
193­
shells only in Pt (Hopke and Naumann, 1969). 
To obtain normalized IB spectra, the ordinary K-capture rate w 
must be determined from separate measurements of the 'K x-ray or K 
Auger-electron emission rates. Normalized IB spectra have been
 
determined in only a few cases: for 37Ar (Saraf; 1956), 55Fe 
71 119(Michalowicz, 1953; Saraf, 1956), Ge (Bisi et al., lSSSa), Sb
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,
-(Olsen- et -al-.-, -195-)- 1 31 Cs- (Mchalowicz 1956),-14 5Sf (Su wk1T-it-&l.­
1968), 159Dy (Sujkowski et al., 1965) and 1BEr (Zylicz et al., 1963; 
oSujkowski et al.,. 1965).,- All,these workers used-NaIr(Tq) btystas t6 ­
detect the K x rays, with the exception of Saraf (1956), who applied a
 
low-geometry proportional counter for the K x rays in 55Fe and used
 
internal gas counting to deteraine the K Auger-electron rate from 37Ar.
 
In the cases of 1 4 5Sm and 159Dy, the K x rays could not be resolved
 
from- low-energy y rays, and decay-scheme corrections were applied. The
 
accuracy of these early normalized IB spectra is generally poor (rarely
 
better than 50%); considerable improvements would be possible today
 
(see Sec. 3). New measurements of total IB spectra would be of great
 
value, especially for pure ground-state transitions which are listed
 
in Table 4.7.
 
IB and-y-ray spectrometry. For decays that involve emission of 
energetic y rays, the measurement of'total IB spectra is much more 
complicated. On the other hand, the y rays make it possible to 
-normalize the'IB spectra, independently of-fluorescence yields. If no
 
IB-y coincidences are measured, the available energy range is generally
 
limited to energies above the highest y energy. These measurements 
depend strongly on the details of the decay scheme, such as y and 
electron-capture energies and branching ratios, and internal-conversion
 
coefficients.
 
To date, IB and y spectroscopy has only been applied to relatively
 
simple decays, such as that of 7Be (Mutterer, 1973b), 51Cr (Bisi et al.,
 
1955b; Cohen and Ofer, 1955; Van der Kooi and Van der Bold, 1956;
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Ofer and Wiener, 1957; Murty and Jnanananda, 1967; Ribordy and Hubert
 
1970; and Mutterer, 1973a) and 113Sn (Phillips and Hopkins, 1960).
 
The isotopes 7Be and 51Cr have favorable decay schemes for this type
 
of measurement. Both nuclides decay by two electron-capture branches,
 
90% to the ground state and 'I0% to an excited state with an energy
 
of 'QEC/2. Thus, a large fraction of the IS spectrum associated with
 
the ground-state branch can be measured without interference from the 
second electron-capture branch. A single y spectrometer can be used
 
to determine dw B relative to the y emission rate. In order to 
normalize dw B to the ground-state electron-capture rate, the y 
branching ratio P = N /N0 is found precisely from measurements ofy y
 
the disintegration rate N through 47 (x-ray, Auger)-y coincidence
 
counting, and of the r rate N by integral y counting (Mutterer, 1971;
 
De Roost and Lagoutine, 1973).
 
Above the y-ray energy, the IB spectrum must be corrected for
 
y-ray pileup. In early measurements on 51Cr and 113Sn, Nal(TZ)
 
spectrometers were used. With these, poor resolution and long pulse
 
rise times cause the pileup spectra to be smeared out (Waibel, 1969,
 
1970) and it is not clear whether the measured IB spectra are free of
 
pileup distortions. These measurements were considerably refined by
 
Ribordy and Huber (1970) and Mutterer (1973a, b) who used Ge(Li)
 
spectrometers with electronic pileup-rejection systems. Such systems
 
prevent pileup of pulses spaced by a100 ns and can reduce total pileup
 
by an order of magnitude. Furthermore, the residual pileup spectra
 
show sharp sum peaks that can be distinguished from the smooth IB
 
spectra (Fig. 4-13). A complete separation of the IB spectrum from
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the residual pileup spectrum cannot, however, be achieved in a single
 
measurement, even with a weak 51Cr source (Ribordy and Huber, 1970); an
 
extrapolation from measurements with sources of different strengths is
 
required. The extrapolation procedure used by Mutterer (1973a) is
 
illustrated in Fig. 4-14. This technique has yielded normalized IB
 
spectra of 7Be and 51Cr (Fig.. 4-15) of good accuracy.
 
The spectrometry of IB in the presence of y rays could be further
 
improved by using large GeC(Li)' detectors andsuitable absorbers, in
 
order to optimize the ratio of IB to y-ray counting rates, and by
 
using,low-background arrangements.1 The reduction cf -ackground,
 
either by applying optimal shielding or by using anticoincidence
 
devices (Persson and Koonin, 1972), allows the use of weak sources and
 
reduces the pileup correction accordingly. It would also be inter­
esting to apply Ge(Li) anti-Compton spectrometers operated with pileup
 
rejectors, because here pileup is confined to the region of the coinci­
dence sum peaks. It can be expected that with improved techniques the
 
accurAcy with which total IB spectra of 51Cr and 7Be are now measured
 
can.also be attained in cases of decay schemes with higher PY,
 
larger ratios of y-ray energy to QEC' or with several y branches.
 
Spectrometry of the ground-state bremsstrahlung offers the possibility
 
of determining ground-state branching ratios that in complex decays can
 
otherwise only be obtained (often with very poor accuracy) from total
 
y and x-ray intensities.
 
IB spectrometry in coincidence with y rays. Spectrometry of
 
internal bremsstrahlung in coincidence with y rays or conversion
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electrons permitSone to separate the IB spectra accompanying decay-to
 
different excited states. Spectra can be measured over their entire
 
energy range, above the K x-ray region,*for EC transitions that feed
 
states which decay by prompt Y-ray emission to the ground state or to
 
a lower-lying metastable state of the daughter nucleus. Normaliza­
tion is easily accomplished by dividing a coincidence IS spectrum by
 
the'singles y counting rate.
 
IB-y coincidence experiments have been performed on EC transitions
 
to excited states in the decays of 7Be (Lancman and Lebowitz, 1971a;
 
Persson and Koonin, 1972), 51Cr (Koonin and Persson, 1972); 54Mn
 
(Lancman and Lebowitz,*1969; Kidr et al., 1970; Koonin and Persson, 
1972), 57Cd (Lancman and Lebowitz, 1971b), and S3sn(Bosch et al., 
1967). The main difficulty in IB-Y coincidence spectrometry arises 
from the large difference in intensity (Mi0) between IB and y radia­
tion, because the y-ray spectra usually cover the same energy range 
as the weak IB spectra. -Very short coincidence resolving times and 
high-efficiency detectors are therefore necessary to attain good true­
,to-chance coincidence ratios within reasonable counting times. 
Furthermore, scattering sbtween the IB and y detectors must be avoided 
-to'prevent false promptcoincidences and counting losses produced b 
sum effects in both channels. To meet these conditions, NaI(TZ) 
scintillators have been used as TB and y detectors, arranged in close 
face-to-face geometry. Scattering has been reduced with suitable 
absorbers-(Lancman and Lebowitz, 1969, 197 1a, b), sometimes combined 
with lead collimators (Persson and Koonin, 1972; Koonin and Persson, 
1972) (Fig. 4-26). Kadar et al. (1970) employed a 90' crystal 
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arrangement of lower geometry with lead collimators. Timing was
 
accomplished by Bosch et al. (1967), Lanoman and Lebowitz (1969, 1971a,
 
b), and Kddir et al. (1970) with conventional fast-slow coincidence
 
circuits of 20-35 nsec resolving time. Even so, random coincidences
 
between y events in both detectors made the main contribution to the
 
measured coincidence spectra. Bremsstrahlung spectra were found by
 
subtracting singles y spectra, recorded with the IB detector, from
 
the measured coincidence spectra both sets of spectra had been
 
normalized to equal photopeak areas (Fig. 4-17).
 
- A considerable improvement in technique was achieved by Persson 
and Koonin (1972) by using a fast time-to-pulse-height converter and
 
applying two-parameter analysis: the IB pulse-height spectrum and the
 
energy-dependent delay between IB and y pulses were recorded
 
simultaneously. A block diagram of the electronic circuit is shown in
 
Fig. 4-18. This technique has led to'effective coincidence resolving
 
times of '4 nsec over the entire IB-spectrum range. Persson and
 
Koonin (1972) have furthermore reduced the background rate by sur­
rounding both crystals with a plastic-scintillator anticoincidence
 
shield, allowing the use of weak sources. With this technique, random
 
lower 
coincidences could be reduced to a much level, and accurate IB
 
spectra could be measured for 7Be, 51Cr, and 54Mn. The result for 7Be 
is shown in Fig. 4-19. 
' It would undoubtedly be of interest to apply thisIB-y coincidence 
technique to additional cases. Large Ge(Li) detectors or plastic
 
scintillators might be used. In cases that involve low-energy y
 
transitions, measurements might be performed in coincidence with
 
145
conversion electrons; this has been done only with Sm (Sujkowski
 
et al., 1965).
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Spectrometry of IB and of positrons or annihilation radiation
 
For high-energy transitions in which electron capture competes with
 
positron emission, total IB spectra can be measured relative to the 0 
decay rate or to the annihilation radiation (y A) produced by the posi­
trons in suitable source encapsulations. Methods for measuring EC/ 
+ 
ratios, with which the IB spectra can be normalized, are discussed in
 
Sec. 3.4. Interference of annihilation radiation with the IB spectrum
 
can be reduced by measuring "A-YA anticoincidences with a detector
 
placed opposite the IB detector. Alternatively, very thin sources and
 
backings can be used and the 0+ particles can be magnetically bent
 
away from the IS detector. This technique has been applied by Ber'nyi
 
and Varga (1969) to measure internal bremsstrahlung from 0 emission 
with minimal contribution from external bremsstrahlung. In isotopes 
+that decay by electron capture and emission, the positrons give 
rise to such other continuously distributed radiation as internal and
 
external bremsstrablung and photons from positron annihilation in
 
flight (Kantele and Valkonen, 1973). The EC bremsstrahlung spectra
 
will be affected by these effects at'energies below the 0+ end point
 
and in the neighborhood of 511 keV.
 
The only reported IB measurements on a nuclide decaying by EC and
 
+ emission are on 36 C, which has a very weak (0.001%) a+ branch and 
decays 98.1%of the time by a emission. The bremsstrahlung 
accompanying the 1.9%EC branch has been studied by Dougan et al. 
(1962), Ber'nyi (1962, 1963b, 1965a), Lipnik et al. (1964), Ber6nyi
 
et al. (1965b),and Smirnov and Batkin (1973) with various types of
 
NaI(Tk) spectrometers. The latter two experiments yielded very
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accurate results on the IB spectrum shape at energies above the B end
 
point at 712 keV. No attempt was made, however, to normalize the
 
spectra to the electron-capture rate.
 
Bremsstrahlung studies on isotopes that decay by electron capture
 
and S+ emission do not contribute decay-scheme information that could 
not be derived more readily from 0+ spectrometry. Measurements of 
normalized 1B spectra at high energies would, however, be extremely 
useful to check the treatment of relativistic and Coulomb effects in
 
the theory, which predicts that these effects reduce the IB yield
 
withincreasing energy (Fig. 4-j).
 
4.2.2. Experiments on Partial IB Spectra
 
Supplementary to the experiments described in Sec. 4.2.1, con­
siderable effort has been expended to measure partial 1B spectra asso­
ciated with electron capture from specific shells, mainly the is 1B 
spectrum associated with K capture. Such spectra can be observed by 
IB spectrometry in coincidence with x rays or Auger electrons. Higher­
shell spectra can be determined by subtracting accurately measured Is
 
IB spectra from total IB spectra.
 
The ls IB spectrum. Spectrometry of internal bremsstrahlung in 
coincidence with K x rays or K Auger electrons singles out the Is IB 
spectrum dw s. The spectrum can be normalized to the corresponding 
K-capture rate by dividing the coincidence 1B spectrum by the singles 
K x-ray (K Auger-electron) counting rate. 
Only IB-K-x-ray coincidence experiments have been reported
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(Table 4.8). Most of these experiments have yielded only spectral
 
shapes. Normalized spectra have been determined only fbr some simple
 
decays, viz., for 55Fe (Biavati et al., 1962), 131Cs (Michalowicz,
 
145
1956 ; Biavati et al., 1962-) (Fig. 4-20), Sm (Sujkowski et al.,
 
1968), and 1 6 5Er (Zylicz et al., 1963; Sujkowski et al., 1965). NaI(T)
 
detectors were used in these experiments for both the 1B and K x-ray
 
photons; interference of K x-rays in the IB spectrometer was avoided
 
145 165

with absorbers. For all-isotopes but Sm and Er, only poor
 
accuracy was achieved in these early experiments. 
Measurements of bremsstrahlng in coincidehce with K x rays can 
also be performed in the presence of higher-energy y rays, with the
 
restriction that prompt y rays limit the observable is radiation to 
energies above the y energy. Spectra accompanying EC'decays that feed 
a state deexcited by prompt y rays of energies in-excess of the EC
 
transition energy cannot be obtained by IB-K-x-ray coincidences with
 
- 54 
any degree of accuracy. One 1B result on such a cascade in Mn, 
reported by Jung-and Pool (1956), should be disregarded. Delayed ­
rays, such,as arise if electron capture feeds isomeri6 states, have no 
direct influence but may contribute considerably to the random-­
coincidence rate below the y energy. This was the case in the older
 
85
coincidence experiments 6n Sr by McDonnell and Ramaswamy (1969), 
Cd by Gopinathan and Rubinson (1968), and Sn by Jung and Pool 
(1956). Modern coincidence techniqfaes, as used by Persson and Koonin
 
(1972) in IB-y spectrometry, would permit measurements of entire is IB
 
spectra. Some results on is spectra have been reported for EC
 
transitions to isomeric states with mean lives of the order of the
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coincidence resolvihg time, viz;, oh I (Gopinathan and Rubinson,
 
1968) ,,145m (Sujkwski et al,, 1968), and.197Hg (Jasinski et al.,
 
1965)-. in such cases, only the spectrum above-the y-ray energy is
 
usually observable, and normalizatioi is complicated. 
In aIl measurements cf coincidences between bremsstrahlung and
 
K x rays on radioisotopes that emit prompt or delayed y rays, a cor­
rection must Ise applied for the y contribution in -the K x-ray channel.-
This correction is determined through a second measurement with a 
discriminator window setting above the K x-ray line. Corrections for 
K x rays from internal conversion must also be considered. 
fremsstrahung from ls capture can be measured in coincidence 
with K x rays even in cases where 5..or 0 decay competes with 
electron capture because the only K vacancies created in 0 decay are 
the few produced by K-shell internal ionization or shakeup (Sec. 5).
 
Thallium-204 has often .been investigated; this isotope decays by
 
97.9%$o emission and 2.1% electron capture. Lancmann and Bond
 
(1973) have pointed put that double internal bremsstrahlung associated 
with the 0 branch may have to be considered. 
Most measurements of Is IB spectra could be considerably improved
 
today. Careful new measurements on pure ground-state 'decays and EC
 
decays to isomeric states would be especially useful.
 
Hijher-shell 1B spectra. The possibilities for measuring the
 
bremsstrahlung that accompanies electron capture from higher shells 
are more limited. Radiation from ns capture, n>l, has very similar
 
shape to ls radiation and constitutes only 10% of the total
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bremsstrahlung in the energy range above 'Za. The radiation accompanying 
capture of p electrons dominates only at low energies, k<Z; for low Z, 
this is difficult to separate from the characteristic x-ray lines. 
The IB spectra associated with capture from higher shells are
 
quite easily observed in the few low-energy transitions in which K
 
capture is energetically forbidden, e.g., 193Pt and 163Ho. An
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accurate IB shape measurement on Pt was performed by Hopke and
 
Naumann (1969) with a Ge(Li) spectrometer (Fig. 4-21). In more
 
energetic transitions, however, such spectra are very difficult to
 
measure with good accuracy.
 
The 2s IB spectrum, associated with radiative capture of L1
1
 
electrons, can only be singled out in coincidence with L x rays if it
 
is possible to gate on the L8 3 and L$4 lines. Other L x rays can 
also arise from-L2 ,3 capture or follow Ka x-ray emission after K
 
capture. The method is thus restricted to high-Z atoms for which the
 
L x-ray components can be resolved and the K fluorescence yield is
 
large. For other nuclides, the 2s spectrum (including s spectra from­
higher shells) can only be obtained indirectly by comparing accurately
 
measured is and total IB spectra. No experimental results on
 
separated 2s IB spectra have been reported.
 
The 2p IB spectrum associated with, radiative capture of electrons 
from the L2 subshell (plus the small amount captured from the L3 sub­
shell) can be singled out by coincidence IB spectrometry in cases in 
193
 
which K capture is forbidden, such as Pt. Here, an IB measurement
 
in coincidence with those L x rays that'fill L2 and L3 vacancies (all
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but L3 and'L4) can he performed. The total p radiation, however,
 
that differs strongly in spectral shape from s radiation, can be deter­
mined by subtracting from the total IB spectrum measured'at energies
 
below Za- the s lB spectrum that is measured at higher energies and
 
extrapolated to the p IB region-. Alternatively, one can subtract
 
the Is IB spectrum measured by IB-K-x-ray coincidences and corrected
 
for the i0% contribution from higher s states (Biavati et al., 1962).
 
Measurements of total IB spectra at low energies where p IB
 
dominates, have been performed on several nuclides, viz., on 55Fe by
 
Biavati et al. (1962), 131Cs by Michalowicz (1956), Hoppes and Haywards
 
(1966), and Biavati et al. (1962) (Fig. 4-20), 145Sm by Sujkowski
 
et al. (1968), and 159Dy and 165Er by Sujkowski et al. (1965). Rela­
tive intensities of p radiation and s radiation were determined for
 
145Sm, 159Dy and 165Er. In all these experiments, NaI(T) detectors
 
were used. With scintillation detectors, however, distortions of the
 
IB spectrum due to pileup contributions from K x rays and K-L x-ray
 
Sum effects are difficult to control in the vicinity of the K x-ray
 
energy. For the measurement of p radiation, Ge(Li) spectrometers
 
should be used, preferably with pileup rejectors, and corrections for
 
residual pileup should be considered. Platinum-193 would be a good
 
case for study.
 
of 
The measurement of the relative intensityAIB from s and p capture
 
represents an independent method to determine the capture ratios;
 
this may supplement corresponding x-ray and Auger-electron experiments.
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4.2.3. Analysis of If Pulse-Height Spectra
 
In this Section, we consider methods for deriving IB energy
 
spectra dw iB(k) or dwnz(k) from measured pulse-height distributions.
 
For continuous spectra, spectrometer calibration is more complicated
 
and analysis more laborious than for line spectra. The calibration
 
procedure must include determination of total detector response over
 
the entire range of energy k and pulse height E that is covered by
 
the continuous spectrum. The pulse-height spectrum dn(E) and the
 
corresponding photon energy spectrum dw(k) are, in general, related as
 
follows:
 
k 
dn(E) = f maxR(Ek) dw(k). (4-80) 
The response function R(E,k)dE defines the probability that a photon 
emitted with energy k produces a pulse of height between E and E+dE 
when detected. The accuracy to which a measured spectrum dn(E) can 
be compared with a predicted IB spectrum dwiB () depends both on the 
accuracy of R and the method used to solve Eq. (4-80). 
In analogy to extensive work on $ spectra, various methods for 
making response corrections on continuous y spectra have been worked 
out that are applicable to measurements with NaT(TZ) and Ge(Li) 
spectrometers. In the present paper, we can only make a few remarks
 
on essential features. Electron-capture bremsstrahlung spectra have
 
been subjected successively to procedures designed to correct for
 
resolution, Compton distribution, total efficiency, iodine K x-ray
 
escape, etc. (Liden and Starfelt, 1954; Lindqvist and Wu, 1955; Persson
 
and Koonin, 1972). As an example, Fig. 4-22 shows the various
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corrections. applied by Lindqvist an( Wu (1955) to the 1B spectr. of 
-' 4: These procedures. dgp~nd verymuqvon the peculiarities. of the 
detect r arrangement and C an differ ponidrably' in accur ary We 
qispugp, instead, more g§1qerally appflcable methods based P1one 
application of complete responsa- functions-. 
Determination of response functions for NaI(T) and- Ge (Li) 
spectrometers. The response function R [Eq. (4-8p)],, which varies 
strongly with the type of spectrometer and" the measured energy range 
(see e.g. Heath, 1963)', can in prioiple be calculated in terms of 
the different fundamental absorption processes in the detector. Mont@-
Carlo calculatipns have been performed, e g., by Beattie and Byrne 
(1972) for scintillators- and. by Meixner (1974) for Ge (Li), spectro­
meters. These calculations have reached a high level of accuracy; 
their application, however, is limited by the fact that the true di­
mensions pf the- detector's sensitive volume and thet hickess of dead 
zones and encapsulations are often not accurately known. In fact,
 
calculations deviate from measured response functions, especially at
 
low energies,
 
All pertinent effects are correctly taken into account if the 
response function is determined empirically by interpolation, starting 
from pulse-height spectra produced by monoenergetic y rays of known 
energies and intensities. 
For NaI(TZ) spectrometers, numerous peak-fitting procedures have
 
been developed (e.g., Prescott, 1963); these allow one to derive the
 
energy Iependence of the fitting parameters. For the interpolation
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of Compton distributions, Chester et al. (1963) have fitted para­
metrized analytical curves to measured spectra and determined the sets
 
of parameters as functions of the energy k. Wapstra and Oberski
 
(1963) and others have interpolated between calibration spectra that
 
were transformed so as to bring all Compton edges to a common value
 
of the transformed pulse height. Under special conditions, e.g. with
 
large crystals in close geometry yielding a small Compton-to-peak
 
ratio, it may suffice to approximate the Compton distributions by
 
simple rectangular or trapezoidal shapes. The possibility of such
 
simplification has been demonstrated by Persson and Koonin (1972) for
 
IB spectra measured with a 3x3-in. NaT (TZ) crystal (Fig. 4-16). 
With Ge (Li) spectrometers, the correct determination of peak
 
areas is important, whereas the peak shapes can be approximated be­
cause the continuous spectra vary little over an energy interval cor­
responding to a peak width. On the other hand, correct fitting of the
 
Compton distribution is of the utmost importance, especially for small
 
detectors, because the Compton-to-peak ratio is large. Methods for
 
interpolating Compton distributions by fitting parametrized curves 
(Ribordy and Huber, 1970) and by interpolating transformed calibration
 
spectra (Mutterer, 19 73a, c) were reported. Both procedures have
 
yielded accurate Ge(Li)-response functions (Fig. 4-23).
 
Correction methods. With a known response function, a measured
 
IB pulse-height spectrum dniB can be compared in either of two ways
 
with a theoretical spectrum dwIB: (i) the theoretical spectrum can
 
be converted according to Eq. (4-80) into a "predicted" pulse-height
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,spectrum that i's compared with, the. measured, spectrum tronAing method),,, 
or the measured pulse-height spectrum can be. converted&into an- experi­
.mental. energy- spectrum, by--solvings'Eq. (M'-80) (unfoldibg method)Y. 
Te- folding metod Rasw been applied, most. often in, the- evaluation 
Sof, IB- results; e- g- for Be- by Lancmant and7 Lebowitz (1971b)' and -
Mutterer (197-3b,. c)!,, Ar by Anderson and! Wheeler (1953)', Lindqvist and' 
(1956)z, 5Cr byWu (2955), and Saraf (1956), 49- by Hayward and Hoppes 

- - 54t 55.
Mutterer (92-1a, c)2, - 4&" by, Lancman andt Lebowitz- (1969), Fe by 
Maed~r and Preiswer (1951Y", Mjchalowicz (1953), and-Biavati, et al. 
57" 113(l962)_, Co.by Laneman and Lebowitz (197-la),, ll'Sn by Phillips and­
165W 
20 4 T1 by-Hopkins, (1962' -- -Er by Ryde et al. (1963a), and Lancman 
and -Bond (1973). The folding method is simplest but has the great dis­
advantage th-at no.4direct-.experimental energy, spectrum dw1 B is ob- ­
-ained. It is thus less valuable for a detailed comparison of IB 
experiments with theory. Furthermore, the important method for deter­
mining the transition energy E by constructing a'Jauch plot of dw
 
EC IB 
- (Sec. 4.2.4) cannot be applied. Instead, a variational procedure has 
often been used to determine EEC: dnIB is calculated from IB theory 
and the known detector response as a 'functionof the end-point energy 
4q, and q is varied to give the best fit to the measured spectrum 
(Fig. 4-24). To obtain experimental results for the IB yield as well 
.as EEC, both a constant factor and q have often been varieff 'in fitting 
calculated to experimental IB pulse-height spectra (e.g., Lancman and 
Lebowitz, 1969, 1971a, b). Experimental results on the IB yield 
obtained by this method evidently imply theoretical assumptions on the
 
spectral shape.
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The unfolding method is consequently to be preferred. Various
 
the
 
procedures have been reported inAliterature. The solution of Eq. (4-80)
 
by matrix inversion usually has to be limited to small matrices. This
 
difficulty can be overcome by iterative methods, such as the correction­
factor method of Scofield (1963) and the Gauss-Seidel method (e.g.,
 
ZurmUhl, 1965). Both of these metihods, which also have often been
 
used for unfolding measured R spectra, normally lead to quite rapid
 
convergence if the diagonal elements (E=±k) in the response function
 
dominate. Ribordy and Huber (1970) have compared different interative
 
methods for unfolding the IB spectrum of 51Cr and find comparable
 
7Be and
 
results. The Gauss-Seidel method was applied to theA5 1 Cr IB spectra

-Ab, 
by Mutterer (19 73a,Ao), who found rapid convergence of the iteration, 
provided that the-response function was renormalized to unit peak 
areas. These uhfolding techniques performed with the aid of modern 
'computers have yielded accurate response correctidns for bremsstrahlung 
spectra. It should be noted, however, that some problems remain con­
cerning the propagation Of statistical experimental errors (Weise,
 
1968).
 
4.2.4. Determination of Electron-Capture Transition
 
Energies from Measured IS Spectra
 
The determination of IB endpoint energies is of particular
 
interest because it provides a direct method for measuring EC transi­
tion energies EEC and the corresponding isobaric atomic mass dif­
ferences QEC" The endpoint of an IB spectrum is equal to the energy
 
q of the neutrino emitted during ordinary (nonradiative) electron
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capture and, consequently, the -transition energy is obtained by adding 
to the endpoint .energy -the atomic binding ,energy (in the daughter 
atom) of the shell from which capture has occurred (Rubinson,, 1971). 
Transition energies ;bave been ,determined in most -IB experiments. 
In Tables4.6 and 4.,8, EEC results are listed which were obtained from 
measurements of total and is IB spectra. Tables 4.6 and 4.8 also 
contain EEC values deduced from the atomic-mass compilation of Wapstra
 
and Gove (1971). With few exceptions (13Sn, 1251, 197Hg and 204TI),
 
the IB data are in fair agreement with the atomic-mass differences.
 
It should, however, be noted that the two sets of data are not
 
independent. Wapstra and Cove (1971) have considered part of the 
listed IB data in assigning the isobaric mass differences, supple­
menting data -fromnuclear reaction thresholds and electron-capture
 
103
 
ratios. Especially in the medium and high-Z region (e-g., Pd, 
109 119 131 145 181Cd, Sb, Cs, "Sm and W), the listed EEC values from IB 
experiments appear, with slight changes, also in the atomic mass 
tables. 
Because of the great importance of accurate mass differences,
 
some comments on the determination of IB endpoint energies are in
 
order. Many electron-capture transition energies listed in Tables 4.6
 
and 4.8 originate from early experiments and are of low accuracy.
 
These measurements could be much improved with modern techniques. The
 
overall accuracy of EEC however, depends also upon the theoretical
 
, 

model which is used to extract the 1B endpoint energy q from a mea­
sured IB spectrum. This dependence on theory is most obvious in EEC 
determinations based on the fitting of calculated spectra to measured
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ones, with qls as the fitting parameter (Sec. 4.2.3). That different
 
theoretical assumptions in this procedure can yield quite different
 
values of qls was demonstrated by Lancman and Bond (1973) in the case
 
of the first forbidden unique EC decay of 204TI: fitting procedures
 
with different allowed IB shapes yielded EEC values that differ by
 
25 key. Shape functions from theories for forbidden transitions were,
 
however, not considered. Ber6nyi et al. (1976) studied the variation
 
of EEC of 59Ni, obtained from an accurately measured 59Ni IB spectrum,
 
by fitting spectra calculated from different theoretical approaches to
 
forbidden radiative cipture; they found differences of a few key.
 
Most experimental transition-energy determinations from (unfolded)
 
IB spectra dw (or dw *)have been made by linearizing the spectra in
 
IS ls
 
a way that resembles the construction of Kurie plots for spectra.
 
The procedure for constructing such a Jauch plot (Jauch, 1951; Bell
 
et al., 1952) is based on the elementary shape of the is IB spectrum 
(Eq. 4-17) as predicted br the early Coulomb-free theory of Morrison
 
and Schiff (1940). A linear plot is obtained by converting a measured
 
spectrum dwls into Jauch coordinates by plotting (dwls/k); vs. k.
 
Because of the predicted proportionality
 
(dwls/k) k - q s' (4-81) 
the intercept with the k-axis occurs at q.ls The accuracy of this
 
procedure evidently depends on how closely the investigated spectrum
 
is approximated by the l4orrison-Schiff-theory. For a strictly correct
 
linearization, various corrections to the spectrum must be considered
 
which appear in the modern theory for allowed decays (Sec. 4.1.2) and
 
for forbidden decays (Sec. 4.1.4).
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The is IB spectrum -fr6f allowed-and first-forbidden nonunique
 
decays can be-linearized more stri6tly on the basis of the relation
 
r-dw ] 
[kR~(-) kI- qis (4-r82) 
The is IB"shape function Ris(k) corrects for relativistic and Coulomb 
effects; it can be calculated exactly from E4. (4-44). -This shape
 
function-is displayed in- Fig. 4-3 fbr, various atomic numbers. The.
 
influence of Rs.on the-determinatioh of'qls has been,studied by 
Zylica et al. (1963) in -the caEe of the 165Er IB spectrum (Fig. 4-25) . 
It was found that a Jauch plot according to the relation (4-82) yields 
an endpoint efnergy that differs by 3 keV from that obtained-with a ­
simple plot based on the proportionality (4-81). In this'analysis,
 
howevei, an approximate result for the relativistiec shape factor R:, 
- 165 ­
was used, as derived by-Martin and Glauber (1958). -For Er (Z=68)' 
< <and in the measured energy range, 150 keV 3P0.'keV., the approximate 
function deviates considerably frdm the- exact function- Rls (Fig. 4 -4-)-;. 
-.so that a greater effect of Rls on ql is expected.,_ Larger differences 
are also expected in the case of IB spectra that coVerwider, energy 
intervals -and are not measured -as close to the efidpoint. " 
In order to determine-is IB endpint energies-from measured total 
IB spectra dwI~ a correction m~ustbe applied for the-higher-shell. 
components which have 'endpoints -qn larger than q In the" energy 
- range k<qi, this correction can be written ­
dwIB = dwls [l+ ( Zdwnz)/dws] ; (4-83.) 
nk
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this leads to an additional energy-dependent correction f(k) in the
 
Jauch coordinate:
 
[dwiBARl s(k)f(k)1 ; k - qIs' (4-84) 
The k-dependence of f(k) is complicated because it generally contains
 
asthe higher-shell shape functions R and 0 
-np (Tables 4.2 and 4.3) ns 

well as corrections for the different endpoint energies qnZ. In most
 
practical cases, however, only higher-shell s radiation is important
 
at higher energies. The correction for the dominant 2s radiation is
 
adequately taken into account by
 
2PL Rs (k) 
f(k) = 1 + P l +s (4-85)
PK 'Is (k)s 
Here,. L /PK is the L/K electron-capture ratio, and the K x-ray energy
 
kKx has been written for the difference q2s-qls. The term containing
 
kKxconstitutes an important correction for experimental data that are
 
close to qis' within a few times k . Because this term implicitly
 
also contains qs, the correction (4-85) can only be calculated
 
iteratively.
 
Equation (4-84) has been used by Mutterer (1973a, b) in deter­
mining the IB endpoint energies of 7Be and 51Cr, with R functions
 ns 
calculated from Martin and Glauber's theory, setting RIs = R2s = 1 
In total IB spectra that accompany low-energy transitions be­
tween high-Z nuclei, p radiation dominates; a correction function 
2 
f(k) can be calculated from theory, using shape functions QnP and the
 
corresponding subshell capture ratios. Because p-type spectra
 
deviate considerably from the Morrison-Schiff spectrum, it is expected
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that A Simple Jauch pl6E according to E;q (4-81) may yibld quite
 
- 193 ­incbrrect results. Consequehntly, the result for E of Pt derived

EC
 
by Hopke and N&umann (1969) from both the L- and M-cApture bremsstrahlilng 
(Fig. 4-21) by #sihg Eq; (4-81) should be regarded ith reservations.
 
It 	is clear that reliable theoretical caiculations are necessary
 
for obtaining adcurate EC values froin measured IB spectra. A sttong
 
argument fot the performance of accurate new 19 experiments is implied. 
Measuiements of those decays for which accurate EEC values are 
available froit ifd~pendent exEperimints Are most valuable for testing 
it theories;
 
2.5 	 nd 
Ai16Wed did Firgt'F.6rbidden.N6nddnique Transitiohs 
. EMeriietl Resualts Comp&ison with Theory: 
Most experiments described so fAr deal with allowed EC dec&ys. 
TheY are to be compared with the theory of Martin and Glauber (1958) 
which in the e approximation, is eipected to apply als6 fot fiist­
forbidden hondinique decays. 
In most experiments, only spectral shapes -have been deteimifed. 
The results, of varying accUracy, generally agree with theory. Thib
 
agreement is found both for total IB spectra (experiments listed in 
Table 4 6) ith dominating s- and p-type radiation aid for is It 
spectra singled out by IB-K-x-ray coincidences (Table 4.8). The
 
sitUation is illustrated in Figs. 4-15, 4-26, and 4-27 for the s IB
 
spectra of"51Cr, 49V, and 55Fe, which -cover different energy ranges. 
-Figure 4-20contains.a comparison with theory of the Is It spectrum 
of 131Cs and of the total IB spectrum which in this case covers an 
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energy range below aZ, so that p radiation dominates. Measured s IB
 
spectra (including ls IB spectra) however, are generally not suf­
ficiently accurate to reveal the weak energy dependence of the pre­
dicted IB shape factors (mainly R s). The measured IB shapes can
 
therefore not be used to distinguish between the theory of Martin
 
and Glauber and the pioneering work of Moller (1937)and Morrison and
 
Schiff (1940). It is seen from Fig. 4-3 that R depends on the energy
Is 
k quite differently for different atomic numbers and in different
 
energy regions. The most precise measurement of an allowed IB shape
 
was performed by Ber~nyi et al. (1965b) on 55Fe. In Fig. 4-27, their
 
result is displayed in terms of the effective shape factor Reff
 
,
 
defined by
 
k) 2 ]  Reff(k) dwIB (k)/[k(qls - (4-86) 
The function Reff is equal to Rls, multiplied by the correction func­
tion f(k) for higher-shell contributions [Eq. (4-85)]. The accuracy 
of the experiment of Ber~nyi et al. (1965b) is comparable with the 
accuracy attainable in determinations of 0 shape factors. The con­
stancy of Reff within 1%, found in this measurement, can also be 
compared in this special case with the Martin-Glauber theory. It is 
seen from Fig. 4-3 that, for Z=26, the theoretical is shape factor 
the 
has a flat maximum between 100 and 218 keV, Arange covered by the
 
55Fe experiment. To reveal the dependence of Rls on k, accurate
 
shape measurements below %l00 keV and on transitions of high energy
 
(e.g. 37Ar and 49V) should be performed.
 
Only in a few experiments has the 1B intensity been measured in
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addition to the shape. Some of the data on normalized IB spectra have 
been compiled and compared with theory by Bouchez and Depommier (1965), 
K&dgr et al. (1970), Laneman and Lebowitz (1971a), Vanderleeden et al 
(1971), Kidgr (1971), Koonin and Persson (1972), and Mutterer (1973c).
 
Conclusions from these summaries were partly inconsistent, depending
 
on whether or hot theoretical values were recalculated and which
 
values for the transition energies E- were inserted. Here we there-

BC
 
fore compare experimental results with consistently calculated
 
theoretical values.
 
The selected experimental data on normalized IB spectra from
 
allowed and first forbidden nonunique decays are compiled in Table
 
4.9. These data represent integral values II(klk 2 ) of normalized 
spectra dwIB 
, 
measured between energy limitsI and k .. The upper

IS -1 2 
limits k2 are always equal to or slightly below the endpoint energies 
q. We did not consider data for which kI and k2 were not specified,
 
51
 
as in measurements on Cr by
 
Cohen and Ofer (1955), Ofer and Wiener (1957), Murty and Jnanananda
 
(1957), and Ribordy and Huber (1970). In the these experiments, 
the y branching ratio in 51Cr was determined by comparing IB and y 
intensities. We also have omitted results on 51Cr reported by
 
Vanderleeden et al. (1971) an4 Kuphal et al. (1973), which were
 
deduced from measurements of circularly polarized bremsstrahlung,
 
because the measured energy range could not be inferred clearly. It
 
is to be noted that experimental lI yalues obtained from measured IB
 
pulse-height spectra through the folding method (Sec. 4.2.3) also do
 
not exactly represent the IB intensity within stated limits, but
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rather constitute ratios of counting rates between corresponding
 
limits E1 and E . These values are included in the comparison, but
 
are specially identified in Table 4.9. In this Table, we distinguish
 
between values for ls IB intensities IIs and intensities of total IB
 
spectra, measured relative to the ordinary K or total EC rates.
 
The experimental values listed in Table 4.9 are compared with
 
predictions according to different approaches to the theory of allowed
 
radiative capture. Predictions for is IB intensities (which dominate
 
as well in most of the listed total spectra) have been calculated from
 
the Coulomb-free theory of Morrison and Schiff (MS) (1940) and from
 
the theory of Martin and Glauber (MG) (1958). Results are listed from
 
both the (analytical) low-energy approximation of Eq. (4-38) (MG)
 
and the (numerically calculated) exact solution [Eq. (4-44)]as de­
rived by Intemann (Int) (1971). The higher-shell contributions were
 
consistently calculated from the approximate relativistic Martin-

Glauber theory (Glauber and Martin, 1956) with screening corrections
 
of Fig. 4-7; We consistently used transition energies EBC derived
 
from the atomic mass compilation of Wapstra and Gove (1971) and, for
 
EC decays to exited states, from y energies as evaluated by Meixner
 
Energies qn were calculated.gyom atomic binding energies (Bearden and
 
(19 7 1)A .The only exception is Hg, where the EEC value of 338±20 Burr,1967)
 
kev derived from the mass table (which originates from a PKwK mea­
surement by DeWit and Wapstra, 1965) falls completely outside of the
 
range of the measured IB spectrum. Uncertainties in the ,calculated
 
intensities which are due to the stated errors in the energy EEC were
 
estimated from the Coulomb-free theory by differentiating Eq. (4-16)
 
with respect to qls" These uncertainties were found to be generally
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'elow 1%, except for 71Ge, 131Cs, 145Sm and 165Er, where they lie be­
tween 2% and 7%, and for 1 9 7 Hg,, where it is 40%. 
'In Figs. 4-28 to 4- 30,ratios pE,T of experimental and theoretical 
bremsstrahlung intensities are plotted as a function of atomic number. 
We have included only data which pertain predominantly to s radiation.
 
The indicated error bars correspond to the sum of experimental and
 
,theoretical errors.
 
In Table 4.10, unweighted average values <PE,T> of independent
 
measurements are listed.
 
The summary of experimental ahd theoretical Is intensities proves
 
the advantage of the theory of Martin and Glauber over the Coulomb­
free approach. The measured data, although widely scattered, clearly
 
reveal the predicted reduction of the Is intensity, increasing with
 
Z, that is caused by relativistic and Coulomb effects. while this
 
lowering of the intensity is most obvious in the heavier nuclides
 
with 51 Z 80, it can also be noted, on the averagein the data on
 
lighter nuclides with 18 2 32.
 
The ratios'PE,T between measured data and theoretical intensity
 
according to either MG or Int deviate from unity by up to 50%; the
 
deviations in most cases are larger than the error bars. The available
 
data do not allow one to distinguish between the approximate solution
 
of MG and the exat solution of Int. The average values <pET> in
 
Table 4.10 provide no evidence that experiments deviate systematically
 
from the Martin-Glauber theory, either at low Z or in general,
 
contrary to indications in previous surveys by Lanman and Lebowitz
 
(1971a)'and Vanderleeden et al. (1971). On the other hand, the
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inconsistency between experimental results makes it difficult to assign
 
a limit within which the present theory correctly seems to describe
 
the intensity of bremsstrahlung.
 
Inspection of the experimental data shows that there is a special
 
discrepancy between some of the most recent results obtained by dif­
ferent groups of authors, with quoted probable errors of 6% to 20%.
 
The IB-y coincidence experiments of Lancman and Lebowitz (1969, 1971a,
 
b) on 7Be, 54Mn, and 57Co yielded intensities that fall 20% to 50%
 
below theoretical predictions, whereas similar experiments, performed
 
with improved techniques by Persson and Koonin (1972) and Koonin and
 
Persson ( 972)-on 7Be, 51Cr, and 54Mn led to results that exceed
 
theoretical intensities by up to 30%. The spectrometry of IB and y
 
rays in 7Be and 51Cr by Mutterer (1973a, b) yielded IB intensities 
which are in agreement with theory to within < 8%. This inconsistency 
suggests that unknown sources of systematic errors of !10% remain in 
the experimental techniques and in the procedures applied for the 
response correction.
 
Double IB. Experimental evidence for the simultaneous emission
 
of two ID photons during electron capture, or double internal
 
bremsstrahlung, has been reported by Ljubi'ic et al. (1974). Coinci­
dences between two IBphotons from 37Ar were measured at an angle of
 
900 to each other. In the energy range from 210 to 810 keV, the ratio
 
5
of double IB to single IB was found to be (4.8±0.4) x 10- , which
 
is comparable to the IB/EC rate, as might be expected. The only pre­
sently available theoretical results on double IB are those of
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Menhardt (1957), which unfortunately are not applicable to the experi­
mental situation realized by Ljubicic et al. (1974). 
4.2.6. Experimental Results and Comparison with Theory:
 
IB Spectra from Higher-Forbidden Decays
 
Experimental information on IB spectra that accompany higher­
forbidden transitions is limited to a few cases of ground-state 
transitions by EC alone (41Ca and 59Ni) or with competing - branches
 
36 204Cl and TI). Some of these decays have been measuredextensively
 
(Tables 4.6 and 4.8).
 
Bremsstrahiung from first-forbidden unique transitions has been
 
studied with 41Ca and 204Tl. The total IB spectrdm from 41Ca was
 
measuired with a Ge(Li) spectrometer by Mysrek et al. (1973). The ob­
served shape (Fig. 4-31) is not in accord with the theory of Zon and
 
Rapoport (1968) and Zon (1971). The shape agrees with theory only at
 
low energies, k<250 keV; at higher energies the spectrum has nearly
 
allowed shape. Myslek et al. have also derived a crude value for the
 
IB intensity by estimating the K capture rate from the weight of the
 
-4
source. A value of 3.9x!0 IB photons between 90 and 421.5 key per
 
EC event was found, much in excess of theoretical predictions. For
 
forbidden transitions theory in the Coulomb-free approach of Eq. (4-79)
 
- 5
leads to an upper limit of 5.7xi0 IB photons per decay. The low-Z
 
5

expansion of Zon and Rapoport (1968) results in a value of 3.3x10­
photons and more detailed calculations of Zon (1973) have yielded
 
-
4.9xi0 5 photons per EC transition.
 
On 204TI, several IB-K-x-ray coincidence experiments have been 
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performed to measure the is IS spectrum that accompanies the 2.1%
 
EC branch to the ground state of 204Hg. Severe doubts exist regarding
 
the reliability of early experiments by Der Mateosian and Smith (1952),
 
Jung and Pool (1956), and Biavati et al. (1962), because no corrections
 
for the bremsstrahlung from the 97.9% a- branch to 204Pb were applied.
 
It was first pointed out by Goudsmit et al. (1966) and established by 
a recent experiment of Lancman and Bond (1973) that scattering effects 
due to the $ bremsstrahlung and double-IB emission can cause a 
continuous spectrum that closely resembles the IB spectrum expected 
from the weak EC branch. The shape of the IB spectrum measured by 
Lancman and Bond, taking account of corrections for these effects, 
agrees well with the theory for allowed transitions. Such agreement 
is expected because only a small energy range is involved. The 
intensity per K capture was found to be 2.8x10 - 6 IB photons above 
103 keV. This result is to be compared with an upper limit-of 
-
1.08xl0 5 , from Eq. (4-79). More accurate theoretical results are
 
not available. Zon (1973) has reported only values for the shape
 
-factors, and the Z expansion of Zon and Rapoport (1968) is not
 
applicable for 204Tli, because the entire IB spectrum lies in the
 
region of the K binding energy.
 
Bremsstrahlung spectra from second-forbidden nonunique transitions 
were studied with 36CI and 59Ni by several groups. It has been well 
established that the total TB spectrum of 36Cl closely follows an 
allowed shape at energies above 600 keV. This observation agrees 
with the calculation of Zon (1971), which predicts a noticeable 
deviation from allowed shape only at lower energies. The result of the
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most recent IB measurement on 36Cl by Smirnov and Batkin (1973) is
 
shown in, Fig. 4-32. An attempt was made to look for possible con­
tributions from detour transitions; a clear indication could, however,
 
not be established.
 
In the case of 59Ni, a distinct deviation of the IB spectrum from
 
allowed shape was observed already in an early measurements by Saraf
 
(1956); the IB intensity above 100 keV was reported to be 1.4±0.4
 
times the theoretical value calculated from the early theory of
 
Cutkowsky (1954). The shape of the 59Ni IB spectrum was very carefully
 
measured by Schmorak (1963), who used 3x3-in. and 5x5-in. NaI(TZ)
 
detectors. An apparent deviation from the calculated shape, observed
 
near the endpoint, was attributed to destructive interference with
 
detour transitions, as predicted by Rose et al. (1962). Schmorak
 
3
 
(1963) estimated the amount of detour transitions as between 6x10
­
-
and 5xl0 4 of the total IB intensity. A careful Ge(Li) measurement of
 
the 59Ni IB'spectrum was recently performed by Ber4nyi et al. (1976),
 
who report that the measured shape agrees well with calculations of
 
Zon (1971) and shows no evidence for detour transitions.
 
In most experiments performed hitherto, only spectral shapes have
 
been determined albeit often with high precision. Without question,
 
accurate measurements of normalized spectra would be of great value
 
to improve our present knowledge of radiative capture in forbidden EC
 
transitions. Pertinent EC nuclides are listed in Table 4.7.
 
4.2.7. Experiments on IB Correlation Effects
 
Experiments on the various IB correlation effects that are
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-4.1.4 to allowed decays and
 
discussed in SecS.4.1.3are scarce. They are confinedto measurements
 
of circular polarization and to some work on the angular distribution
 
of 1B photons emitted from oriented nuclei.
 
Circular polarization of internal bremsstrahlung. Experiments on
 
the circular polarization of the IB accompanying electron capture are
 
listed in Table 4.11. Polarimeters employed in these measurements are
 
based on the effect of spin-dependent Compton scattering from eleutrons
 
in magnetized iron. Usually, forward-scattering magnets have been
 
used, but in the most recent experiment by Kuphal et al. (1974), a
 
specially designed radial-transmission magnet was employed.
 
The polarization P, defined by Eq. (4-48), is proportional to the
 
relative change AN/N of the measured intensity when the magnetic
 
field in the scattering magnet is reversed:
 
P = AN/N = 2(N+-N_)/(N++N_-2No). (4-87) 
Here, N+ (N_) is the counting rate with the electron spins in iron
 
parallel (antiparallel) to the incident-photon momentum. The counting
 
rate N is due to background, including y impurities in the source.
 
If nuclides are measured which emit also nuclear y rays, the denominator
 
in Eq. (4-87) is represented by the counting rate of the unpolarized
 
y rays. The measured effect is then extremely low. 
The polarization of IB in pure ground-state transitions was
 
studied in early measurements on 3 7 Ar by Hartwig and Schopper (1958) 
and Mann et al. (1959), 55Fe by Pa.enova (1960), and 71Ge by
 
Bernardini et al. (1958). Only recently, IB polarization has also
 
been measured in the presence of a background of much more intense
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y rays. In such experiments on 51Cr, Vanderleeden et al. (1971) used
 
a Ge(Li) detector, whereas Kuphal et al. (1974) used a ring of 8
 
51
 
NaI(TY) scintillators. In both experiments, very strong Cr
 
sources of up to 500 Ci were employed, and current integration was
 
applied instead of counting techniques. The statistical errors could
 
.
be kept below 107 6 Clearly, the polarimeter efficiency must be 
accurately known to derive the absolute polarization from the measured
 
rate AN/N. This efficiency has generally been calculated from basic
 
assumptions. Kuphal et al. (1974) have tested their calculation by
 
measuring polarized (internal and external) bremsstrahlung from
 
several 0 -decaying nuclides.
 
Measurements summarized in Table 4.11 confirm within errors that
 
s-type bremsstrahlung is nearly 100% right-circularly polarized, due to
 
the parity-nonconserving character of the weak interaction. The mea­
sured polarization of IB from 37Ar (Hartwig and Schopper, 1958) is
 
displayed in Fig. 4-3 3. Figure 4-34 shows AN/N values measured for
 
51Cr, compared with calculations from theory. The incomplete polariza­
tion observed in 37Ar at low energies and the low result for 71Ge found 
by Germanoli et al. (1958) can qualitatively be explained by Coulomb 
effects and the influence of unpolarized p-type bremsstrahlung. Both 
effects, which enter in the overall polarization function P(k) ac­
cording to Eq. (4-52), reduce the polarization at low energies. A
 
noticeable reduction of P is not expected, however, in the high­
energy bremstrahlung from 51Cr; the low value of 0.67±0.07 found by
 
Vanderleeden et al. (1971) can probably be attributed to an erroneous
 
calculation of the polarimeter efficiency, in view of the work of
 
Kuphal et al. (1974).
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Angular distribution of IB emitted from oriented nuclei. Anisotropy
 
of IB emitted from oriented nuclei has been observed only once. Brewer
 
and Shirley (1968) studied the forward-backward asymmetry of IB from 
oriented 119Sb. Carrier-free 9sb had been implanted in an iron 
lattice, cooled to 0.02K, and magnetized in a field of 2.3 k0e. 
The IB radiation was measured with two 3x3-in. NaI (TZ) detectors 
placed at 0Q and 1800 relative to the direction of the magnetic field. 
Figure 4-35 shows the measured asymmetry W(i)/W(O) as a function of 
the sample temperature T that defines the degree of source polariza­
tion. The measurement of this ratio for different energy intervals 
has revealed an unexpected energy dependence of the asymmetry.
 
The experimental results of Brewer and Shlr1 have been 
compared with theory by Intemann (1971) in terms of the overall 
asymmetry function A(k) of Eq. (4-62). It was found that the measured 
decrease of A(k) at low energies can be well explained (Fig. 4-3 . 
This decrease is consistent with the observed decrease of the overall
 
polarization, described above. Other nuclei that might be suitable
 
for measuring TB angular correlations have been listed by Koh et al.
 
(1962).
 
A preliminary measurement of the angular correlation between 
bremsstrahlung and nuclear y rays in the decay of 84Rb has been per­
formed by Chasan and Chandra (1967). The result was reported to be 
in approximate agreement with calculations of Koh et al. (1962). The
 
experimental error, however, is "50% and details of the measurement
 
have not been fully reported, so that a detailed comparison with
 
theory is not feasible.
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-4., 2.-8. Concluding Remarks 
The study~of second-order effects, such as internal bremsstrahlung,
 
is of particular interest in electron-capture decay because experi­
mental information on the primary process is very limited because of
 
the -extremely low interaction probability of the emitted neutrino. The
 
main features of the low-intensity radiative-captuire process are
 
generally understood today. There is still a great need, however, for
 
experimental work to test the.details .of the theory. Open questions
 
remain concerning the influence of; screening and exchange and overlap
 
effects (Persson and Koonin, 1972) on the shape and intensity of IB
 
spectra. Experimental information is still very scarce on forbidden
 
decays, where nuclear-matrix elements play-an important role.
 
Precise measurements of normalized IB spectra are very much needed.
 
The same holds for measurements of partial spectra that accompany the
 
capture of electrons from specific atomic subshells. xperimental
 
techniques have been developed to high accuracy in recent years. This
 
applies especially to the determination'of electron-capture rates,
 
to coincidence experiments with bremsstrahlung, and to calibration
 
procedures for y spectrometers which yield complete response functions.
 
It can be expected that it will be possibld to measure normalized IB
 
spectra in the near future with an overall accuracy of a few percent,
 
at least in some favorable'decays such as pure ground-state transi­
tions. As pointed out before, precise experiments are also very
 
valuable for providing accurate isobaric atomic-mass differences,
 
supplementary data on subshell capture ratios, and spectroscopic
 
information on branching ratios. In this context, refined computa­
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tions of higher-shell IB spectra, based on the present theory, would 
be of interest. 
The variety of IB correlation effects, discussed in Secs.4.1.3 -4.1.4 
opens another wide field for future experimental work, from which 
valuable information on the weak interaction and nuclear structure 
can be expected. Bremsstrahlung measurements may also help to solve 
some specific problems of radionuclide metrology (Spernol et al.,
 
1973; Mutterer, 197 3c), such as the (relative and absolute) determina­
tion of disintegration rates of pure EC nuclides.
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5. 	 ATOMIC TRANSITIONS ACCOMPANYING NUCLEAR 
ELECTRON CAPTURE 
5.1. Introduction
 
In first approximation, the probability of allowed capture of a
 
K electron by the nucleus is
 
AKG2q 2 4i (K'Z)(0) 2(5-1) 
where G is the a-decay coupling constant, q is the energy of the
 
emitted neutrino, the appropriate combination of nuclear matrix
 
elements, and 4(K,Z) (0) is the ls-electron wave function, evaluated 
at the origin (Sec. 2). The only electron wave function contained in 
this formulation is that of the electron which is destroyed. Two 
significant aspects of the problem are neglected in Eq. (5-1): (1) 
the indistinguishability of electrons, and (2) the nuclear charge
 
change by one 	unit, which entails that parent and daughter atomic
 
wave functions are eigenfunctions of different Hamiltonians.
 
The importance of treating 0 decay and nuclear electron capture 
as transformations of the whole atom, and hence, of including atomic
 
.,variables in the description of initial and final states, was first
 
emphasized by 	Benoist-Gueutal (1950, 1953a, b), pursued by Odiot and 
Daudel (1956), and comprehensively formulated by Bahcall (1962% 1963a,
 
b). In fact, an infinite number of final atomic states, including
 
continuum states, contribute to any given electron-capture probability.
 
The effect on transition rates is discussed in Sec. 2. In the present
 
section, we consider observable atomic effects that result during
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nuclear decay by electron capture. Atomic rearrangements that take
 
place after the decay process are not included in this discussion,
 
even though x rays emitted in the course of such rearrangements have
 
led to the discovery of the process (Alvarez, 1937, 1938a, b) and 
constitute the most readily detectable signals indicating that 
capture has taken place. Details of the rearrangement process have 
been surveyed by Rao et al. (1972) and Bambynek at al. (1972). Here, 
we consider atouic transitions that take place in the course of the 
electron-capture decay process, due to imperfect overlap between
 
parent and daughter atomic wave functions. This effect is variously
 
denoted as electron shakeup and shakeoff, autoionization, or internal
 
ionization.
 
5.2. Internal Ionization: Nonrelativistic Theory
 
Nuclear electron capture is accompanied by the emission of low­
intensity, continuous photon and electron spectra. The internal­
bremsstrahlung photon spectrum emitted during radiative electron 
capture was first calculated by Mller (1937a)and by Morrison and 
Schiff (1940); this subject is discussed in Sec. 4. The process 
of internal ionization was first treated by Primakoff and Porter 
(1953), who calculated the probability of K-electron ejection during 
K capture and derived an expression for the ejected-electron 
spectrum, in analogy with work by Migdal (1941) and Feinberg (1941) 
on orbital-electron ejection accompanying 8-particle emission.
 
The weak interaction which is responsible for nuclear electron
 
capture is of very short range. On the atomic time scale, the 
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transformation of the parent nucleus with Z protons into the daughter 
nucleus with atomic number ZI can be assumed to be instantaneous. 
One can gain an intuitive feeling for the mechanism that causes
 
internal -ionization -by considering the nucleus plus the orbital 
vacancy ,created by the capture simply as the source of a suddenly 
changing Coulomb potential. A is electron, for example, with the 
wave function 4(KZ) in the parent atom does not have time to 
adjust its wave function adiabatically to the change in potential;
 
the sudden approximation of time-dependent perturbation theory
 
applies. The amplitude of the probability that the electron retains 
its original quantum numbers is then proportional to the overlap of 
its original wave function with the is wave function in the daughter
 
25inner vacancy:ion with one 
P '(KZZ')*( K ) r 2 . (5-2)
remain rr-r. 
Similarly, the overlap of 4 (K,Z) with excited- and continuum-state 
wave functions in the potential of'the daughter ion provides an 
indication of the probability amplitudes of excitation or ejection 
of the K electron. The Pauli principle excludes excitation into
 
occupied orbitals, and conservation of angular momentum allows only
 
=0 final states for s-electron shakeup or shakeoff.
 
It is a gross oversimplification, however, to consider the
 
nucleus-plus-vacancy as a mere source of an abruptly changing
 
electrostatic potential, and the internal excitation and ionization
 
probabilities as determined by wave-function overlap alone. In
 
particular, energy conservation and the demands of quantum 
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statistics are not included unless the process is treated as a
 
transformation of the whole atom, and nuclear and lepton variables
 
(including those characterizing the pertinent atomic electrons)
 
are incorporated in the description of the initial and final states
 
of the system. Especially, the available energy is shared
 
statistically between ejected electron and neutrino, and the transi­
tion probability is weighted by the density of available final
 
states. The energy-conserving delta function must be included in
 
the expression for the transition probability.
 
Quantitatively, the transition probability can be expressed
 
in the sudden perturbation approximation through "Fermi's Golden
 
Rule No. 2." The general applicability of this approach to the
 
present problem has been examined by Bahcall (1963a). The transi­
tion rate for K-electron ejection during K capture is
 
dw = 24 (1/2)EIM126(Wo+I_IE I-W-q)dqd, (5-3) 
where p and W are the momentum and total relativistic energy of the 
ejected electron, q is the neutrino momentum and q its energy,
 
1-IEK I is the total energy of a K electron in the daughter atom 
(with binding energy Ei), and W + 1 4$the energy difference between
 
the parent atom and the neutral daughter atom (Sec. 1.2). The matrix
 
element M is discussed below. The units used throughout this dis­
2 
cussion are such that i-m=c=l, and hence, e =a=/137. The summation
 
sign in Eq. (5-3) indicates summing over spin states of ejected
 
electron and neutrino, and over spin states of the two initial K
 
electrons. One must also sum over final nuclear spin states and
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average over initial nuclear spin states. Because 1M.12 is
 
independent of q, the integration over all possible neutrino momenta
 
26 
,can be carried out at this stage. - The result, after performing the 
,spin summations, is 
2dw = 167T (W +1l-'-W pdpai 
(Tntemann, 1972)'.
 
In a representation in which the interaction Hamiltonian 
consists of the 8 interaction H8 alone, the matrix element for 
K-electron ejection during K capture can be written 
(, f Z ')*e *, (K,Z) o )M = (1-P12)] (r)4 (0) N Ha ON'l,2 (0,r)dr. (5-5)

, 

Here, 'NNI and 'PN are the final and. initial nuclear wave functions, 
respectively, and t is the neutrino wave function. The wave func­
tions of the leptons that participate in the $ interaction have been 
replaced by their values at the origin. It is assumed that all but 
the two K electrons retain their original quantum numbers, and that 
their initial and final wave functions overlap perfectly. The
 
exchange operator P12 exchanges the two K electrons.
 
The main difficulty in explicitly writing out the matrix element 
(5-5) resides in expressing the initial-state two-electron wave 
function ,1,2 (KZ) including correlation effects between the two 
electrons. Primakoff and Porter (1953), in their classic calculation,
 
used an approximate wave function of the form
 
, (K,Z)(r ,r 2) = N1 (KZ) (rl1 2(K,Z) (r2)eaylrl2eaY2 (r+r 2 ) 
1 2 (r~e(5-6)rQ% 
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where l and 2 are hydrogenic Is wave functions, and N is chosen to 
r 
assure normalization. The factor e aT l± ? takes account of the 
effect of the electron-electron Coulomb interaction on their spatial 
correlation, and the factor eay2 (rl+r2) accounts for screening of 
the nucleus, effectively replacing Z by Z-y 2 in i and 2' The 
parameters y and y2 were chosen so that *12 is a good approximation
 
to the Hylleraas variational wave function for a two-electron atom. 
With a Coulomb wave function (-,2') to describe the ejected electron 
and a plane wave to describe the neutrino, the matrix element (5-5),
 
and hence, the transition rate (5-3), were computed. Dividing by
 
the transition rate w for ordinary allowed K capture, Primakoff 
and Porter derived an expression for the probability, per K-capture 
event, for ejection of the other K electron with a momentum in the 
range dp. This result can be written
 
P2/2+JB J 2
 
2 4 e(4 /p)tan- (PA) 
-dw L16a pe - d/+IkIiFI. 
ejec WK (2+p 2 ) 4 (l_.e_2W/P) L a+ j dp.o (5-7) 
2in ofAgain, W and the K-electron binding energy E' are units mc 2 
0 K 
the ejected-electron momentum p is in multiples of mc, and C stands
 
for az. We have neglected y1 +Y2-0.5 and unity compared with Z in the 
final result, and have set O=p, i.e., WUI for the ejected electrons,
 
2 
whose kinetic energy is generally very much smaller than mc . As
 
beforeMWo=AWnucl-A (E)41 is the mass difference between parent
 
and daughter neutral atoms: AWnucl is the nuclear energy release,
 
and A (ZE ) is the change in the total electronic binding energy
x
 
between parent and daughter atoms--a positive quantity in electron
 
capture (Sec. 1.2). 
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A very different method for constructing the initial two­
electron wave function was devised by Intemann and Pollock (1967),
 
who calculated it from perturbation theory. They treated the
 
electron-electron interaction as a perturbation on the nuclear
 
Coulomb interaction, including it in the perturbed part of the
 
Hamiltonian, rather than in the unperturbed part as Primakoff and
 
Porter had done. In essence, they performed a perturbation expansion
 
on the exact two-electron wave function, with the perturbation taken
 
to be the electron-electron interaction. With this approach, the
 
problem of K-shell internal ionization during K capture is one in
 
third-order perturbation theory, involving a sum over intermediate
 
electron states. Intemann and Pollock found it possible to repre­
sent this sum in closed form by drawing upon the analogy between
 
internal ionization and internal-bremsstrahlung emission. In fact,
 
the electron-ejection process can be looked upon as a radiative
 
capture process in which the emitted photon is virtual, and is absorbed
 
by the electron that is ejected. Exploiting this aspect of the
 
problem, Intemann and Pollock were able to take advantage of a
 
crucial observation made by Glauber and Martin (1956; Martin and
 
Glauber, 1958) in their development of the theory of radiative cap­
ture, viz., that the sum over intermediate electron states which
 
appears in the calculation is the Green's function for the Dirac
 
equation with a nuclear Coulomb potential and can be represented in
 
closed form. This approach made a more exact analysis of the internal­
ionization process possible. The result for the differential transi­
tion rate per K-capture event is
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dw . 64a 2 4p e-(44/p)tan-1 [p/(2+p)] 
ejec (+) 4 [(2 +p)2+p2]2 (l-e-2W / 
(5-8) 
x[(-p5/2(W+) ]2T2dp.
 
Here, we have i=[2(l-s)] / 2 , where E is the intermediate-state energy
 
(in units of mc2 ) of the electron undergoing capture: C =- 1+C2-W, 
where E1 and e2 are the energies of the initial K electrons, and W 
is the energy of the ejected electron. In the Intemann-Pollock 
treatment, the relation =i-;2-p 2/2 holds, because =E 2=1- 2 /2 and 
W1l+p 2/2. 
The integral I is 
-

-f- n'x - [l-(l-x)4f(x)Jdx,
I =
-
J (5-9)

0 
where
 
-
1 [ (2 /p)+p (l+x)/p (l-x)]f~).-e- (2 /p) tan I [ (2 +1)/p] e (2;/p)tan­
f (x) =ee
 
(1+x)2 (1+ax) (l+a*x) 
and the remaining symbols are defined as n /p, 
0=(l-24-ip)/(i+2-+ip), 2=(1-4)/(1+4). Fortunately, a rapidly con­
verging Maclaurin series exists for I: 
1 ~)0 1 + 46Z n! (n-) (n+l-n) (n+2-n)
n=0
 
(5-11) 
4 1_____ 
+ (n+3-n) 
- (n+4-j) 
""
 
an error only of order C2
Intemann and Pollock find that, for Z=26, 

results from breaking the series off after the first three terms.
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The energy spectrum of electrons ejected from 55Fe, predicted by
 
this more exact theoretical approach, does not appear to differ
 
materially from that of Eq. (5-7) when placed on a semi-logarithmic
 
plot (Intemann and Pollock, 1967). Some writers have consequently
 
assumed that the results of the two theories are truly identical.
 
This is not the case. In fact, the momentum spectra from the two 
approaches differ appreciably on a linear plot; they have approxi­
mately the same shape, but the Intemann-Pollock spectrum has somewhat
 
lower intensity. Hence it yields significantly smaller values for the 
total ejection rate than the Primakoff-Porter theory (Intemann, private 
communication). That the difference is not greater appears to indicate
 
that Primakoff and Porter's variational wave function takes
 
unexpectedly accurate account of screening and correlations in the
 
initial two-electron state. Improving the accuracy of the continuum
 
wave function to take screening in the final state into consideration
 
is only expected to affect the results of Eqs. (5-7) and (5-8) by
 
5% for Z=26.
 
The neglect of relativistic effects inherently limits the
 
accuracy of the results to a relative error of order cZ, even at the
 
lowest ejection energies. The nonrelativistic calculations were
 
pushed to this limit in a refinement, due to Intemann (1972), of the
 
Intemann-Pollock approach, which involves the use of a more elaborate
 
Coulomb Green function. This modification has the effect of con­
siderably reducing the calculated K ejection probabilities w e _,
 
epec 
particularly at high Z, as compared with the Intemann-Pollock results 
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(Intemann, 1974). The reduction in the predicted intensity of the
 
ejected-electron spectrum can be understood-in the following terms 
(Intemann, 1975). In all calculations based on the Intemann-Pollock
 
approach (including the one discussed in Sec. 5.3), retardation
 
effects are neglected and the interaction between the two electrons
 
is taken to be an instantaneous Coulomb interaction, so that the ex­
change of only longitudinal and scalar virtual photons can be con­
sidered. In the approximation used by Intemann and Pollock (1967),
 
only s-wave intermediate states make a contribution to the transition
 
amplitude, and thus, only scalar photon exchange is taken into
 
account. In his later paper, Intemann (1972) employed the more
 
accurate Green's function used by Glauber and Martin (1956). In this
 
more refined calculation, p-wave intermediate states also contribute
 
to the amplitude, and thus, longitudinal photon exchange is also
 
being taken into account. The relative importance of longitudinal
 
photon exchange is indicated by the extent to which the intensity of
 
the electron spectrum is reduced (Fig. 5-1).
 
5.3. Relativistic Calculations of Electron Ejection
 
Both of the basic approaches described in Sec. 5.2 have been '
 
extended to include relativistic effects. Intemann (1969) modified
 
the work of Intemann and Pollock (1967), using the solutions of the
 
symmetric Hamiltonian of Biedenharn and Swamy (1964). This is a
 
relativistic Hamiltonian with symmetry so that the radial parts of
 
the spinor components of its solutions are formally nonrelativistic.
 
The solutions form a complete canonical basis, and their close
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correspondence to the nonrelativistic problem leads to substantial
 
-computational simplifications. The Biedenharn Hamiltonian differs
 
from the exact Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian by a precisely known fine­
structure term; the eigenfunctions differ from the exact Dirac­
.Coulomb eigenfunctions by terms of order (aZ) 2 
Except for the use of semi-relativistic Coulomb eigenfunctions 
in the overlap integral and an appropriately modified expression for 
the density of final states available to the ejected electron, the 
calculation of Intemann (1969) follows the lines of his earlier work, 
i.e., the interaction between the twxo-- electrons is treat-d-as a­
perturbation along with the weak interaction, leading to an exact 
calculation of the electron ejection probability without the need of 
introducing adjustable parameters such as screening constants or 
effective nuclear charges. Even though relativistic effects partly
 
cancel the reduction in wejec that arises when longitudinal photon 
exchange is included, the ejected-electron spectrum calculated
 
semirelativistically by Intemann (1969) is considerably less intense
 
than that derived from the Primakoff-Porter (1953) approach (Fig. 5-2).
 
An independent relativistic calculation of auto-ionization in
 
electron-capture decay was performed by Law and Campbell (1973b), in 
terms of second-quantization formalism and in analogy with extensive 
work by the same authors on internal ionization accompanying 8 decay 
(Campbell et al., 1971; Campbell and Law, 1972; Law and 
Campbell, 1972a, 1972b, 1973a). It was, however, shown by Intemann
 
(1974) that the model of Law and Campbell (1973b) is actually
 
identical with that of Intemann and Pollock (1967) and Intemann 
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(1969), and that the large difference in the results can be traced to
 
the fact that Law and Campbell cut off the eigenfunction expansion
 
for the Coulomb Green function too soon. Law and Campbell approxi­
mated the infinite series by a few terms because it appeared to con­
verge rapidly; Intemann (1974), drawing upon an analogous calculation
 
by Paquette (1962), pointed out that the sum over discrete eigenstates
 
in the Green function expansion does indeed converge rapidly, but
 
that continuum states make a large contribution that cannot be
 
neglected.
 
The (historically older) alternative to the Intemann approach
 
for the calculation of internal ionization is the "overlap" ansatz,
 
used in the pioneering work of Primakoff and Porter (1953). As
 
indicated in Sec. 5.2, in this method one attempts to take account
 
of all screening and correlation effects in the initial two-electron
 
wave function by an adjustable parameter, viz.; the effective nuclear
 
charge. The calculations are simplified considerably, but it is
 
difficult to make a choice of the key parameter, and some arbitrariness
 
is bound to remain. Moreover, the near-orthogonality of the wave
 
functions makes the overlap integral very sensitive to the exact
 
form of the wave functions and to the values chosen for the effective
 
charges. Thus, the accuracy of the results cannot be established
 
a priori, as in the Intemann approach; on the other hand, the overlap
 
method does not rely on the condition Z>>, and hence, may be
 
superior for very light elements.
 
'Themost recent and complete calculation based on the "overlap"
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method is due to Mukoyama et al. (1973). In their formulation, 
Mukoyama et al. draw upon the work of Stephas (1969), who had employed 
an atomic matrix element calculated from analytic hydrogenic rela­
tivistic Wave functions for the purpose of studying internal ioniza­
tion accompanying 0 decay (Stephas and Crasemann, 1967, 1971; 
Crasemann and Stephas, 1969). However, in their evaluation of the 
wave-function overlap integral, Stephas and Crasemann (1967) made an 
approximation that causes their expression to diverge at low electron 
momenta, where most electrons are ejected; thus, the result cannot 
meaningfully be integrated to compute total electron-ejection proba­
bilities (Isozumi and Shimizu, 1971; Kitahara et al., 
1972; Nagy et ala 1972). Mord (1972, 1973) and, 
independently, Mukoyama et al. (1973) have calculated the atomic 
matrix element by alternative techniques and derived a result that is
 
exact, within the limitations stated above; it agrees in the non­
relativistic limit with the formulae of Primakoff and Porter (1953) 
and Stephas and Crasemann (1971). 
The screening constants a that determine the effective nuclear 
charge Zef f = Z - a, to take account of electron-electron interaction, 
are determined by Mukoyama et al. (1973) in the following manner. 
In the parent atom, they take 
a= Z(l - rz/rscF ) , (5-12) 
where rZ is the mean value of r determined from the relativistic
 
hydrogenic wave functions, and rSc F is r from relativistic self­
consistent field wave functions, as computed by Carlson et al. (1970).
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For the continuum electron, Mukoyama et al. use the same screening
 
constant as for the bound electron to be ejected. They take account 
of the fact that a vacancy resulting from electron capture is present 
in the daughter atom by reducing a from Eq. (5-12) by the ratio of 
the appropriate Slater screening constant for an atom that is 
ionized in an inner shell to that for a neutral atom (Slater, 1930). 
The total K-electron ejection probabilities per K cpture,
 
calculated by Mukoyama et al. (1973), agree with those of Intemann 
(1969, 1974) as well as could be expected, given the uncertainties
 
in the choice of screening parameters (Table 5.1). 
Excitation to a bound state ('shakeup") of the second K 
electron, while the first one is captured, has also been computed
 
by Mukoyama et al. (1973). Such calculations are important for
 
comparison with experiments, in which double K x-ray emission is
 
measured. The main difficulty here is to make adequate provision
 
for omitting occupied final states to which shakeup is forbidden by
 
the Pauli principle. Mukoyama et al. (1973) find that the proba­
bility for double K-vacancy production (including excitation), just 
as the K electron-ejection probability, is reduced when relativistic 
effects are included, compared with the nonrelativistic results of 
Primakoff and Porter (1953) (Table 5.2). 
5.4. Electron Ejection from Higher Shells
 
It was first emphasized by Wolfsberg (1954) that a spectrum of,
 
electrons ejected during nuclear electron capture, measured in 
coincidence with a single K x ray, contains contributions from L 
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electrons shaken off during K capture and from K electrons ejected
 
during 'L capture. Wolfsberg evaluated these effects in terms of the
 
Primakoff-Porter formalism. Internal ionization of this type,
 
resulting in K and L1 vacancies, has also been discussed by Law and 
Campbell (1973aqb The energy distribution, of K electrons ejected 
during nuclear electron capture from higher shells was considered 
by Ryde et ad. (1963). 
The subject has been extensively treated in term-sof the wave­
function overlap approach by Mukoyama and Shimizu (1974),. Starting
 
with,the formalism of'Stephas (1969), but using the relativistic
 
hydrogenic atomic matrix element of Mukoyama et al. (1973), these
 
workers have computed the probability per K capture for L.-shell
 
1 
-electron,ejection with 'total energy W:
 
n S(W -W) (W )2 
13W)dWw n.~2 2 i K - S(W) KW -pd/.(-i 
0 0 
Here, Wo is-the transition energy for K capture, WK is' the maximum 
total energy of the ejected electron, and ni is the number of 
electrons in the.L shell. S is the shape factor, and the wave­
function overlap integral is 
M~ ='(((Z-l,W)I'i(Z rL.)). (5-14) 
Similarly, Mukoyama and Shimizu have computed the K-shell internal 
ionization probability per L. capture, expressed as a ratio to the 
K­
K-capture probability: 
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n. . s (W w) (W_w) 2 
PiK(W)dW =X LIM. K K (5-15)
w ,2 pWdW,S(W )27r2K 

0 0 
where e i/e K is the L. -to-K capture ratio, and W ' is the mass dif­
ference between initial and final nuclei, minus the L.1 binding 
energy, plus one (in units of mc 2 ) . The atomic matrix element is 
Mi = <(Z-l,W) I (ZK)>. (5-16) 
The authors construct a properly antisymmetrized expression for
 
the total probability for the direct and exchange processes (5-13) 
and (5-15) and evaluate the result for cases of practical interest 
(Table 5.1). It is predicted that the L-shell internal-ionization
 
probability accompanying K capture is of almost the same order of 
magnitude as the K ejection probability during L capture. The 
probability that the atom undergoing electron capture and internal 
ionization is left with holes in the K and L shells increases with
 
Z, relative to the double K-hole production probability. The L-shell 
ionization probability decreases more slowly with Z than the K­
electron ejection probability, per K capture. 
Calculated spectra of electrons ejected during K and L capture
 
of 55Fe are shown in Fig. 5-2. It is predicted that electrons 
ejected from the L1 shell contribute substantially over the entire
 
spectrum.
 
Comparable calculations of L-shell internal ionization
 
accompanying L capture have been carried out by Nukoyama 
et al-. (1974). 
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In this context, it should be noted that only allowed transitions
 
'have so far been treated by the Intemann-Pollock approach. By 
contrast, because of its simplicity, the overlap-integral approach 
has led to results for arbitrary beta transitions. The simplifying 
feature of,this approach is the assumption that the initial state of 
the two electrons involved in the process is describable in terms of 
an independent-particle model, i.e., the two-electron wave function 
can be written -as an uncorrelated product of one-electron wave 
functions. It is this assumption which permits the factorization 
of the matrix element. For forbidden transitions, however, with the 
entrance of higher beta moments, it is to be expected that the 
amplitude for internal ionization will be more sensitive to the 
details of the structure of the initial electronic configuration, 
and therefore the overlap-integral approach will be less reliable. 
On the other hand, relativistic effects, which are of particular 
importance for forbidden transitions, are much more easily included 
in this approach than in the Intemann-Pollock approach. 
Furthermore, in connection with all wave-function overlap 
calculations,'on which the most extensive predictions of internal­
ionization probabilities are based, it must be kept in mind that 
near-orthogonality makes the atomic matrix element exceedingly 
sensitive to the accuracy of the wave functions. This point is 
discussed in detail in Sec. 2.5. It is likely that quantitative 
results derived from hydrogenic wave functions may lack in accuracy, 
particularly in the case of outer shells.
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5.5. Measurements of Internal Ionization
 
Excellent critical reviews of experimental work on internal
 
ionization "and excitation accompanying electron capture have
 
been compiled by Law and Campbell (1973), Mukoyama et al. (1973),
 
Freedman (1974), and Walen and Brianson (1975); somewhat earlier
 
results have been discussed by Stephas (1969).
 
Experiments on shakeup and shakeoff during electron capture are 
made difficult a priori by the fact that the probability of these 
processes is much lower, perhaps by an order of magnitude, than in 
B decay: the effect bf the sudden increase in nuclear charge upon
 
the Coulomb field seen by the atomic electrons is, to a considerable
 
extent, compensated by the reduction in screening than ensues when
 
one K electron is captured. Consequently, the experimental informa­
tion on the subject is quite limited; it is confined to the five
 
isotopes with simple ground-state-to-ground-state decays listed in
 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2, and to some recent work on 7Be (Mutterer, 1970).
 
Relatively least difficult are measurements of the probability
 
of double K-vacancy production through the detection of coincidences
 
between two K x rays (or K'Auger electrons, or both). Two decades
 
ago, Charpak (1953) used two 27 proportional counters for such
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measurements on Fe. Langevin (1957, 1958) measured the K Auger­
electron sum peak in a single proportional counter with a gaseous
 
internal 71Ge source. Miskel and Perlman (1954) and Kiser and
 
Johnston (1959) measured K Auger electrons and K shakeoff electrons
 
from 37Ar in a proportional counter.
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Upon the advent of NaI(Tl) scintillation detectorsi these were 
employed in several measurements (Daniel et al; 1960; 
Lark and Perlman, 1960; Ryde et al,, 1963; 
Smith, 1964). A further advance in the technique was made possible 
when solid state detectors were developed with which X x rays from 
elements with adjoining atomic numbers can be resolved, so that one 
can discriminate sensitively against impurities. Nagy et al, 
(1972) used a Si(Li) semiconductor detector in coincidence with
 
a scintillation counter in double K-vacancy production measurements
 
on 131Cs and 165Er.
 
The creation of double K holes can also be determined by
 
detecting radiative transitions to the empty K shell. Such transi­
tions produce Fl x-ray "hypersatellites" that are shifted up in 
energy with respect to the diagram line. A hypersatellite measurement 
was first used by Ortzen (1964), who employed a bent-crystal dif­
fraction spectrometer to determine the double IC-vacandy production
 
rate in 71Ge; the result agrees extremely well with that of Lanqevin
 
(1957, 1958). Briand et al. (1971) measured the Ka hypersatellite
 
from 71Ge decay in coincidence with the ensuing Ka3,4 satellite.
 
Results of all these measurements of double K-vacancy production
 
probability during nuclear K capture are included in Table 5.2.
 
Total electron ejection probabilities are much more difficult to
 
determine. Spectrum measurements necessarily~have a low-energy
 
threshold, determined by detector noise, electron scattering, and
 
window transmission problems. Because most electrons are ejected with
 
very low energies (Pig. 5-3), total ejection probabilities can only
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be inferred from measured spectra, that extend over a limited range,
 
by fitting the data to some theoretical spectral shape. The
 
admixture of L electrons ejected during K capture, and of K
 
electrons ejected during L capture, introduces additional uncertainties
 
that are difficult to account for, unless the electron- counts are 
gated by double K x-ray events. The results depend so heavily on the
 
theoretical model in terms of which the data are interpreted and
 
often contain such large probable errors that they have not been 
included in Table 5.1. Pertinent information can be found in the 
original literature and in the papers by Stephas (1969), Muloyama 
et al. (1973), Freedman (1974), and Walen and Briangon (1975).
 
While ejected-electron spectrum measurements have not, in the
 
'past, led to unequivocal and precise determinations of the total
 
-electron ejection probability, they are nevertheless of value for
 
testing theoretically predicted spectrum shapes. The 7Be electron
 
spectrum has been measured by Mutterer (1970), and that of 37Ar, 
by Miskel and Perlman (1954), with proportional counters. Pengra 
and Crasemann (1963) gated on Mn K x rays, detected with a
 
scintillation counter, to measure the 55Fe electron spectrum with a 
proportional counter, at low energies, and with an early solid state
 
detector, at higher energies. Modem measurements of the 55Fe
 
electron spectrum have been performed by Nagy' (1971) with two plastic 
scintillators in coinoiden6e, and by Kitahara and Shimizu (1975), who 
performed a triple-coincidence (x-x-,J) experiment tith proportional
 
counters. The 71Ge spectrum was determined by Langevin (1958) with 
a. proportional counter. Daniel et al. (1960) lsed a 
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magnetic spectrometer to study the spectrum from 131Cs; this spectrum 
was measured more recently by Sujkowski et al. (1973) with a Si(Li) 
detector placed at the focus of a zero-dispersion homogeneous 
magnetic-field spectrometer. A magnetic 8-ray spectrometer was used 
by Ryde et al. (1963) on 165Er. 
The measured spectra appear to agree, within errors, with the
 
general shape that all theories predict; this shape is largely deter­
mined by the statistical factor. Without question, precise absolute
 
measurements of ejected-electron spectra, preferably in coincidence
 
with two K x rays, would be of great value as a guide for more
 
refined computations of the atomic matrix element.
 
5.6. Correlation of x Rays and Y Rays Following 
Electron Capture 
If aligned nuclei undergo electron capture, the atomic inner­
shell vacancies created thereby can be polarized, and subsequently
 
emitted x rays can be circularly polarized (for an illustrative
 
example, see Emery, 1975). Dolginov (1956-1957, 1958a, b) has
 
described these circular polarization effects and pointed out that
 
even in the decay of unaligned atoms a correlation can exist between
 
the circular polarization of x rays and of y rays emitted following
 
the nuclear decay.
 
An unisotropic directional correlation of the type
 
W(O) = 1 + A2P2(cose) (5-17) 
can exist between x rays and y rays emitted after nuclear electron
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capture if the intermediate atomic state is characterized by a
 
vacancy with j>l/2. The theory has been developed by Dolginov
 
(An eerly discussion cf the problem is Eiver by Toltoek et el., 
(1958b).A Somewhat simplified expressions based on Dolginov's theory 1955). 
are given by Rupnik and Crasemann (19 72 ), -kho also worked out the 
directiorfal-correlation function for x rays emitted in transitions 
to the L3 level and y rays, following second-forbidden nonunique 
electron capture transitions.2 7
 
The experimental detection of anisotropic x-y correlations is
 
hampered by.the condition that the intermediate atomic vacancy must
 
have j>l/2, whence only L3 capture is of interest.28 The L3/LI
 
capture-ratio in allowed transitions is always small (<10 7); one
 
must choose a radioisotope that decays through a second or higher 
forbidden electron-capture transition to a short-lived excited 
state of the daughter. The only readily available isotope that 
fulfills, these requirements is 207Bi, but its-decay scheme is
 
cluttered with other transitions.' Efforts to detect anisotropy in
 
the x-y directional correlation from 207Bi "decayhave been unsuccessful
 
(Rupnik and Crasemann, 1972; Cambiaggio et al., 1975), although the
 
results are not inconsistent with theoretical predictions.­
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Appendix 
A2.1. Expressions for MK(kX k ) and mK(k ,k ) 
Only the dominant terms of the quantities PI (k ,k.) and 
mK(kx1,k\) are given in Eq&. (2-IC6)- The complete formulae 
(2)kW
fo 

for ku "and k follow (Behrens and Bhlhring, 1971, modified 
for electron capture). 
+, .).
M.k1.k1.)Itk3('i_.=KR-kX+i "C 
QFK! RMR/k,,l ~ , ,2+1 
1 1 ! qd  2+\Zi+I aq
2K+1 2i+2k,+1 2 k +l P j]Frii(kliXr.) (2 2K+ [(2a;) ]-/
 
+ [1 WAR(2;+I) F~(k,zu+,2+1,p) 
~ Z, Y2L+( )+ ±2,-+2(I w(e)F - 1,2aX+1,-- p) 2 (2-Al)L 
" 

" *2+2k,+ \pf 1)2K+ t i 1 
l2+ +1 a11) rz1tl, ,.n ,1+l 
21+2k,-iI 2gt+2k,+1 
mR~kkV) 2K+1)!lk1(p1Cl1/)C 
x(2kx-1)l! (2i2k,-I)! 2A
A 0 AO(2p)!(2pt2xl! 2)12A+2k,..1),!i) 00 'A ,
 
" E(M.)2,-2(W')2-p~~y 1/2K +Ii,(PR-, 
"~~k,2;2-1,p---I~ ~~ F tA, - I Rn 2 
2K+JI 22+2k,+1 2p±+2kxj-1 P
 
xF')rxA-f'(ky2u+2a,p)] -W 
 - in0R (aFAAk,(,2pu+1,2uap) 
I2 I'\ )'K 
24+2k,+I- 1 j*) pp.(~FAKx(o 4 o~.) -i VX4 (2A) 
x 'pF 0 cY)z pK+''k, 21t+1, 2a,p)-+ ~ q.Rm R(W~2 +2k,+ I+mL F+k,'C+ ( . 1 'CC K ( 2 c r -1'y1 2,. 1t 1 ) -a- K + i1 2 . ~ 0 
2a XA ~ ~ O P~ 2 +2A + + 2pu+2k..+1 
2. 
 k5, 
-K-kX+2 
Mdtk,-ki l~~­xJ/ 1 ~ +1 )(k-)l!!______ 
Y. (,4x~q9 (i)+o 
-l)o+I2k-I 
2
(q \cr (inR)2P- -(WR2JqaZ)P 
x([C(2a)F''+Akp2~)
p2A2+ 22k, +1ip+2k,,+IV W- (2-A3)(2oa-1) Fg.KA+l(k,2U12~~) + k_--kJ/K+1
 
x[2,FAKfJ,(k , 2,u, 2cr, 1
p)- -- I__LXPI 2A+-2k, +1 2p+2k;+1 ql W-
Cp2().L A 2;+1)~l +~~(,,p12+ 
- [2(k, - ) '- 2~Fki~2,ap1 K-+ 
22k,+2ktlW Cc!l FN.. , (K4-I)2+1) 
2(k-1) /R(2) FP+A k]
 
2 2k,1 2,P p +
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inK(k,, Q, K
 
(2K+I) (2k-1)!!(2k,-1)!!(k- 1)(k,-1)!( R LkRrl
 
× 1 KI . (2k,- 1)! (2k, -)!! 
"(2kx-t)(2k,- I) =o P=D(2,u)1!(21g+2k-!)!!(2).)!!(2A+2k,- 1)1! 
x(qR)ZI (-1 ) Z(,,z.R)z2 -(WR)a-( Z)Per=O b- '=O
 
"([m R(KR-'4 (2a-1) FPK4K(k., 4j, 2au-1, p) 
1 1 2a 
F +Kt

"2k, +I 2gF+-1.RWR-' c1FK ,2u a11p
 
-K+1 KP
 
" +2k+ f -2 qjZmn R (P/ 4 (k,2j+,a) 
(2-A4) 
21+ 2k,+1 2,u+2k -i+1 mR (P) 
(k,--1) nzR()V 2) - FI-+1kt(k ,2y + 1, 2',p) 
21i.+k,++
1
 
1+k-k 1 (- CRn, 'IA+1(), 2p o -1 
+1 1 L 2+2+2ki+CP10 * 
2k,-! qmR(WYRF-'A (2c.-1) F &tk4I1(k, 2p, 2ao-1, pJ}
2t+2k,+l ( 
In these expressions, we have
 
0 if 11=0 
0 if 0=0 
0 if P=0 
1 otherwise-
For n th-forbidden unique transitions, Ths. (2-Al) through (2-A4) 
apply, with K=n+l, A(n+l)nl' AF(n+l)(n+l)O' VF(n+l)(n+)l' 
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A F n+l)(n+2)o For nth forbidden non-unique transitions, Eqs, 
0 A F(n+1)l°(2-Al)-(2-A4) apply with K=n, VF(n-l)l, VF ' Vnl, 
If nr2l, there is a further contribution from Eqsv (2-A3)-(2-A4) 
with K=O AF000 A- Allowed transitions involve Eqs. (2-A3) 
an4 (2-A4) with K=O, VFo', VFoil and Eqs. (2-A1) and (2-A2) 
with K , AFl0l F110 ' VF111, AF1 21. The magnitude of the var­
ions terms in Eqs. (2Al) through (2-A4) is determined, first, by 
powers of the factors (p21R), (q R), (WxR), (meR) and (aZ)1 and 
second, by the difference of one order of magnitude between the 
relativistic and nonrelativistid form-factor doefficients. Thus, 
the dominant terms of Eqs (2-Al)42Ak) are a subset of the 
terms with X=O 0 Ctqs- (-l04)-(2iC6)]. The correction terms
 
of the next order are
 
(i) terms with t=Oi XO which were not included in Eqs.
 
(2-104)-(2-106);
 
(ii) terms with 11=0, X=i and viU, X=O corresponding to the 
terms with 11=0, 6-0 of Eqs. (2-104)-(2-106). 
All terms, however, with powers of m R and W R can usuallye x 
be omitted since m R and I R are generally much smaller than aZ-
It should be noted that for electron capture the correction 
terms are important only in cases where cancellations occur 
among the dominant terms. 
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A2.2. - Expansion Coefficients I(k,m,n,p;r) up to Order m=3 
The expansion 	coefficients I(k,m,n,p;r) of the electron
 
radial wave functions; up to-order m=3, are as 
follows (Behrens
 
- and Btlhring, 1971): 
I(k, 1, 1, 1, = (2k)+ f)r6x2kU(x)dx, 
I(k, 2, 2,1; r)= 	 2k -! 2k 1 r) 2 k Fx ux x
 
2k- Jo- 2k- o
 
2, , 1; r) = ,I(k,2(2 1) 2 k '2u dx. -4 r _2[xU(x)dx 
2k-I- " Jo - 2k-io 
2k- for 2k1 ­
I(k, 3,3,3; -= 2(2k+1)(2k+3)-23f,z2k U() f"U(y)y- Y,21Ux)dx dy dz, 
I(k, 3, 3, 2; r) M2k+3Y ZfuWi)2kfx2ku(x)dxdy+ 2 
..	 3(2k-1) r
x y 2k+U(YfU(yxxlx)dxdy-- g k(2k+3)yU6 x2k-Ux)dxdy,-fl 

- -o 3o 3(2--o 0
 
2kk±)2k 4 2k-3'
 
I(k,.3,.2, 2;}) = 2(2k+3).- U(y))--Jf xU(x)dx dy 7 
 r_
 
~ 
-o 
- 2k-I 
- f, "2kU(Y)fyxU(z)dxdy+r.k+3) U(y)f X2 u(x)dxdy,-2-3 

-
• u o0 2k-1 o 0o
 
TI(k, 3, 3 1,) 4k(2k+3) r'2k-r 2 k+2U(dx-	 2(2k+1)(2k+3) 
_r­3(2k4-1) .x 
-- 3(2k-l) 
" 'x2U~x, 	. 8k(2k+-3) 2 f" , 
x 2kU(x)dx+ 
­r- fxU(x)dx,
....	, - ao 3(2k+l)(2k-) : Jo . " 
2(2k+3)X 3) k+2 
(k,3,2,1; r)=r-fx'U(x)dx- 2(2k3) r- x2, U()dx,
2k+1 J 2k+I o0 ,
 
I(k,3, 1,1; 4(k+l)(2k+3) (2k±(2k+3) r, -.
 
S2k-+ 

- . 2k-I 
IX ,21OUxdx+ 4(2ki+3) r_2"frx(x)dx:xxU(x) (2k±I)(2k-1) 
-xo 
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The function U(x) in these expressions is defined by
 
V(x) = -(aZ/R)U(x), (2-A6) 
where V(x) is the potential of the nvclear and atomic charge dis­
tributions. 
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Footnotes
 
1We have A+={Al+, A2 +,A3 +, -A4+}.
 
The field operators are given by
 
V-/2 Z
= 1x) (eqxa (q)u (q)+b+(q)v (q)e-iqx1qr
 
qr 
r = 1,2. 
The a (q) and at(q) are the annihilation and creation opera­
r r 
tors for a fermion of momentum q and spin r, respectively,
 
br(q) and b+(q) are the corresponding operators for the anti­
particles. The ur(q) and vr(q) are both the free-particle
 
Dirac spinors. We have j (q)=ur(q)Y4 and.v(q)=vr(q)y4 o
 
3We use the Dirac equation (-p-Pm-W)p=O and the notation
 
4= -S-l a =ay and a =-4(y y -Y y).li='P1'4=PY 5yyyl li 2 liv5 
4 In the following, we use natural unitsli=m =c=l. 
e 
5We have r= /r, and dQ is the solid angle. 
6The electron radial wave functions can also be calculated appioxi­
mately as hydrogenic wave functions for a point nucleus of 
charge reduced by the appropriate Slater screening constants 
(Slater, 1930). 
7However, for the inner shells and for medium and high atomic num­
bers, there is only a negligible difference between the wave
 
functions of Mann and Waber (1973) and those from Hartree­
27?
 
Fock-Slater calculations CSuslov-, 1969 -and -l970b;Dzhelepov
 
etal., 1972; Martin and Blichert-Toft, 1970) or Thomas-
Fermi-Dirac calculations (Behrens and Jfnecke, 1969; Band
 
&1ak., 1956, 1958). 
8The Fourier transform of the electron wave function *e(r) is
 
- ¢-i4e + 
oe_(Pe) =J e r e_(r)dr3­
p e 
91n the formulae for P- and P+ decay, the axial-vector coupling
 
constant X has the opposite sign ESec. 2.1, Eq. (2-39)].
 
For electron capture, thebre are hence two ways 6o defining
 
the axial-vector form-factor coefficients in terms of matrix
 
elements and coupling constants, i.e., by using the same
 
sign definition for X as in the P'-decay formulae or the 
same as in the P+-decay formulae. In the present work, the 
definition of the form-factor coefficients corresponds, as 
in Behrens and Jfnecke (1969), to those in P- decay. Conse­
quently, in addition to the substitution indicated in Eq.
 
(2-40), we must replace AFKss by -AFKUs when going from
 
P+ 
decay to electron capture­
10There is another possibility of going to the nonrelativistic
 
limit- By applying the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation
 
on the total (nuclear plus a-decay) Hamiltonian, one can
 
construct an effective V-A transition operator that can be 
used with nonrelativistic single-particle wave functions
 
(Rose and Osborn, 1954; Blin-Stoyle, 1973; Konopinski, 1966).
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The operators a and y5 which appear in the relativistic
 
matrix elements are replaced in the nuclear space by
 
This treatment of the relativistic nuclear single-particle
 
matrix elements is fully equivalent to that described in
 
the text.
 
"First- and second-class currents are defined on the basis of
 
their behavior under a G operation. If we split the hadron
 
current into first- and second-class terms (Weinberg, 1958;
 
Kim and Primakoff, 1969),
 
jl = jI + j II
 
we have
 
2J J + GJ G-1
 
2II 
2J 
= 
J1 
JG-1 
itJ 
and hence, 
GJIG
IL 
=+J 11 
Gj1IG1 =jI 
Here, JI is a first-class element of the hadron current, and
 
IL 
JII is a second-class element. The G operator is defined as
 
It 
2
G= Ce 
where C is the charge-conjugation operator, and T2 is the
 
second isospin component.
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following correction factor (Behrens and Buhring, 1974) Z
 
ACK fK)T2jfiT 
 1 1(yXB+ -a+(1+ T+21f K 
- 3 
1W 3 w
 
Because we can assume IT/XI<3x10 (Blin-Stoyle, 1973; Wilkinson, 
197C&;Alburger and Wilkinson, 1970; Wilkinson and Alburger, 1971; 
Bran et al. , 1973), we obtain a correction 
- - 3- +) 1 
This value is smaller than the contributions from higher-order terms 
[Eqs. (2-128)-(2-131)J and from the radiative corrections. 
15 The total integrated intensity of a two-photon spectrum, for 
example, is expected to be no greater than '10- 4 times that 
of the corresponding one-photon spectru-v. Two-photon 1H 
and the directional correlation between the photons have 
beer. studied by "enhardt (i ST). 
16 T'e eadequacy of this procedure has been qilestioneO by ",oonin 
and Pereson (172), but it under)ies all t'6soretical work 
reported so far­
17 For a possible exception to this statenmeat, see t. rno a'. 
Batkin (1fkl4). 
18 Unfortunately, Iillerts work is much less well-known than that 
of iorrison and Schiff. Thus, the theory has come to be
 
known by the names of the latter authors. Yet, it was Ai/ller 
who first envisaged IB as arising from the emission of a vir­
tual positron, followed bv its single-quantum annihilation 
with one of the K electrons. 
19 Winter (1957) has shown how to construct a simple classical 
model for radiative K capture which correctly predicts the
 
low-energy portion of the 1B spectrum [Eq. (4-17)] and, to 
within a factor of in2, the total radiative capture rate
 
[Eq. (4-18)]. Neither the high-energy portion of the IB 
spectrum, however, nor the TB angular distribution are cor­
rectly given by the model. 
D1IGI&AE PAGEIP)F POOR QUALIY 
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2 0 Because gE(Nr) iswell behaved asN4 -O, itisunnecessary to average it
 
over the nuclear volume.
 
210Of greatest interest are those EC transitions for which competing positron
 
emission isenergetically impossible. Then we have k<2-Ba and lEJ<I. In
 
this case, the Green's function cannot represent a freely propagating wave.
 
Rather, itdecreases rapidly with distance from the nucleus and has a
 
range which depends on k.
 
22 Inthis approximation, Glauber and Martin neglect the retardation factor
 
eiktL for photon energies k Za. This.approximation isdiscussed further
 
and a calculation of the is-state capture spectrum of 37Ar inwhich this
 
approximation isnot made is given by Paquette (1962).
 
23 As pointed out inSec. 2.2.2, the (gL1/gK)2 -ratios given inBrysk and Rose
 
(1958) deviate systematically from all other reported calculations on
 
screened electron wave functions. However, these deviations, and the
 
resulting uncertainties inFig. 4-7, appear to be never greater than about
 
5-6%. The errors, of order Zc, associated with the results of Glauber and
 
Martin (1956) for the 2s, 2p, 3p -spectra are always much larger (except
 
for the special case of 4Be). Thus the results displayed inFig. 4-7 are
 
more than adequate for present purposes and, as a convenience, will be
 
used to determine all screening corrections inSec. 4.2 unless otherwise
 
noted.
 
24 An excellent summary of these results isgiven by Schopper (1966).
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The vacancy created by nuclear electron capture tends to counteract
 
the effect of the decrease in nuclear charge from Ze to (Z-l)e.
 
For this reason, the overlap integral-of Eq. (5-2) is smaller
 
.than its analogs in 0i decay.
 
26The upper limit of the neutrino energy is only approximately 
Wo+l-IEi-W as implied by the energy-donserving delta function 
in Eq. (5-3). The neutrino energy is reduced by the binding 
energy of the second K electron in the daughter atom that already, 
contains one K hole, and increased by the additional relaxation 
energy of the electron cloud. 
2 7The directional correlation function for x rays from L3-shell
 
internal conversion of an M4 y transition and a cascade y ray
 
in 207Bi, given by Rupnik and Crasemann (1972) [their Eqs. 
(36) and (37)] is in error: contrary to these authors' assump­
tion, the radial integrals cannot be factored out of the cor­
relation expression (J. S. Geiger, private communication, 1974).
 
New calculations are being carried out by Geiger and Ferguson
 
(1974) and Carvalho et al. (1975).
 
28While nuclear electron capture as a rule occurs predominantly from 
s states, it is interesting to note that %97% of the primary
 
vacancies produced in the decay of 202Pb and 205Pb are in the
 
L shell (Emery, 1975; Bambynek et al., 1974).
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TABLE 2.1. List of calculations of electron radial wave functionsinside or near the
 
nucleus. 
Atomic Nuclear charge 
Reference R/NRa potential distribution Z Shells Remarks 
Brysk and Rose R TFD uniform 10-100 K, L Results presented 
(1955) graphically 
Band et al. R TFD uniform 18-98 K, L 
(1956, 1958) 
Brewer et al. R TFD uniform 55-90 M Every fifth atomic 
(1961) number is listed 
Watson and NR HF point 3-42 all Analytical wave 
Freeman functions are 
(1961) used 
Herman and NR HFS point 2-100 all 
Skillman 
(1963) 
Winter (1968) NRc HF point 3-42 K, L LIK ratios only 
Behrens and R HF (Z<36) uniform 1-102 K, L, M 
Jfnecke TFD (Zs36) 
(1969) 
Suslov (1969, P NR HFS (Z472) uniform 2-98 K, L, M 
1970b) R HFS (Z72) N1 , N2 
Martin and R HFSd Fermi 5-98 K, L 
Blichert-
Toft (1970) 
Froese-Fischer 
(1972b.) 
NR HF point 2-86 all 
Mann and Waber R HF Fermi 1-102 all 
(1973) 
aNR=nonrelatlivstic; R=relativistic.
 
bTFD=Themas-Fermi-Dirac; HF=Hartree-Fock; HFS=Hartree-Fock-Slater.
 
CSupplementary relativistic corrections are applied to results from NR analytic wave 
functions of Watson and Freeman (1961) and Malli (1966). 
dNestor el al (1966); Tucker eta l. (1969); Luet l. (1971). 
•2 2 
TABLE 2.2. Calculated electron radial wave-function ratios gL/g K .
 
Nonrelativistic Relativistic 
IFS HF TFD HFS HF 
Z 
5 
Herman and 
Skillman 
(1963) 
0.049 
Froese- Winter 
Fischer (1968) 
(1972b) 
0.041 0.041 
Brysk and 
Rose 
(1958) 
Band Behrens and 
etal. Jlnecke 
(1956, (1969) 
1958) 
Suslov 
(1969, 
1970) 
0.049 
Martin and 
Blichert-
Toft (1970) 
O.041 
Calculateda 
with the 
codes of 
Fricke't al. 
(1971) 
0.049 
Winter 
(1968), 
'corrected 
0.041 
Mann and 
.4aber 
(1973) 
0.041 
10 o.o58 0.055 0.055 0.075 0.059 0.058 o.b59 0.055 0.055 
15 0.075 0.074 0.074 0.079 0-077 0.076 0.076 0.076 o.o74 0.074 
20 0,085 0.084 0.84 0,083 0.085 0.086 0.086 0.086 o.o86 0.o86 o.086 
30 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.093 0.099 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.099 0.099 
40 0.101 0.101 0.103 0.109 0.109 0.109 0-109 0.109 o-1o8 0.109 
50 0.104 0.105 0.113 0.118 o.118 0.119 0.118 0.118 0.118 
60 OalO7 0.107 0.125 0.128 0.128 0.128 0.128 o.128 0.127 
70 0.109 0.109 0.137 0.139 0.14o o.14o 0.139 0.139 0.138 
80 0.110 0.111 0.151 0.153 0.154 0.152 0.152 0.152 0.151 
90 0.111 0.166 0.169 0.170 0.167 0.167 0.168 0.167 
100 0.112 0.184 0.190 o.187 0.186 
aThe parameters in the Slater exchange term [Eq. (6) of Fricke Pt A6. (1971)] are 0=1, n=l, and m=l. 
bNonrelativistic results multipled by a correction factor for relativistic effects. 
TABLE 2.3. Calculated electron radial wave-function ratios g2/g2. 
Nonrelafivistic Relativistic 
HFS HF TFD HFS HF 
Z Herman and Watson,and Froese- Brewer Behrens and Suslov Calculated with Mann and 
Skillman Freeman, Fischer et al.a Jlnecke (1969, the codes of Wiaber 
(1963) (1961) (1972 b) (1961) (1969) 1970) Frickeet al. (1973) 
(1971) 
15 0.095 0.075 0.076 0.095 0.095 0.076 
20 6.132 o.118 0.119 0.133 0.133 0.119 
25 o.144 0.134 o.136 0.145 0.145 0.136 
30 0.148 0.144 o.143 0.162 0.150 0.150 0.144 
40 o.174 0.172 o.184 O.176 0.176 0.174 
50 0.194 0.193 0.201 0.197 0.196 0.195 
60 0.208 0.208 0.216 0.214 0.212 '0.211 b.210 
70 0.218 0.218 0.228 0.224 0.224 0.222 b.222 
80 0.225 0.225 0.237 0.233 0.231 0.231 0.230 
90 0.231 0.242 0.240 0.237 0.238 0.237 
100 0.235 0.245 0.243 9.242 
ae 2 
aHere, g baa been taken from the tables of Behrens and Jlinecke' (1969).%. 
1 
TABLE 2.4. Calculated electron radial wave-function ratios gN 1/g21. 
Nonrelativistic Relativistic 
HFS HF HFS HF 
Z Herman and 
Skillman 
Watson and 
Freeman 
Froese-
Fischer 
Sualov (1969, 1970); 
Dzhelepov et al. 
Calculated with 
the codes of 
Mann and 
Waber 
(1963) (1961) (1972b) (1972) Fricke et aTl. (1973) 
(1971) 
35 0.116 0.094 0.094 0.ll6 0.094 
40 0.162 o.143 0.163 0.162 0.143 
45 o.i84 0.168 0.186 0.185 0.167 
50 0.203 0.188 0-206 0.204 -0.189 
60 0.233 0.224 0.236 0.235 0.225 
70 0.237 0.232 0.245 0.243 0.236 
80 0.251 0.248 0-257 0.257 0.251 
90 0.266 0.271 0.271 0.267 
100 0.279 0.283 0.279 
4 . 
TABLE 2.5. Calculated electron radial wave-function ratios 212 
Nonrelativistic Relativistic 
HFS HF HFS HF 
Z Herman and Skillman 
(1963) 
--
Froese-Fischer 
(1972b) 
Calculated with the 
codes of Fricke t al. 
(1971) 
Mann and Waber 
(1973) 
70 0.155 0.135 O.161 o0,46 
75 0.182 0.163 0.186 0171 
80 0.203 0.183 0.208 0.192 
85 0.229 0.211 0.232 0,216 
90 0.252 0.252 0239 
95 0.263 o.266 0.254 
100 0.272 0.278 0.279 
TABLE 2.6. Calculated relativistic electron radial wave-function ratios f2 /g2 
TFTD HFS HP 
Z Brysk and 
Rose 
(1955) 
Band 
et al. 
(1956, 
1958) 
Behrens and 
Jglnecke 
(1969) 
Suslov 
(1969, 1970b) 
Dzhelepov et al. 
(1972) 
Martin and 
Blichert-
Toft (1970) 
Calculated with 
the codes of 
Fricke et al. 
(1971) 
Mann and 
Waber 
(1973) 
10 0.001 0.00052 0.00053 0.00052 O.00046 
15 0.002 0.00160 0.00155 0.00155 0.00155 O.00143 
20 0.003 0.00235 0-00318 0. 00308 6.O0030 0.00306 0.00290 
25 
30 
40 
0.005 
0.007 
0.013 
0.00492 
0.00751 
0.0145 
0.00525 
0.00786 
0.0149 
0.00515 
0.00778 
0.0148 
0.00512 
0.'00774 
0.0147 
000512 
0,00774 
00147 
0o00489 
0.00746 
0.0143 
50 0.022 0.0241 0.0247 0.0246 0.0244 0.0244 0.0238 
60 0.034 0.0368 0.0377 0.0376 0.0371 0.0371 0.0364 
70 
80 
0.052 
0.077 
0.0538 
0.75? 
O.0548 
0.0771 
0.0546 
0.0755 
0.0538 
0.0755 
0.0538 
0.0754 
0.0527 
0.0741 
90 0.111 0.1056 O.1068 0.1043 0.1042 0.1041 0.1023 
100 0.154 o.1474 0.1432 0.1407 
O\ 
2 2TABLE 2.7. Calculated relativistic electron radial wave-function ratios fM/ .
 
TFD 'FS HF 
Z Brewer et al. Behrens and Jnecke Suslov Calculated with Mann and Waber 
(1961) (1969) (1969, 1970b); the codes of Fricke (1973) 
Dzhelepov et al. et aI. (1971) 
(1972)
 
15 0.00112 0.00111 0.00102
 
20 0.00282 0.00281 0.00259
 
25 0.00495 O.00492 0.00470
 
30 0.0079 O.00766 0. 00761 0.00730
 
40 0.0158 0.0156 0. 0155 0.0150
 
50 0.0268 0.0267 o.0264 0.0258
 
60 0.0409 0.0416 0.0415 O.0409 0.0400
 
70 0.c601 O.c610 0.0609 0.0599 0.0588
 
80 0.0834 0.0865 o.o848 0.0847 0.0831
 
90 0.1179 0.1201 O.1176 0.1173 0.1153
 
100 0.1661 0.1616 0.1589
 
348 
TABLE 2.8. Calculated relativistic electron radial wave-function
 
ratios f2 /g2
 
HFS BY 
Z Suslov Calculated with Mann and Waber 
(1969, 1970b) 1 the codes of Fricke (1973) 
Dzhelepov Qt &l et alo (1971) 
(1972) 
35 0.0078 0.0076 
40 0.0134 0.0133 0.0126 
45 0.0185 o.0182 O.O176 
50 0.0247 0.0244 0.0237 
60 0.0400 0.0394 0-0385 
70 0.0594 0.0583 0.0572 
8o o.o836 0.0836 00821 
90 0.117 0.117 0.115 
100 0.162 0.160 
TABLE 29. Amplitudes pp k-i of the bound electron radial wave functions. (After Mann and Waber, 1973 and
 
private communication.) Columns are headed by atomic numbers Z- (Outermost electrons have been omitted.) 
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TABLE 2.10. Relations between form-factor coefficients and nuclear matrix elements
 
in Cartesian notation. 
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TABLE Z.A Comparison of published exchange and overlap corrections (BK) 
for selected values of Z. 
Exchange and overlap corrections B K 
Bahcall Vatai Martin and Suslov Recalculated in this wQrk as 
Z El. Blichert-Toft described in Sec. Z.5 after 
(1963) (1970) (1970) (1970) Bahcall Vatat 
4 Be 0.900 0.816 
5 B 0.924 0. 866 
6 C 0.938 0.941 0.903 
7 N 0.948 0.954 0. 928 
8 O 0.958 0. 962 0.944 
9 F 0.964 0.967 0.953 
10 Ne 0.969 0.970 0.957 
11 Na 0.973 0.971 0.959 
1z Mg 0.974 0.972 0.961 
13 Al 0.987 0.975 0.973 0.964 
14 Si 0.924 0.988 0.976 0.9231 0.974 0.966 
15 P 0.939 0.988 0.977 0..9391 0.975 0.968 
16 S 0.947 0.988 0.978 0.9479 0.976 0.970 
17 Cl 0.954 0.988 0.979 0.9542 0.977 0.972 
18 Ar 0.959 0.988 0.980 0.9589 0.978 0.973 
19 K 0.963 0.988 0.981 0.9600 0.979 0.974 
20 Ca 0.966 0.989 0.982 0.9650 0.980 0.975 
25 Mn 0.976 0.990 0.985 0.9731 0.983 0.979 
30 Zn 0.981 0.991 0.9S7 0.9794 0.986 0.983 
35 Br 0.983 0.992 0.99 0.9822 0.988 0.986 
40 Zr 0.990 0.9844 0.989 0.987 
50 Sn 0.991 0.9878 0.991 0.990 
60 Nd 0.992 0.9888 
70 Yb 0.992 0.9896 
80 Hg 0.992 0.9898 
90 Th 0.992 0.9899 
12b 
TABLE 2 .A Comparison of published exchange and overlap corrections (BL) 
for selected values of Z 
Exchange and overlap corrections BL1 BLZBL3 
aaMartin and Recalculated in this work as Martin and 
Z El Blichert-Toft described in Sec. 2.5 after Blichert-Toft 
(1963) (1970) (1970) (1970) Bahcall Vatal (1970) 
4 Be 3.045 2.22z 
5 B Z.432 1.875 
6 C Z.009 1.636 
7 N 1.475 1.738 1.482 
8 0 1.405 1.580 1.391 
9 F 1.360 1.496 1.341 
10 Ne 1.309 1.449 1.309 
11 Na 1.283 1.399 1.272 
12 Mg 1.248 1.309 1.209 
13 Al 1.250 1.212 1.272 1.185 
14 Si 1.199 1.229 1.186 I.Z05 1.242 1.167 0.921 
15 P 1.193 1.211 1.169 1.189 1.219 1.152 0.929 
16 S 1.181 1.196 1.154 1.179 1.200 1.140 0.935 
17 Cl 1.172 1.183 1.143 1.168 1.185 1.130 0.940 
18 Ar 1.162 1.170 1.132 1.159 1.171 I.121 0.944 
19 K 1.153 1.158 1.120 1.150 1.157 1.111 0.946 
20 Ca 1.145 1.149 1.113 1.140 1.141 1.099 0.948 
25 Mn 1.112 1.116 1.085 1.108 1.108 1.074 0.958 
30 Zn 1.090 1.095 1.070 1.090 1.085 1.067 0.967 
35 Br 1.075 1.077 1.060 1.075 1.072 1.055 0.971 
40 Zr 1.050 1.064 1.060 1.045 0.974 
50 Sn 1.037 1.050 1.045 1.035 0.978 
60 Nd 1.029 1,040 0.980 
70 Yb 1 025 1,035 0.981 
80 Hg 1 .022 1.031 0.982 
90 Th 1.021 1,028 0.982 
TABLE. 2 .A, Comparison of published exchange- and overlap corrections 
(BM and BN ) for selected values of Z 
Exchange and overlap correctionsB v BN 
Martin and Recalculated in.this Recz1cula-ted in this 
2 El B ahcall Vata i work as described, work as describedB iehert-T 'oft Su lov in S c -5 a t rV ataiin S c , . af e 
(1963), ('1970) (1970), (19,7'} in Sec. 2.5 after ('970) in Sec.,2.5 after 
Bahcall Vatai Balicall Vatai
 
4 Be
 
5 B
 
6 C,
 
7 N
 
8 0
 
9' F
 
10 Ne 
11 Na 
12 Mg 2,. 134 'I.,651 
13 Al 1.432 1.628 1. 9,6,0 1.541 
14 Si' 1. 408, 1.5-10, 1. 769, 829, 1.4631. 804 i'. 
15 P 1.711 1.3815, 1.434 1. 686, 1.7/33 1.411 
1,6 S 1.63,9) 1.3,69 1.388' 1. 621 1.661 1.375 
17 Cl 1. 579' 1.346, 1. 3,58, 1.567 L.603 I. 348, 
18; Ar 1.5,30) 1.,327 1.3Z8 .522, 1.549- 1. 3ZZ 
19 K 1. 48'9 1.,315 1.285, 1.496 1A8,9 1. 288, 
20 Ca 1.454 1. 2,99, 1. 255, 1.453, 1. 414 . 1. 239' 2.139 1.593 
25 Mn 1.335 1.241 I.,Z6 1.339 1.317 1.214 1.283 1.700 1.3,18 
30 Zn 1.2'66 1.Z0Z 1.1901 1.273, 1.258 I.186, 1.23,6 1.538 1<z65, 
35, Br, 1.222 1.170 1.150; 1.2,0, 1.10; 1.215, 1.459, 1.,238 
40 Zr 1.,12 I 1.162 11-112, 1.359 1.216 
50, Sn 1.0 93' 1.lz2 1.086, 1.64 1.169, 
60- Nd 1. 070' 
70' Yb, 1.062, 
8,0' Hg, L. 05 6, 
9,0' Th 1., 051 
Uo 
12d 
TABLE 2 .A Comparison of exchange and overlap 
Exchange and overlap corrections XL/K 
Bahcall Vatai Martin and Suslo 
Blichert-Toft 
Z El (1963) (1970) (1970) (1970) 
4 Be 
5 B 
6 C 
7 N 1.556 
8 0 1.467 
9 F 1.411 
10 Ne 1.351 
11 Na 1.319 
12 Mg 1.281 
13 Al 1.2,66 1.243 
14 Si 1.298 1.244 1.215 1.293 
15 P 1.271 1.226 1.197 1.266 
16 S 1.248 1.210 1.180 1.243 
17 Cl 1.228 1.197 1.168 1.2Z4 
18 Ar 1.212 1.184 1.155 1.208 
19 K 1.197 1.171 1.14Z 1.194 
z0 Ca 1.184 1.162 1.133 1.181 
Z5 Mn 1.139 1.127 1.102 1.139 
30 Zn 1.112 1.104 1.084 1.113 
35 Br 1.093 1.085 1.072 1.094 
40 Zr 1.061 1.081 
50 Sn 1.046 1.063 
60 Nd 1.037 1.052 
70 Yb 1.033 1.046 
80 Hg 1.030 1.042 
90 Th 1.029 1.038 
* Takes into account rearrangement in final state 
corrections 
Faessler 

et al. 

(1970) 

3.504 
1.207 

1.135 

1.110 

for L/K ratios 
Faessler Recalculated 
et al. as described 
(1970y after: 
Bahcall 
2.947 3.383 
2.633 
2.134 
1.82Z 
1.642 
1.547 
1.494 
1.441 
1.347 
1.307 
1.275 
1.250 
I.Z30 
I.ZI3 
1.195 1.197 
1.182 
1.164 
1.127 1.127 
1.103 1.100 
1.085 
1.072 
1.055 
in this work 
in Sec. Z.5 
Vatai 
2.723
 
2.164 
1.811 
1.597 
1.474
 
1.408 
1.368 
1.327 
1.258
 
1.230
 
1.208
 
1.190
 
1.176
 
1 163
 
1.152
 
1.140
 
1.127
 
1.096
 
1.082
 
1.070
 
1.059
 
1.046
 
oC0 
12e 
TABLE 2 .A Comparison of exchange and overlap corrections for M/L ratios 
Exchange and overlap corrections XM/t 
Martin and Recalculatpd in this 
Vatat Blichert-Toft Suslov Faessler Faessler work as described in 
Z El (1963) (1970) (1970) (1970) 
et al (1970) 
et al. (1970)* 
. 
Sec. 2.5 after 
Bahcall Vatai 
10 Ne 
11 Na 
12 Mg 1.630 1.366 
13 Al 1.584 1.146 1.343 1.541 1.300 
14 Si 1.505 1.146 1.273 1.482 1.473 1.25 
i5 P 1.433 1.144' 1.227 1.419 1.422 1.225 
16 S 1.387 1.140 1.203 1.375 1.383 1.206 
17 Cl ,1.347 1.138 1.188 1.341 1.353 1.193 
18 Ar 1.316 1.134 1.173 iL314 1.311 1.289 1.323 1.179 
19 K 1.291 1.137 1.147 1.292 1.287 1.160 
20 Ca 1.270 1.123 1.128 1.275 1.239 1.127 
'25 Mn 1.201 1.112 1.130 1.209 1.190 1.178 1.189 1.131 
30 Zn 1.161 1.098 1*112 1.168 '1.153 1.147 1.159 1.115 
35 Br 1.137 1.086 1.085 1.143 1.119 1.081 
40 Zr 1.068 1.126 1.094 1.061 
50 Sn 1.054 i.i01 1.073 1.049 
60 Nd 1.040 1.086 
70 Yb 1.036 1.076 
80 Hg 1.033 1.070 
90 Th 1.029 1.066 
* Takes into account rearrangement in final state 
GA 
H 
12f 
TABLE 2 .A Comparison of exchange and overlap corrections for N/M ratios 
Z 
18 
19 
20 
25 
30 

35 

40 
50 
60 
70 

80 
90 
Recalculated in this work as 
El described in Sec. 2.5 after 
(1970) 
Bahcall Vatai 
Ar 
K 
Ca 1.506 1. 286 
Mn 1.034 1.291 1.086 
Zn 1.028 1.223 1.067 
Br 1.038 1.199 1.086 
Zr 1.170 1.094 
Sn 1.127 1.077 
Nd 
Yb 
Hg 
Th 
TABLE 3.1 Methods that 'have been used 
capture probabilities. 
for 'the 'deternnation -of electron 
No. Method No, ethd 'Source Detectors aofa Measured ,Deduced 
Es tirnn!ted 
accuracy 
the methodf,pecent 
I Spectroscopy of K, L and M 
without x-ray escape 
events internal 
gaseous 
mw_L/K. 
NaI,(Tl) 
124/IL P /P. 
PIL_,y/jR-YFM/L 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Spectroscopy of K and L events with 
complete K x-ray escape 
Spectroscopy of K, L and M events 
Cloud chamber technique 
Spectroscopy of K, L and M4 events 
'Spectroscopy of K and L x rays 
internal 
gaseous 
internal 
,gaseous 
internal 
gaseous 
internal 
solid 
'external 
solid 
pC 
p 
cc 
Nal(Tl) 
Csi(Tl) 
CsI(Na') 
Csa1t(CK 4 Ha 02 4 2 
Ge(Li) 
pc 
NaI(T) 
/I!L/P 
L/IK 
Ii L 
IL/I K 
I 1 AR 
,IM/I , 
1 /L-i K~y 
ILX ,IKX 
JLX~iy /I X­
~L 
K 
P _/PK 
PM/P-L 
, 
1 7/PK 
P i 
PL/K 
1 
.20 
I 
,10 
A.4 
%-I 
TABLE 3. 1 (continued) 
Estimated 
No. Method Source Detectors a Measured Deduced 
accuracy 
of the method 
(percent) 
7 Measurement 
coincidences 
of (K x-ray)-(L x-ray) external 
solid 
pc 
NaI(TI) 
IKXLX, 
ILX IKX 
PL/PK 8 
8 Spectroscopy of K x rays and y rays external 
solid 
pcNaI(Tl) 
Ge(Li) 
IK/I P 8 
9 Spectroscopy of 
electrons and K 
K x rays or K Auger 
conversion electrons 
external 
solid 
sd 
NaI(TI) 
IKX/IeK 
IKA/IeK 
IKw 
'PK 
15 
10 fDetermination 6f K x ray emission 
and disintegration rate 
rate external 
solid 
pc 
NaI(T1) 
IKXI 
° PKwK I 
11 Measurement 
coincidences 
of (K x-ray)-(y-ray) external. 
solid 
pc, NaI(T1) 
G'e(Li) 
Si(Li) 
IKX_/i Y 
IKX-yl -Z/Iyl -Yz 
PKK 5 
12 Measurement of (K x-ray)-(y-ray) 
coincidences at different levels 
external 
solid 
NaI(Tl) 
e(Li) 
Si(Li) 
'IKK1xyl/IyI 
IKxy2/1Y2 
PaK/P2K 5 
13' Measurement 
coincidences 
of (K-event)-(y-ray) external 
solid 
pc, NaI(Tl) 
CsI(TI) I K-/Iy PK 3 
4­
No. Method 
14 	 Measurement of (K X-ray)-( y-ray)sumr 

coincid'ences. 

15 	 Measurement of (i x-ray)-_(y-rayY and 

(K x-ray)-(K x-ray)or(K x-ray)-(K 

conversion electron)coincidences 

16, 	Measurement of (K x-ray'-(K conversion 
electron)*and (K x-ray)-(L, conversion 
electron)' coincidences, 
17 	 Measurement of (K Auger electron)-

(K conversion electron) and (K Auger 

electron)-(L conversion electron)
 
coincidences
 
16 	 Measurement of (K x-ray)-(K conversion 
electron' coincidences 
TABLE 3.1 (continued), 
Source 
exteina 
solid 
aoDetectors. 
N.ltTI) 
G's[(,,Tl), 
Mof 
Measured, 
IKX+/iY 
Deduced 
PK 
Estimated 
accUracy 
the method 
(percent 
8 
external 
solid 
external 
solid 
Nl(,Tl) 
Si(Li,)jtI 
sd 
NI(,Tl) 
Sd. 
F /r 
/IXXA 
Ix/I , 
IK-eKeK 
"'.}eK/IeK 
rKXeaIeL, 
P 
K 
p 
external, 
solid 
ad, ai I _eK/reK 
IK%_eL/LeL, N 
external 
solid 
pC. sc 
NaI(Tl) 
Ge(,iY 
I X-o/A 
IKxK/IKX' 
P, w 
pK 
5 
V 
1eXf KX 
hzU: 
011kA, 
TABLE 3.1 (continued) 
No. Method Source Detectorsa Measured Deduced 
Estimated 
accuracy
of the method 
(percent) 
19 Measurement of (K x-ray)-(y-ray)-
(K or L conversion electron) 
coincidences 
external 
solid 
NaI(T1) 
Ge(Li) 
sd 
I /1CL 
IKx-Y-eK/IY-eK 
PKK 
PK 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Spectroscopy of K events and positrons 
(no K x ray escape) 
Spectroscopy of K events and positrons 
(no K x ray escape) 
Spectroscopy of K events and positrons 
Spectroscopy of K Auger electrons and 
positrons 
Spectroscopy of K x rays and positrons 
Spectroscopy of K x rays and 0+ 
annihilation photons 
internal 
gaseous 
internal 
gaseous 
internal 
solid 
external 
s olid 
external 
solid 
external 
solid 
PC 
apc. 
NaI(TI) 
gin, PC 
NaI(Tl),&(UI), 
pc 
NaI(Tl),SI(Ii), 
pc, Ge(Li) 
IK/I + 
IK/I 
IK/I+ 
IKA/I8+ 
IKX/I+ 
IKX/1511 
P K/P,+ 
PK/P+ 
P K/P + 
PK/P+ 
PK/Po+ 
PK/P 8 + 
6 
3 
2 
9 
1 
1.5 
hd 
TABLE ..3. 1 (continued)' 
No,., Method 	 Source Detectors a UeaauredL Deduced' 
z6 	 Spectroscopy of nuclear and, external NI(T1),,G (LiY r. / 1 PE.G! & 
annihilation photons s olid 
_ 	 +27 	 Measurement of (positron'-(y ray) external pc,.pl I PEC /P' 
coincidences solid N-aI(TI),,Ge(Li) 
28, Measurement of (positron)-(y ray)N external, pc NaI(TL) 8 "X%'r"I I P /i,+ + 
and' (positron)-(y ray)S coincidences solid r , F . 
29, Measurement of (y ray)-5'll keV vy-	 external, NaI(,TlGe(LV) I I'tri /'+
solidtriple, coincidences
.(511 keV y) 
30 Measurement of (y ray)-511 IeV externar Nal(fT),, G'e(Li'), I F 
+ 
annihilation, photon coincidences' solid 
31 	 Miscellaneous 
a The following abbreviations. are used: apc,, anticoincidence proportional counter;7 cc,, cloud, chamber;. 
gin, Geiger-Muler counter; pc,, proportional' counter; p1,, plastic scintillator;: rmw, multi-wire.
 
proportional counter; sc, seiiconductor , sd. double-focussing, spectrometer; se,, lens spectrometer..
 
Estimatd, 
accuracy 
of. tLe, method' 
(percunt), 
3:
 
Z.-5
 
2 
3* 
--.' 
TABLE 3.2 Experimental electron capture values 
a Fiial T / b c c 
EC state 5. tT P P'P 
A (keY) (kev) M/L LM..Kte 
17 Cl 36 1144 0 2-0+ 0.112 +0.008 1 Dougan(1962bi 
18 Ar 37 814 0 3+ 3+ 
2 
0.09 0 
-0.005 
Z Langevin(1 955 c) 
0.102 +0.008 2 Kiser(1959) 
0.103 +0.003 1 Santos-Ocamro(1960) 
0.0971+0.0005 1 Manduchi(1 961) 
0. 102 +0. 004 1 Dougaa(1962a) 
0 .102 +0.003 1 Winter(1964) 
0.097 +0.003 1 Heuer(1966) 
0.098 +0.003 '1 Totzelt(1967) 
104.+0. 007004.003 3 Renier(1968) 
0,098 +0.002 - 1 Krahn(1972) 
19 K 40 1505 1460;0 4--Z+ ;0+ 1.34 +0.35 8 Heintze(1954) 
0.34 +0.08 5 McCann(1967) 
23 V 48 4015 several 0.104 +0.004 
0.44 +0.09 8 
1 
Anman(1968) 
flertnann(1972) 
Z297 4+-4+ 0.115 +0.015 1 Bertrnann(1972) 
several 0.2005 + 0.0030 11 Albrecht(1975) 
23 V. 49 601 0. 7- 7 0.106 +0.004 1 Irahn(1972) 
22 
onO
TABLE 3.2 (continued) 
aQEC Finalstate Tr IT L PKp PKp b KPL Me­ c 
z' A (keV) stae i f M'LM. .'C/K K p thod Reference 
24 Cr .51 751 320;0 7-,57 
2 22 
0.10 +0.02 
0.10z6+0. 0004 
7 
1 
Konstantinov(1961) 
Fasioli(1962) 
320 7 -5 0.227 +0.003 10 Taylor(1963) 
320' 0.1044+0.0021 1 Heuer(1966) 
320;0 0.1033+0.0031 i Heuer(1966) 
320 0.196 +0.,016 11 Mukerji(19,.67b) 
25 Mn 54 1374 835.5 3 +-Z + 0.901+0.006 ['3 Kramer(962a) 
0.098 +0.006 1 IMoler(196±) 
0.257 40.004 10 Taylor(1963) 
0.106 +0,003 1 Manduchi(1963). 
0.243 +0. 012 10 Lelstner(1965) 
0.2514+0.0017 10 Bambynek(1967a) 
0'.250 +0.005 10 Petel(1 967) 
0.2492+0.0017 11 Hammer(1968) 
0.900+0..014 10 flobrilovic 1972) 
0.247 +0.009 11 Mukerji(19t3) 
IU 
f .' 
TABLE 3. Z (continued) 
a Final T! Tr 
(EC sa e 4 
(kV) a(keV) -f 
ELM../PK PKw 
b c 
Me­
thod Reference 
26 F.e 55232 0 3" 5 
2 2 
0.108 +0. 006 
0.106 +0.003 
1 
1 
Scobie(1959) 
Manduchi(1962a) 
0.106 +0..005 
0.117 +0..001 0.157+0.003' . . 
1 
1 
Moler(1963) 
Pengra(1972) 
27 Co 57837 136 
136 
136;706 
136 
136 
136 
706 
7".5-
22 
7.5-;5-
2 
7 5 
0.099 +0.011 
0.20 +0.13 
0.15 +0.02 
0.088+0.040 
0.254 .. 011 
0.1262 +0.008 
0.3044+0.0043 
. 
9 
11 
1 
11, 
11 
0.87 +0.02+11 
0.92 +0.03+11 
Moussa (1956) 
Krarner(1962a) 
Moler(1963) 
Thomas(1963) 
Rubinson(1968) 
Bosch(1969) 
Bosch(1969) 
136 2 2 0.317 +o.o06 11 Mukerji(1973). 
27 Co 58 2308 1675;8102 +-2 +;2+ 
1675;810 
0.107 +0.004 
0.3050+0.0022 
1 
10 
Moler(1963) 
Bambynek(1968b, 
28 Ni 
28 Ni 
562133 1720 
573243 several 
0+-1 + 0.115 +0.006 
0.100 +0.006 
1 
1 
Winter(1967) 
Winter(19 6 7) 
28 Ni 59 1073 0 3 "7 
2 2 
0.121 +0.002 1 Chew(1974a) 
AC 
TABLE 3. Z ('continued) 
Z A 
a 
0EC 
(keV) 
Final 
state 
(keV) 
3 Jj f p p M L LM. /P1x 
b 
Po OJo 
thod 
c 
Referen-Reference 
30 Zn 65 1350 1115 5-.5 
2' 2 
0.369 +0.023 11 Perrin(1960) 
1115;0 5"-"5-j3
2 2 
-
2 
013 +0.002 7 Konstantinov(1961) 
1115;0 
1115 
1115;0 
1115;0 
1115 
1115 
1115;0 
1115;0 
1115 
1115 
0.119 +0.007 
0.111 +0.006 
0.117 +0.007' 
0. 118 +0.003 
0.120 +0.003 0.153+0,.020' 
0.878+0.006 
0.400 +0.006 
0.3927+0.0026 
0.3894+0.0016 
0.386 +0. 010 
1 
13 
10 
,1 
5 
11 
10 
1 
1 
11 
Santos-Ocampo(196Z) 
Krarner(1962a) 
Taylor(1963) 
Totzek(1967) 
McCann(1968) 
Hammer(1968) 
Barnbynek(l 968a) 
Krafft(1970) 
Krafft(1970) 
Mukerji(1973) 
3Z Ge 71 235 0 ±"_2" 
2 2 
0.30 +0.02 
0.116 +0.005 
2 
1 
Langevin(1956) 
Drevdr(1959) 
0.13 +0.02 
0.1187+0. 00080. 142+0. 010 
0.117 +0.001 0.162+0.003 
7 
1 
1 
Konstantinov(1961) 
Manduchi(1962) 
Genz(1971a) 
33 As 73 34,0 67 3--1" 
2 2 
0.85 +0,05 16 'Kyles(1970) 
H
 
TABLE 3.2 (continued) 
Z A 
a QE0 
(keV) 
Final 
state 
(keV) 
i // LM../" 
b 
PKWK PK Me­
thod 
c 
Reference 
33 As 74 2564 several 0.085 +0. 0z0 z Scobie(1957) 
34Se 75 865 401 5 +.5+ 
2 2 
0.457 
0.460 
0.462 
.'0.516 
+0.004 
TO. 012 
0.021 
11 
11 
11 
11 
Perrin(1960) 
kao(1966b) 
Raeside (1969) 
Chew(1973) 
36 Kr 79 1631 several 0.27 
0.26 
+0.09 
+0.03 
4 
2 
Radvanyi(1955a) 
Langevin(1955a) 
0.108 +0.005 1 Drever(1959) 
36Kr 81 290 0 7 + 
22 
- 0,146 +0.005 1 Chew(1974b) 
37 Rb 83 1,038 571;562 5- 3-;3 
2 2 2 
0.121 +0.002 5 Schulz(1967a) 
571 
56Z 
0.128 +0.002, 
0.132 +0.002 0.164+0.002 
5 
5 
Goedbloed(1970 b) 
Goedbloed(1970b) 
37 Rb 84 2680 880 Z--2 + 0.580.+0.0Z5 11 Welker(1955) 
0.116 +0.002 
0.119 +0.002 
5 
5 
Schulz(1967a) 
Goedbloed( 1970 b) 
38 Sr 85 1064 514 9+-+ + 
Z 2 
. 
0.5959+0.0035 
0.88+0.04+ 11 
11 
Bisi(1956a) 
Grootheer(1969) 
- 0.586 +0. 003 10 Bambynek(1970) 
TABLE 3.2 (continued) 
z A 
a QEC 
(keY) 
Final 
state 
(kev) 
45PPP 
L PM/PL 
/ 
PLM../PK 
Pw 
b 
P 
PK 
c 
Me­
thod Reference 
39 Y 
4Z Mo 
'88 3619 2734 
Z734;1836 
93 398 .30;0 
4--3-
4--3-.Z+ 
5+. -.9+ 0.36 +0.04 
0.6290+0.0032 
0.613 +0.004 
ii 
10 
6 
Grootheer(1969) 
Bambynek(1973) 
flohmuth(1964) 
43 Tc 
45 Rh 
97 347 0 
101 554 325;127 
9+ 5+ 
2 2 
i-I -+ 
0.21 +0.14 
-0.10 
0.65 
6 
11 
'Katcoff(1958) 
Perrin (1960) 
46 Pd 103 553 several 0.56 +7 
0.95 
8 . 
9 
Avignon(1953) 
Avignon(1955) 
d+ 
47 Ag 105 13*41 344 
1088 
1.! + 
1 3 
0.128 +0.003 
0.152 +0.002 
5 
5 
Schulz(1967d) 
Schulz(1967d) 
48 Cd 109 182 87.7 
22 
+ +5+.7 
22Z 
0.32 +0.04 
0.195 +0.005 
0,Z37 +0.015 
0.193 +0.003 
0.28 +0.03 
0.228+0.003I f 
0.Z3+0.020 0.267+0.015 
0.26 +0.03 
0.226+0.003 
0.805+0.027 
5 
6 
8 
5 
2 
18 
5 
Der Mafeosian(1953) 
Bertolini(1954) 
Wapstra(1957) 
Leutz(1965) 
Moler(1965) 
DurosinrniEtti(1966) 
Goedbloed(1970a) 
QA 
TABLE 3.Z (continued) 
a FinalQEC state 
Z V)Atate(ky)L 
Tr L K M L EL.'K bKK1 M­
thod 
C 
Reference 
49 In 
49In 
Ill 8z6 
114rl6Z3 
419 
1283 
+ 7+ 
2 
5+-2-
0.867+d.007 
0.75 
17 
11 
Sparrman(19'66) 
Perrin(1960) 
50 Sn 113 1025. 648 1+53" 
648 3 
648;393. 3".1 0.44 +0.04 0.223+0.020 
0.26 +0.09 
-0.07 
1.01 +0.17+ 
11 
11 
I 
' 
Bhatki(1957) 
Greenwood(1961) 
Manduchi(1964) 
393 1+1-
.a a 
0.-16 +0.02 18 Durosinmi-Etti(1966) 
53 1' lZ5 177 q 
648 
35.5 
1+- 3-
Zi T 
5 +3, + 
2Z0.23 
... 
+0.03 
0;2543 +0. 0027 
0.253 +0. 005 
0.685+0.018 
0.699+0.030 
0. 685T .01Z 
0.75 +0.I0+ 
0.77 +0.08 
11 
8 
,5 
5 
5 
11 
11 
11 
Bosch(1967) 
Priedlander(1951b) 
Der Mateosian(1953) 
Leutz(1964) 
Smith(1966) 
Karttunen(1969) 
Tolea(1974) 
Plch(1974a) 
p. 
TABLE 3.2 (continued) 
a 
QEC 
Final 
state J* 
z (eV ke) 
LJ1/ 
Km 
M'L .tLv. 
b 
10K KK -M'thdd 
c 
-n 
,k[e'fereonce 
53 1 126 2151' several 0.142 +0. 005 
-0. 018 5 S~obie(1958) 
54 Xe 127 664 375 1+_12 2 0..710540.04 11 tres@sti(1964) 
203 1+-3+ 0,'7'0+0,,I'6 11 Bfese ti(i1964) 
a z 
375 1+ 1+ '0,. +0.0 .11 Wihtei(1965S) 
2 2 
375;203;0 1+ 1+3+ 5+ 0.183 +0.025 
-I Wht@t(4'965b) 
55 Cs 131 355 0 5+ . 3+ 0.153 +0.008 Joshi(W '60) 
0.155 +0.002 5 'Sdhui(1967a) 
55 Cs 132 2099 several 
56 Ba 128 700 273 
56 Ba 131 1340 696;620 
56 -a 133 516n 137 , 
0+-'1b 
1+1+ 
0.136 
0.135 
+0.001 
+0. 009 
0.2'Z.o2,, 
10.734+b. Ob6 
410 .05 + 
41 b5 + 
lI 
5 
Ii 
5 
P1ch(1 §4b) 
Govefse(1 74a) 
_o'.....974) 
sgmih(1-963) 
0.Ui94O0.015 -b.04 il1 Rni&wwa7ny(1966) 
0.31'9+O6, 013 '19 Thuh(1966) 
+ 0.371 +0.007 5 Schul;(1967c) 
-
384 I+-3 
22 
0.221 +0.005 5 Schul(1967d) 
TABLE 3.2 (confinued) 
a Final 
0EC state 
A(keV)(keV) 
ip/P 
iLK M L 
p m./r
12..K 
bWP 
PKW Me­
thod 
c 
Reference 
'5&Ba 133 516 h 437 0.67 +0.15 6 McDonnel(1968) 
437 0.45 +0.04 19 Tbrnkvist(1968) 
437 
437 
0.576+0.038 
0.47 +0.02 + 
14 
6 
Narang(1968) 
Bosch(1969) 
437 0.644+0.034 11 Schnaidt-Ott(197Z) 
384 0.72 +0.06 11 Schmidt-Ott(1972) 
437 0.76 +0.06+ 14 Das Mahapatra(1974) 
384 0.87 +0. 014t 14 Das Mahapatra(1974) 
437;384 0.79 +0.07+ 14 Das Mahapatra(1974) 
57 'La 138 1794 1426 5"-Z+ 1.4 +0.25 8 Turchinetz(1956) 
58 Ce 134 500 0 0+-i + . 
0.2 
0.72 +0.08 8 
15 Aleksandrov(1972)Pruett(1954) 
58 Ce 139 275 165 -3+-5 0.37 +0.02 15 Ketelle(1956) 
2 2 
165 0.83 +0.04+ 11 Stanford(1960) 
165 0.68 +0.02 17 Marelius(1967) 
165 0.750+0.010 16 Adamowicz(1968) 
165 0.69 +0.02 13 Vatai(1968) 
165 0.70 7+0.018 11 Schmidt-Ott(1972) 
5 0.649+0.017 0.68 ±o.03 a.ark -
165 8 0.639+0.006 11 Plch(1975) 
165 0.726k0.010 15 Hansen(1975) 
165 0.66±0.06 0.73+C.07 14 Z-srnahaatr (1975b) 
-3 
TABLE 3,2 <continued) 
a 
QFC 
Z A (keV) 
60Nd140 470 
Final 
state 
(lceV) 
0 
Tb 
&4*J. 
± 
0+-I+ 
p KL 
+16 
MP-
C thod 
6 
c 
coac 
Vitrhar.(1960) 
61 Pn145 170* several 
67 '5+.3 -
67 2 
72 5+ 5 
22 
1.8 
0.7 
0.85 +0.03 
,0.55$+0. 022 
0. 509+0. 022 
0.74 r0.048 8 
6 
16 
11 
11 
B-yr (1972) 
Ca: ey(19A8) 
Brosi(I959) 
Tolea(1974) 
Tolea(197 4) 
62 Sm 145 647' several 
492 
61 
several 
492 
2.0 
7-3+ 
2 2 
7_5+z2+3.0 
a a 0.6 06 
-0.22 
0.61 
;0.20 
+0.10 
+0.02 
+0.03+ 
6 
15 
16  
11 
Carey(1958) 
Brosi(1959) 
Brosi(1959)"~mt( 0 
Vitan(196 ) 
My-lek1971) 
63En 152 1886 IE29 z-- 0.178 11 Peryin(19 6 0) 
1529 
15Z9 
1234 3-3±82 
0.71 +0.08 
-;o.1,0 
0.79 +0.02 
14 
14 
Lu(962) 
Dasra.an .ra(i975a) 
Dasrnabapa'tra(1.975a1 
63 Fu 151'a 935 
several 
950 0"-I-
0.55 +0.02 
0.82 
8 
11 
Dasrnah±atra(: 972) 
pcrr 2n(2 9e0) 
64 Gd 151 484r 350 7-.9-
< 2 
0.6'64+0. 009 11 Genz(1973c) 
307 7-.3+ 
2 
0.754+0.014 11 Genz(1973c) 
64 Gd 153 490 103 
103 
103 
97;103 
173 
17 
3 3+ 
2 2 
++ 
2 . 
0,42 
0.34 +0.02 
0.85 +0.310 
0.679+0.020 
0.543+0.006 
14 
15 
14 
5 
5 
Cupta(1956) 
Bhattacherje(1956) 
Bisi(1956t)b) 
Leutz(1 960), 
9
Lutz(960', 
TABLE 3.2 (continued) 
Z A 
aQEG 
(keV) 
Final 
state 
(kcV) 
Tb 
ATJ 
-
pL
M'KL LM. .L/ 
•c 
thod Reference 
64 Gd 153 490 j 173 0.375+0.CZ2 11 Blok (1962) 
103 0.66 +0.07 11 Blok(1962) 
97 0.67 +0.05 11 Blok(1962) 
173 10.35 +0.'03 11 Cretzu(1964) 
65 Tb 157 6 fl0 3+_3 
2 2 
z.64, 
2.18 
6 
6 
-hat(' 
J'4jt.ariIjt4) 
2.6s 4_0.20 6 Naumann(1967) 
56 Dy 159 365 0;58 3"-3+.5+ 1.0 +0.3 6 Grigorev(1958b) 
0;58 0.3 +0.7 6 Vitman(1960) 
-0.3 
58 3 -5 
+ 
2 2 0 . 8 5 +0.11 + 11 Greenwood(1960) 
0 3-3+ 0.198+0. 009 
22 -5 Leiper(971) 
58 3 - .. -
2 2 0.752+0.024 11 Genz(1973c) 
67Ho 160 2920 several - .z I3. $,' . 6 Vitn-an(C ', ) 
S0.795+0.020 8 Aleksandrov(1972) 
6o Cr 165 371 5-
2 
7- i.2 +0.4 
9 
6A3b) GriLruv(,, 
70 Yb 166 
70 Yb 166 
260*. 
60w 
82 2+-2 + 
82-0.02 
+0.06 
14 Jas[nski(1963 a 
72Hf 175 607* 433 5+-7+0.64 
22Z 
+0.04 11 Funke(1965) 
433 
343 5- 5 
2 ...... 
0.712+0.008 
0,+0.030
-0. 016 
16 
16 
Jasinski(1968)
Jasinski(1968) 
, 
%,
Co 
TABLE' 3.2' (continuedY 
a Final B C, 
Z A (keV)' (keVY)' LLM.. K K thod Reference 
73 Ta 177 1158 1058 _7." 0..42, +0%,07+ 16 West(1961) 
73 Ta 179 
74W t78 
74 W 181 
75 Re r83 
1,19i 
89 
1931 
558* 
0 
0 
0;6 
453 
7+_J_+ 
a a 
0+'-4l+ 
9-2+7;.9 -* 
2 2. 2' 
5+ 3 
2 2: 
r.4 +0'.4 
0.63 +0.06 
1.54 
0.23 +0. 05 
0. 358-0: 070 
0.Z7 +0,05 
0.38, +0.O07' 
0.2a', +0. OZ. 
6 
6 
8 
6 
6, 
6, 
6, 
II 
Btsi,1956c) 
Jopson(L961), 
NTelsen(1967) 
BisV 955c) 
jopson(19,6t), 
Muir('1 '61) 
Rao(1;9.66as) 
Kuhlmann(,,9.69) 
76 Os 185 1015several 
several 
0.35 
0.38 
+0.1.5 
+0 07 
- 6-
& 
MIlIyer(1951 ) 
Johns(197), 
875 3 0i..45,+0..008 1 1 B'isi(1957) 
873;878 1*,3+ 
a 2 0.600+0.006 - 5 Schulz(1967a) 
77 Ir 192 1050 
646 
691 
1 -4/+ 
2' 2 
4"-3 + 
0. 228+0,.004' 0. 254+0.,005 
0&,6 +0..0&. 
5 
1A. 
Schulz(1967a) 
Dasmahapatra(19'75) 
TABLE 3.2 (continued) 
Z A 
a 
£0 
(keV) 
Final 
state 
(keV) 
Ji'J 
rb 
. 
P/p P/P P ./P Pf Pc -
thod 
c 
Re.ro.ce 
78 Pt 188 .540t 
78 Pt 193 61 
195 
187 
0 
0+- i 
0+-i I 
1- 3+ 0,386+0.014 
0.744+0.020 
0.766+0.0z3 
16 
16 
5 
Hanson(1968) 
Hanson(1968) 
flavn(1971) 
79 Au.195 229* 130 3+5-
a .a 
0.143+0.019 II Bisi(1959, 1954) 
130 
130 
130 
99 
99 
3+.3 
2 Z 
. 0,146+0.010 
0.188+0,005 
0.123+0.009 
0.38 +0.09 
0.458+0.012 
11 
11 
11 
II 
16 
Goedblocd(1964) 
De Wit(1965) 
Harris(1965) 
Harris(1965) 
JasinqlM(1968) 
99 
130" 
0 
148 
79Au 196 1482 689 
80 Hg 197 6 8 4 rm 268 
268;77 
+-3 
2
a--2 + 
1.-3+ 
2 2 
.­ 3 + + 
0.873+0.044 
3.055±0.086 
0.337+0.007 
6.478+0:020Pl.28 +0.06 
0.697+0,078P6.25 +0.66 
0.31 +0.05 
0.52 +0.06 
0.741+0.012 
0.438+0.011 
0.160+0.017 
5 
5 
5 
14 
11 
18 
Goversc(l973) 
Goversc(1973) 
Goversci 1973) 
Gupta(1958a 
De Wit(1965) 
P1ch(17i) 
0co 
TABLE 3.2 (continued) 
bF 
EC state j P/p / p/F PL/ P Me-
Z A (key) (key) K M L LM.. K KK thod Reference 
81 TI 201 484' 167 1' + 0.67 +0.04 11 upta(-160) 
2 2 
81 Ti 202 13720 several 0.7 6 Huizenga?(1954) 
several 0.90 +0.27 6 i rarner(1956) 
440 'Z--2 + 9 .6 13t0014 14 Gupta(1957) 
440 0.638±0.030 '0.523+0.011 6; 11 4amers(1957) 
440 0.23 +0.05 '0.76 +0.05 8;'i 1Eagedooin(1958) 
440 0.761+0.1015 1 ha(1959) 
-0.008 14 
440 0.751+0.014 . 14 Blok(i959) 
440 0.75 +0.03 11 Gupta(190) 
'965 2--2 + .0.50 +0.05 11 Gupta(1 940) 
.440 0.196+0. 002 0.269+0.007 0.,265+0.010 - 5 Leutz(1966) 
440 .0.35 +0,04 P 5 Leutz(1966) 
965 0.305+0.020 5 Leutz(1966) 
0+oZ -­+0.02 
-0015 
5 Leutz(1966) 
81 T12 04 345 0 2-O + 0.33 6 Jaffe(1954) 
0 0.42 +0.05 5 Joshi(19i61) 
0 0.41 +0.03 5 Leutz(1962) 
0 0.60 +0.055 7 Christmna'(1964) 
0 0.48 +0.04 Robinson(,1963) 
0 0.43 +0.16 6 .Rao(1965) 
0 0.52 40.02 5 Klein(1966) 
OF, 
TABLE 3.2 (continued) 
Z A 
a 
EC 
(keV) 
Final 
state 
(keY) 
J fJ pM/PM/ 'L PLM. ./PK 
b. 
IKWX Px Me­
thod 
.c 
Reference 
82 Pb 203 982 279 5--3+ 
2 2 
0.82 +0.05 11 Prescott(1954) 
680 5"-5+ 0.70 +0.05 11 Prescott(1954) 
82 Pb 
%43 
205 \ 
279 
680 
27 
8 
0.36 +P.07 
0.208+0.00582~~~~~e 
-
0.524+0.010Pbr,4+ l 2 
0.66 +0.04 
o.755+,0. 0145o 
0.750+0.019 
0.74.+0.05 8 
6; 11 
6; 11 
11 
Wapstra(1954) 
Hagedoorn(19S8) 
Vpu doorn 1958) 7 U) 
Persson(196i 
83 Bi '205Z704 2566 9 
2 
. 
+ 
2 
1.f7 +0.16 6 Bonacalza(19 62) 
83 Bi 206 3652 
83 Bi 208 z868 
3279 
3403 
3563 
2615 
6+5 -
6+-5 -
6+-5-
5+-3 -
0.264+0.010 
0.281+0.009 
0.509+0.015 
0.228+0.007 
.0.2?6+0.008 
0.282+0.010 
0.230+0.008 
5 
5 
5 
11 
Goverse(1974b) 
Goverse(1974b) 
Goverse(1974b) 
Millar(1959) 
85 At 210 3875 3726 
85 At 211 793 0 
93 Np235 123 0 
0 
93 Np 236 977 several 
5 +-6 + 
9 -9 + 
2 2 
7 
2 2 
0.143 
35-0 +2 
36.7 
2.0 +0.4 
0.46 
0.45 +0.09 8 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Schirna(1963) 
Hoff(1953) 
Hoffman(1956-) 
Gindler(1958) 
Orth(1951) 
U, 
Co 
N 
TABLE 3.2 (continued) 
aQEC Finals tte ipL Y, pM L M./PK PYK b PK CMe-
Z A (key) teV EK thod Reference 
94 Pu 237 233 several 1.2 kalkstein(1957) 
60 7-5 
2 2. 
2.8 +0.8 6 Hoffrnan(i958) 
97 Bk 245 819 250 3"-5+ 
2 
0.74 +0.03 11 Magnusson(1956) 
384
 
a 
are 
values are 
some values 
taken from Wapstra'and Gove (1971). 
that originate from electron capture 
There 
measurements. 
They are replaced by values obtained from other methods, 
for a few cases, indicated by an asterix, where no recent 
result is available. 
If PK is given, the fluorescence yield used by the authors 
except 
other 
was 
c 
used to calculate the measured value PKWK. There are some 
cases in which WK is not quoted. They are indicated by the 
sign "+1. 
Methods are identified by numbers explained in Table 3.1. 
d QEC value from Bertrand (1974). 
e Revised value using k,/k =0.Z12 (Salem et al., 1974) and 
WK=0. 8 3 2 (see Table III.V ). 
Value revised by the author, 
Durosinmi-Etti (1966): 
private corhmunication to 
g 
h 
Revised value using ke/k=0.217 
WK=0.852 (sea Table III. V ). 
0QEC value from Henry (1974). 
(Salem et al., 1974). and 
i 
3 
k 
Q EG 
QEC 
QEC 
value from Bergnyi (1970). 
value from Kroger (1973). 
very uncertain. 
1 QEC value from Ellis (1973). 
m 
n 
0 
QEC 
QEC 
QEC 
value 
value 
value 
from Jasinski (19635). 
from Auble (1971a). 
from Auble (1971b). 
P- PMN... /PL value. 
q 
r 
QEC 
QEC 
value 
value 
from Gopinathan (1968). 
from Ford (1970). 
TABLE 3.3 Experimental and theoretical P /PL K ratios 
Experimental values Theor. values 
QEC 
A (key) 
a 
Final T 
state -PL/PK(,ea)(ef/)"evkeV Ba 
L' 
(q L/qY) 
P /P
L /q 2 
b 
Me­
tod R'ference 
pL/P K c (~ ql q ) z 
1' 
Bahcall Vatai 
18 Ar 37 814.1+0.6 0 "3+ 3+ 
2 2 
Allowed transitions 
0.102 +0.008 1.006. 
0.103 +0.003 
A J=0, I 
0.101 
0.102 
TITirf=+ I 
+0.008 
+0.003 
2 
1 
Kiser(1959) 
Santos-Ocampo 
(1960) 
0.098 0.095 
0.0971+0.0005 
0.102 d0.004 
0.102 +0.003 
0.097 .+0.003 
0.098 +0.003 
0.098'+0.002 
. 
,. 0965+0. 0005 1 
0.101 +0.001 1 
0.101 +0.003 1 
0.096 +0.003 1 
0.097 +o:003 1 
0.091 +0.002 1 
Manduchi(1961) 
,Dougan(1962a) 
Winter(1964) 
Heuer(1966) 
Totzek(1967) 
Krahn(197Z) 
23 V 48 4015.4+2.8. several 
2297 4+4+ 
0.104,+0.004 
0.115 +0. 015 
1.007 
1.005 
0.103 
0.114 
+0.004 
+0.015 
1 
1 
'Bertmann(197Z) 
Bertmann(197Z) 
0,104 9.101 
23 V 49 601.2+1.0 0 -­_7 
2 2 
0.106 +0.004 1.015 0.104 +0.004 1 Krahn(1972) 0.104 0.101 
24 Cr 51 751.4+0.9 320;0 7 
z 
_5-;.7- 0. 1026+0.0004 
2 2 
1.014 0.1012+0.0004 1 Fasioli(1962) 0.105 0.102 
Co'A 
TABLE 3.3 (continued) 
QECa 
(ke.) 
Final T Tr 
s(/e)I _CkeV)(q/K 
a~ 
P/P. 
L 
Experimental yalues 
R PL/PK 
/q) 2( ) 
Me-b 
thod Reference 
Theor.values 
p L/pK c 
Kq 
Baheall Vatat 
24 Cr 51 751.4+0.9 320 
320;0 
7 -52 2 
7" 5-.7" 
0.1-044+0.0021 
0.1033+0:0031 
1.023 
1.02Z 
0.1021+0.0021 1 
0.101110.0031 1 
Heuer(1966) 
Heuer(1966). 
25 Mn 54 1374.9+3.6 835 
26 Fe 55 231.7+0.7 0 
28 Ni 56 2133 +11 1720 
28 Ni 57 3243 +7 several 
27 Go 58 2308.0+Z,5 1675;811 
3+.2 + 
3- 5"
.2 2 
0+­+ 
Z+-Z+;2 + 
0.106 +0:003 
0.108 +0.006
' 
0.106 40,003 
0.106 +0.005 
0.117 +0.001 
0.115 +0.006 
0.100 +0.o6 
0,110 +0.008 
1.020 
1.052 
1.034 
1,008 
1.009 
0. 104 +0,003 
0.103 +0.006 
0.103 +0.003 
0.103 40.005 
0.111 +0.001 
0,111 +0.'006 
0.099 +0.006 
0.109 +0.009 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Manduchi(1963) 
Scobie(1959) 
Manduchi(1962a) 
Moler(1963) 
Pengra(1972) 
'Winter(1967) 
Winter(19 6 7) 
Moler(1963) 
0.106 
0.107 
0,109 
0.109 
0.108 
0.103 
0.104 
0.107 
0.107 
0.106 
U, 
COON 
TABLE 3.3 . (continued)
 
Experimental values Theor. values
 
p /r c -­
a L /PK 
a QEC Final state ZL/PK p L /PL/PK bMe­ ( 
Z A (kev) (keV) -(L /q) I/). thod . Reference Bahcall Vatai 
30 Zn 65 1350.7+1.1 1115;0 5-_5 .3- 0.119 +0.007 1.043 0.114 40.007 1 'Santos-Ocampo 0.110 0.108 
2 '2 t- (1962) 
1115;0 0.111 +0,006 0.1,06 4,0.,006 1 Totzek(1967) 
1115 0.117 +0.007 1,071 0.109 +0.007 5 McCann(1968) 
1115,;0 0.118 +0.003 1.043 0,113 +0.003 1 Xcrafft(1970) 
1115 0.120 +0.003 1.071 0.112 +0.003 1 Krafft(1970) 
32 Ge 71 235.1+1.7 0 1--3- .11+0.005" 2 0.107 +0.005 1 Drever(1959) 0.112 0.110 
2 2 0.1187+0.000a 0.1097+0,0007 1 Manduchi(1962a) 
0.117 40.001 0.108 +0.001 1 Genz('1971a) 
36 Kr 79 1631 +9 several 0.108 +0.005 1.017 0.106 +0.005 1 .Drever(1959) 0.115 0.113 
37 Rb 83 1038 +32 571;562 5-3.3- 0.121 +0 002 1.056 0.115' +0.004 5 Schulz(1967a) 0,116 0.115 
2 2 .2 
571 0.128 +0.002 1.056 '0.121 +0.002 5 Ooedbloed(197.0b) 
562 0.132 +0.002 1.056 '0.125 +0.002 5 Goedbloed(1970 b,) 
Co 
--3 
TABLE .3.3 .. (continued) 
Experimental values Theor. values 
Z A 
a 
EC 
(kcV) 
Finalstate 
(keY) 
Tr "S -J£ P/PL/PL/K . 
( L/qK) 
K 
-(a 7K) 
bMe­
thod Reference 
C-
L /PK
(qL /qT ) 2 
Bahcall Vatai 
48 Cd 109 182.0+3.0 88 "5+ 
2 
7+ 
2 
0.195 
0,237 
+0.005 
+0, 005, 
1.735 
+0.018 
0.112 
0.137 
+0.028 
+0.024 
5 
2 
Leutz(1965) 
Moler(1965) 
0. 125 0.124 
0,193 +0.003 0.117 +0.028 5 Goedbloed(1970a) 
55 Cs 131 355 +6. 0 5 +3 + 
2 2 
0,153 
0.155 
+0.008 
+0.002 
1.190 0.129 
0. 130 
+0.007 
+0.002 
5 
5 
Joshi(1960) 
Schulz(1967a) 
0.133 0.131 
56 Ba 131 1340 +19 
d 
696;620 1+-1;3_
'2 2 
i+ y+ 
0.135 +0. 009 1,091 0.124 +0.008 5 Smith(1963) 0.134 0.132 
56 Ba 133 515.8+3.0 437 1 + 
2 2 
0.371 +0.007 2.914 
+0. 085 
0.127 +0.004 5 Schulz(1967c) 0.134 0.132 
.384 1++ 
z 2. 
0.221 +0. 005 1.732 
+0.013 
0,128 +0.003 5 Schulz(1967c) 
O3 
TABLE .3.3 (continued) 
Experimental values Thecr. values 
Z A 
QEC 
(keV) 
Final 
state 
(key) 
a 
J 
i . 
-L/ 
f 
/PpL/PK 
K 
( 
b 
Me­
2thod Reference 
(q.L/ 
/ 
Bahcall 
) 
K, 
Vatai 
37 Rb 84 2679.8+2.9 
4.7 Ag1O5 1341 +ge 
.• 
53 I 126. 2151 +5 
55Cs132 2099 +23 
66 Dy 159 365.4+1.0 
880 
344 
1088 
several 
several 
0 
First non-unique forbidden transitions A J=0, 1 
2 -2+ 0.116 +0"002 1' 014 0.114 +0.002 
0.119 +0. 002 0.117 +0.002 
!! + 0. 128 +0.003 1.043 0.123 +0.003 
2 2 
1 3- 0.152 +0.00z 1.190 0.127, +0.002
2 2' 
+0.005 
0.142 +0u.005 .035 0.137 
-0.018-0. 017 
.... 40. u15 
. 0.136 +4o,001 1,048 0.130 +0.002 
+0.012 
3-_3+ 0.198 +0.009 1.295 . 0.153 +0.007 
; 1l1 ff=-I 
5 Schulz(1967a) 
5 Goedbloed(1970b) 
5 Schulz(1967d) 
5 Schulz(1967d) 
5 Scobe(1958) 
5 Goverse(1974a). 
5 Leiper(1971) 
0.116 
0.124 
0130 
0.133 
0.146 
0. 115 
:0.123 
.iz9 
b).isi 
6.146 
r'o 
TABLE 3.3 ,1. (continued) 
Experimental values Theor. values 
P /PI,. K 
C 
QEC Final P.!?/PKp /  b 
- state j 
___7 Ma­
(keV) (keY) (qL /q) Z (qfl1 /qK) thod . Reference Bahcall Vatai 
760s185 1015.0+0.7 874;880 1 
a 
-3+:1+ 
Y a2 
0.600 +0.006 3.62 
4 0.14 
0.166 +0. 007 5 Schulz(1967a) 0.162 0.160 
646 I_._ + 
2 2 
0.228 +0.004 1.438 0.160 +0.003 5 Schulz(1967a) 
79Au195 29. 0+1.0* 99 -3+3 0.873 +0.044 5.047 0.173 +0.009 5 Goverse(1973) 0.168 0.165 
2 2 +0.055 
130 3+.5" 3.055 +0.086 16.74 0,183 +0,008 5 "Goverse(1973). 
a a +0.61 
0 3 + .- 0.337 +0.007 2.040 0.165 +0.003 5 Govorse(1973) 
2 2 
0 
TABLE, 3.3 . '(continued) 
Experimental values Theor. values 
• .PL/Pkc C 
Q Final P/p PL/PK e-b ' 
state -jL a 
Z A (keV) (key) (qr /q,) (qh/q/)c i !)od Reerence Bahcal Vatai 
g 
_-+. 
81' TI 202 1372 +22 440 2 - 0.196 +0.002 1 167 0.168 +0.002 5 Leutz(1966) 0.171 0.169 
+ 0. 002. 
960 2--2+ 0.305 +0. 020 1.458 0.209 +0.014- 5 Leutz(1966) 
h 0. 017 
83 Bi 206 3652 '+25 3279 6-5 - 0.264 +0.010 5 Goerse(1974b) 0.175 0.173 
3403 6 +- 5 - 0.281 +0.009 5 - Goverse(1974b) 
3563 6 +-5 - 0.509 +0.015 5 Goverse(1974b) 
Second noh-unique forbidden transitions A J=2 f T f=4 1 
17 Cl 36 1144,1%1.7 0 2+-0 + 0.112 +0.008 1 Dougan(1962b) 
28 Ni 59 1073. 1+1.1 0 3--7 0.121 +0.002 1 Chew(1974a) 
2 2. 
42 Mo 93 398 +4 30;0 5+- .9+ 0.36 +0.04 6 Hohxnuth(1964) 
2 z'2 
+' ++0.14 6 . .,.,acmO 
43 Tc 97 347 +9 0 9+ _5+. 0. z 14.- 6 Katcoff(1958) 
22Z 
TABLE 3.3 - (continued) 
Experimental values Theor. values 
QEC Final T L/P Me- L 1 1( 
state Ji.- 3JrLK _Me 
Z A(ceV) (keY) . (ql/q,) (q/q-) 4 ,thod Reference Bahcall Vatai 
First unique forbidden transitions 3=J2 ; riTrf=-I 
36 Kr 81 Z90 +100 0 7+ .3 - 0.146 +0:005 1.179 0.124 +0,006 1 Chew(1974b) 0..127 0.126 
2 2 
53 I i6 1251 +5 several +00.142 +0.005 005+0.1.071 0.133 005-0.018 5 Scobie(1958) 0.131 0.130 
-0.018 +0.016 -0.018 
81 TI Z0Z 1372 +22 0 2--0 . 0.22 +0.02
-0.015' 1.2300.0 
+ 0.004 
0.179 +0.016
-0.012 5 Leutz(1966) 0.173 0.171 
81 T1204 345 +4 0. 2%0 + 0.42 +0.05 2.256 0.17 +0.02 5 Joshi(1961) 0.204 0.201 
+.0.016 
0.41 +0.03 0.16 +0.01 5 Leutz(1962) 
0 0.60 +0.055 0.Z4 +0.02 7 Christmnas(1964) 
0 0.48 +0.04 0.19 +0.02. Robinson(1963) 
0 0.43 +0.16 0.17 +0.06 6 Ra'o(1965) 
0 0.52 +0.02 0.20 +0.01 5 Klein(1966) 
04% 
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TABLE 3.4 Experimental and theoretical P /p ratios 
Experimental values Theor. vaues 
QEC Final TrM/r PM/PLL Me - b FP/P 
keV) (key) C f M) ( (q /q-- ) thod Reference Bah~all Vata 
Allowed transitions A J = 0, 1 ; TiTf. = +1 
18Ar 37 814.1+0.6 0 3+ .+ 104 .0...o + 07 
u 4 1.000 0.104. 003 3 Renier(1968) 0..130 0.116 
26 Fe 55 231.7+0..7 0 3-_._2 
0.151 +0. 003 1.006 0.156 +0.003 1 Pengra(1972) 0.163 0.156 
3OZn 65 1350.7+1.1 1115 5 5 0.153 +0.020' 1.008 0.152 +0.020 1 Krafft(1970) 0.167 0.160 
T2 -. 
32Ge 71 Z35.1+1.7 0 1-_3- 0.14Z +0.010 1.010 0.141 +0.010 i Manduchi(1962b) 0.170 0.164 
2 Z' 0.162 +0.003 0.,160'+0.003 1 Genz(1971a) 
48 Cd 109 18'2.0+3.0 88 5+_7+ 2 
0.205 +0.1020 d 1,070 0.192 +0.019 2 Moler(1965) 0.z06 0.202 
First non-dnicque forbidden transitions A J=0, 1 TTTf=-1 
50Sn113 1025 +15 648;393 1+ ' 3-:I-
T z2 2 
0.Z20 +0,010e 1.011 0.Z18 +0.1010 1 Manduchi(1964b) 0.209 0.205 
760s185 1015.0+0.7 646 -. 1+ " 0.254 +0. P05 1,.055 0.241 +0.005 5 Schulz(1967a) 0.245 0 236 
F2 
TABLE 3.4 (continued) 
Experimental values Theor. values 
PM /PL 
0
oE rCFnalistate J.- PLPAM'JL 
P 
___o___ 
e q 1TjILI) 
z A (key) (keV) (qM /AL )Z (qM. / ) thod Reference Bahcall Vatai. 
78 Pt 193 161.2+3.0 0 i" 3+ '0.386 +0. 014 1.475 0.262+0.010 5 Ravn(1971) 0. Z47 0.239 
2 z 
S1 Ti 202 1372 +22 f 440 Z--2 + 0.269 +0. 007 1.025 0.262+0.007 5 Leutz(1966) 0.249 0.240 
83 BiZO6 3652 +2 5 9 3279 6+-5 - 0.228 +0. 007 5 'Goverse(1974b) 0.250 0.242 
3403 6+-5 - 0.276 +0.008 5 Goverse(1974b) 
3563 6+-5 - 0.282 +0. 010 5 Goverse(1974b) 
396
 
a QEC values are taken from Wapstra and Cove (1971). 
b Methods are identified by numbers explained in Table 3.1. 
C The theoretical M/L ratios are determined from wave 
functions of Mann and Waber (1973) and exchange and 
overlap corrections XM / L as described in Sec. 2.5. 
For Z>54 the correction factors of Suslov (1970) are 
used in continuation of the Bahcall factors and those of 
Martin and Blichert-Toft (1970) in extension of the 
recalculated Vatai factors. 
d Revised value using k 8 /ka = 0.212 (Salem et al. 1974) 
and wK = 0.832 (see Table 3.5). 
e Revised 
and WK 
value using k /k. 
0.852 (see Table 
= 0.217 
3.5). 
(Salem et al. 1974) 
QEC value from Auble (1971b). 
g The QEC value 
with theoretical 
is obviously too low. 
values can be given. 
No reliable comparisor 
TABLE, 	 3,.5, Experimental and theoretical Pi values, 
Experimental values 	 Theor. PQE , inalvaluesc 
state b 
Mk 	 thod, Referenca Bahcal' Va.tai 
Allowed transitions t,.=, I,;1Ti1r=+i 
23' V .48 40,15.4 several 	 0,.Z0,05+0'..0030' pI.225+0..00,9 0..8,9+0.,036, Ii Albrecht"97,5,) 0.,&92 0,896' 
4.2.8 
24 	 Cr 51 -75,1.4 320 7-5 0.Z27 .+0. 003 0. 256+0.007 0).,887+0. 008 10 Taylor('19651) 0-.890 0.893 
+0,.,9 Z 2a 
' 
25,Mn 54-	 1374.,9 835 3+-2,+ 0.25,7 +0,.004, 0Z.,28'3'+O.'007 O',908*0+O08O0 TalorI9,3654 0.889, 01.891 
+3.,6 0.243 +0.01,2, 0, 859+0. 014 10 Leistnerql9I65) 
0.2514+ 	 0'017 0. 888+0. 007' 10' Ba nbynek('96,7a), 
&.250 +0. 005, 0,88!3,+0. 009 10 Petel(i96,7); 
0.,249z+0. 0017 0. 8'81,+0. 009, rl Ifarnrer(L9 6 8) 
0,,900+0.,'014 iL0, Dobrilovlc(t972), 
0'.247 +0. 	 009 0.,8,73+0 0,11 I Vukerj(r973) 
,27 Co,5,7 836.9 136 7-_5" 0..3044+0, 004-3,0. 344+0,.008 0'.,8&5+&..009 11 Rbnson(,19'68'), 0.887, 0',890 
+0,., Z 2 
0.15,+0, 02 0.,87 +0.02' 11 Bosch(''9691) 
01.317 +o. 	o6 0, 922',0. 01( 11 Mukarjt(i9,t3)1 
706 77-5- 0. 089+0, 040, 	 0.92' +0'.,03 1,iBosch(,969,) 0.8,8 0.881 
22Z
 
TABLE 	 3.5 - (continued) 
Experimental values 	 Theor. . SFinal _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ values c7 K 
'EC state b d 
z A. (keV) (keV). J1.T-j P ./PK -PwK PK Me­
a F 
.L ' 
2 -K( ) LV KK thod Bahcall?MJ. 	 K Reference Vatai. 
27 Co58 	 2308.0 1675; 2+-Z+;2 + 0.3050+0. 0022 0.344+0. 008 0.887+0.008 10 Banbynek(1968b)0.887 0.890 
+2.5 810 
30 Zn 6 5 1350.7 1115 5-.5- 0.441+0.009 0.878+0.006 13 Kramer(1962a) 0,882 0.884 
+1.1 2 2 
0.3927+0.0026 0.890+0.009 11 Hammer(1968) 
0.386 +0.010 	 0.875+0.013 11 Mukerji(1973) 
1115;" 5 .5.3 0.400 +0.006 0.907+0.011 10 Taylor(1965) 0.882 0.$84 
0 2 2 2 0.389440.0016 0.883+0.009 10 Bambynek(1968a) 
33 As 73 340 67 3".- 0.85 +0.05 16 Kyles(1970) 0.874 0.875 
+15 2 2 
5+34 Se 75 	 864.7 401 5+ 0.460 +0.004 0.576+0.031 0.799+0.031 11 Rao(1966a) 0.876 0.878 
+1.0 z 2 0.462 +0.012 0.802+0.033 11 Raeside(1969) 
0.516 +0. 	 0ZI 0.896.+0.037 11 Chew(1973) 
37 Rb 83 	 1038 562 5-,3- 0.164+0.002 0.859+0.002 5 Goedbloed(1970,b3.872 0.874 
+32 2 2 
'2 
ob 
\0
 
'0 
TABLE .3.5 (continued) 
Theor. P 
a Experimental values 	 valuesC KQ inal 
state b 	 dz A 	 (key) (key). JTT-j P PeK UKMe 
A f L 	 K thod Reference Bahcall YatAi 
9+ 9+
38 Sr 85 	 1064 514 0.88 +0,.04 11 .Bisi(1956a) 0.87-1 0.803 
+7 2 2 0.5959+0.00350.676+0.008 0.88Z+0.009 11 -Grotheer(1969) 
0.586 +0.003 	 0.867+0.009 10 Bambynek(1970) 
39 Y 88 3619 -2734 4--3- 0. 6z90+0. 0032 0.700+0. 009 0.898+0:009 11 Grotheer(1969) 0.871 0.874 
t4 2734; 4--3 ;Z+ 0.613 +0.004 0.876+0.010 10 Bambynek(1973) 0.871 0.874 
1836 
7+
48 Cd 109 	182.0 88 5+ 0.2 8 +0.03 0.871+0.018. 5 Der Mateosian 0.785 0.787 
+3.0 Z7 T, (1953) 
0.805+0;027 8 Wapstra(1957) 
0.228 +0.003 0.814+0.00Z 5 	 Leutz(l9 6 5) 
0.26 	 +0.03 0.794+0.025 18 Durosinmi­
Etti(1966) 
.0.226 +0.003 	 0.816+0.002 5 Goedbloed(1970 a) 
49 	In 111 826 419 9+ 7 + " 0.867+0.007 17 Sparrnann(1966) 0.848 0.850 
+29 2 2 
TABLE 3.5 (continuedy 
a Experimental values 	 Theor. PKFinal 	 valuescEC state IT 	 b d 
A (keV) (keV) J -J 'KLM./K w p 'Me-Si LM . thod Reference Bahcall Vatail 
53 I 125 177.0 35.5_53 + 0.23 +0.03 0.813+,0.020 5 Der Mateosian 0.796 0.798 
+1.2 2 2 (1953) 
0.2543+0.00Z7 0.7972+0.0017 5 Leutz(1964) 
0.253. +0.005 	 0.789 +0.003 5 Smith(1966) 
0.685 +0.018 0.876+0.028 0.782 +0.033 11 Karttunen(1969) 
0.699 +0.030 0.798 +0.041 11 Tolea(1974) 
54 375 +e 0.685 0.oiz 0.782 ;0.029 11 Plch(1974a)IV 	664 i+.+
4 1 6 1l 	 0.705 +0. 004' 0.883+0.028 0.798 +0.028 11 Bresesti(1964) 0.830 0.832+4 2 2 
203 	 1+ 3+ 0.750 +0.016 0.849 +0. 032 11 Bresest(1964). 0.842 0.843
• 	 2 2 
+55 Cs 131355 0 5+3 0.734 +0.006 0.889+0.020 0.826 +0. 020 11 Plch(974b) 0.831 0.835 
+6 2 2f 
56Ba 133 	 515.8 437 1 +_ 1 + 0.45 +0.04 0.69 40.02 19 'Tbrnkvist(1968) 0.662 0.667 
+3.0 2 2 +0.010 + 0.010 
0.576 +0.038 0.895+0.012 0.652 +0.040 14 Narang(1968) 
0.644 +0.034 0.72 +0.04 11 Schmidt-Ott(1972) 
384 	 1+ 3+ 0.-72 +0.06 , 0.80 +0.07 11 Schmidt-Ott 0.769 0.773 
2 2 (197Z) 
IDP­
TABLE 3.5 (continued) 
a Final Experimental value s Thor.t 
values c 
state d 
A (key) (keV) J -?i PLM .M e­thod Relerence Bahcall Vatai 
58 Cd 139 275 1,65 3+ 5+ 0.37 +0.02 O.,73 +0.,01, 1,5 Ketelle(1956), 0.724 0.729 
+15 z 2 + 0.014 +0. 014 
0.68 +0. 02, 17' Marelius(1967), 
0. 750+0:0,10 16 Adarnowcz('9,68, 
0.9 +0' 0Z 13' Vatai(1968a) 
0.707+0.0'18 0.906.0.0Z6 0.78 +0.03, 'I: Schmidt-Ott 
-(19,72) 
0.649+0.017 0.71 6+0.03,1 14 Cantpbell(197Z) 
0.639+0,.006 0. 70'5+0..03,0' l1 PIch(1'975), 
0. 726+0. 010' t5 Hansen(1,9TS) 
64 Gd 1 45184 352 7"'-9- 0.664+0.009 0.930+0.015 0,714+0,..017 1 r Genz('1973c) 0.704 0.709 
+30, 2 2 +0.015 +0.015 
70Yb 166 260 ' 82 2 - 0.68 +0.06 0.946+0.020 0.7z +0.06 14 1asinski' 0.711 0.715 
+20* 
-0.02- -0..03 (1963 a-3) +0.011 +0.011 
81 TI 2 0 1 48 4 h 167 1+ _+ 0.67 +0.04 0.964+0.017 0.70 +0.04 i Gipta-(t960 0.722: 0.7z6' 
+17- 2 2 +0.014 +0.014 
H 
3.5 Experimental and theoretical PK values 
.
a 	 Experimental values Theor. PKQ Final 	 value sc
'EC state- I b 	 d 
Z A 	 (ke.) '(keY). J 3 P p K P Me­(ee LM. . K KW K 	 K thod' Reference Bahcall Vatai 
First non-unique forbidden transitions A J=O,1 i Tf-i 
+
37 Rb84 2679.8 880 2--2	 0.580 +0.025 0.653+0.030 0.888+0.039 11 Welker(1955) 0.876 0.878 
+2.9
 
61 Pon 145 170 67 5+2.".558 	 40.022 0.919+0.024 0.607+0.033 11 Tolea(1974) 0.676 0.681 
+ 7* 2 Z "-+ 	 0.011'+0.011
 
72 '5+_5 0.509 +0.0zz 0.554+0.033 11 Tolea(1974) 0.660 0.665 
2 Z +0.011 +0.011 
+
62 Sm 145 647, 61 7 .5 0. 20 +0.02 	 0.833+0.014 16 Brosi(1959) 0.830 0.833 
2 2'+14 

64 Gd 151 484 - 307 7.-(3.7)+ 0.754 +0.,614' 0.930+0.015 0.811+0.021 11 Genz(1973c) 0.754 0.759 
+30g 2 22 	 "+0.009 +0.009
 
66 Dy 159 	 365.4 58 3 -5 0.752 +0.024 0.936+0.022 0.803+0.033 11 Genz(1973c) 0.793 0.797 
+1,0 2 2 
72Hf" 175 607 433 5-_7 ,. 0.64 +0.04 0.950+0.020 0.67 +0.04 11 Funke(1965) 0.689 0.693 
+8* 2 2 +0,005 +0.005 
0.712+0.008 16 Jasinsk(1968) 
S767+0.030 16 Jasinski1968) 0.753 0.757 
343516 +0.002 +0.002 
TABLE 3.5 (continued) 
ECa Final 
Experimental values Theor. P,
values c K 
state b . 
Z (keV) (key) .J-J f ?M../K KWK K P K Me­thod Reference Bahcall Vatal 
78 Pt 188 540 195 0+ - 0.744+0.020 16 Hanson(1968) 0.748 0.752 
+10*+i+0­
187 0 +-I 0.766+0.023 16 Hanson(1968) 0.750 0.754 
79 Au 195 229.0 
+1.0* 
130 3 
2 
5 -
2 
0.188+0.005 
.... 
0.961+0,018 0.196+0.019 11 De Wit(1965) 
. 
0.Z02 
+0.006 
0.2o6 
+0.006 
5.25 +0.66 0.160+0.017 5 Goverse(1973) 
99 3+3 - 0.458+0.012 16 Jasinski(1968) 0.461 0.466 
2 +0.003 +0,003 
1.28 +0.06 0.438+0.011 5 Goverse1973) 
80 Hg 197 684'. 268;77 1--3+.1+ 0.741+0.012 0.963+0.017 0.769+0.021 18 Plch(1971) 0'.54 0.,758 
+40, 2 2 '2 +0.002 +0.00z 
81 Ti 202 1372 440 . 2--z 0.76 +0.05 0.964+0.017 0,79 +0.05 11 Hagedoorn 0.790 0.793 
+2 j (1958) 
0.761+0.015
-0.008 0 789+0.0228-0.019 14 Jha(1959) 
0.,751+0. 014 0.779+0.022 14 Blok(1959) 
0.75 +0.03 0.778+0.034 11 Gupta(1960) 
0.265+0.010 0.791+0.006 5 Leutz(1966) 
C 
0. 
TABLE 3.5 (continued) 
Experimental values 
.0EC Final 
,state bd?Z A (keY) (keY), J.-J L . w w.P 
V . f P. ?W IC 
82 Pb-Z.03 982 680 5--S + 0.66 +0.04 
+12 a T 
279 5" 3+ 0.755+0.014 
2 2 
0.750+0. 019 
First unique, forbidden transitions 
19 X 40 1505:1 1460; 4--2+;0+ 0.34 +0.08 
•+0.7 0 0.44 +0.09 
d 
eM 
K thod Reference 
0.69 +0.04 11 Hagedoorn 
(1958)-
0.783+0.022 11 Hagedoorn 
(1958) 
0.776+0.025 11 Persson(1961) 
AJ=2 ; TT7T?-I 
0.75 +0.05 5 McCann(1967) 
. 
0.69 +0.04 8 A~man(1968) 
Theor. PK 
valuesC 
Bahcall Vata 
0.709 0.713 
+0.003 +0.003 
0.777. 0.780 
0.7411 0.7491 
V6 
41# 
C4­
405
 
a QEC values are taken from Wapstra and Gove (1971). 
There are some values that originates from electron 
capture measurements. They are replaced by values 
obtained from other methods, except for a few cases, 
indicated by an asterix, where no recent other result is 
available. 
b Fluorescence yields were calculated from the equation 
LWK/(-wK)J 1/4 A+BZ+CZ3 . The constants A,.B. C -were 
determined by fitting the selected "most reliable" experimental 
values of Bambynek et al. (197Z) to this equation. We have 
omitted from the list of the "most reliable" values those 
that were deduced from PKUlK measurements. 
C The theoretical PK values were derived from wave functions 
of Mann and Waber (1973) and exchange and overlap 
corrections as described in Sec. 2.5. For Z> 54 the 
correction factors of Suslov (1970) are used in continuation 
of the Bahcall factors and those of Martin and Blichert-Toft 
(1970) in extension of the recalculafed Vatal factors. Un-­
certainties 
significant. 
QEC value. 
are quoted only 
They originate 
in those 
from the 
cases where 
uncertainties 
they are 
of the 
d 
e 
Methods are identified by numbers 
QEC value from Gopinathan (1968). 
explained in Table 3. 1. 
f QEC value from Henry (1974). 
g 
h 
QEC 
QEC 
value 
value 
from Ford (1970). 
from Auble (1971a). 
QEC value from Jasinski (1963b). 
k 
QEC value 
QEC value 
from Auble (1971b). 
from Berdnyi (1970). 
Theoretical value for a unique Ist forbidden transition. 
TOABLE :3.6 likEwporirnentaa KIP+ xlimo atio 
E lo-'A 
mont 
ar 
(Y)stato 
(ko(kev) 
Final -
j 
' 
-J 
.+ 
l 
K 
b! 
0 
+ tnod b Re' ence 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
c 
N 
F 
Ue 
Na 
1 
.13 
18 
19 
22 
1982.2 ± 1.0 
2220.5 ±0.9 
1655.5 0 .9 
3233.2 0.9 
2842.5 0.5 
0 
a 
0 
0 
1274.6 
-r 
3-43-
2--2 
20p 2 
2 2 
i+---0+ 
1+ 1+ 
22 
S >a 
(1.9 ± 0.3) x,16 ' 3. 
(2.30 +0 14 io -
(1.6 ±+.2(1.6D 0.12) x 10 -3 
. (3.00 ± 0.18) x 10- 2 
(9.6 ± 0.3) x 10 - 4 
0.105 ± 0.009 
0.10 ± 0.05 ' 
20. 
21 
21 
20 
21 
22 
26 
Scobie (1957b) 
Caz:.-bell'1967) 
Leing:mm(1965) 
Drever(1956) 
Leipcr(1972) 
Mc Gz, '(1969) 
:"ouchez(1952) 
0.110 ± 0.006 '27 S',err 1954) 
0.124 ± 0.010 
0.09 ±0.06 
26 
27 
Ure,;er 1954) 
5<iri954) 
0.122 0 .010 31 Ae'a(1955) 
o.o65 ±0.009 23 Charpal(1955) 
O4r, 
BIfC-A 
( d')(keY) 
Final :-
sta(keY)Nate .--. 
.-A 
VT81.L3 3.6 (Cont~nuea~ 
'/ .. 
hethodb Rleference 
.. . 
11 Na 22 0.124 + 0.012 27 Hagedoorn(r95,7) 
0.4o9 f 0.008 2T Konijn(1958/59Y 
0.*z ± 0.00 
0.1041 t 0.00610': 
2'. 
20 
Rama swamy(1959a) 
Wiliams(.964,1968) 
0.1048 ±-O.O00r 
0'.103 ± 0.0,18' 
0.1042 - 0.001,0A 
27 
31 
27 
Leutz(19,67) 
Stey41966,) 
Vatai(1968c) 
13 A. 26 4004.7 - 0.5 1810 5+­ + 
. 0.1077 .0.0003 
0.135 ± 0.2 
27, lfacMahon(1970), 
Righfrnre(t959 
15 
17 
21 
P 
01 
So 
30 
36 
44 
4227.4 t 2.6 0 
1144.1 ±'1.7 " 0 
17 02.36 114.1~1. 0 
3649 ± 6 several 
1,+-04 + 
"-, 0+ 
a 4 O 
2t-several 
(1.24 ± 0.00) 10 -
1i'.4 0:2 to3 
+02 
'(7.5 3.0) x 102 
0 
0.12 
0.1 
51 
; 21 
co6rn-ination, 
o a nt 31. 
51 
26 
J'astram(F9,61) 
Ledingham(1971) 
Dougan(196ab) 
Berdnyi(196') and 
Langevin(1954c) 
(1963b) 
0.05 
0.11 
- 0.15 
0.05 
26 
0 26, 
Langevin(19,54c) 
Blue(1955) 
-t30 
Z Eie-m t A 0a(keV) Finalstate y T8. if. - + ithod 
21 So 44 .0.073 0.017 
0.023 - 0.019 
0 .049 
27 
27 
26 
23 V 48 4015.4 1 2.8 several 4--> .several 0.72- 0.11 31 
2295 4+-+ 4+ 
0.46 ±t 0.09 
1.04 t 0.17 
26 
26 
0.75 :t 0.09 
0.74 ± 0.07 
31 
-
0.74 - 0.02 
0.43 ± 0.03 , 
27 
26 
0.77 ­ 0.04 29 
0.77 + 0.06 
0.8- 0.06 
27 
27 
25 Nn 52 4709.8 . ± 3.5 3112 . +---+ 
0.7 Z 0.035 
0.69 -0.03 
.1.66 0.17 
'29 
27 
31 
Reference 
Blue(1955) 
Konijn(1958/59) 
Dillman(1963) 
Good(1946) 
Sterk(1953)
 
Casson(1953) 
Bock(1955) 
van Nooijen(1957) revised 
by Konijn(1967b) 
Hagedoorn(1957) 
Ristinen(1963) 
Biryukov(196 6 ) 
Konijn(1967a) 
Konijn(1967b) 
Konijn(1967b)
Albrecht(1975) 
Good(1946) 
C 
E-0Inal 
'Meit .. 
T 
stat e 
(key). 
S. 
-..IT 
-
-, . 
P + 
. . 
.C .L 
PEC/ P + 
.. 
, 
lxethod" Reference 
.......... 
.
25 Yn 52 2.01 + 0.24 27 Sehr(1954) 
/ 
1.95 0.19 
.Konijn(1967b) 
1.34 ± 0.20 30 
Konijn(1958c) 
Wilson(196Z) 
revised by 
2.04 0.24 26 Freedman(1966) 
1.80 t 0.13 '27 Konijn(1967b). 
26 Fe 52 2372 ± 12 548 0+-3(1)+ 
2.12 ± 0.17 
0.77 ± 0.18 
29 
31 
Konijn (1967b) 
Arbman( 955) 
- 0.82 31 Juliano(1959) 
27 Co 56 4568.2 - 1.9 several 4-*several 
'1.6 - 0.4 
4.3 -0.22 
. 24 
26 
Friedlander(1951a) 
Cook(1956) 
3120" 4+- > (5)+ 12 26 Sakai(1954) 
2085 4' 4+ 0.35" 0.07 26' Sakai(1954) 
0.014 - 0.152 27 Berdnyi(19 6 5c) 
27 Co 58 
22 
2308.0 2.5 810.5 2--->2+ 4.92 10.09 
0.23 ± 0.22 
0. 117+0. 089 
26 
Z1 
22 
Ber 4 ayi(19 6.Ec) 
Vatai(1966) 
Joshi(1961) 
z l-ment, A a.Y 
(ke)) 
a"bFil .akta~ J . 
(.e.) I 
PAT3Lf 
-JIT!K 
f 
3. 6 -lc6nttnued\ 
+ 
o 0C Metoib Reference 
27 Co 58 4.63- 0.10 5.05 +0, 24 &.31 
K20ramer(196Zb) 
Bambynek(1968b) 
.several' 2t-- several 9 -. 0.2 31 Good(1946) 
810.5 2+ .' 
5.9 0.2 
5.67 ±0.14 
, 
.27 
Cook(1956) 
Konijn(1958a) 
5.49'± 0.18 , 0' Rdmaswamy(1961) 
5.48 ± 0929 Biryukov(1966) 
28 Ni 57 3243 ± 7 several' f-several 
2 
1.0 ± 0.1 
5.76 
-1 .0 
±0.13 
0.1 1 
.28 
24 
26 
-Williams(1970) and 
Goodier(1971) 
Friedlander(1950) 
Konijn(1956) 
1.13 -b 1 26 Konijn(1958a) 
1.15 0.04 
1.68 ± 0.2 
7 
30 
K6nijn(1958b) 
Chilbosi(1962) 
. 2-C), 
1.14 0.1 
18 6 
26 
27 
Bakhru(1967) 
Konijn(1'958b) 
0 
Z Sic- A OCa Final TT r p p+F P +,p reTOhoab, Reference 
ment (eY) state JI. - K/0 
27 t 3 30 Chilosi(1962) 
22. 27 Bakhru(1967) 
1750 
1 
3­ '14 
-
-
'6.5Ioin15b 
-
0' 
7 
50 
27 
Chilosi(1962) 
Bakhru(1967) 
10> 1.438 '0.059 27 Konijn(1958b) 
337 3 
1302~~085 
2 ±'0.4 
1.5+ 0.08 
+.0 OO 
.40 
30 
'27 
2 
Chilosi(1962) 
Bakhru(1967) 
Onijn(1958b) 
1 - 0.2 30 Chiiosi(1962) 
1590 - -?4 
I 0.1 -27 
.0 
Bakhru(1967) 
Chilosi(1962) 
"5 27 Bakhru(1967) 
1460 - ? 2.5 - 1 27 Bakhru(1967) 
29 Cu 61 2245.2 ± 2.3 several- . 2-> . 
several ' 
0.55 Z 
0.32 ­
0.06 
0.03 
' ."25 
. 1 
Bouchez(1949) 
Huber(1949) 
'ARxmm:3.,6 fc1ontiu\ 
Zlie-
menT 
A 
(keY) 
ax, 
state 
(keV) 
j 
' 
$PO+ethod 
- b-Raferoh'ce 
29 Ou 64 1677.5 -1.8 1340; 0 1 2O ) 3.5 +1 
2.65 + 0.4 
,23" 
25 
Cook(194) 
Bouchez(1949) 
1.75 ±+0.2 25 Huber(1949) 
30 
30 
Zn 
Zn 
62 
65 
1690 - 8 
1350.7 
. 
1.1 
severe 
0 
0 
O0-several 
0- +' 
5 . 
2.18 
4.4 -
27 
0.20 
. 
2.32 4:0.28 
0;1 
23 
31 
31 
31. 
24 
Plassmann(1951) 
Reynolds(1950) 
Hayward(1950) 
Hoffman(1969) 
Watase(1940) 
18.8 27 Zurnwalt(1947) 
25 -10 
21.3 - 1. 
31 
31 
Major(1952) 
Major(1952) 
21.8 2. 
28.0 ±3. 
23 
23 
Yuasa(195Z) 
Perkins(1953) 
26 ± 20 , Avignan(l'955) 
25 * 2 '" 31 Gleason(1959) 
Z EIe-
-rent 
A QEo a Final 
s)tate j. 
L 
-
£ev 
P kP'EC 
I"­
+ I ethod'b Reference 
30 Zn 65 27.7 1.5 
* " 24 
3'1 
:31 
Hammer(1968) 
Good(1946) 
51 Ga 66 5175.0 t 3.0 sevoraL 0(-eseveroe2 0.52 
24.9 ±'l..5 
• .29' 6 + 0.5 
;27 
31 
23 
Sehr(1954) 
Steyn(1966) 
tanger(19'50) 
31 Ga 68 2919.4 3.9 10,78 1+->'2+ 1.28 -0.12 31 Ramaswamy(1'959b) 
0 it-->o+ '0.i 0.'02 , 31 Ramaswamy(1959b, 
32 
'32 
'Ge 
Ge 
66 
69 
2102 - 13 
2225.5 1 2.4' 
several 
urknon 
0+,several 
unknown 2 
.±1.43 '0.2 31 
31 
Ricci(1960) 
'McCown(i'948a) 
'53 !s 71 2009 - 7 several *' 
several 
2.1 
'2 
+ I 2 
31 
'Thulin(1954a) 
McCown(19481) 
33 As 74 2563.7 ± 2.9 several 
'596 
* 2-*several 
+ 
2 "-> 2 
1,.42 
1.5 
, 20 
26 
Scobie(1957a) 
johan'sson(1951') 
1.4:9 '.20 Scobie'(1957a) 
1,.32 
1 .47 
- 0.1, 
- 10.55 
31 
26 
G~igorlev(1958a) 
Koren(1959) 
4r 
TABLE. 3..6 .(qoonatinqd 
Z Ele-
ment 
Aa 
(keY) 
Final 
state (ICQY) 
-
£ 
1. 
PICpe + p+ 
E/• 
letbodb Referene 
33 As 74 1.288 t 0.018 27 Vatai(1968c) 
34 Se 73 2740 ± 10 
1200 
• 
several 
425 
2--->2+ 
9l+ 
(2)->several 
+ + 
2 
2 
0.59 
0.45 
>.3.2 31 
23 
26 
6 
Horen(1959) 
Scott(1951) 
Scott(1951) 
Sot(91 
35 Br 75 3010 - 20 unkno-n unknov.n. -0.1 26 Baskova(1961) 
35 Br 76' 5100 SYST several 1--'several 0.5 ± 0.2 '24. [irgis(1959b) 
35 Br 77 1364.5 ± 2.8 several 2 -,several 20 24 Woodward(1948b) 
39.8 ' -± 6.2 27 Sehr(1954) 
36 Kr 77 3000 ±t,0 several ( ) 2.6 3 Woodward(1948a) 
0.21 ± 0.1 23. rhuhn(1955) 
356 Kr 79 1631 - 9 several 1-several 50 .31 Woodward(1948a) 
'1"0 .23' Bergstrm(1951) 
+ 
14.1 ± 4.0 
-23 
23 
Bergstrm(195Z) 
Radvanyi(1952b) 
9.3 ± 2 23 fIhulin(1954b) 
.1 "".,a/p 2,etbod. Reference 
ent (Vstate(ke) key J.­ "v 
36 Sd 79 14.1 + 4.9 . . 2 Radvanyl(1955b) 
26;3 - - 5+ 29' Langhoff(1966) 
398 43 f910Langhoff(1966) 
22 
37 ;Rb 84 2679.8 ­ 2.9 several 2Zseveral 0.07 ,24 Karraker(1950) 
0 2----0 2.06 t 0.36 , 31 Welker(1955) 
1.12± 0.25 31 IKonijn(1958/59) 
880 2--2+ 5.15 ±f0.38 . Welkex(1955) 
3.96 t 6.16 22 Goedbloed(1970c) 
5.72 - 0.12 d27K nijn(1958a) 
--"-3 26, Zoller(19 6 9) 
%,9 Y r.7- 1882 2 7 388 -46 
40 Zr 89 2834.1 ± 3.0 ev . ,Sveral 26 olhaber(1951) 
+ 26 Shore(1953) 
91,
0 
9+ 
-> 
9+ 
.4 0.15 - Monaro(1961) revised by 
+. 
1.43 ­ 0.10 26 
van Patter(19 6 4) 
van Pattex(19 64) 
3.47! 0.2I 26 Uinrichsen(1968) 
Fl 
*T9ABLE 3.6 1CR1TED 
Z Eete 
•Merit (keY) (keV) 
rr f," 
- J£' 
P P+ ethodb Reference 
40 Zr 89m' 3422.1 3 .0 1510 1- 32 -0 2 4.7 2derived 1 from 
by van Patter(1964) 
results of Shore(1953) 
3.76 ± 0.19 31 van Patter(1964) 
42 
42 
43 
No 
'So 
To 
90 
91 
93 
247 -4 
4443 28 
3186 + 13 
several 
0 
several 
0+-+several 
a+ . 
2 , 9 5.05 
9+-
(22-)several 
'3.0 - 0.5 
2 
0.34) x 10 - -
7.9 0.72 
7.20 + 0.67 
26 
24 
27 
Cooper(1965) 
Fitzpatrick(1975) 
eh94 
Sehr(1954) 
1350;1500 ( )-? 6.7 ± 2.2 26 &.31 Levi(1954) 
45 To 94 4260'± 6 several (6 ,7+)%scvexai 6.1 * 26' Monaro(1962) 
14.9 0.7 31 Mlatuszek(1963) 
2422 (6+,-7t). 6+ 7.5 ± 1.8 26 Hamilton(1964) 
43 'o 95m 1740 - 11 several (1)4several 2.5 x 102 31 Medicus(1950) 
3.8 i .02 - 31 Levi(1957) 
' 
cl 
204.2 -­ ---
2 2 
78 
(2.5 1) 102 
(2. ± 0.2) X i02 
31. 
31 
31 
Unik(1959) 
Cretzu(1965) 
Levi(1959) 
-) 
2 
., . 2, 
62 31: 
31 
Cretzu(19 6 5) 
Levi(1959)" 
a 
Z SBl-
ment 
A Q.Final 
state 
(keY.)) 
45 Rh 100 3630 t 20 several 
46 Pd 101 1990 - 15 several 
47 A. 108 1921 ±8 0 
48 Cd 107 1417 ± 4 several' 
49 in 114 .1431 ± 7 several 
+ 
.50 Sn 111 2508 - 26 several 
-, 
0 
51 Sb 113 3898 - 32 several 
51 Sb 115 3030 - 20 several 
51 Sb 116 4500 + 40 several 
IT IT 
f 
+j F p0 + et 
b, 
Reference 
1,27-> several 
-49 24 Lindner(1948) 
(2)'. several "9 24' Lindner(1948Y) 
I - p 0+ 9.6 
24 24 
25 
Katcoff(1956) 
Perlman(1,953) 
5.6 t 1, 25 Frevert(1965) 
2 
->several 320 - 20 
9.3 31 
26, 
Wahlgren(1,960) 
Bradt(1945) 
I+several 5.4 x 102 
7++ 
-several 2.5'o 0.25 
2 r.2.0-0226 
7+ 9+ 
9+2.,20-
pseveral 0.25 - 0.045+ 
. 
2.7 t 0.2' 
0.15 
26 
-25 
31r 
26 
McGinnis(1951) 
S .yder(1965,), 
Rtvier(1971) 
Kselev(19 6 9) 
5-several 1.99 26 Vartanov(1963) 
1.22 ± 0.06 26 KlseIev(1969) 
(3,2")- several 3.5 26' FWi k(19'61') 
-P7 
Z ic-
nent 
A 'a n+ 
state(/ t A/ 
Method Referenco 
51 Sb 116m 5000 ±t40 2900 (8-)-7- "4.22 ± 0.20 , 29 Bolotin(1964) 
51 Sb 117 "1753 40 158 2 > 38.5 ± 7.4 30 McOinnis(1955) 
51 
51 
51 
Sb 
Sb 
Sb 
118m 
120 
122 
3835 ± 6 
2680 ± 7 
1610.1 ± 3.3, 
2572 
0 
0 
(S-)-+7-
1+-- 0+ 
2----*0+ 
.977 
1.057 ­ 0.035 
-300 ­ 130 
620 - 40 
26 
29 
?4 
31 
Baskova(1964), 
3olotin(1961) 
Campbell(1975) 
"laubman(1955) 
52 Te 117 3490 ± 30 several -seeral 
300 -50 
" . " 2.3 
31 
31 
Perlman(1958) 
Fink(1961) 
53 
53 
I 
I 
118 
119, 
6100 SYSr 
3200 ± 400 
unimovn 
unlmown 
unknown 
unknown 
0.76 ± 0.16 
- 0.66 ± ojo 
24 
24 
Andersson(1965) 
Andersson(1965) 
53 1 120 5700 SYST inknovn uimlzion 1.04 ± 0.09 ,24 Andersson(1965) 
53 
53 
I 
I 
121 
124 
2370 SYST 
3160 ± 10 
several 
several 
(5)-several 
2T--> several 
9 ±'i 
,-2.3 
24 
31 
Andersson(1965) 
Marquez(1950) 
2.7 OA .25 :irgis(1959a) 
ORIGINAIt PAGg IS 
OF, POO R UALZ 
2.2 25' Mitchell(1959) 
Go.H: 
Z e Ale-% 6a ~ Finlistate n -J " P + 
+ 
. /P + 
+ eha-~--eferenee 
rent (keV) . (kef) 
53 I 126 2151 t 5 0 2---- 0' 12.5 +- 1 Mrty(1953) 
.21 ± 8 31 Perlman(1954) 
20.2 ± 2.0 31' Koerts(1955) 
667 27--4 >75 
.3t Marty(1953) 
95 - 10 31 Koerts(1955) 
200 31 Singh(1970) 
165 ­ 5 29 Harmer(1959) 
53 I 1 28 125 ± 4 0 1+--) 0' 1800 40"0 31 Langhoff (1961) 
55 Cs 125 3070 ± 20 unknowm unInown 1.03 ± 0.07 ..25 Friedlander(1962) 
55 COs 127" 2090 ± 20 several &asveral 27.7 - 1.7 25 * rriedlander(1962), 
55 Cs 132 2099 ± 23 667.6 2---*2 + 78 ± 26 31 Jha(1961) 
53.5 - 8.7 22 3overse(1974a) 
(1.6 ±'0.6), X 102 26 Robinson(196Z) 
(3.5± 1.7) X.102 29 iaylor(1963) 
1.7 x 102 I Taylor(1963) 
TAfLE, 3.6 ,. 
Z Ele-
ment 
A Q a 
(keV(keV) 
Final 
state 
J. 
i" J '7fr 
K +  
..... 
/Method 
_. 
Reference 
(ke!) 
57 La 131 2960 ± 40 several .several 
2 
2.31 - 0.31 :. 25 Creager(1959/60) 
57 La 134 3710 ± 25 several 1+-several 1.3 24 Stover(1951) 
0 1+-0. + 0.40 + 0.04 25 Biryukov(1965) 
57 La 136 '2870 - 70 several 1 -*several 2 24 Naumann(1950) 
58 Ce 131 4300 SYST unknown ulnknovm 8 26 Norris(1966) 
59 Pr I36 5200 SXST. several (2,3+)->., 1.8 ± 0.4 
- 25 Danby(1958) 
several 
0.65 - 0.01 , 25 Ketelle(1971) 
+ + 
59 Pr 137 2750- 40* several 2.05 ± 0.3 . .. 25 Danby(1958) 
several 
* 2.5 0.2 25 van Hise(1967) 
59 P= 138 4437 ± 10 several (6,7;8)-seveas 7.7 24 Stover(1951) 
3.35 + 1.1 26 Fujioka(1964) 
++ 4.5 -1.2 25 Danby(1958) 
59 Pr 139 2112 20 several 
-(5)>several 16 2& Stover(1951) 
11.+ 1.0 25 Danb,(1958) 
0 
0 
371.0.2 
27.1 
11. 
25 
ab(9
Biryukov(1963b) 
0 
Z Ele- A amC 
(keV) 
Final 
state 
(keY) J I -f -
2xIp + pEd/.P+ Method ' b Reference 
59 Pr 140 3388 ± 6 several (1+)- several 2 24 Wilkinson(1949) 
0.85 - Rasmussen(1957) 
1.0 t 0.1 25 Browne(1952). 
0.897 23 Brabec(1960) 
0.90 ± 0.08 25 Evans(1972) 
(i+)->+ 0.76 .25 Biryukov(1960) 
3+ 0.74 - 0.03 25 Biryukov(1962) and (19,70) 
60 .;d 141 1805 - i5 several 3rseveral -60 24 Wilkinson(1949) 
48 9 25 Polak(1958) 
35.6 .6 2.1 5 Grissom(1966) 
21.9 :25 Beery(1968) 
30.4 ± 2.3 "25 Evans(1972) 
3+ + 
21 .1 ' ± 1.0 '25 Biryukov(1963a) 
28 - 1 25 Biryukov(1970) 
4: 
N0 
Z Ele- A OE2 a Final 
ert(kceV) statement stt 
(e).(3ceV) 
61 Pm' 141 3730 ± 40 unklQWII 
61 	 Pm '142 4820 ± 100 unknown 
2 

62 Sm 143 3479 -28 several 
1173.1 

1403.1 
1515.0 

•'u3 143 -5000 + 200 1536.7 
1565.9 
.1715.1 
U1912.6 
TAfId 3.6 ' Ccontinued J 
T - P + 

raI0PC
. " Jr .
 
unknown -0.67 

unknown -0.05 

+ 0.30 + 0.04 
4-several -1.7 
0.98 t 0.09 
1.27 -t0.11 
3+ 	5+ .
 
5 092-0 

+1	 + 63 + 10' 

z 2 
3%-unknown 35 + 50 
a 
+ 
3 +-	 unknown 30 + 7 
2 
-
"
 
, 5-5 0. + 0.06 d 
(23+ 5) + 0.69+ 0.15 d 
- T(D 0.75+ 0.17 
2 	 .2 
S+ 
 +5+ )1. 07+ 0.11 d 

MPe+Isthod 
O 
25 

24 
25 
24 
25 
25 
25 

31 

31 
31
 
31 
31 
31 
31
 
-Reference 
"....
 
Gratot(1959)
 
Gratot(1959) 
Penev(1974) 
Gratot(1959) 
Belyanin(1966) 
Evans(1972) 
Biryukov(1970)
 
Firestone(1974) 
Fireztone(19747 '-" 
totT 
men Z Bl,k(key) 
. 
A 01 Fialstate 
(keV-) 
j T " I 
-
Pi/ pR +P~cP+ P,+ gathed 
63 a 1'45 2720 0155 
23.4 31 
3.0 - 0.5 31 
894 27 31 
2002 
120 . 31 
70 1 9 31 
o80 31 
63 Eu 146 3872 + 9 several (4-)--several 2t 25 
1384 (4-)> I 7.9 + 1.2 25, 
2051 (4)- ? 19 + 8 25 
63 flu 147 1762 198.1 
- 10 + 30 31 
155 + 50 31 
302 +150 31 
Reference
 
Aotina(I1965a)
 
Zhelev(1967) 
Muzior(Tl966,)" 
Avotina(1965a)
 
Zhelev(1967Y 
MuziOIr (1966) 
Ad.x(1967b) 
Takekoshi(1964) 
Pnk(1962) 
Funk(1962), 
Avotina(1966;1965b)
 
Mihziol'(1966) 
Adam(1967a-)
 
TABLE 3.6 '(continued) 
z Eie- A QECa Finstatel. PK/P+ P' /P + Methodb Reference 
(keY) (k6V) I £ 
63.Eu 147 121.8 - 170 + 30 31 Avotina(1966;1965b) 
16 + 35 31 Muziol'(1966) 
- a57 +100 31 Adam(1967a) 
5+7. 
07 1+~ 7­
,, 'aSe 
.87-4 45 
+,I00 
'31 
31 
Muzio'(1966) 
'Aar ' . 1967a) 
66 Dy 155 2099 ± 6 227.0, c-44 5 31 Fzrc. on'1953 
6s Er 161 2050 ± 40 211.1. +4ro0ov.2005) 31 
69 Tm 1'62 4700 + 100 several , '1> several 12 . 25 Chu(1971) 
P'n :mS0512 .66 305 12 ?1?2+>4+ 49 ' 9 31 Wilson(1960) 
t') 
"i'jlE3.0 (continued) 
64 
z Ele-
nent 
Gd 
A 
ment 
145 
Q C (k-V)
'(key) 
5311 +120 
Final
~~state(key) 
808.5 
1041.9 
TT/~ii_ rEf 
+ + 
1+, 1) +18 
a 2 
+ 
$Mto 
8+831Frsoc17i95 
+ Z 
i.o + 0.i 
$eho 
31 
31 
R'ef+ en+ eeec 
Fireslone(1974,1975) 
1567.3 1 +33 37 + 18 31 
1599.9 1 35+) 13 +6 31 
1757.8 1 +3 + 1.,87+ 0.09 31 
1761.9 
1845.4 
1+ uni nown 
a 
1+-. (+ 4 
2.6 
43 
+ 0.8 
+21 
31 
31 
1880.6 1 +ti + + 2.15+0.12 .31 
'2048,9 
.2113.9 
I+-
2+ 
unknown 
35j5 
4.2 + 1.0 
ib + 4 
31 
31 
2494.'8 1 +(±)( 4.8 + 0.5, 31 
2642.2 1+ ->unknown 
2 
8.1 +0.9 31 
(. 
PP IJJD 3. 6 tcontinucd) 
Zi ti- nFhzl ~ + 1',P±+ M'ethod Refercnce 
sente state I-7 T'.,met 
 (keV) (keV) 
70 Yb 162 2300 SYST o---I+ 36 31 A'durazakov(1974) 
71 Lu 168 4360 80 several (-)-*several , 31 Merz(1961) 
72 f 171 2600 syst 662.Q 144+3 4 ' 25, Wlson(1969)
2 2 6 7natovch(174) 
73 Ta 178 1910 ± 100 0 '1+--0+ 110 - 70 
. 25 Zallagher(1961) 
4 ~+ 4 
77 Ir 186 3831 - 20 868.7 unknown-)6 6.5 - 26 Eery(1963) 
1453.1 unbowvn-r(8 + ) 17 26 Emery(1963) 
79 Au 190 4400 SYST several. 1 several 50 25 Jastrzebski(1961) 
+
81 Ti 200 2454 5 367.97 2-2 110 ± 10 31 Konijn(1960) 
102 -9 27 vai Nooijen(1962) 
85 BL.207 2405 ± 8 569.6 -(6 22 . ± )x1 26 R..pnik(1972) 
a QEC values are taken from Wapstra and Gove(1971).
 
b Methods are identified by numbers explained in Table 143
 
Relative measurements, normalised to the transiti on to the '1056.6 keV state of 143Pm.
 
d Relative measurements, normalised to the transition to the 1107.Z keY state of 143Sm.
 
TABLE Allowed Transitions - Comparison of S'eleeted Results with 'Tho"by" 
(a) Results for K/8 + Ratios 
Experimental values Theoretical vml.les 
Ele, state, JT 3 PJ! P + Me- P /P + 
Z ment A (keV) ieV) 1 f K thod Reference 
6- C 11 198Z. 2+1. 0, .0 
° 
3. 
-
3. -
-
(2.30 +0.4 
-0. I 
i0- 3 
3, 
21 Campbeli(1967) (2.11 +0.01) 10 ­
-
V N 13 2ZZ0, 5+0.9 0 V _ - (I;68 +0.12) 10 - 3 21 Ledinghan(1965) (1.800+0,0'06.) i,0
- 3 
8 0 15 9L0.206) 0 i ' (1.07 
C3 
10 - 21 Leiper(1972) (0.911+0,.0021) 1 0 ­
222 
9 F 18 16535.3+0.9 I- 0 + + + (3.00,-4 . 0.18) 10 
" 2 20 Drever(1956) (3.14, +0.:02) I0 " 
-4 
10 Ne . 19 3238.Z+0.9 0 1 1 (9.6 +0. )0 -4 21 'Leiper(1972) (9.28 +0. 02) 10 -
Ii Na- 22. 242.3+0.5 1274.6 . 34-Z + 0.105 +0.009 22 McCann(1969) c0.oz3+o.'0004 
"15 1 so 4227.4+2;6 0 "-0 ,(1.'Z4 +0.01) 16 21 Ledingham(1971) 1.233 ±0.005) 10 3 
27 Co 58 2398.02.:5 810.,5 "2+-2+ 4.92 ±0.09 22 Joshi(1961) 4.97 +0.11 
4.83 40.10 Z0 ,Kramer(1962 b) 
- . 5.05 +0..09 Combination 
'of 24 and 3amhyflok(i968b) 
31 
30 Z4 65 ,1350.7+1. 1 0 ,53 ,&*0 +3.2 ,., 23 Perlinc(r953) 39.5 +0.4 
.2 Z5 .2 -. .31 lGeas'on(199) 
-27.77;.5. 31' ,Haminxer(1968) 
4r 
TABLE 3.7 . (a) continued. 
Experimental values Theoretical vales 
a 
a Final T r b 
state - PK/P0+ Me- P /P9+ 
Z meat A (keY) aceV) £ thod Reference 
31 Ga 68 Z919.4+3.9 1078 1.-Z9+ I.Zs +0.12 31 Ramaswamy(1959b) 1.36 +0.03 
4Z %To 91 4443 +28 0 .2_ (5.05 +).34) 102 24 Fitzpatrlck(1975) '(5.50 +o.Za) 10­z 
a2 
51 Sb IZ0 Z680 +7 0 *1 -0!. 1.057 +0.035 24 Campbell(1975) 1.24 +0.02 
57 La 134 3710 +25 0 1 +-0+ 0.40' '+0.04 25 Biryukov(1965) 0.48 +0.02 
59 Pr 140 3388 +6 0 (+)-0+ .0.74 +0.03 Z5, Biryukov(196Z,1970) 0.85 +0.01 
60 Nd i41 1805 +15 0 3 +5 28 +1 25 D3iryukov (1970) 35.3 +3.2 
6a S . 143 3479 +28 0 3 5+ 0.92 +0.09 25 Biryukov(1970) 0.98 +0.05 
2 2 
66 Dy 155 2099 +6 227.0 44 +5 31 Persson(1963) 44.0 + 1;5 
4:' 
c) 
TABLE 3.7 (coatinued) (b) Results for EC/0+ Ratros 
Experimental values' 
Z 
Ele-
ment A 
E C 
(keV) 
F in al
state 
(skeV), 
TT IT 
. + 
1 fES 
P ++ Me­
thod 
II Na 22 2842.3+0.5 1274.6. 3+-2 + 0.1041+0.0010 
0,1048+0.0007 
0'. 1042+0. 0010 
0. 1077+0. 0003 
. 
28 
27 
27, 
2Z7 
23 
25 
V 
Mn 
48 
52 
4015.4+,8 
4709.8+3.5 
2295 
3112 
4+-4+ 
6 +-6 + 
0.77 
0.83 
0.76 
1.86 
Z.01: 
1.84 
2.. 04 
1.80 
2. 12 
+0.04 
+0,06 
+0.035 
'+0.17 
+0.24 
+0.20 
+0.,24 
+0.-13.. 
+0.17 
29 
29 
Z7 
31 
27 
30'-
26 
27' 
2,9 
Theoretical values 
Reference EC
 
Williams(1964,,198),0..l1117+0. 0004
 
Leutz(1967); 
Vatai(1968c)' 
MacMahon(',9,70)' 
Biryukov(1966) 
Konijn(lr967b) 
0.78 +0.01 
Konjn(l967b), 
Gbod(1;946), 
Sehr(1954.) 
Wil'son(1962)' 
Freedman(1966)' 
2..,09, +0.06 
Konijn(r967b) 
lonijn(L967b) 
TABLE 3.7 (b) continued 
Z 
Ele-
ment A 
a 
a EC 
(keV) 
Final 
state 
(keV) 
T iT 
". 
Experimental 
/P 0 + 
SOPthod 
values 
b 
Me-
Reference 
Theoretical 
p /P+ 
SC 
values 
27 Co 58 2308.0+a.5 810.5 a -a 
-
5.67 
5..49 
5.48 
5.76 
+0.14 
+0.18 
+0.09 
+0.13 
27 
30 
29 
28 
Konijn(1958a) 
Ramaswamy(1961) 
Biryukov(1966) 
Williams(1970) andGoodier(1971) 
5.6Z +0.12 
28 Ni 57 3243 +7 1490. 3-_l 
2 2 
1.438+0.059 
.1.5 +0.08 
27 
27 
Konijn(1958b) 
Bakhru(1967) 
1.48 +0.07 
1370 3-. 3 
2 a 
0.805+0.040 
1.0 +0.1 
27 
27 
Konijn(1958b) 
Bakhru(1967) 
0.888+0.032 
30 
40 
Zn 
Zr 
65 
89 
1350.741.1 
2834.1+3.0 
0 
910 
5 
Z 
9 + 
2 
3_-
2 
9+ 
2 
24.9. +1.5 
3.48 +0.15 
3.43 +0.10 
3.47 +0.21 
27 
z6 
26 . 
Sehr(1954) 
Monaro(1961) 
revised by 
van Patter(1964) 
van Patter(1964) 
Hinrichsen(1968) 
34.5 +0.4 
3.40 +0.05 
TABLE 3.7 (b) continued. 
Experimental. valuesi 	 Theoretical values 
a 
Final IT - 'b b
 
Ele- state . P /+ Me- 3E/P +
 
Z nent A .(keY) (keV) i fthod, Reference
 
QE C 

40 Zr 89m 342Z. 1+3.0 1.510 	 1"3 3.76 +,0. 19 31 van- Patter(J'964) 3.55 +0i 06­
2' 2 
+
50, Sn 1,11 2508 +26 0 	 79 2,20 +0.15 31 Rivir(1971): 1.87 +0.L6 
22 
51 Sb 116m 5000 +40 2900 (8-)-7 4.22 +0.20 29,' Bolotn(1964) 5.W9 +1. ­
51 Sb 118m 3885 +6 2572 	 (8-)-7- 620' +40 29 Bolotin(1961') 830 +80 
a QEC values are taken from Wapstra and Gove (T,971), 
b
 
Methods are identified by numbers explained in Table 3. L'..
 
TABLE .3.8 First Forbidden Unique Transitions 
Z 
Ele-
ment A 
QEC 
(keV) 
Final 
state 
(keV) 
IT 
f -J 
. 
f 
Experimental 
PK/P + 
Kf 
values 
b 
Me-
thod Reference 
Theoretical 
Ist unique forbidden 
P K/P+ 
values 
37 
51 
53 
Rb 
Sb 
I. 
84 
122 
126 
2679.8+2.9 
1610.1+3,3 
2151 +5 
0 
0 
2a.­0+ 
2'-0 + 
2WI--0+0.2 
Y.12 +0.25 
300 +50 
+z.0 
31 
31 
31 
Konijn(1958/59) 
Perlxnan(1958) and 
Glaubman(1955 ) 
Koerts(1955) 
0.94 
254 
21.'l 
+0.01 
+11 
+0.7 
a 
b. 
Q values are taken 
Methods are identified 
from Wapstra and Gove (1971). 
by numbers explained in Table ;3. 1. 
ity 
,4j JJ 
TABLE 3.-9 . First Forbidden Non-Unique Transitions 
(a) K/P + Ratios 
Experimental values Theoretical (allowed) 
Ele-
a EC Final 
state 
T 
-P/P9+ 
b.Me'- p /p 8+ 
Z ment A (leV) (ke) thod Reference 
37 Rb 84 2679.8+2.9 880 a -Z+ 5:15 +0.38 31 Welker(,1955) 3.51 +0.06, 
3.96 +0.16 22 Goedbloed(1970c) 
53 "i 1a6 2151 +5 667 2"-2 95 +10 31 Koerts(1955) ,138 +7 
63 Eu 145 Z720 +15 0 '5+7 3.0' +0.5 31 Muziol'(1966) .3.39 +0.14 
2 Z 
894 5+13 100 +20 31 Avotina(1965a) 43.9 +4..2 
22Z 70 +9 31 Muzil(1966) 
' 63 En 147 1762 +9 198.1 5+3 160 +30 31 Avotina(1966) 197' +16 
121.8 5+ 5 170 +30 31 Avotina(1966) 
2 Z 165 +35 31 Muziol' (1966) 119 +8 
55 Cs 132 2099 +23 -667.8 2--2 '53.5 +8.9 2Z Goverse(1974) . 264 +71 
81 TI Z00 2454 +5 367.97 Z--2+ ,110 +10 31 Konijn(1960) 65.7 +1.4 
102 +9 27 van Nooijen(1962) 
U, 
TABLE 3.9 (continued) 
(b) EC/8+ Ratios 
Experimental values 	 Theoretical (allowed)
a 
QECa Finalb 
Ele - state gY jP Me- PEPB+ 
Z ment A ke) (key) thod Reference 
33 As 74 2563.7+2.9 p96 2--Z+ 	 1.32 +0.14 31 Grigor'ev(1958a) 1.24 +0.01 
1'. 288+0. 018 27 Vatai(l 968 c) 
37 Rb 84 2619.8+2.9 880 .2--2. + 	 5.72 +0.12 '27 Konijn(1958a) 3.97 +0.07 
53 I 126 2151 +5 667. 2--'z+ 	 165 +5 29 Harmer(1959) 159 +8 
a QEC values are taken from Wapstra and Gove (1971). 
b
 
Methods are identified by numbers explained in Table 3.1..
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TABLiE 4 .. Evper~r~nts on: ... t~ .U s~etri. 
A Final _Ele-- a Deduced quantities Spectro Method Reference 
ment state 
(keY) 
f ECn 
(keV) 
b 
EEc(keV) 
C 
others 
meter 
4 Be 7 0 3/2--3/2- 861.75 0.09' 851 ± 12 IB, Reff Ge(Li) IB/y Mutterer(1973b, 
477.6 3/2--1/2- 384.1 0.1 395 ± 25 lIB NaI IB-y-coinc. Lancman (1971b) 
388 ± IB NaI IB-y-coinc. Persson(1972) 
17 C1 36 0 2+-0+ 1144.1 ± 1.7 1170 ± 40 Nal Dougan(1962) 
1162 - 45 Nal Ber6nyi(1962,63b) 
1178 ± 15 NaI Lipnik(1964) 
1158 ± 18 NaT Ber~nyi(1965a,b) 
1141 8 ReffDT Nal Smirnov(1973) 
18 A 37 0 3/2+-3/2+ 814.1 0.6 818- 15 NaI Anderson(1952,54 
818 - 20 NaI Emmerich(1954) 
NaI Lindqvist(1955) 
IIB NaI IB/K-Auger Saraf(1956) 
20 Ca 41 0 7/2--3/2+ 421.2 - 0.5 1IB, Reff Ge(Li) IB/N 0 Myslek(1973) 
23 V 49 0 7/2--7/2- 601.2 ± 1.0 621 ± 10 Nal Hayward(1956) 
24 Cr 51 O 7/2--7/2 751.4 ± 0.9 756 5 Nal Bisi(1955b) o 
TA3_.LE 4,K (conttzV 
Z Ele-
ment 
A Final 
state 
Jj 
i 
IB-Jf aEsCbc 
(keV)r. 
Deduced quantities
EEc(keV)b others 
Spectro 
meter 
Method Rjeference 
25 
26 
Mn 
Fe 
54 
55 
320.1 
835.3 
0 
7/2--5/2-
3+-2+ 
3/2 -5/2 
431.1 ± 1.0 
540.1 ±-3.6 
231.7 - 0.7 
786 + 50 P. from IIB 
.752 ± 22 
730 ± 20 P from IIB 
794 -60 Py from lIB 
748 ' ± 14 P from I 
y I 
760 15 1 IB Reff 
429 - 16 1 B .Nal 
512 ± 25 IIB 
639 ± 100 IIB 
518 ± 8 'IB 
~ 150 
212 ± 10 
NaI 
Nal 
NaI 
NaI 
Ge(Li) 
Ge(Li) 
Nal 
NaT 
Nal 
GM-count. 
NaI 
IB/y 
IB/y 
IB/y 
IB/y 
IB/y 
IB-y-coinc. 
IB-y-coinc. 
IB-y-coinc. 
IB-y-coinc. 
Cohen(19535) 
Van der Kooi(19 
Ofer(1957) 
Murty,(1967) 
Ribordv1970) 
Mutterer(1973a, 
Koonin(1972) 
Lancman(1969) 
Kadar(1970) 
Koonin(1972) 
Bradt(1946) 
Maeder(1951) 
:212 -
222 ± 
20 
10 IIB 
Nal 
Nal IB/Kx 
Bell(1952) 
Michalovicz(195 
227 
232 ± 10 
Nal 
NaI 
Madansky(1954) 
Emmerich(1954) 
Z Ele- A 
ment 

27 Co 57 
28 Ni 59 

32 Ge 71 

46 Pd 103 

Final 

state 

(keV) 
136.3 

0 

0 

39.7 

J -J E Deduced quantities 

± k)f EC b c 

(key) EEC (key) others 
'IB 

227 ± 10 1IB 

224 ± 4 Reff 

248. 20 
-7/2-,5/2 700.4 0.:7 434 ± 30 
674 - 30 'IB 
3/2--7/2- 1073.1 ± 1.1 1073 ± 30 
IIB 

DT 

1975.1±1.3 DT 

1/2-3/2- 235.1 ± 1.7 236 ± 12 

IIB 

237 ± 5 
231 ±3 ' IB 
5/2+-7/2' 513 27 517+ 27 a 	 13iet27ns 9412
 
Spectro 

metar 

Nat 

NaI 

NaI 

NaI 
Nat 

NaI 

NaI 

Nat 

NaI 

NaI. 

NaI 

NaI 

NaI 

NaI 

Nal 

Nat 

Method 	 Reference
 
-
IB/KX 	 Saraf(19 56 )
 
IB/Kx 	 Biavati(1959,62)
 
Berenyi(1965b)
 
Raj(1969) 
IB-y-coinc. Jung(1956)
 
IB-y-coinc. Lancman(1971a)
 
Emmerich(1954)
 
IB/Kx 	 Saraf(1956)
 
Havashi(1960)
 
Schmorak(1963)
 
Berenvi(1976)
 
Saraf(1953)
 
IB/Kx Saaf(1954b)
 
Langevin(1954d)
 
IB/Kx Bisi(1955a)
 
Rietjens(1954) 
Z~~~~~~ABialTtgta Ele 
Ele-A Final Ji EEC Deduced quantities - tSpectro Method Reference 
ment state (keV) EBc(keV)b othersc meter 
(key) 
50 Sn 113 3.91.0 1/2+-1/2 - 634 - 14 930 - 300 NaT Phillips(1960) 
646.5 1/2+-,3/2 - 378 ± 14 108 ± 5 NaT IB-y-coinc. Bosch(1967) 
51 Sb 119 23.8 5/2 +-3/2 + 555 - 20 555 - 20 1IB Nal IB/Kx Olsen(1957) 
53 I 125 35.5 5/,2+-3/2 + 112.5 ± 1.0 141.5- 2.0 .Ge(Li) Goninathan(1968) 
55 Cs 131 0 5/2+-3/2 + 355 ± 6 356 - 10 11B 'Nat IB/Kx Saraf(1954a) 
356 ± 10 Nal Honpes(1956) 
lIB Nal IB/Kx Michalowicz(1956 
I'B Nal IB/Kx Biavati(1959,62) 
62 Sm 145 61.2 7/2--7/2 + 577 ± 7 584 - 15 
e 
Nal 
IB/ (Xx+y) , Brosi(1959) 
547 - 10 IIB Nal IB-e -coinc.Sujkowski(1968) 
66 Dy 159 0 3/2--3/2k 365.4 ± 1.0 3 ot -0 Nal Ryde(1963b) 
FIBF Nal IB/(Kx+y). Sujkowski(1965) 
68 Er 165 0 5/2--7/2- 371 - 4 370 - 10 Nat IB/Kx Rvde(1963a) 
372 ± 8 '1IB Nal IB/Kx zylicz(1963) 
IIB Nal IB/Kx Sujkowski(1965) 
74 W 181 0 9/2+-7/2' 187 - 10 190 - 16 Ge(Li) Rao(1966 
TABLE (C nj.,.IzuMr
 
Ee- stae EEC a Deduced quantities-" Spectro Methodd Reference
ment statemer
 
(keY) (keV) EEC(kev)b others'
 
78 Pt 193 0 1/2--3/2+ 61.2 ± 3.0 60.8 ± 3.0 Ge(Li) Honke(1969) 
acalculated using 0 EC values from Wapstra and Gove 
(1971).
 
bpartly recalculated from measured Is-IB end-point energies, using electron binding energies from 
Bearden and Burr (1967). 
0symbols are used for the bremsstrahlung intensity (I ), the effective shane'function (Rel), 
information on the influence of detour transitions )and the y-branching ratio (P ). 
Informations 6n the different spectral shapes are not indicated. -Y
 
dindicated only if normalized IB soectia have been determined,
 
eincludes bremsstrahlung of the 8%-EC branch to the ground stAte of 1 45Pm.
 
fincludes bremsstrahlung of the 26%-EC branch to the 58.2 keV-excited state in 159Tb.
 
D1UGINAL PAGE 1$
 
pE POOR QUALI - ­
2 Ele-
ment 
A T1 /2 
EC(keV) 
J 
i 
-j 
f 
Degree of 
forbiddeness 
18 A 37 35 d 814.1 - 0.6 3/2+-3/2+ allowed 
23 V 49 330 d 601.2 ± 1.0 7/2--7/2­
26 Fe 55 2.6 y 231.7 ± 0.7 3/2--5/2 -
32 Ge 71 11.4-d- 235.1 ± 1.7 1/2--3/2­
55 Cs 131 9.7 d 355 + 6 5/2+-3/2+ 
67 Ho 163 >103 y 9.0 1.5 7/2--5/2­
68 Er 163 75 min 1208 - 6 5/2--7/2­
68 Er 165 1.0.3 h 371 ± 4 5/2--7/2­
-65 Tb 157': 150 y 64 ±5 3/2+-3/2- first non-unique 
78 Pt' 193 620 y 61.2 ± 3.0 1/2--3/2' 
20 Ca 41 8 x 10 4y 421.2 ±0.5 7/2--3/2+ first unique 
36 Kr 81 2.1x 105y 290 ± 100 7/2+-3/2 -
25 Mn 53 2 x 106y 597.3 ± 1.2 7/2--3/2- second non-unique 
28 Ni 59 8 x 104y 1073W1 ± 1.1 3/2--7/2­
- 43 Tc 97 2.6x I06y 346 t 9 9/2+-5/2+ 
57 La 137 6 x 104v - 500 7/2+-3/2' 
52 Te 123 1.2x10 13y 57.2 + 2.4 1/2+-7/2 + second unique' 
afrom Wapstra and Gove (1971)
 
zP2, Ele-Al Fia ~ I7 SUt,E a 
Ele-
ment 
A Final 
state(key) 
- EECa 
(keV)e 
Deduced quantities 
bEEC(keV) othersC 
Spectro 
meter 
Reference 
25 
26 
38 
48 
50 
53 
55 
62 
Mn 
Fe 
Sr 
Cd 
Sn 
I 
Cs 
Sm 
54 
55 
85 
109 
113 
125 
131 
145 
835.0 
0 
514.o 
87.7 
646.5 
35.5 
0 
61.2 
3+2+ 
3/2--5/2-
9/2+-9/2 + 
3/2+ 7/2' 
1/2+-3/2 -
5/2+-3/2 + 
5/2+-3/2 + 
7/2--7/2 + 
540.1 ± '3.6 
231.7 ± 0.7 
550 ± 7 
94 ± 3 
378 ± 14 
112.5 - 1.0 
355 - 6 
577 7 
528 
493 
94 
100 
14'1.5 
20 
± 30 
± 3 
+ 10 
± 2 
is
TIB 
IlB 
I 
liBdIIB 
Nal 
Nat 
NlBaai15,2 
Nal 
Ge(Li) 
Nat 
Ge(Li) 
NaI 
Nat 
Jung(1956) 
Biavati(1959,62) 
McDonnell(1969) 
Gopinathan(1968) 
Jung(1956) 
Gopinathan(196B) 
Michalowicz(1956) 
Biavati(1959,62) 
68 
74 
80 
81 
Er 
W. 
Hg 
Ti 
165 
181 
197 
204 
0 
0 
77.3 
0 
5/2--7/2-
9/2+-7/2 + 
1/27-1/2+ 
2--0 + 
371 
187 
338 
345 
± 
-
± 
± 
4 
10 
20 
4 
370 
384 
184 
686 
335 
± 8 
± 20 
± 12 
± 40 isTID 
NaI 
Nal 
Ge(Li) 
Nal 
NaI 
Zylicz(1963) 
Sujkowski(1965) 
Rao(1966a) 
Jasinski(1965) 
Der Mateosian (1952) 
' 
Z 	 Ele- A .Final j f E a Deduced quantities Snectro Reference 
ment state (keV) :b oec !meter 
(keY),eEEc(keVi	 ) others 
376 ±'20 	 'Nsa Jug,(,956) 
393 TO NaI Bivati.(1 959,62) 
',NaI Govdsmit ( 96,) 
385 ± 	 20 Is Nal Laricman'(l73) 
acalculated using P EC values from Wapstra and Gove (1971)
 
patiy recalculated from measured is-IB endrpoint energies, using K-,electron binding energies
 
'fromBearden and Burr (1967).
 
1s-IB'intensity
B 

dincludes bremsstrahlung of the 8%-EC branch to the gropndstate of I15Pm.
 
tABLE 4.9. Measured IB intensities for allowed and first nonunique forbidden transitions,
 
compared with thebretical values. 
Ele- Final-
m 
(keY) 
J7 
± f sC 
E ) 
(kEV) 
Energy 
range 
(keY) 
Inten-
sity-
ratio 
Experiment. 
value5 
(xlO) 
Theoretical 
values(x10 
MS MG Int 
Reference 2 ) 
Allowed transitions AJ = 0,1; 7rirf + 1 
Be 7 0 3/2--3/2 861.75-0.09 523.7-kmax I9 9.35 8.56 8.57 
18 A 37 
4 Cr 51 
5 Mn 54 
477.6 
0 
0 
320.1 
835.3 
3/2-1/2 
3/2 -3/2+ 
7/2--7/2 
7/2-5/2 
3+-2 + 
384.1 -+0.1 
814.1 -0.6 
751.4 ±0.9 
431.1 ±1.0 
540.1 -3.6 
50 - 360 
100 - 360 
120 - 360 
120 - 360 
35 -kmax 
348.1-kmax 
130 -425 
100 -420 
82 -kmax 
IIB/WEC 
IIB/WEC 
IB/WEc 
IIB/WEc 
IIB/W 
I B/WEC 
IB/WEc 
1IB/WEc 
IIB/WEc 
10.3±0.6 9.95 
8.60 .6 7.82 
7.7±0.5 6.83 
4.9±1.3,4)6.83 
52 ±13') 52.1 
9.56±0.60 14.6 
7.2±0.4 8.34 
5.8±1A'.4)16.5 
17 .2±3 .3,4) 18 .1 
9.19 
7.25 
6.39 
6.39 
36.9 
9.13 
5.41 
10.5 
11.5 
9.20 
7.26 
6.35 
6.35 
37.6 
9.43 
5.58 
10.8 
11.9 
Persson(1972) 
Persson(1972)b 
Persson(1972)b 
Lancman(1971b)C 
Saraf(1956) d 
Mutterer(1973eQ 
Koonin(1972) f 
Lancman(1969) g 
K&dar(1970)h 
!6 Fe 55 0 3/2--5/2- 231.7 ±0.7 
82 
50 
-515 
-kMax 
lIB/WEc 
I[B/WK 
15.4±0.8 18.1 
4-0±1.04) 3.42 
11.5 
2.20 
11.9 
2.28 
Koonin(1972)' 
Michalowicz(195 
Sax;)I 
10 
TABLE 4. (continued) 
2) 
Ele- Final- J 1) Energy Inten- Experiment. Theoretidal5 Reference 
Z ment A state J. -J E range sity1 value vales(x1 ) 
(key) f ECV (keV) ratio (x10- MS MG ihit (keV,) 
1.11 Saraf(1956)k
 10-max tIB'WK. 1,.4-0.45) 1.68 1.07
100 I iW 
0-max IIB/K .5O8 .7 2.50 -k I's/WK 1.5±0.8 -76 2.15 2.26 Biavati(1959,62)
 
27 Co 57 136.3 7/2--5/2 700.4 ±0.7 180 -465 I1IB/W 8.81A'4 ) 21.0 12.8 13.3 Lancman(1971a)
 
235.1 ±1.7 70 -kmax IB/WK 2.3±0.5 2.82 1.70 1.79 Bisi(1955a,)n
 32 Ge 71 0 1/2--3/2-

s 6±1 0)
51S 3852+ +I
1 

51Sb 119 23.8 5/2+-3/2' 555 ±20 0 -kma IB/WK 10.6_1.2 22.0 8.46 10.2 Olsen(1957)x 

,kmax Is/W K 1.4±1-0 7.61 2.25 3.14 Biavati(1959,62)
55 Cs 131 0 5/2+-3/2+ 355 ±6 0 

r

's + 4Sujkowski(1965)68 Er 165 0 5/2-7/2 371 ±4 93, -306 IIB/WK 1.63-0.16 4.87 1.95 1.67
 
*is + josk(95r 
182 -306 IIB/WR 0;53±0.06 1.,52 0.314 0.50 Sujkowski(1965
 
185 -300 IIB/WK 0.9±0.2 2.39 1.28 1.43 !Zylicz(1963)
 
185 -300 IIB/WK 0.89±0.12 2.39 1.28 1.43 Sujkowski(1965,
 
'C 
TABLE 4.9. 

Ele- Final-

(keV) 
62 Sm 145 61.2 

66 Dy 159 0 

80 Hg 197 77.3 

(continued)
 
J 	 ) Energy Inten-

1 f (e) t range sity-
Jf(keV) (k- ratio 
First nonunique forbidden transitions 

7/2--7/2+ 577 ±7 	 120 -239 IIB/Wx 
120 -412 IIB/WK 
169 -412 IIB/WK 
129 '-412 IIB/WK 
169 -412 I'B/W. 

3/2--3/2+ 365.4-1.0 	 185 -300 IIB/WK 

+
1/2--1/2 686 -40 	 350 -550 IIB/WK 
Is
 
Experiment. Theoretical 

value values(x10 5 )
 
(x10 ) MS MG Int 
AJ = 0,1; iTf = ­
6.7±0.77) 11.9 5.87 6.73 
10.1±1.07) 20.7 9.18 10.6 
7.3±1.27) 15.1 6.08 7.14 
4.6±0.8 14.9 3.90 5.28 
3.6±0.5 12.-2 3.19 4.25 
1.0±0.38) 2.24 1.18 1.32 

1.6-0.3 5.49 0.83 1.26 

2 )
 Reference
 
Sujkowski(1968)
 
Sujkowski(1968)
 
Sujkowski(1968)
 
Sujkowski(1968)t
 
Sujkowski(1968)
 
Sujkowski(1965)
 
Jasinski(1965)s
 
TABLE 4.10. Average experimental-to-theoretical IB yield <PE,,T> for various regions 
of the atomic number Z. 
Region of Z 4 < Z< 80 Z =4 18 < Z < 32 51 < Z < 80 
Number of independent 
measurements 19 3 11 
Theory of: < PET > 
Morrison and Schiff 
Martin and Glauber 
Intemann 
0.66 
1.19 
1.06 
-
0.91 
0.98 
0.98 
•C 
0,.7'6 
1.19 
1.10 
0.32 
1.31 
092 
TABLE 4.11. Circular Polarization of IB in allowed EC transitions
 
Z 	 Ele- A Final EEa) Energy range Degree of Polari- Reference
 
ment state E (keV) Polariza- meter
 
typeb)
(key(kekeV) 	 tion 
18 A 37 0 814.1 ± 0.6 200 -kmak 1.03 - 0.04 f.s.m. Hartwig(1958) 
0.97 ± 0.15 f.s.m. Mann(1958) 
24 Cr 51 0(90.2%) 751,4 - 0.9 0.67 - 0.07 f.s.m. Vanderleeden(1971)
 
320.1(9.8%) 431.3 ± 1.0 1.2 ± 0.1 r.t.m. Kuphal(1974) 
26 Fe 55 0 231.7 ± 0.7 85 - 220 0.98 ± 0.1 f.s.m. Parfenova(1960) 
32 Ge 71 O 235.1 ± 1.7 70 - 120 - 0.4 f.s.m. Bernardini(19E' 
a) from Wapstra and Gove (1971) 	 b)f.s.m. = forward-scattering magnet 
r.t.m. = radial transmission-magnet.
 
O\ 
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TABLE 501E1ectroh ejection probabliities per K capture (in multiples of i0-5).
 
K- or L-

Isotope Priftakoff. MIkSb Ihtemadric electron
 
part~r8 ejeetitnd
 
37Ar 
 27.7 14.2 21.12 57
i8
 
5 5 F 11.2 8.81 8.26 6.4
 
26
 
7 Ge 6,6 4.56 ' 472 3.3 
32 
­
1
3s 1.62 0.709 0.92 2.6
 
55
 
165Er 0.767 0.304 0.39 2.9
 
68
 
aprimakoff and Porter (1953), eValuated by Mukoyama et al. (1973).
 
bMukoyama et al. (1973).
 
CIntemann (1969), as evaluated by Intemann (1974). 
dK-electron ejection accompanying L'capture and L-electron ejetion
 
accompahying K capturej after Mukoyama and Shimizu (1974).'
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TABLES2. Double K-vacancy production probability (due to internal ionization
 
and excitation), per K-capture event (in multiples of 10-5).
 
Isotpe MK&'Experimentsc
 
sooe Primakoff- MIKSb Exeint
 
a
 
IsotopeTheory

Porter 

18Ar 38.6 23.0 37±9 Kiser and Johnston (1959) 
44±8 Miskel and Perlman (1954) 
5 5 Fe 18.5 15.8 38±17 Charpak (1953)
26 
3 2 Ge 12.2 8.85 	 24 Briand et al. (1971)
 
13±8 Oertzen (1964)
 
13.3±1.4 Langevin (1957, 1958)

131 
55 Cs 
 4.13 	 1.79 1.33±0.33 Nagy et al. (1972)
 
-2.0±1.3 Smith (1964)
 
5.0±1.0 Daniel et al. (1960)
 
2.5±0.2 Lark and Perlman (1960)
 
165
6 8 Er 2.70 
 0.67±0.39
1.09 	 Nagy et al. (1972)
 
1.5±0.4 Ryde et al. (1963)
 
aPrimakoff and Porter (1953), as evaluated by Mukoyama at al. (1973). 
bMukoyama et al. (1973). 
cK-x-ray-K-x-ray coincidence experiments, except for K x-ray satellite
 
measurements on 71Ge by Oertzen (1964) and Briand et al. (1971).
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Figure Captions 
FIG. 2-i. The function I(ll,ir) vs, distance r from the 
Origin (in iiiuiltiple of the nuclear radius A) for Vari6us nuclear 
eharge distributions: a) unifoth charge distribution [Eq6 *(2-55)]; 
b) Pea=ri distribtiohi with t0.4f4 [Eq. (261)]; c) Gaussian dis=
 
ttibution, With A O [2q, 6S)] A) modified Gaussian distribution,d(2 
with A=16
 
FIG; 2-2. L /K exchange and overlap correcti6n factors. The
 
Solid and broken curves Were recaldulated accordihg to the approaches
 
of Baheall (1963a, b; l96.)and Vatai (1968, 1970), respectively,
 
with wave functions from the Hartree-Fock program of Froese-Fischer
 
(1972a). Results of the relativistic calculation of Suslov (1970a),
 
following Bahcall's theory, are indicated by triangles, and those of
 
the calculation of Martin and Blichert-Toft (1970), based on the same
 
approach as Vatai's, are indicated by crosses.
 
FIG. 2-3. M 1/L 1 exchange and overlap dorreciion factors. See
 
caption of Fig. 2-2 for details. 
FIG. 3=1. Typical K, L, and M spectra from the decay Of 71Ge 
measured with a multiwire Counter system. In the M spectrum, back­
ground and degradation tails were subtracted and a Poisson distribution
 
fitted to the data (after Genz, 1971a).
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FIG. 3-2. Multiwire proportional counter (after Scobie et al.,
 
1959.
 
FIG. 3-3. Block diagram of multiwire-proportional-counter
 
electronic system (after Genz et al., 1971a).
 
FIG. 3-4. The M region of the 37Ar spectrum, with the single­
electron spectrum produced by introducing ultraviolet photons from-an 
external source, normalized to the M spectrum (after Renier et al., ­
1968). 
FIG. 3-5. The normalized'M and L spectra from 37Ar decay, cor­
rected for dead time and background (after Renier et al:, 1968). 
FIG. 3-6. Block diagram of single-wire proportional-counter
 
electronic system (after Genz et al., 1972).
 
FIG. 3-7. Assemblies of source and enveloping -crystals (after 
Goedbloed et al.-, 1970a). 
FIG. 3-8. Spectrum of 131Cs measured with a doped Nal (Ti) 
crystal. Elimination of escape effects by extrapolating to a zero
 
surface-to-volume ratio (after Schulz, 1967a). 
185 
FIG. 3-9. M-electron capture decay to the 646-keV level of Re. 
(a) Spectrum of M events. Cb) Extrapolation to correct for escape
 
effects (after Schulz, 1967a).
 
FIG. 3-10. Block diagram of coincidence apparatus to measure
 
193Pt M- and L'-capture peaks (after Ravn and Bgeholt, 1971). 
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FIG. 3-11. Block diagram for coincidence measurements with
 
internal solid sources (after Leutz et al., 1966).
 
FIG. 3-12. Comparison of experimentally determined L/K capture
 
ratios for allowed transitions (solid circles) and first-forbidden
 
non-unique transitions (open circles) with theoretical predictions
 
based on wave functions of Mann and.Waber (1973) And exchange and
 
L/K
overlap corrections X according to Bahcall (1963, 1965), Vatai
 
(1970a) and Martin and Blichert-Toft (1970).
 
FIG. 3-13. Comparison of expeiimentally determined M/L capture
 
ratios for allowed transitions (solid circles) and first-forbidden
 
non-unique transitions (open circles) with theoretical predictions
 
based on wave functions of Mann and Waber and exchange'and overlap
 
corrections XM /L according to Bahcall (1963, 1965), Vatai (1970a),
 
and Martin and Blichert-Toft (1970).
 
FIG. 3-14. Comparison of experimentally determined PK values for
 
allowed transitions (solid circles), first-forbidden non-unique transi­
tions (open circles), and first-forbidden unique transitions (squares)
 
with theoretical predictions based on wave functions of Mann and
 
Waber (1973) and exchange and overlap corrections according to
 
Bahcall (1963, 1965).
 
FIG. 3-15. Number of allowed positron emitters, as a function
 
of half-life.
 
FIG. 3-16. Continuous gas-flow system used for K/O+ measurements
 
46o 
with short-lived low-Z isotopes.
 
FIG. 3-17. Diagram of counter used to determine K/0+ ratios of
 
11C, 13N, 150, 19Ne and 30P. K-capture events and positrons are
 
detected in the central counter; only positrons have sufficient energy
 
to be detected in the plastic scintillator.
 
FIG. 3-18. Typical pulse-height spectrum from the central pro­
portional counter in Fig. 3-17, in anticoincidence with the plastic
 
scintillator. The counter gas, introduced in flow mode, was 90% Ar
 
and 10% CH4 Radioactive phosphine '(PH3) was introduced in trace
 
amounts (<1% of Ar/CH4 ) from an irradiation vessel to the main flow
 
line carrying the counting mixture.
 
22 
FIG. 3-19. The 870-eV K-capture peak of N measured with an
 
internal-source scintillation counter in coincidence with another Nal
 
detector, closely located to registei the -1.274-MeVdeexcitation y
 
rays of 22Ne.
 
FIG. 3-20. Niobium k x rays from the decay of 91Mo, measured with
 
a Si(Li) detector with a resolution of 185 eV at 5.9 keV. The Nb Kc,
 
and K peaks are well-resolved, even in the presence of a 5+ spectrum 
twenty times as intense as the K-capture branch. The Mo Ka peak is 
caused by a- induced fluorescence in the source. 
FIG. 3-21. Molybdenum-91 K x-ray spectrum measured with a
 
5.7 x 0.63 cm NaI(TZ) of 28% resolution at 22 keV. The fine structure
 
evident in Fig. 3-20 is no longer visible.
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FIG. 3-22. Thin, self-supporting evapdrated sources are placed 
between two CaF 2 (Eu) crystals. Although Ca?2 has inherently a lower 
light output than NaI(T), the crystals are nonhygroscopic and can be
 
used without windows between source and crystal.
 
FIG. 3-23. Typical electrohic arrangement for triple-coincidence
 
measutements.
 
FIG. 3-24. Ratio of experimental to theoretical allowed K/$
+
 
and EC/+.ratios.
 
FIG 3-25. Theoretical Kcapture to positron-emission ratios for 
allowed transitions.
 
4FIG. 2-26. Theoretical K retios. 
FIG. 4-1. Feynman Diagrams for electronic and nuclear mode con­
tributions to radiative electron capture.
 
FIG. 4-2. IB spectra for radiative'capture from various atomic
 
shells of 55Fe, according to the thpory of Glauber and-Martin (1956).
 
FIG. 4-3. Relativistic correction'factor.R s(k), according to
 
the exact results of Martin and Glauber (1958) ahdlIntemann (1971).
 
FIG. 4-4. Comparison of several theoretical results for the
 
relativistic correction factor R ls(k). The exact result is deduced
 
from Eqs. (4-44) and (4-45), the low-k expansion, from Eqs. (4-38) and
 
(4-39), and the high-k approximation, from Eq. (4-40).
 
FIG. 4-5. K-capture ID spectrum for 55Fe according to the
 
theories of Morrison and Schiff (1940) (MS) [Eq. (4-14)], Glauber and
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Martin (1956) (GM) [Eq. (4-22)], and Martin and Glauber (1958) (MG) 
[Eq. (4-36)]. GM includes relativistic effects to lowest order in
 
Za, while MG is fully relativistic.
 
FIG. 4-6. IB spectra for radiative capture from various atomic
 
shells of 165Er. The solid curves represent the fully relativistic
 
results of Zon (1971), while the dashed curves are deduced from the
 
results of Glauber and Martin (1956). [After Zon (1971)].
 
FIG. 4-7. Screening factors s , according to Martin and Glauber
 
(1958).
 
FIG. 4-8. Polarization and asymmetry functions, Pls (k) ls (k) 
and P2s (k)=a2s (k), and related functions for Z=i8. The is-state 
curves are deduced from the exact results of Martin and Glauber (1958) 
and Intemann (1971), the 2s-state curves, from the results of Glauber
 
and Martin (1956).
 
FIG. 4-9. Polarization and asymmetry functions, Pls (k)=als (k) 
and P2s (k)=c2s (k), and related functions for Z=51. The Is-state 
curves are deduced from the exact results of Martin and Glauber (1958)
 
and Intemann (1971), the 2s-state curves, from the results of Glauber 
and Martin (1956). 
FIG. 4-10. Relativistic correction factors R (k) and R (k),
is is 
according to Zon and Rapoport (1968), for several atomic numbers. The 
function R(1) is the same as Rs of Martin and Glauber (1958); it has 
been evaluated using the high-k approximation [Eqs. (4-40) or (4-76)],
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R (2 ) has also been evaluated in the high-k approximation [Eqs (4-76)]. 
The three points shown on the ordinate represent the results of an 
exact evaluation of RI (0), using Eq. (4-41) or Table 4.5, for 
Z=20, 50, 80 (in descending order). 
FIG 4-11. Comparison of theoretical results for the K-capture
 
41
1B spectrum for Ca. The theories of Morrison And Schiff (1941) and 
Martin and Glauber (1958) for an allowed transition are represented 
by the curves MS-A and MG, respectively. For a unique first-forbidden 
transition, the corresponding durves are those labeled MS-F and ZR, 
deduced from Eq. (4-79) And the results of Zon and R&poport (1968) 
evaluated to first order in Za. 
PIG. 4-12 IB pulse-height spectra of '3kcs, measured
 
with a 3.5 3.5-cm NaI(T1) spectrometer. Copper absorbers were
 
placed between source and detector, ranging from 710 mg/l 2
 
(A) to 2200,mg/cm 2 (H). [From Saraf (1954a)].
 
FIG. 4-13 Pulse-height spectrum of 51Cr, as recorded with a
 
1.2-cm Ge(Li) detector with a pileup rejector. The measured spectrum
 
(Nap) is shown in the energy range above the 320.1-keY y-ray peak, 
with its individual components: internal bremsstrahlung (NIB),
 
residual pileup (N ), and background (N.). [From Mutterer (1973a.

PuB
 
FIG. 4-14 Extrapolation plot for pileup correction of 51Cr
 
spectra, recorded from sources of different strengths with a Ge(Li)
 
spectrometer. Ratios of integral counting rates (Nint) for different
 
energy ranges E>E1 above the 320.1-keV y line and total counting rates
 
(N) are plotted against corrected total counting rates (N'). The
 
intercepts at N'=0 give ratios of IB to y counting rates above dif­
ferent energy thresholds E1. [From Mutterer (1973a4
 
FIG. 4-15 IB pulse-height spectrum (niB) of 51Cr, deduced from ' ­
a set of spectra that were recorded with a Ge(Li) spectrometer and 
corrected for pileup applying the extrapolation method. The cor­
responding energy spectrum (w IB) is shown in the inset. Solid lines 
represent theoretical spectra of Martin and Glauber (1958)- [From 
Mutterer (1973a)3. 
FIG. 4-16 Arrangement of two 3x3-in. NaI(Ti) detectors, used for
 
IB spectrometry in coincidence with y rays. [From Persson and Koonin
 
(1972)]. 
FIG. 4-17 Pulse-height spectra of 7Be photons gated by y rays,
 
as obtained with two 3x3-in. NaI(TZ) spectrometers in close face-to­
face geometry. The coincidence spectrum (open circles) is compared
 
with the random coincidence spectrum (filled circles). The difference
 
between the two spectra represents the pulse-height spectrum of inter­
nal bremsstrahlung that accompanies the EZ transition to the excited 
state in 7Li. [From Lancman and Lebowitz (1971b 
FIG. 4-18 Electronic circuit of IB spectrometry in coincidence 
with y rays, for a device with two NaI(TZ) detectors (Fig. 4-16). 
[From Persson and Koonin (1972)1, 
FIG. 4-19 IB pulse-height spectrum of 7Be measured in coincidence7Be y-ray
 
with the 477-keY y rays. Thepeak at 477 key remained after correction fo 
coincidences. The corresponding Compton distribution is shown as a
 
dashed line. [From Persson and Koonin (19721, 
FIG. 4-20 Total IB spectrum of 131Cs, measured with a ix1-in. 
NaI(TZ) crystal with a 0.0005-in. thick aluminum window. The ls IB 
-. "- -l3'± -
­
;spectum .gated".by - ,Ce K c rays that were recorded with a 1.-5x0. 080-tin. 
,NaI((T) .cLrystal, is also islhwn. iF rom Baivati et at. 1(l96. 
F'IG. '4-.21 Rure jhighershel TB s pectrgm :of 9pt, measu.d wit
 
a ,7--cuecoaxial (Ge(Lt) (detector. r KHpe and Naumann (1,9 69),
_ 
,and ,px-i~ate comunlicationl. 
3,7
-r-a. 4-2,2 Cqr-ections @apfled -to pthpedigted - -Ar -TB speqtr-um
 
Ito ,conyerqt 'it into :a jpulse-height tsPctrnLwoI4D qmeasured ,wdith -a
zas ;e 
*,xal~n,. NaI!(WU 'spectrometer± f(A) 'theoretical c rve corre ted-tor-x 
±eficlency,, and distrihution curves for !(B).,photo electrons, !(G) 
ompton. electrons, (D,) backscateed photgns, i(E) escaped photons, tand 
'(F) absorbed .photons.. {[From Lindgvist and ;Wu (C955)3. 
FI(Z. 4 'Compton'2 ,distribut-ions of 54Mn (a,) -and 85Sr i(b)recorded 
with -sma-i Ge (Li) spectrometers. -Measured spectra are ,compared wi-th 
,those calculated 'from constructed response matrices. 1[4(a,) from ,Ribordy
 
ad .Huber (1970),, courtesy -of Birkhguser -Publishing Co..4; ) from 
'Mutterer *19,73c),, .unpublished]. 
-F-IG. 4-24 I-B ulse-height spectru of Mm,.measured -with a 
3x3-1.,n-. NaI,(Tt,) spectrometer, in 'coincidence wilth--the 835-'keV y,rays . 
from Cr. The so'lid l.ine is the best fit '(corresponding -to the 
minimum value of X2) of the curves obtained by -folding the theoretical 
1Bspectfum ,with the response pmatrix. The endpoint-energy is-used as 
fitting iparameter. [From -Lancman and Lebowitz k(li-969)3. 
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FIG. 4-25 The is IB spectrum of 165Er, as measured with an 
1 xl-in. NaI(TZ) spectrometer, in coincidence with Ho K x rays. Jauch 
plots are shown according to Eq. (4-81) (curve a) and Eq. (4-82) (curve 
b). [From Zylicz et al. (1963), courtesy of North-Holland Publishing 
Co.]. 
FIG. 4-26 IB spectrum of 49V, measured with a well-type NaI (TZ), 
spectrometer. The full line represents the theoretical spectrum of
 
Glauber and Martin (1956). The experimental points are normalized at
 
200 key. [From Hayward and Hoppes (1956,
 
FIG. 4-27 Total 1B spectrum of 55Fe, measured by Bere'nyi et al.
 
(1965) with a 10.2xl5.2-cm NaT(Ti) spectrometer.- Data points represent
 
the effective shape factor Reff, obtained by dividing the corrected
 
spectrum (NKor)by the Morrison-Schiff term k(ko-k)2 [From Varga
 
(1970), courtesy of Hungarian Academy of Science].
 
FIG. 4-28 "RatiospE,T of experimental to theoretical
 
bremsstrahlung yields, calculated with theoretical IB intensities
 
according to Morrison and Schiff (1940). Values are given for Is IB
 
intensities per K capture (open circles); total IB intensities in
 
which s contributions predominate, relative to K-capture rates
 
(triangles); and total IB intensities relative to total EC rates
 
(filled circles). References for experimental data are given in Table
 
4.9.
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FIG. 4-29 Ratios of experimental to theoretical bremsstrahlung
 
yields, calculated with theoretical IB intensities from the theory of
 
.Martin and Glauber (1958), with Ns(Z,k) from Eqs. (4-37) and (4-38).
 
For notation and references see caption of Fig. 4-28.
 
FIG. 4-30. Ratios of experimental to theoretical bremsstrahlung
 
yields, calculated with theoretical IS intensities according to
 
Intemann (1971) for Rls(Z,k) (Eq. 4-44). For notation and references
 
see Fig. 4-28.
 
FIG. 4-31 IB spectrum of 41Ca,, measured with a Ge(Li) spectro­
meter in two different geometries. The spectra (W ) divided by the 
Morrison-Schiff spectrum k (c lS-k) are compared with predicted IS 
shape factors. [From Mys3ek pt al., (1973), courtesy of North-
Holland Publishing Co.]. 
FIG. 4-32 Total IB .spectrum accompanying the second-forbidden
 
nonunique EC decay of 36CI, measured.with a 10xlO-cm NaI(Tg) spectro­
meter. The spectrum is shown in Jauch coordinates, (a).and in form of
 
the effective shape function Reff (b). The latter is compared with
 
theoretical shape functions, calculated with (1) and without (2)
 
including detour transitions. [From Smirnov and Batkin (1973),
 
courtesy of Nauka Press].
 
FIG. 4-33 Circular Polarization (P) of the IB from 37,Ar as 
function of energy, measured with a forward-scattering Compton 
polarimeter provided with a NaI (T9) detector. (Hartwig and Schop­
per, 1958). The solid line is the theoretical curve, cal­
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culated from Eq.(4-52) with the polarization functions
 
al and 2 of Fig. 4-8. The IB spectrun of 37Ar is also shown.
 
FIG. 4-4 Relative change &(x) in the Compton absorption of 51Cr
 
photons in iron that is magnetized parallel and anti-parallel,
 
respectively, to the photon momentum. The Compton polarimeter has a 
special radial-transmission magnet. Photons are recorded with NaI(Ti) 
detectors applying current integration techniques. Values of 6(x) 
for different Pb absorbers between source and magnet are shown. Solid 
lines are calculated from I theory. [From Kuphal et al. (1974)J, 
FIG. 4-35 Forward-backward asymmetry W(r)/W(O) in the emission of
 
IB photons from polarized S9sbnuclei, as a function of sample
 
temperature. [From Brewer and Shirley (1968)a, 
FIG. 4-5 Overall asymmetry coefficient A(k) of IB emission 
from oriented S9sbnuclei, measured by Brewer and Shirley (1968). 
Data points are compared with theoretical predictions, calculated 
with the asymmetry functionsmis and a2s oi Fig. 4- 9 (full curve), 
= and with a i 2s 1 (dashed curve). [From Intemann (19?1)]. 
FIG. 51 Theoretical momentum spectrum of K electrons ejected
 
during K capture of 55Fe. The upper curve is ca-lculated acording to 
Intemann and Pollock (1967), taking into account only the exchange of 
scalar virtual photons during transitions between spherically sym­
metric states. The lower curve, calculated by Intemanh (1972), results 
if p-wave intermediate states and the exchange of longitudinal virtual
 
frhotons ar tdken into abcount. (After Intemann, 1972).
 
FIG. 5-2. Calculated momentum spedtrum of K electrons ejedted 
during K"caphtre decay 6f 131Os. Curve A is according to the non­
relativistic theory of Primakoff and Porter (1953)1 curve B represents 
the semirelativistic calculation of Intemann (1969). (From Intemann, 
1969). 
FIG. 5-3. 
decaof55F 
deay-of 55Fe. 
Calculated.energy spectra of electrons ejected in the 
The dashed curve-labeled "K-K" represents K eldbtrons 
ejected during K capture; the curves "K-L." indicate L. -electrons 
1 i­
ejected during K capture plus the exchange effect, viz., K electrons
 
ejected during Li capture. All rates are given per K-capture event.
 
After Mukoyama and Shimizu (1974).
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